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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

I

n animal breeding, tools toevaluate breeding
schemes in the short-term are well
established. Best Linear Unbiased Prediction
(HENDERSON 1963, 1973, 1975, 1976) is
widely used to estimate breeding values and
selection index theory (HAZEL, 1943) is the
common tool to evaluate breeding programs.
Response to selection onBest Linear Unbiased
Prediction of breeding values canbe predicted
accurately, by including estimated breeding
values of parents intheselection index (WRAY
and HILL, 1989)andaccounting forreductionof
the genetic variance due to the Bulmer effect
(BULMER, 1971).
Apart from theBulmer effect, little attention
has been paid to the long-term aspects of
selection in animal breeding theory. When the
selected trait is heritable, selection in the
current generation will favor offspring of
superior parents of previous generations, thus
inducing a certain degree of selection between
families of previous generations. Selection,
therefore, reduces the effective number of
grandparents and earlier ancestors, which
resultsindecreased genetic variation inthe long
term. This process has not explicitly been
modeled in animal breeding theory. For
example, selection theory has not generally
assessed howthenumber of descendants ofan
individual grows or reduces over time in
relation totheproperties of thepopulationand
the selection strategy. Though HILL (1974)
modeled the flow of genes through a
population, his method ignores the effect of

selection and does not consider the individual
animal. No theoretical framework has been
developed to model theinheritance of selective
advantage from parents to offspring, with the
exception of ROBERTSON (1961), who
introduced the concept of accumulation of
selective advantage. There is no general theory
that provides a model to describe theeffect of
different selection strategies on pedigree
development and relates it to rates of
inbreeding.
In classical selection theory (see, e.g.,
FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996), genetic gainis
expressed asa selection differential, which isa
conditional expectation of a subset of the
population, i.e., it is a statistical measure of
genetic progress. Classical theory does not
explicitly show how selection response is
related totheselective success of individualsin
relation to their genetic superiority. It seems
obvious that sustained genetic gain canonlybe
achieved when the individuals contributing to
the population onthelong-term have an above
average
Mendelian
sampling
term.
Nevertheless, apart from WOOLLIAMS and
THOMPSON (1994), no theory has been
developed thatexplicitly shows this relation.
This thesis focuses onthe effects of selection
on thedevelopment ofpedigree, with particular
emphasis on the rate of inbreeding (AF). The
central concept in this thesis is the "long-term
genetic contribution", which wasintroduced by
JAMES and MCBRIDE (1958). The long-term

genetic contribution (/-;) of ancestor i born at
1
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time th is defined as the proportion of genes
from i that are present in individuals in
generation t2deriving by descent from i, where
(t2 - tt) -* oo (WOOLLIAMS et al., 1993). In
other words, the long-term contribution of an
individual is its proportional contribution to the
genetic make-up of the population in the long
term. Because long-term genetic contributions
are proportions, they sum to unity per
generation. In the remainder of this
introduction, long-term genetic contributions
willbereferred toas long-term contributions.
Besides chance effects, the long-term
contribution of an individual is affected in a
systematic manner by the superiority of the
individual. For example, when selection is for
estimated breeding values (EBV), individuals
with a high EBV are expected to have more
selected offspring, which will increase their
long-term contribution. The EBV, therefore, is
a measure of the selective advantage of an
individual. Throughout this thesis, the term
"selective advantage" may refer to any variable
that affects the long-term contribution of an
individual, by affecting the selective success of
itsoffspring and moredistant descendants.
There are two mechanisms that affect the
long-term contribution of an individual (WRAY
and THOMPSON, 1990). First the relation
between the number of selected offspring and
the selective advantage of their parents, which
determines the expected number of selected
offspring. Second, the inheritance of selective
advantage from parents to selected offspring,
which affects theselective advantage of thenext
generation of parents. In this thesis, a general
theory will be developed to predict long-term

contributions, by modeling those two
mechanisms. This theory enables prediction of
the expected development of pedigree, which
hasnotbeen possible so far.
WOOLLIAMS and THOMPSON (1994) stated
that the rate of gain is proportional to the sum
of cross-products of long-term contributions
and Mendelian sampling terms,without givinga
formal derivation. In this thesis a formal theory
will be developed, explicitly showing that
genetic gain arises from creating a covariance
between long-term contributions and Mendelian
sampling terms. Predictive equations will be
developed to implement the theory and to
demonstrate the relation to classical selection
theory.
The rate of inbreeding, or equivalently,
effective population size [AF= l/(2Ne)], is the
key parameter that measures the genetic size of
a population. It determines the variance of gene
frequency due to drift, the increase in
homozygosity by descent, the fixation
probability of favorable mutants and the
equilibrium state of the mutation-selection-drift
balance. (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996;
LYNCH

and

WALSH,

1998).

WRAY

and

(1990) showed that rates of
inbreeding are proportional to the sum of
squared long-term contributions. Subsequently,
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1993) and WRAY et al.
(1994) further developed this approach, but in
particular theprediction of the variance of longterm contributions proved to be difficult.
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) predicted
rates of inbreeding by modeling the variance of
gene frequency, without using long-term
contributions. This thesis will show that, under

THOMPSON
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certain conditions, the rate of inbreeding can
directly bepredicted from theexpectation of the
long-term contribution, making a separate
prediction of the variance redundant. Predictive
equations will bedeveloped for animal breeding
populations, which, for the first time, enable a
computationally feasible optimization of
breeding schemes with respect to rates of
genetic gain and inbreeding.

Outlineofthethesis
This thesis can be divided into three mainparts.
First, CHAPTERS 2 to 4 deal with the prediction
of long-term contributions and their relation to
genetic gain and generation interval. Second,
CHAPTERS 5 to 8 deal with the prediction of
rates of inbreeding based on long-term
contributions. Finally, CHAPTERS9 and 10deal
with the application of the theory to Combined
Crossbred Purebred Selection.
CHAPTER 2 to 4: CHAPTER 2 develops a

general theory to predict long-term
contributions and formally derives the relation
between long-term contributions and genetic
gain. Long-term contributions will be predicted
by linear regression of contributions on
selective
advantages.
The
regression
coefficients will be derived by modeling the
relation between selective advantage and the
number of selected offspring and by modeling
the inheritance of selective advantage. With
overlapping generations the long-term
contribution will be predicted by modifying
conventional gene flow theory (HILL, 1974) in
order toaccount for selection.
CHAPTER 3 shows how the general theory
developed in CHAPTER 2 can be implemented

for populations with overlapping generations
undergoing mass selection. Particular emphasis
will be given to the generation interval. The
theory of CHAPTER 2 will be compared to
conventional gene flow theory, which ignores
the effect of selective advantage on long-term
contributions.
4 is a short note, which discusses
the relation between gene flow theory and
genetic gain in an intuitive manner. Particular
emphasis will be given to the different concepts
underlying gain predicted from conventional
gene flow theory and gain predicted from longterm contributions.
CHAPTER 5 to 8: CHAPTER 5 deals with the
relationship between long-term contributions
and rates of inbreeding. First, it will be shown
that rates of inbreeding are proportional to
squared long-term contributions. WRAY and
THOMPSON(1990) already derived this relation,
using properties of the relationship matrix. In
this thesis the relation will be derived directly
from identity by descent, which enhances
intuitive understanding.
Second, it will be shown that, with Poisson
family size, rates of inbreeding are directly
related to squared expected long-term
contribution, making a separate prediction of
the variance of long-term contributions
redundant. Finally, the theory will be applied to
sib-indices in discrete generations. Together,
CHAPTER2 and 5 represent a unified theory of
rates of gain and inbreeding.
In CHAPTER 6, equations willbe developed to
predict rates of inbreeding for populations with
either discrete or overlapping generations
undergoing mass selection, which shows how
CHAPTER
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the theory described in CHAPTERS 2 and5 can
be implemented. Furthermore, CHAPTER 6
shows how the prediction ofAF based onlongterm contributions relates to previous
predictions for mass selection based on the
variance of gene frequency, as described by
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) for discrete
generations and by NOMURA (1996) for a
special caseofoverlapping generations.
7 shows how rates of inbreeding
may be predicted for populations that are
selected on Best Linear Unbiased Prediction
(BLUP) of breeding values. Specific attention
will be given to the relation between AFand
population parameters, such as the number of
parents and selection intensity.
Finally, CHAPTER 8 shows how rates of
inbreeding may be predicted for typical
livestock breedingpopulations with overlapping
generations, BLUP selection and progeny
testing.
CHAPTER

CHAPTERS 9 and 10: CHAPTERS 9 and 10

deal with Combined Crossbred Purebred
Selection (CCPS) in crossbreeding schemes.
CHAPTER 9 shows how short term rates of
genetic gain maybepredicted with CCPSand
BLUP selection, following the approach of WEI
and VANDER WERF (1994) and WRAY and

(1989). Furthermore, CHAPTER 9
describes the optimization of CCPS breeding
schemes, ignoringratesofinbreeding.
CHAPTER 10 describes the optimization of
CCPS breeding schemes when the rate of
inbreeding is restricted, and shows howthe
theory developed in CHAPTERS 2 to 8 canbe
used tobalance rates ofgain andinbreedingfor
HILL

animal breeding schemes in a computationally
feasible manner.
GENERAL
DISCUSSION:
The General
Discussion addresses therelevanceofthis thesis
for quantitative genetic theory andfor applied
animal breeding. Finally, the relevance of
inbreeding infuture breeding programs willbe
discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

ExpectedGeneticContributionsandtheir ImpactonGene
FlowandGeneticGain
John A.Woolliams 1 , Piter Bijma 2 and Beatriz Villanueva 3

'RoslinInstitute(Edinburgh),Roslin,MidlothianEH25 9PS,U.K. 2AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,
WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,6700AH Wageningen,TheNetherlandsand
'ScottishAgriculturalCollege,WestMainsRoad,Edinburgh,EH93JG,U. K.
Abstract- Long-termgeneticcontributions(r,)measurelastinggeneflowfromanindividual i.By
accountingforlinkagedisequilibriumgeneratedby selectionbothwithinandbetweenbreedinggroups
(categories), assuming the infinitesimal model, a general formula wasderived for the expected
contributionofancestoriincategoryq(u i( ,), givenitsselectiveadvantages(s w ). Resultsappliedto
overlapping generations withmultiple modesofinheritance andselection indices. Geneticgainwas
relatedtothecovariancebetweenr,andtheMendeliansamplingdeviation(a,), therebylinkinggainto
pedigree development. When s,w includes ah gain was related to E^^ .a,], decomposing it into
independent componentsattributabletowithin-andbetween-families, within eachcategory,foreach
elementofs,w. Theformulafor (il( .was consistentwithpreviousindextheoryforpredictinggainin
discrete generations. For overlapping generations, accurate predictions ofgene flow wereobtained
amongandwithincategories,incontrasttoprevioustheorythatgavequalitativeerrorsamongcategories,
andnopredictionswithin. Thegenerationintervalwasdefined astheperiodforwhich |i ( .,.,summed
over all ancestorsborn inthat period, equalled 1. Predictive accuracy was supported by simulation
results for gain andcontributions with sib-indices, BLUP selection andselection with imprinted
variation.

S

election theory has notgenerally addressed
how the number of descendants from an
individualgrowsorreducesovertime,inrelation
toproperties ofthepopulation. This isperhaps
surprising,sincethedevelopmentofthepedigree
overgenerations provides theframework forthe
passageofgenesthroughthepopulation,forming
thelinkbetweenourunderstandingofindividual
genotypes andthewaysuchgenotypes influence
thepopulation. Such anunderstanding provides
answers to,forexample:therelative importance
ofindividualswithinageneration;wheregenetic
Genetics153: 1009-1020

change has arisen; how quickly the change
generated has spread through the population;
with what precision areweable topredict this
change;howisgenetic changerelated totheloss
ofvariation;andhowdoesgeneticchangeinone
generation relate to that in a subsequent
generation. These questions have no general
framework within which they canbe answered
although some special cases have been
investigated (e.g. VILLANUEVA et al. 1996;
BUMA and WOOLLIAMS 1999).

EXPECTEDGENETICCONTRIBUTIONS

Theobjective of this study is to describethe
expectationsfortheproliferation ofgeneticlines
usingtheconceptofgeneticcontributions. The
generation of linkage disequilibrium during
selection changes the impact of selective
advantages, and this must be accounted for in
ordertopredicttheflowofanindividual'sgenes
through apopulation overtime. Thesechanges
affect the comparative gene flow of different
breeding groups or categories, and of different
individuals within categories. The general
developmentwillbuilduponthepioneeringwork
of WRAY and THOMPSON (1990), and more
latterly on the studies of WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1993;mass selection), WRAY etal.(1994;sib
indices)andWOOLLIAMSandTHOMPSON(1994).
Firstly,theconceptofgeneticcontributionswill
beconsidered inrelation to genetic gain, anda
general formula for gain will be proved. The
expectedgeneticcontributionofanindividualto
subsequent generations willbederived,andthe
relationshipofthelong-termgeneticcontribution
with gain willbeused to show the consistency
between the theory developed and classical
theory(e.g., BULMER 1980). Theconceptofthe
generation interval will be re-evaluated as a
natural extension of the contribution theory.
Many of the detailed results will be derived
assuminganequilibrium.Theuseoftheformulae
developedwillbeshowninexamplesofselection
appliedtodiscretegenerationsusingsibindices,
using best linear unbiased predictors (BLUP),
with imprinted variation, and with overlapping
generations.

Methods
Definitions andbasicnotation:Table 1 shows
the notation for theprinciple parameters. The

conceptofgeneticcontributions wasintroduced
by JAMES and MCBRIDE (1958) and was
developedbyWRAY and THOMPSON(1990)for
thepredictionofratesofinbreeding(AF).Given
the fundamental nature of the concept to this
paper, the definition will be re-stated. The
geneticcontributionofanancestoribornattime
u to an individualj born at time t (>u), is the
proportion of thegenesofj thatareexpectedto
derive by descent from ancestor i. This is
different fromthedefinition usedbyWRAYand
THOMPSON (1990), who multiplied this
proportion by Xm+Xf (where Xm and Xfare the
number of male and female parents in a
generation).However, asshownbyWOOLLIAMS
et al. (1993), a contribution is more usefully
defined withoutthisre-scaling. Itisalsodistinct
from the numerator genetic relationship which
considerssharedgenes,notonlythoserestricted
to descent; so full-sibs make no genetic
contribution toeachotheralthough theyhavea
geneticrelationship>0.
Thenotationwillbedefinedtoallowextension
to overlapping generations.
Therefore
contributionswillbedefinedwithinandbetween
categories, where the categories aredefined by
both ageand sex and,potentially, breeding use
(e.g., nucleusfemales andotherfemales). Over
its lifetime, an individual will move through
variouscategories.Aninitialobjectiveistoshow
therelationshipbetweencontributionsandrateof
gain, and for this there is no need to identify
detailsofthecategoryofanindividualandwhat
ishappeningtothedifferent categoriesovertime.
Forthisobjective,itisonlynecessarytoconsider
theobservedcontributionbywhatevermeansitis
achieved. However, to develop theconceptof
geneflow,whichisimportantfor understanding
the dynamics of overlapping generations, the
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TABLE l.-The notational conventions forthe principal parameters.
t,u
p,q
i,j , i(q)
G„ AG
Tm, 7}
rHq)
a„ A,
S,
sw
p,tql
a, ft
Xp
gM

g0pq
Xpq
Tip,

h\W
<5/t2. 0P2

.0/

\,kq
P.i
"M

bjp.0. cjp.t)
fq(p,t)
T,„, if, zw
T, i,k
z, K
A„ SAb St
A ,A*

time variables
oneofa total ofnc categories defined bysex and age
individuals inthepopulation, i(q)denotes individual incategoryq
genetic meritofpopulation attime tand rateofgenetic gain
number of male and female candidates available for selection
long-termcontributionofiincategoryq
Mendelian samplingtermandbreedingvalueofi
selection scorefori,0or 1accordingtoiselectedornot
vectorofselectiveadvantagesfori(q), oflengthn,\meanoverallselectedincategory qis sq
expected long-term contribution, assumed tobelinear regression ons w ofform a ^ +fiq (s /(?) -sq)
vectors of the coefficients for\iHq),of lengths n„and nc ns respectively
number ofparents incategory p; the nc xnc diagonal matrixN has elements Xp
proportion of genes of selectedindividuals incategoryp thatderivefrom parents ofcategory q; the nc
x nc matrixGhas elements g„; the nc xnc matrix Gphas elements other than thepth row equalto
zero.
proportion of genes among the newborn from which category p areselected that derive from parents
of category q
regression coefficients ofproportion selected in category p onsHq) forparent in category q; has
dimension 1xn,; the nc xn/i, matrix Ahas elements X^,
regression coefficients of sj(p) ons m forparent incategory q\ hasdimension n,xn,; the n/i, x n j i ,
matrixIIhas elements i t n
heritabiUty oftraitincandidates, and heritability inunselected base generation
additive genetic,phenotypic and index variance
standardised selection intensity, andvariance reduction coefficient forcategoryq
index accuracy and generation interval
for refining a:d^Eis^
\j(p) has categoryq parent -sp; hasdimension n, x1;the nji, x nc
matrixD haselements dn
for ancestor iincategory qattime 0, thegenetic contribution toselected individuals incategoryp
timetis cjp.t) +bjp.t) (AVql -~Aq), with vector ofcoefficients forallcategoriesp denoted by cq(t)
and6,(f)
regression of AJlp) for selected j(p) attime ton A:lq) for ancestor i(q)attime 0, with vector for all
categoriesp denoted by fq(t)
forsib indices: regressionofthe index onthesire's and clam's transmitting ability and on
the candidate's Mendelian sampling term;
forsib indices: x= '/2(T„+xf); i =V^+if); k='/2(km+kf)
forsib indices:z=poA; K = [la + 1 ^ m -Ty)(i m -fe / )]
for BLUP: theEBV ofi when selected, itsEBV attime ofoffspring selection, andthe
remaining prediction error
forimprinted variation: the hidden and expressed breeding value

EXPECTEDGENETICCONTRIBUTIONS

trackingofcategoriesisrequired. Therefore,in
order to keep notation minimal at any given
stage, the notation for contributions will be
developed through the paper, and a balance
between consistency and simplicity has been
attempted.
Thefollowing notation willbeused initially:
rtJj,t) isthecontributionofancestorithatwas
bornattimeutoindividualj bornattimet; rtu(t)
is the mean contribution over all the newborn
cohortattimet{i.e., Vzofthemeanfornewborn
malesplusViofthemeanfornewbornfemales).
Thelong-termcontributionsofi, r.u =r.Jj) as
t - <*>. Forlong-termcontributions therewillbe
less needto specify uand r(isused. Tm males
and Tf females are scored in each cohort at
random, and only scored individuals are
candidatesforbreedingopportunities.
Thepopulations willbeassumed tomixover
time. Withmixing,thecontributionaparticular
ancestormakestolater-bornindividualswilltend
toavaluethatisthesamefor allindividualsin
later cohorts, i.e., for each i, the variance of
r(.Jj,t) amongj tendsto0ast - » (WRAYand
THOMPSON 1990). This value is the long-term
contributionrt,andwilldifferbetweenindividual
ancestors,dependinguponthelifetimebreeding
use of i,its breeding value and other selective
advantages both genetic and non-genetic, and
chance factors. WRAY and THOMPSON (1990)
andGRUNDYetal. (1998)describeinmoredetail
the relationship between the long-term
contribution and the numerator relationship
matrix.
Thefull development presented in thispaper
will assume the infinitesimal model with
negligible rates of inbreeding, since this will
satisfy theprinciplerequirementfor aperiodof
equilibrium in the population structure. This
10

studywilluseMendeliansamplingtermstomean
the deviation of the breeding value of an
individualfromthemeanofitsparents'breeding
values, and Mendelian sampling variance to
meanthevarianceofthesedeviations.
Ratesofgain
The breeding value of an individual may be
decomposed into a sum of independent terms,
involving the breeding values of the base
generation andMendeliansamplingtermsofall
otherancestors. Thismaybedonebyobserving
that:(0thebreedingvalueofanindividual./'born
attimetcanbeexpressed as theaverage of its
parental breeding values plus a deviation (the
Mendeliansamplingterm)whichisindependent
of its parental breeding values, i.e.,
A

j,t = l/2Asire+,/2Adam+aj,t>

3nd

' (") ^

g0mg

backwards through the pedigrees, this
substitution canberepeatedforeachgeneration
ofancestorsuntilthebasegenerationisreached.
Thecoefficients for theseterms arethegenetic
contributionsoftheancestorstoindividual./'born
attimet. Therefore,
A

j, = E E ri^Ku

+

E ri,o(J^Ai,o

The second term is to allow for the base
population,notnecessarilyunselected,whereitis
assumedthatparentsareunknownandsoallthe
geneticinformation priortot=0iscontainedin
thisbaseinformation. LetG„thegeneticmeritof
the population at time t, be the average of the
breeding values of the newborn males and
females,i.e.,
G,= *4 E KlAu
/ males

+* £

7}%;
j females
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then

individualancestors,i.e., E ^ [ A r ^ ^ O a ^ J =
u=\
U=\

/

I

Y.EWmu{^t)aKqJ.
SinceE[aiu] =0,thecross-product r,^,isrelated
to the covariance between rt and at. Thus
sustainedgeneticgainisrelatedtothecreationof
a covariance between contributions and
Mendelian sampling terms.
Let the gain made by selection in cohort t be
AG, = Gt+l-Gr and Arjt) = r.u(t+l)-riu(t)

(=0

For u large enough, the right hand side will
approach its equilibrium value ^Hr^ . a ^ . ].
Therefore, for a sufficiently large t,
E[AGt] =E[AGeq\ and substitution of these
results intoEquation 2gives:
E[^Geq\ = TmE[riim)ai(m)]+TfE[rmam]

(3)

then:
AG, = ± E A . , a « a , u * E Ar, 0 (0A, 0 (1)
Sincethepopulationisassumedtomix,theterms
Ariu(t) - 0 as t - <*>and so Ariu(t)aiu - 0 a s /
- °°for afixed u,and,inparticular, theterms for
thebasepopulationtermsinEquation 1 tendto0.
Therefore,forlarget,summingovermales(i(m))
and females (i(f)) separately and taking
expectations,

E[AGS]= E E TqE[ArmJt)amM]

(2)

If anequilibrium isapproached (as willbethe
case with the infinitesimal model when
inbreeding is ignored), the expected change in
covariancebetween rtanda,willdependonlyon
t-uand noton uper se, i.e.,only on the elapsed
time since the ancestor's birth, and not on the
actual time of birth. So E[Ari(q)u(f)aK)u] =

After making these substitutions, AG, may be
expressedasasumofchangesincontributionsof

orequivalenUy, E[AGeq] = rmcov(r,.(m),a,m))

+

Tfcov(ri(f,,aJif)). An equivalent expression to
Equation 3canbegivenasacontinuous function
of time(available from theauthors).
Comparison of Equation 3 with other
expressions ofgain:Thetraditional formula for
quantitative genetic gain expresses gain as the
product of selection intensity (/), accuracy (p)
and genetic standard deviation (aA), defined ina
singlegeneration. Equation 3makesexplicitand
clearthat:(i)geneticgainmustarisefrom 'good'
ancestors contributing more genes; (ii) this
processofcontributinggenesconcernsmorethan
a single generation; (Hi) sustained gain depends
onutilizingthenewvariation,i.e.,theMendelian
sampling variation, entering thepopulation each
generation;and(iv)quantitatively,thecovariance
of r, with a,gives a complete description of the
process involved in items (i)to(Hi).
Thetraditional expression for gainmaybethe
most tractable form for calculation in most
schemes,butitisunclearthatthiswillalwaysbe
thecase,e.g.,withquadraticindicesasdescribed
by MEUWISSEN (1997) and GRUNDY et al.
(1998). However,itisshownlaterthat formulae
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developed in the next sections and used in
Equation 3leadtoestimatesforratesofgainthat
are precisely equivalent to the traditional
expression for important cases. Therefore, the
main outcome of Equation 3 is that the rate of
gainhasbeenconnectedtothepedigree,whichis
not apparent with ipaA.Equation 3 is useful for
decomposingachievedgain,butitsusefulness for
prediction islimitedbecause r,isobserved. Itis
thereforenecessarytodevelopexpectationsforrt.

Expected long-term contributions
Framework for generalsolution: As described
above, one reason for deriving expected longtermcontributions istoexploit the relationships
betweenthelong-termcontributions andratesof
gain, by replacing the observed r, with its
expectation. There are other reasons that are
perhaps more important. First, the expected
contributions are involved in predicting rates of
inbreeding (AF) in selected populations, using
the relationship between AF and the sum of
squared contributions (WRAY and THOMPSON,
1990; WOOLLIAMS et al. 1993). Second, the
expected long-term contributions represent the
expected gene flow in the population, and in
complexpopulation structures(withoverlapping
generations and breeding pyramids) this
information is essential for scheme design. To
develop expected contributions, it will be
necessarytomodify slightlythenotationused. In
particular, it will be necessary for breeding
categories (i.e.,ages and sexes)tobeexplicit, so
i{q)will denote anancestor incategory q.
The expected long-term contribution of
individual i(q) will be defined conditional on a
vector of ns selective advantages, si(g). The sj(q)
are expressed as deviations from the average of
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the selected contemporaries s . The selective
advantagesinfluencethesuccessoftheoffspring,
and (or) may influence the selection of
subsequent descendants, i.e., \ii(q) =E[ri(q) \ si(g)].

Forexample,anestimatedbreedingvalue(EBV)
of anancestor atthetimeof selection of its own
offspring willinfluence thenumberof offspring
that are selected, and will play a role in the
number of grand-offspring selected. In contrast,
the corresponding prediction error of the EBV
will notinfluence selection of offspring but will
influence selection of grand-offspring. The
conditional expectation expresses the expected
contribution as a function of the selective
advantages. If alinearmodel for the conditional
expectation is assumed, then u. ( .
=
a +
s
an
Pa
(
i(q)
"
O
•
^
equilibrium
is
assumed,
q
then the coefficients aq and p„ will not change
overgenerationsandthesamecoefficients canbe
used for both the ancestor and the selected
offspring. The expected lifetime long-term
contribution of anindividual;'willbethesumof
the expected long-term contributions for all
categories that ibelonged tooverits lifetime.
The objective of the following section is to
define a set of achievable steps which can be
followed to derive formulae for a, and $q,in
order to obtain expected contributions even in
complex breeding schemes. The starting point
willbetonote thatthelong-termcontribution of
individual;'isgiven by:
r, = Vi £

r,

(4)

offspring j

where the sums are taken over its male and
female offspring. Since unselected offspring
havenolong-termcontribution, these sumsmay
be restricted to the selected offspring. Taking
expectations conditional on si(q) and summing
over categories p,
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»m =
Vz 2^

E[no. offspr. selected in cat.p\ s.()]

categories p

x E[r.j(p)

W (5)

Let the population have nc categories which
describesex,ageandbreedingpurpose. Discrete
generations are a special case with only two
categories,males and females. Initially si(q> will
be assumed to be a single variable (ns =1),
namely the breeding value Ai(q). This was
assumed for mass and sib-index selection by
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1993) and WRAY et al.

(1994). Inthis situation, fiqisasingle number.
The expected long-term contributions for
individual iincategoryqcanthenberepresented
Thesolutionswillbeobtainedfromfour steps:
(i)foroverlappinggenerationsonly,todetermine
the gene flow from theparents (sic)inprevious
periods to selected individuals in the current
period; (if) to regress the expected number of
offspring selected foraparent upon its selective
advantage(s),withtheregressioncoefficients \pq
forming anncx nc matrix A;(Hi) toregressthe
selective advantage(s) of a selected offspring
uponthoseofitsparent, withthecoefficients npq
forming anncxncmatrixII;(iv)from thesesteps
calculate the vectors of aq and Pg for all
categories,i.e.,a=(<x/(a2,.... an )T,and p= (p„
P2,.... Pn )T,bothofdimension ncx 1.
Step 1,defining the gene flow matrix G:The
conceptofgeneflow (HILL 1974)isused,butthe
development of HILL does notaccount forthe
inheritance of selective advantage, which is
critical for selection. A consequence of this
selectiveadvantageisthattheprobabilitythatthe
parent of a selected individual in category p
comes from category q will depend on the

selection intensity in category p and on the
selective advantage of category q over other
categoriescontributingcandidatesforcategoryp.
Ifcategoryqhasaselectiveadvantageoverother
categories,thenitsoffspring willhaveincreasing
success as selection becomes more intense.
Consider an example where dams from age1
haveahigher genetic merit than those of age2,
andthetwoagescontributeequallytoagroupof
newborn individuals. If selection among this
newborn group isatrandom, then those chosen
are expected tocome equally from 1and2year
oldfemales.However,ifthereisselectioninthis
group, offspring of females of age 1wouldbe
expected tobe favoured.
Inthestandardgeneflow matrix (HILL 1974),the
key elements are g0pq, representing the
proportionsofgenesinthenewborncohort from
which categoryp willbeselected (atsome time
in their life) that arise from category qparents.
To obtain the expected long-term contributions,
amodifiedmatrixisrequired(G,ofdimensionnc
xnc)inwhich eachrowrepresents acategoryof
selected individuals (rather than newborn),and
with theelements gpq of each rowrepresenting
the proportions of genes in the selected
individualstransferred throughbreedingfromthe
parents in the different categories q. With
discrete generations and the standard two
p a t h w a y s , G =(Vi,Vi\Vi,Vi)
always.
Deterministic procedures to obtain G are
described in detail by BUMA and WOOLLIAMS
(1999),andbriefly intheapplication concerning
overlapping generations inthis paper.
Step 2,defining andderiving A: Amodelis
required for the regression of the number of
offspring (the expected selection score) of a
parent incategoryqthat areselected tobreedin
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categoryp, onthebreedingvalueof theirparent.
With random selection, theproportion of theXp
selected in categoryp that are expected to have
categoryqparents is2g0pq, andthesearedivided
equally among theXqparents in category q. In
this case, the expected selection score for a
parent in category q is simply a constant,
2Xpg0tWX,'y, and does not depend upon Ai(q).
With selection, APPENDIX A shows that this
expectation is of the form
2XgX~
[1+\q{Ai{q) -Aq)]. TheelementsA^formannc
xncmatrixA. Formass selection,Xpq =Vn^oy1,
whereipistheintensityof selectionincategory/?,
and dpisthephenotypic standard deviation.
Step 3, defining and deriving II: A second
regressionmodelisrequiredfortheregressionof
thebreeding value of theselected offsprings on
the breeding value of the parent i. In principle
these, depend on both the category of offspring
and parent, giving anncx nc matrix II, with npq
representing the coefficient for offspring
category p and parent category q. Thus
E[A

;(P)"^] = n M ( \ ) ^ , ) Appendix B
givesageneralderivationfor n , whichisusedin
all the applications. For the case of mass
selection withonlythebreedingvalueconferring
selectiveadvantage,n - Vi(\-kh2),
wherekp
isthevariancereductioncoefficient for selection
in category p and h2 is the heritability in the
candidates.
Step 4, solutions: Using Equation 5 with: (i)
thebreeding valuereplacing sl(q) asthe selective
advantage;(ii)the E[numberofselectedoffspring
1

replacedby npq(Aj{q) ~Aq)\ andcollecting terms
independentofAm andthoselinearly dependent
uponAUqj separately, gives:

% =E

x

a

PsPqK

(6a)

P

MA(<7)-^) =
(XpSpqXq Xpqap

+ X^X'^^)

.-l

(Ai(q)-Aq)

(6b)

Thequadratictermshavebeenneglectedandthis
will be addressed in DISCUSSION. If N is the
diagonalmatrixwithelementsXpthenthematrix
form of Equations 6aand 6bare:
(JVa) = G T(Na)

(7a)

(iVp) = ( / - G ^ I l V t G ^ A ^ t i V a )

(7b)

where ® denotes element-by-element
multiplication of thematrices.
Therefore,Na isarighteigenvectorofGTwith
eigenvalue 1 (this eigenvector exists since all
rowsof Gsumto 1). Thisonlydefines a uptoa
scalar. LetLbethegeneration interval, defined
astheperiod of timefor thepopulation torenew
itself. Then, (i)over its lifetime, asingle cohort
has a total long-term contribution of 5^ Xpap
p

and so LY^X a. = 1; (ii) the average age at
p

which the long-term contributions are made is
given by

L =( J ^ V " ' £Xpapage(p),

use of the same a and p for both parent and

whereageip)istheageofindividualsincategory
p. Combining these two formulae, gives the
constraint J ^ X a ageip) = 1, and this
is

offspring; (iv) (AJ(p)-Ap)

sufficient to define a uniquely.

lA^lreplacedby 2XpgpqXq [1 +Xpq(Ai(q)

-Aq)];

(Hi) theassumption ofequilibriumjustifying the
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in E[rj(p) \ si(q)]

Note
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L =($^X<x) '. Fordiscretegenerations with
the standard two pathways, a = (¥iXm~\ ViXf1)1
and L= 1always.
The vectorNfi is completely determined once
G, II, A, and a are defined. If we consider a
simple case with a single category, which may
occur with a monoecious population with X
parents, then all the terms become scalars and
P={\ -itYlka and a =X~l. For more than one
category the gM act as weighting factors across
thecategories for thedifferent values of npqand
Extension to multiple variables (s): With
multiple variables (ns) conferring selective
advantage, M, W = a,+Pf(s'X»)~V• aremainsa
vectoroflengthnc,but pisavectoroflength n/i,
of theform (P/, p / , ....p^ )T. Each element \ q
becomes a 1 x ns sub-matrix ^ and each
element npqbecomes an ns x ns sub-matrix npq.
The matrix A is of order nc x n,ns, and II is of
ncns x n,ns. The solution for a remains
unchanged (Equations 6a, 7a). To obtain the
equation analogous toEquation 6b,let smv)) and
s
i<q(w» represent variables vand w in sJ(p)and sj(q)
respectively, so 1 <v,w^ ns:
"c

S

S

Pq(w)( i(q(w))~ q(w))
"c

+

=

p=l

Q^,XpSpq^q \q(w)aP
»,

Z-i^-pSpq^q 2^, Pp(v)np(v)q(wy
p=l

v=l

x (.$.,, ,,-s , ,) (8)
The matrix form of the equations for multiple
variables in sHq) (not shown) are the same as in
Equation7,butwith:(i)thedefinition of ®being
extended to mean the multiplication of the submatricesnpqand^,9bytheelementgpq;and(«')in

Equation 7b, Np is replaced by M»p, i.e., each
sub-vector $qismultiplied byXq.
Afurtherrefinement ofa:Thissectionisnot
essential to the overall development, but it can
prove important for good approximation in
complex structures and it is used in RESULTS.
The section describes an improvement in the
estimation of a, which corresponds to a second
order approximation.
The gpq account for the different selective
advantagesamongthecategoriesoftheparentsat
the time of selection, but the advantages or
disadvantagesareinheritedinpartbytheselected
offspring.
F r o m E q u a t i o n 6a
a q =Y,
X gX'l(a+^T dJ,
i~^/ n pQpq Q PB rP
P=I

d

pq

= E[s |category q parent] -s .

where
After

rearranging terms inEquations 6aand 6b:
(No) = [GT +

(GT®DT)(I-GT®nTyl
(GT®AT)](Na)

(9)

where/) isdimension (n,nsxnc),withsub-matrix
pq equal todpq. Although a is still defined asa
righteigenvectorofamatrixwitheigenvalueone,
thematrixisnowmorecomplex. The constraint
to define a uniquely is unchanged. When
generations are discrete and with the standard
twopathway modelD = 0.
Expectedlong-termcontributionsandrates
of gain:For any one individual i, the total longterm contribution is the sum of its long-term
contributions as it moves through the different
categories over its lifetime, i.e., ^.=5 ^ ^

i(9)'

9=1

Define SHq) = 1if iis selected incategory q,and
0 otherwise, then:
15
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£[r.|S

q=l,...nc] =

TSmE[rm\Sm

= l]= E \ , <(9)
H , '(9)
K

9=1

9=1

is explicitly defined in terms of the selective
advantages, the gain can be decomposed into
componentsarisingfromeachcategoryandeach
selective advantage within categories.
The covariance between the Mendelian

When the expected long-term contribution is
expressed in terms of the components of the
breeding value, in particular the Mendelian
sampling term, the expected long-term
contribution is sufficient for the prediction of
geneticgain,sincetheremainingpart(rm - \ii(q))
has no covariance with theMendelian sampling
term. Within a category q, the sum of Si(q) over
all candidates is Xq, and so application of
equation (3)gives:
*[AG 1 = E X £ [ n i ( / j ( J

(10)

9=1

where now the expectations are conditional on
being selected as a parent, rather than
unconditional as was the case in Equation 3.
Equation 10is expressed solely in terms of the
selected individuals and in terms that are
predictable rather than simply observed.
ff^-fo) = a ,

+

P« (s,. te) -s,),thenEquationlO

immediately decomposes the gain into two
components. The first, J ^ X a £[a. ( J , is the
Q

expected gain from selection within families,
which occurs at the time of selection of the
a n c e s t o r ; whilst the
second,
"c

£

x

X £[(s i(«>~V a «?) ] '

re

Presents

the

9=1

expectedbetween-family gain,anddescribes the
changes in contribution of selected ancestors
fromthetimeoftheirselectionuntilconvergence
inthelong-term. Sincethebetween-family gain
16

sampling term ai(q)and (s, (?) -s g ) following the
selection of theancestor canbe calculated using
standard index theory. Note that, since this isa
covariance with the deviation from a sample
mean,adjustmentsusing(1-Xq ')shouldresultin
increased precision. For simplicity, this has not
been applied in the results presented. The
predicted increaseinprecision canbe confirmed
from theresults shown.
Development of contributions over time:
This section is not essential to the overall
development, but describes the solution to an
important application of gene flow. In complex
population structures,itisoften useful topredict
how quickly improvement in one part of the
population diffuses through to otherparts of the
population, or what proportion of the gene flow
arises from particular pathways (e.g., by male
descentalone). Thisrequiresmethods topredict
therate of convergence of genetic contributions
overtime.
To simplify the notation, the development of
contributions over time is given for the single
selective advantage, thebreeding value,A. Itis
assumed that when t = 0, the population is
alreadyinequilibrium. Forcategoryq,aselected
individual attime0has avector (dimension ncx
1) of contributions to selected individuals in
category p at time t given by cq(p,t) +
b (p,t) (A(i)-A ). This is a similar form to the
long-termcontribution,butbeforeconvergenceit
will differ between categoriesp and so needs to
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bedefined for each/?. Letcq{f) = [cq(l,t), cq(2,t),
... cq(nc,t)]\ and bq(t) = [bq(l,t\ bq(2,t), ...
bq(nc,t)]T. Thencq(0)=0,except for X,"1inthe
qth position, and bq(0) = 0. A further vector of
regressions is required,fq{t), for which the pth
elementistheregressionofthebreedingvalueof
theselected individual in categoryp attimeton
the breeding value of an ancestor in category q.
Bydefinition,/,(0) =0exceptfortheqihposition
where itis 1.
It is critical to note that the contributions at
timettotheselected individuals incategoryp of
ageage(p), will depend on theconsequences of
theselection upontheparentalgenepool attime
t-age(p).Themoreintensetheselection,themore
those parent categories with greater selection
advantageswilldominate. Inaselectionscheme,
agroup of newborn individuals will typically be
subject to different selection intensities as they
becomeolder. Therefore, thecompletespectrum
of contributions among the selected individuals
inthedifferent categoriesattimetwilldependon
states back to t - maxage, where maxage is the
maximum age of the parents in the breeding
scheme. Define Gp to be the nc x nc matrix
consisting of zeros, except for the single row
corresponding tocategory/?whichisidenticalto
thepth row of G. Then
C

,W =E G. c(t~age(p))

(11a)

P =i

* , « = Y,Gpbq{t-age(p))

+

Y,x;\Gp9\)fq{t-age{p))

(lib)

/ , « = E (Gp®Tl) fg(t-age(p))

(He)

Equation 11a describes the contribution of
category q to each category at each time t, with
elementpofthesumdescribingthecontributions
ofcategoryqancestors (attimet=0)tocategory
pparentsattimet,accountingfortheselectionin
category p through the matrix Gp. Equation 1lb
describes the relationship of contributions from
ancestorswithincategoryq(attimet=0)toeach
categoryateachtimettotheselectiveadvantage.
This arises from two processes, the first,
analogous toEquation 11a, from the transfer of
differential contributions among ancestors of
category q that were accumulated up to and
including time t-\, and the second from further
differential contributions from selective
advantages amongthecandidates attimetdueto
ancestors in category q at time t = 0. Equation
l i e describes the changes in the selective
advantagesamongthecandidatesattimetdueto
ancestors of category qat timet=0.
When tbecomes large,themixing assumption
forthepopulationensuresthatbothcq(t)andbq(t)
converge to a vector with all elements equal,
namely<x9land P91 respectively, where 1=(1,...,
1)T. Furthermore,/,(0-0, sincethe eigenvalues
of G®IT are <1 and >-l, and this reflects the
diminishing effect of ancestors over timeon the
selective advantageof their descendants. By
re-defining the state vector at time t to include
notonly cq(t)butalsocq(t-\),... cq(t-maxage+l),
Equation 11a can be re-formulated (results not
shown), so that the state vector at time t is the
product of asquare stochastic matrix of ordernc
xmaxage andthestatevectorattimet- 1 . Using
this re-formulation and the properties of
stochastic matrices (described in Appendix 1 of
17
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1974), it can be demonstrated that
Equations 11areconsistentwithEquations7and
the constraint ]T X a age(p) = 1 (results not
p
shown).
The discrete time contributions with the
refinement inestimating a isgiven in APPENDIX
C. An example of application is given in the
results.
HILL

ApplicationsofModelsand
Results
Expected long-term contributionsand genetic
gain for general sib indices in discrete
generations: A general sib-index of the form
/ = bx(P-P~F) + b2(PF-PH) + b3PH

was

studiedbyWRAY etal.(1994;WWT),where/is
the index, P is the phenotype of the candidate,
PF andisthemeanofthefull-sib family (sizenF)
including the candidate, and PH is the mean of
the half-sib family (size nH) including the
candidate and full-sibs. Mass selection is a
specialcasewithbx =b2= b3= 1. For simplicity,
the only selective advantage considered in this
paper s, w will be the breeding value Ai(q), with
other forms of environmental influences that are
often considered (e.g.,littereffects) omitted,and
random mating will be assumed. With discrete
generations there arejust two categories, males
and females. In an unselected base generation
thephenotypicvariance(o>2)is 1andtheadditive
geneticvarianceish02. Thecategories are,q = m
for male and / for female. The notation is
included inTable 1.
The regression models required are derived
from APPENDICESAandB: X =i x (2o\)"'and
pq

p qK

I'

»/2(l-kx paAo~, ), wherexm =b3andxf

PI

= b2(\-XJCf-1) +b3XJC/1 and T=V2{xm + xf).
Thexq values wereused byWWT,and are
twicetheregression of theindex of the
candidateon thebreeding valueof theparentof
sex q,o,2isthe variance of theindex,andp is
the accuracy of the index.
After simplification of Equation 7, (see
APPENDIXD for further details):
%- *xql>
p ? = «/4i(T+Tg)(a/+K Z )- 1 x; 1

whereK = [kx+Ve(xm-xf)(km-kp] andz = pa,,.
This form is nearly equivalent to that given by
WWT, but their derivation proceeded on
different (andmorecomplex)lines. Threepoints
of difference should be noted. First, WWT do
notincludethesmall Ve(xm-x^)(km-k^ terminK
that arises when both the selection intensity and
the regression on the parental breeding value
differs betweenthesexes. Second,theindicesof
WWTareexplicitly scaled sothatthe regression
of the breeding value of the candidate on its
indexis 1(i.e., po^O/ = 1),butscalingdoesnot
change x a, and so a and p*donotchange with
scaling). Finally, in this paper, predictions in
equilibrium are obtained using equilibrium
parameters.
Rate of gain from sib indices: The
decomposition of the rate of gain is achieved
using Equation 10 and standard index theory.
Within-family gain is given by:
"c

Y,Xqo-qE\.am |i selected]
q

= E '^o'M' = ^h^?
q=mj
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Equation 14canbeobtained asanequilibrium
conditionwhenusingstandardindextheorywith:

since a = YiX~ ,and£[a, ( ,J i selected]=
VTHQ n o , , where TW is the regression of the

index /on ai(q)[rw=b{(l -n?1) +b2(nFl -nHx) +
b3nH ].Thetotal between-family gain is given
by:
E * , P [ £ [ ( » i W - * , ) % ) ! ' selected] =
0=1

since cov(amAi(q))

=Vih^il-kfjuo]1)

for the

selected individuals incategoryq.
The total gain, summed over both sexesand
includingbothbetween- and within-family gain
is, after simplification,
AGe9=V^ 0 2 i(T w+ T)(o / +Kz)-1

(13)

This uses theresult k-z+kx. =
ffl

m f'K m f

ffl

J J

•m y'^m

Y

2kx+ m(km-kf)(Tm-Tf).
Consistencywithotherapproaches: Equation
13forequilibrium AGeqcanbe compared to the
standard formula AG = ipoA= iz. Equation 13
comes from considering thegain achieved from
a single cohort over allsubsequent generations,
whereas the standard formula comes from
considering the gain achieved by all previous
generations over a single cohort. For an
equilibrium, thetwoforms must be equal,and
equating themresultsinaquadratic equationfor
z:
KZ2 + a,z - ^ 0 2 [ T W + T ] = 0

(14)

o 2 = V2h20

+

V*oA(l-kmp2)

+

V4C2A(l-kmp2)

and cov(A,/) = poAa,.
Thisdemonstratesaconsistencyofthemethods
presented in this paper (in particular those
detailed in APPENDICES A andB) with results
from classical index theory for discrete
generations. Thus the decision to neglect the
second order correction for the Buhner effect
when deriving npqinAPPENDIX B {i.e.,omitting
the correcting of the genetic variance of the
selected parents for selection among their
offspring) is also implicit in standard index
theory.
Equation 14canbe used to give reasonable
estimates of equilibrium gain for indices, even
when using unselected base parameters, since
manyofthetermsareconstantovertime. Touse
Equation 14onlythebasegeneration valueofo,
isrequired tosolve thequadratic equation forz,
andthengainisestimated byu. Using Equation
14 to obtain z results in underestimates, rather
than the overestimates obtained using base
parameters and ignoring linkage disequilibrium.
However, the magnitude of the errors from
Equation 14are smaller (Table 2). Estimates
from Equation 14arenotexpected tobeprecise,
since they assume a, constant. Further
improvements toEquation 14would requirean
2

2

iterative scheme incombination with a, =a, -

v*z2([bl{\-xmx;1)

+ b2xmxf-l](k^kf) +

b3(k+km)). Theconsistency withstandard index
theoryshowsthatthiswillleadtothesameresult
astheusual procedures forderiving equilibrium
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TABLE 2.-Approximations to equilibrium rates of gain for general half-sib indices using formulae developed in the
text, either with initial or equilibrium parameters. The schemes assumed 20 male and 40 female parents with eight
offspring per litter. Initialheritabilitywas assumed equal to 0.4. (zistheproduct of the index accuracy and the genetic
standard deviation).
Ratesof gainusing initial parameters

Index

Equilibrium parameters

fcl

bi

bi

U

Equation 13b

Equation 14°

1
1
1
1

1
1
2
3

0
1
2
6

0.353
0.584
0.650
0.658

0.344
0.444
0.437
0.403

0.344
0.466
0.481
0.457

0.344
0.480
0.511
0.502

"Usesz calculatedinthebasegeneration.''Usesbothzand0}calculatedinthebasegeneration."Usesa,calculatedinthebase
generation
ion.

gain(i.e.,byiteratingontheindexaccuracyand
thegeneticvarianceamongtheparents).
Expected long-term contributions forBest
Linear Unbiased Predictors (BLUP): The
analysisofindividuallong-termcontributions can
be extended to BLUP evaluation and indices
based directiyupon it. Thisanalysis willbein
discretegenerations. An initialconsiderationfor
themodelproposed,iswhatformsVq)willtake.
Insib-indices,sM wassimplythe breedingvalue
Am sinceitistheonlymeansbywhichaparent
may influence its offspring over multiple
generations (in the absence of common
environmentaleffects etc.). WithBLUPthisis
nolongerthe case,sincethe parentalinformation
contributestotheevaluationoftheoffspring,and
so a parent's phenotypic record, which also
includes its environmental components, will
continueto affect selectionofthe offspring. The
informationavailableissummarizedintheBLUP
estimate A (the EBV), which is updated over
time. Thisdoesnot entirelysummarizesi(q),since
the remainingpredictionerrorat agiventimewill
havearesidualeffectinfluencingthesubsequent
selectionsuccessofdescendants.
However,someassessmentofwhatshouldbe
includedinthemodelmaybemade. Herethree
20

termsareconsideredfor individualiincategory
q: Amj, the'initialEBV atthepointof selection
of i; SAKq),the 'increment' in the EBV at the
point of selection of its offspring; and ei(q), the
remaining 'prediction error' oftheparentatthe
selection of offspring. Selection of i itself is
determinedbyAi(q), theselectionoftheoffspring
isinfluencedbyAi(q) and SAKq),whilstselection of
grand-offspring and subsequent generations is
influenced by all three.
Therefore,

^««> = VP*(s.(?rV* where s'«» is a vector

comprising Ai(q), 8Am and ei(q). APPENDIX E
shows the derivation of A and II using
APPENDICES Aand B. \im is then determined
fromEquation7. The decompositionofthe rates
of gain was calculated using results on the
covarianceoftheMendeliansamplingtermswith
si(q),whicharealsogiveninAPPENDIXE.
An exampleofthe applicationisgiveninTable
3,wherepredictionsare comparedto simulations
with selection based upon pseudo-BLUP as
describedby WRAYandHnx(1989). Excellent
agreement was found between simulations and
predictions,bothforthe regressionsandthe total
gain(0.508unitsforsimulation,0.518unitsfor
predicted). Gaincanalsobepredictedbyusing
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TABLE 3.-A comparison of simulated and predicted
responses, and 0, for selection using BLUP in discrete
generations. The scheme has 20 male and 40 female
parents with eight offspring per litter and h2 = 0.4.
Simulationresultsarefrom 400replicates.
Simulation

Equilibrium

Male

Female

Male

Female

0(A)

0.056

0.032

0.057

0.029

PiA)
P(e)

0.103

0.068

0.103

0.067

0.011

0.006

0.012

0.006

-

0.135

0.104

AG(A)

-

0.012

0.016

AG(SA)

-

-

0.110

0.094

-

0.020

0.027

4G(within)

AG(e)
Total

0.507

0.518

theformulae ipaA, which wasverycloseto0.518
when using equilibrium parameters.
Theresults showthat,withBLUP,theprimary
source of between-family selection among
ancestors is the increment in the EBV between
their own selection and that of their offspring.
The initial EBV plays the least important role,
with slightly more between-family gain (in this
example) comingfrom thepredictionerror. The
magnitude of gain arising from the prediction
errorwasamajor sourceofdiscrepancybetween
usingequilibriumandbaseparameters,sincethe
latter parameters predicted very little gain from
this source.
Extensionstootherinheritancemodesinthe
absence of allelic interactions: Extensions of
the model to other inheritance modes, such as
additive maternal effects or X-linked variation,
are made by defining the variables in s w and
their impact on Xpqand Kpij. As an example,
results with maternal imprinted variation are
given,wherethepassageof genesfrom parentto
offspring follows normalMendelianinheritance,

butonlytheallelespassedtotheoffspring bythe
damareexpressed andaffect thephenotype. For
maternal imprinting, the breeding value can be
split into the 'expressed' breeding value (A+)
inheritedfrom thedam,andthe 'latent' breeding
value (A') inherited from the sire and not
expressed.
Define s w = (Aw~, A w + ), with discrete
generations giving two categories, m for males
and/for females. Inthis case, Xpm willbezero,
since the genes passed by the sire do not affect
selection of its offspring. However, "k^ will
depend on both breeding values, since although
A"isnotexpressed inthedam,itisexpressed in
itsoffspring. For TCM, therewillbeadependence
onbothbreedingvalues:genespassedbythesire
onlyaffect A",andgenespassedbythedamonly
affect A+. Sincegenespassedbythesirearenot
expressed, theregression of offspring on parent
is unaffected by selection. Therefore, applying
APPENDICES A and B,

G = (Yi,¥i\

Vi,Yz)

A= (0.0,0.0, Vi \mOp1, Vi\maP' |
0.0,0.0, VlXfGp'^/llfGp1)

n = [ vi,vi,o.o,o.o|
0.0,0.0,Yz(l-kmh2),V2(l-kmh2)\
Vi, V4,0.0,0.0 |
0.0,0.0,54(1- kfh2), V2O- kfh2) ]
where h = Var(A+)/o>2, and the phenotypic
variance,aP2,isthesumofthevarianceofA* and
theenvironmentalvariance. Equation7wasused
toobtain p\
2

Predictions were made using variance
parametersobtainedafteriterationtoequilibrium
To calculate AG, the expected values of the
Mendelian sampling terms for selected
individuals and the covariance with sUg) for
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TABLE4.-A comparison of simulated andpredictedresponses, and /3,for selection withmaternally imprinted variation
in discrete generations. The scheme has 20 male and 40 female parents with six offspring per litter and h1 = 0.4.
Standard errorsof simulation estimates aregiveninparenthesis.
parameters used
Sex

0(xiooy
AG(between families)
AG(within families)

Simulation
0.69 (0.041)
1.07 (0.016)
0.023(0.013)
0.073(0.014)
0.076(0.0012)
0.055(0.0008)
0.229(0.0014)

male
female
male
female
male
female

TotalAG

Equilibrium

Initial

0.73
1.09
0.025
0.076
0.077
0.056
0.234

0.71
1.06
0.024
0.072
0.075
0.055
0.223

"Thepredictionsoff)forA~andA*wereidenticalandsimulationswerenotsignificantly different. Thereforeresultshavebeen
pooled.

selected individuals were calculated using
standardindextheory.
El(a~,a*,a/,a/)] =

(o.o, viftoV*;', 0.0,

Vihl

v 2

[l.Q,(l.0-kmh2),l.0,(l.0-kfh2)]T

Sincethis isimprinted variation,half thegenes
fromanancestorwillbeexpressed,andhalfwill
belatentinthelongterm.Gainspredicted from
Equation3,therefore,shouldbehalved.
Table4shows veryclose agreementbetween
simulation results and predictions. The gains
within families shown in Table4 entirely arise
through the expressed breeding value of the
candidates (achieved at the time of selection
among the candidates). For each sex, the
predictions for the regression coefficients of
long-termcontributions upon A' and A* were
identical, and this was supported by the
simulations.Thisisanexpressionofthefactthat
the gene expression depended upon theparent
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-1,

^p'P)

butnotuponthegrandparent. Approximately0.6
of thebetween-family gains shown in Table4
arisefromselectiononthelatentbreedingvalue
(A) ofthecandidates,andsincetheregressions
areidentical,this effect maybe ascribed tothe
largergeneticvarianceassociatedwiththisterm
(itisnotreducedthroughtheinitialselectionof
the ancestors). The regression of long-term
genetic contributions on breeding values was
greater in females than in males, despite their
greaternumber,whichisnotsurprisinggiventhe
modeofinheritance.
Predictionusingthebasegenerationheritability
and phenotypic variance was also accurate,
indeed it appeared more accurate than with
equilibriumparameters. However,intheresults
presentedinTable4,thecovarianceswhichyield
thebetween-familyselectionpredictionshavenot
beenreducedfor finite numbersofparents, i.e.,
{\-Xq~l), which would result in increased
precision for predictions using the equilibrium
parameters and increased bias for predictions
usingthebasegenerationparameters.
Overlapping generations: An example of
application with overlapping generations is
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presentedformassselection,withafixednumber
of parents selected at each age, in a two-path
scheme (i.e., there was no subdivision of
breeding individuals intomalestobreedmales,
males to breed females etc.). The general
approach is explained in moredetail by BUMA
and WOOLLIAMS (1999). The steps will be
illustratedusingaschemewiththreecategories:
20malesbreedingatoneyearofage,20females
breeding at one year of age and 20 females
breedingatthreeyearsofagerespectively. The
numberof offspring perlitterwaseightandthe
trait was assumed to have a heritability of 0.4.
The age groups not used for parents will be
omitted, so the categories are: males aged one
(category 1),females agedone(category2),and
females agedthree(category3).
1. The genetic make-up of the newborn are
describedbyg0pi, g0p2> andg0j>3. Theseare0.5,
0.25,and 0.25respectively for allcategoriesp.
From the g0pq, and the number of parents and
family sizes, the selection intensities (ip)and
variance reduction coefficients (kp) were
calculatedforeachcategory:1,,=1.647,A:p=0.817,
i.e., thesamefor allthreecategories.
2. An initial AG was assumed as a starting
pointforiteration. Inthefollowing,thestarting
pointwasAGcalculatedfromstandardgeneflow
(HILL 1974). After iteratingtoequilibrium, this
wasAG=0.412.
3. The genetic value of selected parents in
categorypwasiph2aP-[age(p)-l]AG. Deviations
fromtheoverallmeansoftheselectedmalesand
femaleswas6=(0,+0.412,-0.412),i.e.,theoneyear-old female parents had breeding values
0.412unitsaboveaverage,andthethree-year-old
female parents hadbreeding values0.412units
belowaverage.

4. Before selection, genetic variance in
category p was calculated using the pooled
variance within categories plus between
categoriesplustheMendeliansamplingvariance:
[%o2A(2g0pq)(\-kqh^)

VihZ+ £
i

+ l

M2g0j>q)b2q ]

This was 0.370 for all p, and the phenotypic
variancewas,o>2=0.970forallp.
5. G was calculated using an truncation
algorithmtofind atruncation point for agiven
upper-tail probability for a mixture of Normal
distributions. Thealgorithmwasusedtwicefor
the selection of candidates in each category,
firstly to obtain the genetic make-up from sire
categoriesandthentoobtainthegeneticmake-up
fromdamcategories. Forcategorypcandidates,
the mixing proportions for the Normal
distributions were 2g0pq (q = 1, 2, 3), i.e.,the
frequency ofthecandidateswithparentcategory
q.Themeans of theNormal distributions were
the deviations of the candidates with parent
category q from the mean of all like-sexed
candidates,i.e., Vi&q. Thevariancewasassumed
independent of parent category q, and wasthe
phenotypicvarianceadjusted forthecomponent
of genetic variance between categories of the
same sex as parent category q, i.e., aP
£

^(2^,,)^,.

In the first

q* same sex as q

iteration,eachrowofGwas(0.5,0.336,0.164),
thus indicating that, although thedams of ages
one and three provided equal numbers of
candidates,thecandidateswithdamsofageone
wereexpectedtobetwiceassuccessfulinhaving
selected offspring.
6. The A and II matrices were constructed
accordingtoAPPENDICES AandBrespectively.
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For mass selection, npq = 0.5(l-kph2), and
\qJd.5ipaP\ Inthefirst iteration,II =0.34411 T
where 1 T= (1, 1, 1),A = 0.836 11T, andD =1
(0,0.092,-0.188). Theresult forD indicates that
the breeding value of a selected individual (of
any category p) with a dam of age one is
expected to be 0.28 greater than a selected
individualofthesamecategorywithadamofage
three.
7. a and p were calculated according to
Equations 7b and 9. In thefirst iteration, (Na)T
= (0.395, 0.289, 0.106) and (Wp)T = (0.503,
0.338,0.165).
8. Thecovarianceof theMendelian sampling
term with the breeding values were calculated
and AG was updated using Equation 11. This
usestheresult that E[ai(ql] =l/2h0\aP~\ and after
selection, cov(ai(q)Ai(q)) = Vih0\\- kft).
9. Steps 3 through 8 were repeated until
convergence.
Results after convergence were, a = (0.0200,
0.0149, 0.0050)7 and (5 = (0.0255, 0.0171,
0.0084)T. Predicted gain within families was
(0.134,0.100,0.034),andpredictedgainbetween
families was(0.067,0.045,0.022),givingatotal
gain of 0.402. At equilibrium G was 1(0.500,
0.335,0.165). This wascompared to simulation
results for 1000replicates, giving a = (0.0197,
0.0145,0.0052)1withamaximums.e.of0.0009,
P =(0.0249, 0.0175, 0.0071)7 with a maximum
s.e. of 0.0004, and a total gain of 0.398 with a
s.e.of0.001.Thusverycloseagreementbetween
simulations andpredictions wasobtained. Asin
discretegenerations,thegainfrommass selection
wasevenly divided between males and females.
Thegeneflow predicted usingHnx (1974) is, a
= (0.0167, 0.0083, 0.0083). HILL (1974) makes
noprediction of p.
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The generation interval, defined by the time
taken toturn over thegenes once,was predicted
from (ZX a )"' to be 1.25 (cf.1.26 with s.e.
0.01 in the simulations), which was notably
shorterthan theaverageageof theparents. This
was because of the cumulative effect of the
selective advantage of the younger agegroupof
females. Althoughtheyproducedequalnumbers
of offspring, they produced more than twice as
manyparents. However, thegeneration interval
wasnotpredictablefromtheequilibriumGalone
(i.e., accounting for a single generation of
selective advantage), since this would have
predicted an interval of 1.33 (i.e., 0.5x1 +
0.335x1 + 3x0.165).
Toobtain thetimecourseof thecontributions,
APPENDIX C was used. APPENDIX C needs the
following matrices based on G,
G, (0.500,0.335,0.165 |0.0,0.0,0.0 |0.0,0.0,0.0)
G2 (0.0,0.0,0.0 I 0.500,0.335,0.165 |0.0,0.0,0.0)
G3 (0.0,0.0,0.0 |0.0,0.0,0.0 |0.500,0.335,0.165)

The results are shown in Table 5, for the time
course of contributions from category 2. The
contributions converged incohort 10.

Discussion
This study has developed a framework for
predicting theexpected genetic contributions of
individuals and categories of individuals, under
awiderangeofselectionandinheritancemodels.
This framework allows selection to be more
properly accounted for compared to existing
gene-flow methods for overlapping generations
and multiple breeding groups (such as that
presented by Hnx 1974). Furthermore, it
advances understanding by considering the
differential gene flow among individuals within
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TABLE5.-Thetimecourseofexpectedcontributions from anindividual female parent ofageoneatt=0.Thebreeding
scheme has mass selection with 20 male parents of age 1,40 female parents at ages one and three (20 at each age),
eightoffspring perlitterandheritability 0.4.Theexpectedcontribution isc(i)+b(t)(Ai-A) .
Tomales ageone

To females ageone

To females agethree

Time

cit)

bit)

c(f)

bit)

cit)

Kt)

f=l

0.0167
0.0151
0.0132
0.0148
0.0149

0.0140
0.0157
0.0146
0.0168
0.0170

0.0167
0.0151
0.0132
0.0148
0.0149

0.0140
0.0157
0.0146
0.0168
0.0170

0
0
0.0167
0.0145
0.0149

0
0
0.0140
0.0160
0.0170

t=2
t=3
t =6
t=10

categories, an extension not hitherto achieved
exceptinsomespecialcases.Theframeworkhas
beenconstructedbyfirstmodellingtheselection
process andthetransfer of selectiveadvantages
within a single generation of selection, and
second, extending this to multiple generations.
Two regression models are required, both of
which arederived using standard indextheory.
First,amodeldescribingtheexpectednumberof
selected offspring that a parent mayhave(A),
andsecond,amodeldescribingtherelationship
oftheselectiveadvantagesofaselectedoffspring
with those of its parent (II). Predictions of
genetic gain directly follow from the expected
long-term contributions. Unlike ipaA, the
relationship between gain and contributions
(Equations3and10)showsthatgaincomes from
generating a covariance between the long-term
contributionsandthenewvariancearisinginthe
population (i.e./ the Mendelian sampling
variation) in each cohort, thus changing the
description of gain from a statistical one to a
geneticalone.
Theframeworkhasbeendevelopedtodescribe
the expected genetic contribution over all time
horizons,from the short-term to thelong-term.
Thenovel,closedformulae(Equations7and9),
developed to predict the expected long-term
contribution of an ancestor, rely on the

assumption of equilibrium in the selection
process. Ifthereisnoequilibrium,theerrorwill
depend on the relative degree of departure in
relation to the timescale of convergence ofthe
contributions (approximately five generations).
However,thisassumptionisnotnecessaryforthe
use of Equations 11, where contributions are
predictedoverfinitetimeperiods,butmoreeffort
may be required to define the changes in the
necessaryparametersifthereisnoequilibrium.
In the development of the framework, the
effects ofinbreedingonparametersandprogress
have been neglected, but this is not a serious
problem. First,thetimescalefortheconvergence
of contributions is small in comparison tothe
timescale for the effects of inbreeding on
parametersinbreedingschemes,especiallywhere
inbreeding is controlled to be at reasonable
levels. Theimpactofindividualswithinacohort
is verylargely decided within fivegenerations,
and even within this period, the scope for
controllinganindividual'scontributiondeclines
exponentially(thescopecanbemeasuredbythe
varianceof anindividual's contribution within
thepopulation). Asecondreasonisthatschemes
willmostusefullybecomparedatthesamerates
ofinbreeding,andsotheneglectofinbreedingis
lesslikelytobiasthecomparisonsmade.
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Theexpected long-termcontribution hasbeen
described in a general linear form,
% + Pj(s«x«)"sP' w h e r e sw i s a v e c t o r o f
selectiveadvantagesfor anancestor i. Judgedby
the accuracy of the results in this study, the
omission of quadratic terms from themodel has
notledtoserious errorsinpredicting theratesof
gain, or in the linear component of relationship
between the long-term contribution and the
selectiveadvantages.Quadratictermsinsdonot
affect thepredictionofratesofgain,unlessterms
of the order E[s2a] are significant (which will
involve the skewness of a after selection), and
willnotinfluencethepredictedrateofinbreeding
unlesshighermoments thanthevarianceofsare
considered (WOOLLIAMS andTHOMPSON1994).
The
linear approximations used in the
applications, and presented in the APPENDICES,
wererobust.
The a represents the proportion of genes that
derive from the various categories as a whole,
and these differ qualitatively from predictions
using HILL (1974), since the earlier study does
not account for the inheritance of selective
advantages. The impact of this may be
particularly great wherebreeding structures that
are subject to selection, are subdivided, with
migrationtakingplacebetweenthesubdivisions.
In these circumstances, ignoring the selective
advantagebetween groups willoverestimate the
impact of groups of lesser merit and
underestimate the impact of groups of greater
merit. Theconsequences of theseerrorsmaybe
the maintenance and use of subdivisions that
havelittlepotentialtocontributeinthe long-term,
andagreaterrateof inbreeding inthepopulation
than had been anticipated (BUMA etal. 2000) .
The framework presented here and that of HILL
26

(1974) give the same prediction of a when
selectionisatrandom,since(0elementsof G are
identical tog0pq, (ii)II =0, and (iii)A=0.
The genetic contribution of an individual
representstheexpectedimpactthatits Mendelian
sampling term has on the population. Within a
cohort, the magnitude of the contribution made
by an individual will depend upon the breeding
categories in which it is included over its
lifetime. In any newborn cohort, even when
generations overlap, the males are expected to
haveatotallong-termcontribution equaltothose
of the females, i.e.,
]T
Xa
=
male categories

^T

Xa .

When generations are

female categories

discrete, these sums are equal to Vi,but when
generationsoverlapthesumswillbelessthanVt.
The sum of the total contributions from any
one cohort, including both sexes, is a natural
measure of the rate at which genes in the
population are renewed. In particular the rate
measuredbythe^Xqaq places anemphasis upon
thosecontributionsthataredestined toremainin
thepopulation inthelong-term. Thus (E Xqaq)A
is the period of time for the population to
completeacycleofrenewal, andisameasureof
thegenerationintervalL. Thegenerationinterval
defined bythelong-termcontributions isshorter
thanthetraditional 'average ageoftheparentsat
the birth of their offspring' for the examples
considered,becausetheyoungerbreedinggroups
had a selective advantage so thattheprogeny of
olderparents werelesslikelytobeselected. The
need for a modified generation interval arising
from the inheritance of the selective advantage
has been considered previously (BlCHARDet al.
1973; JAMES 1977). BICHARD et al. (1973)
argued that the traditional generation interval
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mightbeusefully modified toaccountfor nonrandomness among parental age-groups in the
survival of their offspring to produce grandoffspring. This is what occurs with the
inheritance of selective advantage between
categoriesof different ages. Forexample,such
a modification would exclude from the
calculation of generation interval thoseparents
whosesolepurposeistoproduceacommercial
cohortoutsidethebreedingpopulation. JAMES
(1977) moved the argument forward by
considering the generation interval calculated
fromonlythoseparents withselected offspring,
andshowedthatfor thepurposesofcalculating
ratesofgeneticgaineitherdefinition ofLwould
suffice,providingthecalculationoftheselection
differential is matched to the definition of the
generationinterval.
Theaverageageoftheparentsmightgenerally
beconsidered torefer totheageatthebirthof
unselected offspring. The definition of JAMES
(1977)considerstheaverageageoftheparentsat
thebirthoftheselectedoffspring, whowillthen
produce the unselected grandoffspring. These
definitions may be viewed as a one-generation
estimate of the generation interval and an
iteration beyond this respectively, whereas the
calculation from long-term contributions
representstheconvergedestimate.Thedefinition
of the generation interval from long-term
contributionsavoidsanydebateonwhatparents
should orshould notbeincluded. Theaverage
ageoftheparentsatthebirthoftheirunselected
offspringwillremainofoperational significance
tobreedingschemes,butthegenerationinterval
defined by the long-term contributions is an
unambiguousgeneticpropertyofapopulation.
Theconsistency of theframework withother
approaches for estimating gain in discrete

generations is important, but this consistency
doesnotextendtooverlappinggenerations. The
main approach for prediction of gain in
overlapping generations is that of RENDELand
ROBERTSON (1950). The formula obtained by
RENDEL and ROBERTSON was also obtainedby
HILL (1974) as a consequence of deriving the
traditional gene flow, and this apparent
consistencyaddedcredencetoboththeapproach
and the wider results of traditional gene flow.
However,thisstudyshowsthatthisconsistency
is not justified. The estimates of equilibrium
gain using contributions and RENDEL and
ROBERTSONdiffer slightlyfromeachother. The
estimate of gainfrom contributions arises from
theprospectiveanalysisoftheimpactofasingle
cohort to the future population over the longterm. In contrast, the estimate of gain from
RENDEL and ROBERTSON (1950) arises from a
retrospective analysisoftheimpactofselection
inthewholepopulation toasinglecohort. (See
CHAPTER 4for further discussion.) Onereason
whydifferences betweentheseapproachesmight
beexpectedwithoverlappinggenerationslies in
the calculation of selection differentials, since
each cohort is a mixture of many truncated
Normaldistributions.
Thesecond component of theexpectedlongtermcontribution isthelinearregression onthe
selectiveadvantagesofanindividual(P). These
terms describe the expected differential
contributions within acategory, that willoccur
during the selection process as a result of the
differences in selective advantages. These
differential contributionsrepresentthesuccessof
one ancestor's descendants over those from
another ancestor, and therefore measure the
expectedextentofbetween-familyselection.The
between-family selection is responsible for the
27
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greater rates ofinbreeding that canoccur when
selection is practised, and the control of the
magnitudeofthe regressioncoefficients (andthe
components of s) is an important aspect of
methods to optimize genetic gain with
constrained inbreedingrates(e.g., VERRIER etal.
1993; VILLANUEVAandWOOLLIAMS 1997).
The between-family selection may develop
very quickly, so that its extent is largely
established in the selection of theprogeny, or
more slowly. This time-course iscontrolledby
G®II andpowers of G®Ii, which describethe
decay of the ancestor's selective advantage
through progeny [see Equation l i e for fQ(t)].
This rate of decay is controlled by the
eigenvalues of G®H. Intheexample givenfor
BLUP, the maximum eigenvalue of G®IIwas
0.18, which maybecompared to0.36formass
selection with thesame numbers ofparentsand
thesameinitial heritability. Therefore, itisclear
thatahigherproportionoftheultimatebetweenfamily selection, generated by selection with
BLUP, is achieved in the first and second
generations after theancestor, than is thecase
with mass selection. This difference has a
consequencefortheaccuracyofthe predictionof
rates ofinbreeding using techniques accounting
for co-selection in one-and two- generations
(WRAY et al. 1990), and explains why these
methods arenotably more accurate with BLUP
selection than with mass selection (T.H.E.
MEUWISSEN personal communication).
Theimportanceofpredicting thedevelopment
of genetic contribution isthat risks inbreeding
schemes, measured by parameters such asAF
(MEUWISSEN andWOOLLIAMS 1994),cannotbe
described without aknowledge ofthedynamics
of individual contributions. Theimportanceof

theexpectedgeneticcontributionismadegreater
by the result of WOOLLIAMS (1998), who
indicated that AFmaybe predicted from the
expectation alone. The framework presented
hereprovidesastep-by-steprecipeforpredicting
this expected genetic contribution over multiple
generations. Inproviding the results, particular
approaches have been described to derive the
necessaryregressionmodels (APPENDICESAand
B). In other situations, such as the useof
quadraticindices (MEUWISSEN 1997; GRUNDYet

al. 1998) theformulae given intheAppendices,
based upon truncation selection, may notbe
appropriate, whereas the results given in
Equations 7, 9, 10 and 11 mayremain valid.
Therefore, itis important torecognize thatthe
details of these Appendices arenotan integral
part of therecipe, andother approaches could
replace them intherecipe tosuit theneeds ofa
particular study.
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AppendixA
A general approximation to\g: The regressionof
selection scoreoftheunselected candidates of category
p on the index / is given by mpij, / a , ( W R A Y and
THOMPSON 1990),where copisthe selection proportion
for category p. Fora parent i of category q, the
regression of the candidate index onsi(qj forall the
parents of category p that areof the same sex as
category q wasderived by standard index theory
appropriate to the inheritance

model

under

consideration (denote the coefficients for the
regression on (s, ( g ) -s) by w).
For each offspring ofthe parent from group qthe
probability ofselection can then be approximated by
co (1+io~,iwT(si,.)-*))•

The expected number of

offspring for a parent of category p is then
n co (1+\o'jlwT{si()-s))

where np isthe numberof

candidates incategory p perparent. npcopisequalto
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or2g0j,yX?X,'',whereg0theproportionofgenesamong

Let7TP,bethematrixofcoefficients ofsm onsi(q) after

thenewborn categoryp that derive from category q.

selection, then npq =Vpq V^'1.

Considering only category qparents, they havean
average selective advantage given by s

so the

expectation is 2g0j>qXpXql [l+io?wT(sKq)-sq)

+

+ia/"1M'r(s - s ) ] . For sufficiently small deviations
this

is

approximately

[1 + IO ; "'H' 7 '(S, { , ) -S ? )] [1+ia^wT(sq-s)]

2g0j)qXpXql
wherethe

last term in the product may be viewed as the
additional selective advantage of category q, andso
«o w ( 1 + l a /' M ' 7 '(*fl-*)) " Spqand\t

« Ww-

AppendixB
Derivationofnpq:Letsi(q) bethevector of deviations
of explanatory variables from their mean foraparent
in category q andsj(p) for an unselected progeny in
categoryp andlikewiselm betheindex upon which
will decide the selection, or otherwise, ofj(p). Let
s
have
the
= (C I 4) I V
Partitioned
(co)variance matrix
I

T

Vqq Vpq v q
V

V v

pq
T
\vq

p
2
a
>.

PP

T
\

Beforeselectionamongcandidatesincategoryp, si(q)
andsJ(plcanbeexpressed asregressions onlm:
a

~' VP lm

°M
s

a

v

l

m ~ i « m

Equating
E

l%)ht)l

+

tq~

a

y y

-2

to

<Vd-*»* ». resulting in«„,= QHX-ty). V*\-ty )
0, 0). These are results of WRAY and THOMPSON

(1990). Inthisexampleitwaschosentoobtainafuller
description ofthe expected long-term contributionby
explicitlyincludingthemate;ignoringthemateisvalid
forconsideringgeneticgain,providingthematricesare
appropriately constructed, e.g., if mating had been
assortativeratherthanrandomthecovariancebetween
parent and offspring breeding value would need to
account forthemate implicitly.

gives

as a right eigenvector of (GT + (GT®DT)
(I-G r ®n r )~ 1 (Gr © A r ) ) :Adjustmentof equations

'

similarly

T

pq - <W ' V ^ K =
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(Wa-y* 2 ),w a - M * ) I °.°>.v?=^21 °>. v*=
(VWd-M2)I lW0--k„h2)\ Vw=diag(a/(l-^2),

Contributions overfinite time when a is estimated

V, - a , v v„. After selection, Normal
pq
1 P q
distribution theory infers that the regression
coefficients onIm areunchanged,butotherregression
coefficients arechanged. Therefore, after selection
V

As an example with more than a single variable
consider mass selection in discrete generations with
random mating, where the vector of selective
advantages explicitly includes thebreeding valueof
the mate as well as the individual. There aretwo
categories, males andfemales. Inthis casesi(q) has2
variablesforeachparentincategoryq,(AKq)-A , AiW)A /), where AKq) isthebreeding valueof iincategory
q,andAi(ql isthebreedingvalueofitsmate,and define
SjfP) similarly for the selected progeny j(p). Vp =

AppendixC

i<«)

zvid

'i q q

m

+e

E[sKf)sm]

= V

z

In the applications described this will be
approximated by n =Vpq V~ql. This is for three
reasons: (i) simpler forms; (ii) it coincides with
preceding published theory on genetic contributions;
and (iii) such an assumption is implicit in standard
index theory.

^qq-^\^-

(7) will be done assuming, for simplicity, the only
selectiveadvantageisthebreedingvalue. Forcategory
q, a selected individual at time 0, the vector of
contributions to selected individuals in categories at
timetisgivenby cq(t) +bq(t) (Ai(q) -Aq).
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AppendixE

The approach taken istouse a modified form of
Equation 4:
',(,)(') =**

E

rm(t-age{p))

offspringj6categoryp

Therefore theexpected contribution after tcohorts is
calculated byconsidering theexpectedcontributions of
selected offspring incategory p , fort-age(p) cohorts.
Firstly, cq(t) and bq(t) are calculated accordingto
equations (11). Then the following iterative schemeis
applied where c*andb' are the solutions from the
previous iteration.
cfW =

E

x x

^ pgN^(f-age(p)) +b;(t-age(p))dpq)

p

*fw= EVvwyc;c-*(p))
+

X-lXp(gpqnpq)b;(t-age(p))

E
p

This isrepeated until convergence.

AppendixD
Theexpectedlong-termcontributionsforsibindices
indiscretegenerations: Forthesib-indices described
byWRAYetal.(1993): G =(Vi,Vi\Vi,Vi)and %pq =
Vi (1 - k„ T, z a/' ), ^pq =(,2oiy1ipxq, where z=pa/1.
Fromequation (7a)a=(ViX„', MX/1?.
To apply equation (7b) the determinant of
( / - G ® n ) i s required:Det(I-G®Xl) = 1 ^K„m +V + ' /4 (V# +V%>= ' /2+ t e r m S l n ZCT'"'
, where theterms inzoy1 aresimplified bynoting k=
Vi(fcm +fy),x = Vi(Tm + T/), with the result that:
Vi[AT+1/s(t m -xf)( km- kf) ] and DetiJ •GT®n T ) =Vi
(1+KZO," 1 ), where K = [kz +
(/-G^n
V*-V*kfV

7-

)"

|

l

1

= Det(I-G

Va(zm-Tf)(km-kf)].
r

® n r ) " 1 (%+VUyr^z,

/4-'/4AmT/Z> 3/4+ ' / 4 ^ T M Z ) .

( G r ® A r ) = (2a,)- 1 (>/2i n T m> V4 V T„ | V i i ^ V i t ^ )

Multiplying these matrices according toequation (7b)
gives:
P = 1 /4i(a ;+Kz)- l (X m '(T + T m ) > X/ 1 (T+T / )) r

An approximation for Aa n d I Iwhen selectionis
based upon B L U P : Theapproach isbased upon the
approximation toBLUP proposed byWRAY and H u x
(1989). Foradiscrete scheme, anEBV fora candidate
was calculated using a selection index constructed
from sixpieces of information: (i)the sire's EBV at the
time of his selection, (ii) thedam's EBV atthe timeof
her selection; (Hi)the mean EBV of thed mates of the
sire; (iv) thephenotypic mean ofthe paternal half-sib
family of size dn,including the candidate; (v)the
phenotypic mean of the full-sib family of size n,
including thecandidate; and0'v) the candidate's
phenotype. Denote the(co)variance matrix for these
sources byV, which is derived bystandard index
theory (WRAY and HILL, 1989). The parameters used
to define V, andVitself, areiterated, accounting for
the effects of linkage disequilibrium on genetic
variance (BULMER, 1971) and the build up of pedigree
information (DEKKERS, 1992) until an equilibrium is
reached.
The index coefficients for the sire anddamatthe
time of selection of the candidate offspring, and the
candidate itself are given bybx = V'gx, wheregz isthe
covariancebetween theappropriatebreedingvalue and
the information sources, thus, forthe sire:
* i = (v,. o, o, vio-;(1),

J

a(D'

J

«(i)-'

for the dam:
g2 =(0, v2, d-\,

d-xViaaay

Yiaaa), Via^,,),

and forthe candidate:
g3 = ('/iv,, Viv2, Vid'\,

oHS, aFS, o>),

where a/ and a,2 are the equilibrium genetic variance
and index variance respectively; o ^ , / is the additive
genetic variances among sires (g=l) anddams (q=2)
respectively; oHS2 and o r a 2 are the phenotypic variance
of the half-sib andfull-sib family means respectively;
v,j={\-kq)a2, isthe variance ofthe EBVs following
selection among sires (<?=1)anddams (q=2)where kq
is the variance reduction coefficient. The indices with
coefficients bh b2, and b3 forthesire, dam and
candidate atthe time of selection of the candidate have
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a 3x3(co)variance matrix denoted W where wtJ =
gfV'gj, note w33=a,2.
Xp,assuming randommating: Following Appendix
AofWOOLUAMSetal.(1999),theregressionsare:for
a 1 ; for<5/

K)> ^ v '

W

w

a 1(w

V '

w

9i" V

/(w

v

w" «

Via
);

and0forei(ql.
npqassuming randommating: Theterms conferring
selectiveadvantagetoaparentisitsestimatedbreeding
value atthetime ofits selection (Ai(q); the 'initial'
EBV), itsincrement attheselection ofits offspring
(<5A,W;the'increment'),andremainingpredictionerror
(eifq);the 'prediction error'). Thesetermsaremutually
independent. Theyaredefinedasdeviationsfromtheir
selected contemporaries within category q. For
discretegenerationstherearetwocategories,siresand
dams. The regressions ofthese terms fora selected
j(p) ofcategoryp on its parent i(q)ofcategory qare
required. Note that: (i)theprediction error of the
parentisindependentoftheinitialEBVoftheprogeny
(otherwise theprediction of the EBV of the parent
could be improved); and(ii)theincrement and the
predictionerroroftheprogenymustbeindependentof
the information onthe parent atthe time ofprogeny
selection (i.e. the parent's initial EBV plus its
increment),orotherwisetheEBVoftheprogenycould
be improved. Therefore itiseasiest toconsider these
regressions in twoparts: theregression ofAm on Ai(q)
andSAi(ql, andtheregressionsof8Am and em on ei(q).
Remaining coefficients willbezero.
The three terms Ai(q>, 5Ai(q), and AJ(p), have a
(co)variance matrix before selection given by(v,,0,
•/2vq |0,wqq-v,,wq3-'/2vq|>/2Vq, wq3-'/2vq, w33), where
q=\ ifiisasire and 2ifiisadam. Appendix B of
WOOLUAMS etal.(1999) canbe followed toobtain:

+

(HV-^'V-V^1

-V5A™+E

Note both regression coefficients have (\-kp)inthem
as factors, which makes these coefficients small
whatever the value of h2.
The regression coefficients for e, w are less
immediate. However they can beobtained from the
following argument. Let oA(q).2 = aA-kqa2 bethe
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genetic variation among parents of category q. By
noting thebreeding value is equal toA +SA+e,
before selection of the candidates:
Mi)'

cov[(Am+hAKq))+ei{qy(Am+bAj(p))+em \ i(q) selected]
= cov[(Ai{q)+hAm),Am\Kq)

selected]
m j(pr

The first

of these

terms is
l

cov{eKq) , (5AJ(p)+ej(p)))= /2CA(q).

2

*ql,

wq3. Denote this

covariancebyve(q). Selectionoftheoffspringj(p) will
noteffect ve(q)sinceallcomponents areindependentof
theinitialEBVforj(p), whichistheindexusedforthe
selection. Nextconsider theindexfor theoffspring of
j(p), i.e. the grandoffspring ofi(q): the covarianceof
the prediction error ofj(p) atthe timeofits selection
(i.e. SAj(p) +em) withitscandidate offspring included
initsindexis Viof theprediction errorvariance,since
itisacomponent of the genetic variation passed onto
the offspring. The covariance of ei(q) with these
candidate offspring will be Vive(qi. Therefore the
covariances of the prediction error of i(q) withthe
information from theoffspring ofj(p) aregivenbyge(p)
= (0,0,0, >/2ve(q), >/2Ve(q), >/2veW)if;ismale,and (0,0,0,
'/2Vt(q)d', '/2ve(q), '/2velq)) ifj is female. Then, sincebpis
theupdatedindexofj(p), co\{ti(q),8AMpj) will bege(p)Tbp,
and by difference cov(ei(q),eXpl) = ve(ql - g<P)bp .
Therefore, sinceVar(e,r,,)=aAiql.2- wqq:
M

m

"m

s,e(p)

r

*,(4.- w «»"' s««>

<1*0«,).-wtf-*.</V(oA<«).-w«>"1 sm

Covariances between selective advantages and
Mendelian terms:
Define ga = (0, 0, 0,
VihgXJT, Vihlx/T, Vihl) which is the vector of
covariances of the candidate's Mendelian sampling
termwiththeinformation sourcesforitsindex. Before
selection, the covariance of the index of i(q)withailq)
isg/b3. The mean ofthe Mendelian sampling terms
forselectedancestorsis E[ai(q)] = i g a Z»3/a;,andthe
covariance for selected ancestors cov(aiW, Ailqj) is (1h)gjb3- Thereforecov(ai(qp SAi(q)+eilq))=vm =>/2h02-
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g/bs. Todeterminethe separatecovariances for SAi(q)
and ei(q), consider the covariances of the prediction
error of theMendelian sampling termfor i(q) with the
sources of index information for an offspring, ga': if
iftj is male, g'a =( 0, 0, 0, Viv^,, Vzv<qy ' / * % ) ) ;
and if i(q) is female, g„'
1/2

d

%) "'' '

/n

W

= (0, 0, 0,

V2V

a(q)- Then, sinceA,istheindex

for theupdated index of i(q),cov(a w SAi(qj)=g,*7*,,
and,by difference, cov(a,w, e,w) =v„w -g.*1*,.
Example: (Xm=20, Xp40, A2=0.4, 8 offspring per
litter).Thematricesarepresentedinthefollowing row
and column order: for dimension 6 the order is (Ai(n),
5Ai(mj, ei(m), Ai(f), 5Ai(f), ei(fl), whilst for dimension 2 the
order is males then females. G®A = ( 1.16, 2.07, 0,
1.16, 2.71, 0 | 0.90, 1.60, 0, 0.90, 2.09, 0), G®n =
(0.046, 0.082, 0, 0.046, 0.107, 0 |0, 0, 0.049, 0, 0,
0.053 | 0,0,0.081,0,0,0.087 |0.060,0.108,0,0.060,
0.141, 0 | 0, 0, 0.032, 0, 0, 0.035 |0, 0, 0.098, 0, 0,
0.106).E[aw]=(0.270,0.208), cov(aiM, A,w)=(0.011,
0.014),cov(a<q), 5Ai(q)) =(0.054,0.035), cov(ai(q), ei(q))
= (0.088,0.107).
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CHAPTER 3

PredictionofGeneticContributionsandGeneration Intervals
inPopulationswithOverlappingGenerations underselection
PiterBijma*andJohnA.Woolliamst
* AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,
6700AHWageningen,TheNetherlandsand tRoslinInstitute(Edinburgh),Roslin,MidlothianEH259PS,U.K.
Abstract- Long-termgeneticcontributions ofancestorstofuture generations werepredicted, fora
population withoverlappinggenerationsundergoingmassorsibindexselection,following arecently
developed theory. This theory provides insight into the mechanisms determining the flow of genes
through selected populations, and takes account of selection by modelling the long-term genetic
contribution as alinear regression on thebreeding value. Total genetic contributions of ageclasses
aremodelled using amodified geneflow approach andlong-termpredictions areobtained assuming
equilibrium genetic parameters. Generation interval was defined as the time in which genetic
contributions sum to unity, which is equal to the turn over time of genes. Accurate predictions of
long-term genetic contributions of individual animals, as well as total contributions of age classes
were obtained. Due to selection, offspring of young parents had an above average breeding value.
Long-termgeneticcontributionsofyoungestageclasseswerethereforehigherthanexpectedfromthe
ageclassdistributionofparents,andgenerationintervalwasshorterthantheaverageageofparentsat
birth of their offspring. Due to an increased selective advantage of offspring of young parents,
generation interval decreased with increasing heritability and selection intensity. The method was
compared to conventional gene flow theory and showed more accurate predictions of long-term
geneticcontributions.

M

ost natural and artificial populations
have overlapping generations. When
generations overlap, the generation interval
differs from the cohort interval. In quantitative
genetics, generation intervals are generally
defined as the average age of parents at birth of
their offspring. In this definition, generation
interval isbased onthecontributions of parental
age classes to newborn offspring; i.e., the
average age of parents is calculated as the sum
of ages at birth of offspring weighted by the
contribution of each age class to newborn
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offspring. This approach is adopted in the wellknown gene flow procedure (HlLL, 1974).
However, if selective advantage (e.g., breeding
value) is partly inherited, selection in
subsequent generations may affect the genetic
contribution of parental age classes to future
generations. Thus there may be a difference
between generation interval based on
contributions to newborn offspring, and
generation interval based on contributions to
future generations. It has been suggested,
therefore, to calculate generation intervals
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based on selected offspring only (BICHARD et
al. 1973). However, contributions of ancestors
to future generations may still deviate from
contributions to selected offspring.
Recently, WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) found
significant differences between generation
interval calculated as the average age of parents
at the time of birth of a cohort of offspring and
generation interval based on the concept of
long-term genetic contributions. The latter
concept was first introduced by JAMES and
McBRlDE(1958) and developed further for the
prediction of inbreeding by WRAY and
THOMPSON (1990) and WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1993).Predictions for more advanced selection
systems, however, resulted in complicated
expressions (WRAY et al. 1994) due to the
recursive nature of the prediction procedure.
Working on the infinitesimal model (FISHER,
1918), WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) obtained a
simple closed-form approximation for the
prediction of long-term genetic contributions by
considering BULMER's (1971) equilibrium
genetic parameters, which makes a recursive
algorithm redundant. The method of
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) covers both discrete
and overlapping generations and is applicable
to mass selection, index selection and BLUP
selection.
The aim of the current article is twofold.
First, long-term genetic contributions will be
predicted for populations with overlapping
generations and mass selection, following the
approach of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999). This
approach illustrates the mechanisms that
determine the development of pedigree, the
contribution of different categories to the
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genetic makeup of the population in the longterm and the turnover time of genes. The
dependency of long-term genetic contributions
and generation intervals on selective advantage
will be illustrated in populations with
overlapping generations under mass or sib
index selection, assuming the infinitesimal
model (Fisher, 1918).
Second, predictions following the approach
of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) will be compared
to predictions of long-term genetic
contributions and generation intervals based on
contributions to unselected newborn offspring,
as obtained from conventional gene flow theory
(HILL, 1974). Both methods will be compared
toresults obtained from simulated data.
Accurate predictions of long-term genetic
contributions are an important step towards the
prediction of rates of inbreeding in selected
populations (WOOLLIAMS, 1998). The current
article focuses on the prediction of genetic
contributions and generation intervals, the
prediction of rates of inbreeding is in a
subsequent article.To show thepower of theory
of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999), predictions of
genetic gain based on long-term genetic
contributions will also be presented, but this is
not the main item, because accurate predictions
of genetic gain are already well established
{e.g.,VlLLANUEVA etal. 1993).

Methods
Here we will first describe the population
structure that was used. Subsequently we will
describe the concept of long-term genetic
contributions and the method of WOOLLIAMSet
al. (1999) for the prediction of long-term
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genetic contributions in populations with
overlapping generations, followed by a
description of the relationship between
generation interval and genetic contributions.
Finally, we will derive iterative deterministic
and stochastic equations to implement the
theory.
Population model: This section describes the
genetic model, population structure and
selection strategy for which predictions of
genetic contributions were made. The trait
considered was assumed to be determined by
the infinitesimal model (FiSHER, 1918).
Phenotypic values (P) were the sum of additive
genetic values (A, breeding values) and
environmental values (E), i.e., P =A +E. The
population consisted of overlapping generations
and selection was based upon a sib index for a
singletrait. With parents upto maximum of c^
of age there are Ic^ categories, one for each
sex and age of parent. Categories are indexed
by k or by /, so k = 1.. c^ are males, and k=
Cmax+1 •• Zcmax are females. Let age{k) denote
the age of category k (so age(l) = 1 =
age{Cmax+l)) and let nk be thenumber of parents
selected from category k. The total number of
c

male and female parents equaled: Nm =

max

^nk
k=l

2cm

and Nf = ^nk

respectively. Using random

mating, each sire was mated to d dams (d =
N/Nm), and each dam produced a total of n0
offspring (Vm0 of each sex) so that the total
number of offspring in a cohort equaled T rigNf. Before reproductive age, the phenotype of
individuals was recorded and a selection index

was calculated. Because index weights were
constant over time and no additional phenotypic
information was included in the index at later
ages, the index of individuals remained constant
over time and the ranking of animals within
categories remained unchanged over time.
Within categories, individuals were ranked on
theindex, and the highest ranking nk individuals
were selected. The number of parents selected
from each category was determined in advance
and remained constant over time, as in
conventional gene flow (HILL, 1974). Selection
on estimated breeding value across categories,
which gives the highest genetic level of the
offspring in the next generation (JAMES, 1987)
wasnot applied. The selection index was:
l=bx(P -PFS) +b2(PFS-PHS) +b3PHS,
where P isthephenotype of the individual, PFS
is the mean of n0 full-sib records (including the
individual) and Pm is the mean of n^d half-sib
records (including individual and its full-sibs).
This form was used by WRAYet al. (1994) and
is convenient because the three sources of
information are independent, which simplifies
expressions such as the accuracy of selection.
Note that mass selection is a special case of this
index, where b\ = b2 = b3. Different sets of
index weights werechosen to allowfor different
selection strategies, i.e., for a varying emphasis
onfamily information.
Basic approach for prediction of long-term
genetic contributions: This section introduces
the concept of long-term genetic contributions.
The long-term genetic contribution (r,) of
ancestor i in cohort t\ is defined as the
37
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proportion of genes present in all individuals in
cohort t2deriving by descent from i, where(t2tt) -» oo (WOOLLIAMS et al. 1993). In other
words, the long-term genetic contribution of an
ancestor is the ultimate proportional
contribution of the ancestor to generations in
the distant future. After several generations,
genetic contributions of ancestors stabilise
(long-term contributions are reached) and
become equal for all individuals in that and
subsequent generations of descendants, but
valueswilldiffer between ancestors (WRAYand
THOMPSON, 1990).
In the remainder of the current article, longterm genetic contributions of ancestors will be
referred to as "genetic contributions", unless
explicitly stated otherwise. Following the
approach of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999),
contributions of ancestors are predicted by
conditioning on the selective advantage of those
ancestors. Since sib indices are used here, the
selective advantage is equal to the true breeding
value of the ancestor [the only parental effect
affecting selection of the offspring is the
breeding value of the parent (WRAY et al.
1994)]. For an individual in category /,
E(rlW|AlW) = UHD = 04+ A (Am,-A,) , where a,
is the expected contribution of an average
parent in category /, $ is the regression of the
contribution of ion its breeding value (A w ) and
Al is the mean breeding value of selected
contemporaries of i in category I.For discrete
generations, the complication of categories can
be ignored and a is obtained directly from the
number of parents: a = (2NX)'\ (x = m , /;
WRAYand THOMPSON 1990). For both discrete
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and overlapping generations,solutions for (3can
be obtained from two regression models
(WOOLLIAMS, 1998; WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999).
First, the regression of the number of selected
offspring on the breeding value of the parent
(A), and second, the regression of the breeding
value of selected offspring on the breeding
value of the parent (n). Both A and n can be
computed using known parameters; a derivation
is in APPENDIX A. With equilibrium genetic
parameters (BULMER, 1971), regression
coefficients (a, /?, A, n) are equal for the
parental and offspring generation, allowing for
the following closed form expression to
compute /?, instead of a recursive algorithm
(WOOLLIAMS,1998):

P={\-n)AXa
Prediction of expected long-term genetic
contributions
in
populations
with
overlapping generations: This section
describes how the theory of WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999) can be implemented to predict long-term
genetic contributions for populations with
overlapping generations. For ancestor i in
category /, the expected long-term genetic
contribution was predicted from u^ = a( +
Pii^m - A,). Predictions of genetic
contributions are obtained using a modified
gene flow matrix (G) of dimension 2cmaxx2cTOtc,
which identifies the origin of genes of selected
instead of newborn offspring. If the
conventional gene flow matrix (HILL, 1974) is
denoted by G0, elements g°u represent the
proportion of genes currently in category k that
were in category I one time unit ago. In the
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modified gene flow matrix, elements ga of G
represent the proportion of genes in the nk
selected individuals in category k, that were
contributed by parents in category /.
(Contributed by a parent in category / refers to
contribution via offspring that were born when
the parent was in category /.) Because G
represents the parental origin of the genes of
selected individuals, it is affected by the degree
of selection that is taking place, and this may
vary with age.Because selected individuals may
be born up to c^ years ago (and the age of
parents at birth of offspring is relevant), G has
a memory of c^ years, whereas Go has only
oneyear memory.
Solutions for a and /3 were obtained from
(WOOLLIAMS, etal. 1999),
2c„

«/= X "f Sunkak

^cmax

*=i

Na=GTNa
T

(1)

-

X nj

of the average contributions of all selected
offspring. (The other ¥i originates from the
other parent.) In (1) it is implicitly assumed that
the contribution of an average selected
offspring (ak) is independent of the category of
the parent (/)• In (2), the first summation
represents the change of contributions due to
deviations of the selected number of offspring
from the average. The second summation
represents changes of genetic contributions of
ancestors due to deviations of the breeding
valueof selected offspring of this ancestor from
the average breeding value of their selected
contemporaries. In matrix form, combining
Equations (1) and (2) for all categories I
(WOOLLIAMSetal. 1999),

gunkakXB(Am-A,)

2e.n

+ £ »r1*n'»*/J*w*M<D-i*i). (2)
where Aw is the regression coefficient of the
selected number of offspring in category k on
the breeding value of the parent in category I
and % istheregression of thebreeding valueof
selected offspring in category k on the breeding
value of the parent in category I. An intuitive
understanding of Equation (1) and (2) can be
gained by noticing that 2n{lgank represents the
average number of selected offspring in
category k of an ancestor in category I.
Therefore, in (1), at isequal to Vi timesthe sum

(3)
T 1

T

T

NJ3=(I-G *n r (G *A )(Na), (4)
where * denotes the element by element
multiplication, T denotes the transpose of
matrices, I is a 2cma^x.2cmax identity matrix, N is
a 2cmaxx2cmax diagonal matrix of elements nk, II
is a 2cnuux2cmax matrix of elements %, A is a
2cmaxx2cmax matrix of elements Xu, a is a 2cmax
vector of elements at, and P is a 2cmax vector of
elements /?;. Throughout the article, matrices
follow the gene flow notation, i.e., rows
represent offspring categories and columns
represent parent categories. Prediction of
genetic contributions using Equations 3and 4 is
referred to asMethod M in RESULTS.
Improved modified gene flow: A first-order
correction to Equation 1was derived by taking
account of differences among average breeding
values of parental subgroups present in the
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selected offspring (WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999).
When newborn offspring are grouped according
to the category of their parents, mean breeding
values may differ between those groups.
Selection then favours offspring descending
from parental categories with a higher breeding
value, increasing the genetic contribution of
these categories. This phenomenon is fully
accounted for by the modified gene flow matrix
G, which identifies the origin of selected
offspring. However, after selection, mean
breeding values of selected offspring may still
differ between parental category subgroups.
This affects the contribution of categories,
which was ignored in Equation 1. Improved
prediction equations were obtained by
conditioning on the parental category in
Equation 1(WOOLLIAMSetal. 1999),

(WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999). Solutions for |3 are
still obtained from (4). Predictions of genetic
contributions using Equation 4 and 6 will be
referred toasMethod P in RESULTS.

«/ =2>r l *H'»*{a* +& E [(Ao* - A t )

and the term (%Ai(i) -A,) is zero on average, so

Generation interval: Generation interval (L)
isdefined astheturnover time of genes, i.e.,the
average time interval between two meioses that
an average gene in the population is involved
in. This interval is equal to the time in which
long-term genetic contributions sum to unity,
i.e., the genetic contribution summed over all
ancestors entering the population over a time
period of L years equals unity: £ K , = 1. The
L

generation interval (in years) is therefore equal
to the reciprocal of the total long-term genetic
contribution per year, i.e., summed over all
ancestors per year. In ui(i) = <Xi+ /3; (A w - Al),

that the sum of genetic contributions equals

given i hascategory/ parent]}, (5)

2c,

Z,nkak,

whereE[(\)k - Ak) givenihascategory / parent]
is the expected breeding value of a selected
offspring in category k descending from a
category /parent, asdeviation from themeanof
selected contemporaries in category k.
Substituting Equation 2 for /3, the resulting
expression is(WOOLLIAMSetal. 1999),
Na =[GT+(GT*D T )(I-G T *II T r 1 (G T *AT)]Na,
(6)
where D is a 2cmaxx2cmax matrix of elements da
=E[(A(l)t - Ak)given i has category I parent].
Therefore, Na isobtained asaright eigenvector
of the 2cmax2cTOU matrix [GT + (G T *D T )(IG T *n T )' 1 (GT*AT)] with an eigenvalue of one
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and

generation

interval

IS

*=1

(WOOLLIAMSetal. 1999),

±nkak

(7)

k=\

Generation intervals from this definition were
compared to generation intervals defined as the
average age of parents at birth of their
offspring.
Deterministic
prediction
procedure:
Elements of Equation 3 through 7 were
obtained using an iterative procedure, which is
described in this section. The iterative
procedure is needed because elements {e.g.,
variances, genetic gain and genetic
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contributions) are mutually dependent and
BULMER's (1971) equilibrium parameters can
only be reached by iteration. [Predictions can
also be obtained using base generation
parameters, but more accurate predictions are
obtained using equilibrium parameters
(WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999)]. Predictions of
genetic contributions shown in the RESULTSare
based on BULMER'S (1971) equilibrium
parameters. A numerical example is in
APPENDIX C.

Phenotypic variance in year t was the sum of
additive genetic variance and environmental
2

variance,

o

Pl

=a\t +al.

Environmental

variance was constant over time. Additive
genetic variance in an unselected cohort born at
year twascalculated as:
2
°A.I

2
2
A(m),t + aA{f),t

= a

1 2
J AQ <

+ CJ

where 0\{m),, and c ^ ( / ) , are the between sire
and between dam-family additive genetic
variance in unselected newborn offspring, and
<T^0is the base generation additive genetic
variance. Because genetic contributions are
mainly determined in the first few generations,
they are hardly affected by the rate of
inbreeding. Therefore, no effect of inbreeding
onthewithin family variance was modeled.
Between sire-family additive genetic variance
wascalculated from
°M& =1 S2^[o^,.1(l-K-;p,2.1)+(M,M -fam)^)2]
;=i

where 2g°u is the proportion of offspring
descending from sires in category / (2g°u =

n,/Afm), Ki is PEARSON'S (1903) variance
reduction coefficient, p, is the accuracy of
selection in year t (WRAY etal. 1994), fa, isthe
average breeding value of selected sires in
category / and fam)J is the average breeding
value of
all
selected
sires,
i.e.,
c

max

M(m),,= X 2g 1 ( ^ ; , .

Between

dam-family

;=i

additive genetic variance was calculated in the
same way. For the calculation of
(/!;,_!-/!(„),_!) 2 , only differences between
breeding values of selected individuals are
important and breeding values can be expressed
relative to an arbitrary base. The genetic level
of unselected animals at birth was taken as base
here, and therefore, fait = (iiP,<JA,- age(l)AG,),
where ;';is the selection intensity in category /
(not distinguishing between subgroups within
categories and ignoring deviations from
normality) and AG,is the rate of genetic gain in
year t. (It is assumed here that the difference
between consecutive age classes is equal to AG
from the last iteration, because this assumption
decreases the number of iterations needed to
reach equilibrium values which are not affected
bythe assumption).
To calculate elements of the modified gene
flow matrix, weneed to find how the predefined
selected proportion of individuals in category k
(pk) is distributed across the parental age
subgroups. The k^ row of G therefore, was
obtained by finding a common index truncation
point for all parental subgroups represented
among the selection candidates in category k
(separate for male and female parents). The
solution for the common truncation point has to
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satisfy the equations (omitting subscript t for
simplicity),

intensity in subclass kl, and GA is the additive
genetic variance among unselected offspring
descending from parents in category I.

2

Pk = X £ i ° P «

Elements
/>„=!-*(•

h

2X(x)iXl

of

II

were

l

•

)

nkl=j(l-KkT(X)paA(jJ ).

.

were calculated
where pu is the selected proportion in the
subclass descending from parents in category /,
Ik is the index truncation point common for all
offspring in category k, o>i( is the standard
deviation of the selection index of individuals
descending from parents in category /, <&
denotes the cumulative normal density, and T (X)

as

calculated

as

Elements of A
Xkl =jik^M(yJl

(see

APPENDIX A). A general procedure to derive I I
and A is in WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999).
As described in the section on prediction of
long-term genetic contributions, a can be
obtained as a right eigenvector from Equation 3
for the 'modified gene flow" and from Equation
6 for the "improved modified gene flow". In

is twice the regression of the index of the

general, eigenvectors can be scaled, i.e., if x is

offspring on the breeding value of the parent of

an eigenvector of matrix A with an eigenvalue

sex x (x = m, j) ( W R A Y et al. 1994), i.e., the

y, then nx will also be an eigenvector of A with

term -^T (X) /X (J[)/ represents the average index

the same eigenvalue y. With the same

value of offspring descending from parents in

eigenvalue, therefore, different eigenvectors can

category I. A solution for the common

be obtained from Equation 3 or 6, and an

truncation point was obtained numerically using

additional constraint has to be imposed.

the algorithm RIDDR_ROOT from NUMERICAL

Because contributions have to sum to unity per

RECIPES (PRESS et al. 1992). Next, elements of

generation,

G were calculated from

accordingly. Therefore, first generation interval

the

eigenvector

was

scaled

was calculated as the average age at birth of
8a =PuSuPk1 •

offspring weighted by the long-term genetic
contribution

Elements

of

D

are:

da

E[(A (i)k - Ak)given i has category / parent]
and were calculated as (omitting subscript t for
simplicity)

of

the

categories

(nkak):

=
L = '^Jage{k)nkak
k=\

Ysnkak
I *-i

• Subsequently,

£w
i
a was scaled so that Zinkak ~ L >'•e->

a

^s

k=\

defined per year and by definition, the

du=\l1i+ikiPGA,-dk,

generation interval is the time in which
with

a

dk =X 2gu ["2 J"; + 'HP A,1

calculated

separately for each sex; where iu is the selection
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contributions sum to unity.
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"max

UsingE(AG) = Y,nkEirmam 1 > w h e r e a w
k=\

is the Mendelian sampling value of i
(WOOLLIAMS et al. 1998), genetic gain was
predicted from
-

E(AG) = ^OT/4O[TWCT7

j •"max

5>tat«t
*=i

^ c max

.

selection and random mating were performed
until genetic contributions were converged and
then a descendent cohort t2 was chosen.
Convergence time of genetic contributions (t2 t{) wasapproximately equal toIc^. The longterm genetic contribution of ancestor ;' in
category /incohortth toindividuals incohortt2
was obtained by summing contributions viaall
pedigree paths leading from i to individuals in

*=1

where x^ is the regression of the index onthe
Mendelian sampling effect oftheindividual. A
derivation isinAPPENDIXB.

'2, rm=T~l 2,rmj,

where rm

contribution to individual j in cohort t2,which
was calculated as r,Wj = ^Y

Stochastic Simulation: To draw inferences
on the accuracy of predicted genetic
contributions, thebreeding scheme described in
the population model section was simulated
stochastically and genetic contributions were
estimated from simulated data. Anoninbredand
unselected base population of the appropriate
family structure wasgenerated. Breeding values
of base population animals were taken from
N(0,(j^0),

and environmental values from

Within categories, individuals were
ranked ontheindex, andthehighest ranking n*
individuals were selected from theA:* category.
Breeding values of offspring were obtained as
ViAm+ ViAf+a, where Am, As anda arethe sire
and dam breeding values and the Mendelian
sampling value. No effect of inbreeding onthe
Mendelian sampling variance was simulated,
i.e.,a~ N(0±O2A0).
/V(0,<T|).

For the calculation of genetic contributions,
an ancestor cohort t\ was chosen when
BULMER's (1971) equilibrium genetic
parameters were reached. Repeated cycles of

is the

7=1,7-

, where n is

paths

the total number of animals (including ;'and j)
inapedigreepath from i toj.
Genetic contributions wereanalyzed usingthe
model: r,w =(% +f$iAi(l) - ^ ) + em, a was
estimated as: a, =«,"' £ r i(I) , and P as:
i=i,«/

A= XW4 w -A)/X(4(o-A) 2 i=l,ni

j i=l,nf

Asymptotic rate of genetic gain was calculated
as AG = (G[2 - G,i)/(t2-ti), where G, is the
average breeding value of all animals born in
cohort t. Generation interval was calculated as
Z,nkak . Results were averaged over
t=i

500 replicates and standard errors were
calculated from thevariance among replicates.

Results
In this section a comparison will be made
between results from conventional gene flow
theory (Method C; HILL, 1974), simple
modified gene flow (Method M, Equations 3
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TABLE l.-Genetic contributions of categories («*£&)with mass
Method C

election

MethodM"

simulation''

MethodP"

$'

llOl

n,a,

n6ci6

n,a,

n404

n6ci6

n,ai

n4Oi

ntOt,

n,ai

n404

n««s

0.01

0.2857
-0.0014
0.2857
-0.0250
0.2857
-0.0483
0.2857
-0.0722
0.2857
-0.1036
0.2857
-0.1331

0.0714
-0.0044
0.0714
-0.0458
0.0714
-0.0949
0.0714
-0.1485
0.0714
-0.2052
0.0714
-0.2667

0.2143
+0.0008
0.2143
+0.0219
0.2143
+0.0503
0.2143
+0.0694
0.2143
+0.1039
0.2143
+0.1325

0.2863
-0.0008
0.2979
-0.0128
0.3122
-0.0218
0.3314
-0.0265
0.3615
-0.0278
0.4115
-0.0073

0.0726
-0.0032
0.0957
-0.0215
0.1244
-0.0419
0.1629
-0.0571
0.2230
-0.0536
0.3229
-0.0152

0.2137
+0.0002
0.2021
+0.0097
0.1878
+0.0238
0.1686
+0.0237
0.1385
+0.0281
0.0885
+0.0067

0.2869
-0.0002
0.3097
-0.0010
0.3363
+0.0023
0.3666
+0.0087
0.3996
+0.0103
0.4324
+0.0136

0.0738
-0.0020
0.1194
+0.0022
0.1726
+0.0063
0.2332
+0.0133
0.2992
+0.0226
0.3648
+0.0267

0.2131
-0.0004
0.1903
-0.O021
0.1637
-0.0003
0.1334
-0.0115
0.1004
-0.0100
0.0676
-0.0142

0.2871
0.0008
0.3107
0.0013
0.3340
0.0016
0.3579
0.0018
0.3893
0.0018
0.4188
0.0017

0.0758
0.0012
0.1172
0.0021
0.1663
0.0025
0.2200
0.0030
0.2766
0.0031
0.3381
0.0027

0.2135
0.0012
0.1924
0.0021
0.1640
0.0026
0.1449
0.0027
0.1104
0.0026
0.0818
0.0024

0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.99

ForN=d'ag(20,0,0,10,0,30},eight tested offspring perdam(n„=8),ancestor cohort (ti)= 10and descendent cohort ((2)=35. "Deviations from
simulation resultsareonevery second line. bStandard errors areoneverysecond line. "h}, denotes heritability.

and 4) and improved modified gene flow
(Method P, Equations 4 and 6), for mass and
sib-index selection.
Mass selection
Accuracy of a: Table 1 shows long-term
genetic contributions of categories (nkak),
obtained from Method C,Method M, Method P
and from simulation, for apopulation with three
age classes, 20 sires in age class 1, 10 dams in
age class 1and 30dams in age class 3,i.e.,N =
diag{20,0,0,10,0,30}. This scheme, with a high
proportion of dams selected from the oldest age
class, was chosen because it clearly illustrates
the effect of selective advantage on
contributions of categories.
Results from Method C are independent of
heritability {hi), but results from Method M,
Method P and from simulation are not. For h£
= 0.01,results from all methods are practically
identical because heritable effects play a minor
role in that case. For higher heritabilities,
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Method C shows considerable overestimates of
contributions from three-year-old dams {n6a^),
whereas Method M and P are significantly
closer, and from these, Method P is most
accurate. For high heritabilities (>0.6), absolute
differences between Method P and simulation
areroughly only 10%of theerrors from Method
C,and for this particular scheme in the opposite
direction. The large differences between
Method C and simulation are partly caused by
the distribution of parents across age classes in
Table 1. Because most dams are selected from
the oldest category, offspring from these dams
will have a low breeding value which will
reduce their genetic contribution. When parents
are selected by truncation across age classes,
differences between Method C and simulation
willbe much smaller (seeDISCUSSION).
Comparing Method M and P to simulation
results, shows that the first-order correction
improves the accuracy of the predicted longterm genetic contributions. In Equation 3,
differences between selective advantage of
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TABLE2. -Regression coefficients oflongterrr

Mefhod M
>»o 2C

0.01
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.99

ft
0.0228
-0.0005
0.0211
+0.0006
0.0201
-0.0016
0.0199
+0.0000
0.0204
-0.0006
0.0220
-0.0026

ft
0.0116
+0.0014
0.0136
-0.0023
0.0161
-0.0044
0.0197
-0.0049
0.0254
-0.0037
0.0347
-0.0015

geneticcontributionson breedingvalues(ft) undermassselection

3

simulation''

MethodP"
ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

0.0229
-0.0004
0.0221
+0.0016
0.0220
+0.0003
0.0222
+0.0023
0.0226
+0.0016
0.0230
-0.0016

0.0116
+0.0014
0.0144
-0.0015
0.0182
-0.0023
0.0233
-0.0013
0.0298
+0.0007
0.0372
+0.0010

0.0114
-0.0014
0.0100
+0.0007
0.0086
+0.0008
0.0070
+0.0005
0.0051
-0.0002
0.0029
-0.0018

0.0233
0.0013
0.0205
0.0005
0.0217
0.0005
0.0199
0.0006
0.0210
0.0007
0.0246
0.0012

0.0102
0.0017
0.0159
0.0008
0.0205
0.0009
0.0246
0.0010
0.0291
0.0012
0.0362
0.0021

0.0128
0.0008
0.0093
0.0003
0.0078
0.0002
0.0065
0.0002
0.0053
0.0002
0.0047
0.0003

ft
0.0114
-0.0014
0.0095
+0.0002
0.0081
+0.0003
0.0067
+0.0002
0.0052
-0.0001
0.0031
-0.0016

ForN=<flag{20,0,0,10,0,30},eighttestedoffspringperdam(n„=8),ancestorcohort(h)=10anddescendentcohort(fc)= 35.
" Deviations from simulation results are on every second line. 'Standard errors are on every second line, 'h^ denotes
heritability.

selected offspring from different parental
categories (dy) are ignored, resulting in
underprediction of contributions of young
categories and in overprediction of
contributions of older categories (except for hi
= 0.99, probably due to deviations from
normality for this extreme case, which is of
littlepractical importance).
Accuracy of |3:Table 2 shows the regression
coefficients of contributions on breeding values
(j8), from Method M, Method P and from
simulation, for N = diag{20,0,0,10,0,30}. Most
predictions from Method P are within 3 times
the standard error of simulation results, and the
trends inpredictions agree well with simulation
results. Method P was slightly more accurate
than Method M, particularly when modeling the
differences between one and 3-year-old
females, i.e., f$4 and p6. In Method C, the effect

of selective advantage is not modeled, i.e., /3is
implicitly zero.
Accuracy of genetic gain and generation
interval: Table 3 shows genetic gain per year
and generation interval from Method C,Method
M, Method P and from simulation, for N diag{20,0,0,10,0,30}. Generation interval was
calculated from Equation 7. For Method C,
generation interval from Equation 7 is identical
to the average age of parents when their
progeny are born and is obtained from G0.
Generation intervals based on the average age
of parents of selected offspring, as suggested by
BlCHARD et al. (1973), are obtained from G
(see example in APPENDIX C) and are also in
Table 3. Method C does not account for the
effect of selection on genetic contributions and
therefore results in higher generation intervals
than simulation. For the scheme in Table 3,
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TABLE 3

-Rate of genetic gain (AG)andgeneration interval (L)with mass selection
Method C

&

AG

0.01

0.0090
+0.0001
0.1751
+0.0049
0.3386
+0.0023
0.4960
-0.0084
0.6518
-0.0231
0.8024
-0.0396

0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.99

Method M"
L

1.750
+0.015
1.750
+0.138
1.750
+0.245
1.750
+0.366
1.750
+0.462
1.750
+0.558

AG
0.0091
+0.0002
0.1687
-0.0015
0.3222
-0.0141
0.4774
-0.0270
0.6533
-0.0216
0.8691
+0.0271

selected
offspring

MethodP°
L

1.746
+0.011
1.679
+0.067
1.602
+0.097
1.509
+0.125
1.383
+0.095
1.215
+0.023

AG
0.0092
+0.0002
0.1770
+0.0068
0.3513
+0.0150
0.5325
+0.0281
0.7224
+0.0475
0.9098
+0.0678

L
1.743
+0.008
1.615
+0.003
1.487
-0.018
1.364
-0.020
1.251
-0.037
1.156
-0.036

L
1.746
+0.011
1.678
+0.066
1.595
+0.090
1.500
+0.116
1.381
+0.093
1.244
+0.052

simulation6
AG
0.0089
0.0005
0.1702
0.0005
0.3363
0.0008
0.5044
0.0009
0.6749
0.0009
0.8420
0.0009

L
1.735
0.005
1.612
0.007
1.505
0.008
1.384
0.008
1.288
0.006
1.192
0.005

For N = di'ag{20,0,0,10,0,30), eight tested offspring per dam (n„= 8), ancestor cohort (rt) = 10 and descendent cohort (r2) =35.
"Deviationsfrom simulationresultsareoneverysecond line. bStandarderrorsareoneverysecondline.°h£ denotes heritability.

most dams are selected from the oldest
category, which increases differences between
Method C and Method P. Even when the
numbers of females selected were exchanged,
however, i.e., N = diag{20,0,0,30,0,10}, there
were differences between generation intervals
from Method C and Method P. (See Figure 2).
Method M showed systematic overprediction of
generation intervals, which agrees with the
overprediction of contributions of older
categories (see Table 1). Predicted generation
intervals based on the average age of parents of
selected offspring, i.e., from G rather than G0
were very close to generation intervals from
Method M. Generation intervals from Method
P werecloseto simulation results, only showing
minor underprediction for high heritabilities.
For this particular scheme, genetic gain from
Method C was more accurate than gain from
Method P. However, this was not a general
result, e.g., for N = diag{20,0,0,30,0,10}
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(results not shown) it was the other way around.
In general, both methods showed similar
accuracies for predicting genetic gain.
Effect of heritability and selection intensity
on a: The effect of heritability and selection
intensity on average genetic contributions of
categories {nkOk) was studied using Method P.
Figure 1shows the predicted long-term genetic
contribution of one-year-old females as a
proportion of the total contribution of females
[n4a4/(n4CC4 +HfiOfe)], for two different breeding
schemes and for two selection intensities. The
breeding schemes where Si: N =
&ig{20,0,0,30,0,10}
and S2: N =
diag{20,0,0,10,0,30}. Selection intensity was
varied by varying the number of tested
offspring per dam, i.e., n0 was 4 or 20. To
illustrate the relation between genetic
contributions and generation interval, Figure 2
shows the corresponding generation interval. In
Si and 52,males are selected from a single age,
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FIGURE 1.-Predicted long term genetic contributions from
Method P of one year old females as a proportion of the
total contribution of females n^oyfn^CcW+nsOfc), as a
function of heritability, for Sn N = diag{20,0,0,30,0,10)
and S2 :N = <flag{20,0,0,10,0,30}, for n„= 4 or n„= 20
tested offspring per dam,and mass selection (b\ = b2=bs).

and L is directly related to 11404/ (n4a*+ n<jCfc).
Results from Method C are identical to results

for hi :0.
Figure 1 clearly shows an increased
contribution of one-year-old females when
heritability increases, which is due to an
increased selective advantage of offspring
descending from one-year-old dams when hi
increases. When heritability increased from 0.2
to 0.8, genetic gain per year increased from
0.232 to 0.977 units a p for N =
^•^{20,0,0,10,0,30} and nB = 20.
Consequently, the difference between average
breeding values of offspring from one and from
three-year-old dams increased from 0.277 to
1.153. This selective advantage resulted in an
increased proportion of offspring selected from

FIGURE 2.-Predicted generation interval (L) from Method
P, as a function of heritability, for Si: N =
dmg{20,0,0,30,0,10) and S2 : N = dias{20,0,0,10,0,30},
for ti0 =4 or n0 = 20 tested offspring per dam, and mass
selection (Jt>\ = b2= bj).

one-year-old dams when h$ increased. When
hi increased from 0.2 to 0.8, it showed that
among the one-year-old selected females, the
proportion descending from one-year old dams
increased from 0.386 to 0.894. [These
proportions were determined from the G matrix
(notshown)].
The relative long-term genetic contribution of
one-year-old females also increased with n0 (see
Figure 1), i.e., with selection intensity. This is
partly due to increased genetic gain resulting in
an increased selective advantage of newborn
offspring of one-year-old dams,inthe sameway
as when hi increases, but also due to a
decreased overall selected proportion moving
the common truncation point of subclasses to
the right. When a common truncation point for
two normal distributions with different means is
47
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FIGURE 3.-Predicted regression coefficients of long term
genetic contributions on breeding values (ft from Method
P as a function of selection intensity (i), for age class one
males (ft), age class one females (fit) and age class three
females (ft), for/^2 = 0.4, N = diag{20,0,0,20,0,20} and
mass selection (b\ =fo= bi).

FIGURE 4.-Predicted regression coefficients of long term
genetic contributions on breeding values (ft from Method
P as a function of heritability ( h i ), for age class one

shifted to the right, the smaller upper-tail
proportion of the two will decrease more
rapidly than the larger upper-tail proportion,
due to the non-linear relation between
truncation point and selected proportion,
therefore decreasing the relative contribution of
three-year-olds. This effect can be illustrated by
comparing therelative contribution of one-yearold females between schemes with different
selection intensities at the same AG, because at
the same AG the difference between mean
breeding values of one and three-year-old dams
willbe the same.For N= diag{20,0,0,\0,0,30],

compared to 0.540 for n0 = 4 (see Figure 1),
mainlyduetodifferent selection intensities.

n0 = 20 and h%= 0.4, AG was 0.4854, and the
same AG can be obtained with identical N, but
with n0 = 4 and hi = 0.77. However, the
relative contribution of one-year-old females
differed considerably; 0.685 for n0 = 20
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males (ft), age class one females (ft) and age class three
females (ft), for N = diag{20,0,0,20,0,20}, n0 = 8 tested
offspring per dam and mass selection (fci =bz= bj).

Effect of selection intensity on 3: Figure 3
shows the relation between selection intensity
and /3 for a scheme with N =
diag{20,0,0,20,0,20} using Method P.
Selection intensity is equal for all categories in
this scheme, and was varied by varying the
number of tested offspring per dam from n0 = 2
(i= 0.798) ton„ =40 (i= 2.336).
Figure 3 shows an increase in fa and {54 with
increasing selection intensity. On average, ft is
expected to increase with selection intensity
because the regression of selected number of
offspring on breeding value (A) increases with
selection intensity (see APPENDIX A) and /3 is
positively related to X (see Equation 2),
explaining the trend for fa and fa. For fa the
increase with selection intensity is counteracted
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TABLE 4.-Regression coefficients of long-term genetic contributions on breeding values (p) for a sib index with
positiveweightonfamily information
simulation'

MethodP"

*?'
0.01
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.99

ft
0.0391
+0.0032
0.0346
+0.0036
0.0325
+0.0018
0.0311
+0.0031
0.0299
+0.0004
0.0293
-0.0000

ft
0.0188
+0.0039
0.0251
-0.0004
0.0321
+0.0026
0.0389
+0.0050
0.0448
+0.0051
0.0498
+0.0094

ft
0.0181
+0.0006
0.0132
+0.0019
0.0096
+0.0015
0.0064
-0.0013
0.0037
-0.0016
0.0044
+0.0004

ft

ft

ft

0.0359
0.0019
0.0310
0.0008
0.0307
0.0008
0.0280
0.0008
0.0295
0.0010
0.0293
0.0011

0.0149
0.0021
0.0255
0.0012
0.0295
0.0013
0.0339
0.0014
0.0397
0.0017
0.0404
0.0021

0.0175
0.0010
0.0113
0.0004
0.0081
0.0003
0.0077
0.0003
0.0053
0.0003
0.0040
0.0004

ForN=diag{20,0,0,10,0,30), n„= 8,bi =1.0, b2=1.5, b3=2,ancestor cohort (f,)= 10,anddescendent cohort (t2) = 35.
"Deviations from simulation results are on every second line. h Standard errors are on every second line, '/^denotes
heritability.

by the reduced total contribution of 3-year-old
dams (see Figure 1). For other heritabilities
(results not shown) the relation between /3and
selection intensity was similar.
Effect of heritability on |3: Figure 4 shows

It is a general conclusion for mass selection,
therefore, that /? of younger categories will
increase with hi, whereas ft of older categories
willdecrease with hi. The interpretation of this

Method P. For h% =0, fa =/36=Viflhwhich is

relation is, that with mass selection the
contributions of young animals will increasingly
be determined by their breeding values when

tobe expected from (2) when selection intensity

hi increases, whereas for older animals the

is equal for all categories and gu= g°; because

effect of breeding value on contributions will

hl= 0. When hi increases, genetic gain

decrease with increasing hi. An intuitive way

the relation between /3 and heritability using

increases, resulting in a higher proportion of

of looking at this is, that for influential animals

selected offspring descending from one-year-

(which are young animals when hi is high) a

old parents, i.e., for all k, gM >g^ for hi >0.

change of breeding value gives a larger

When gH >gk(l and selection intensity is equal
for all categories, it can be inferred from (2)
that p4 > p6 asinFigure4.

(absolute) change of genetic contributions than
it does for unimportant animals. The same
reasoning holds for the relation between /?and
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TABLE 5.-Regression coefficients of long-term genetic contributions onbreeding values (ft) for a sib index with

negativeweightonfamily information
simulation'

MethodP"

^
0.01
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
0.99

ft
0.0015
+0.0002
0.0016
+0.0000
0.0017
+0.0001
0.0018
+0.0002
0.0019
-0.0002
0.0021
-0.0003

ft

ft
0.0023
+0.0016
0.0025
+0.0002
0.0028
-0.0002
0.0032
-0.0002
0.0037
-0.0008
0.0045
+0.0001

0.0023
+0.0005
0.0024
+0.0001
0.0024
+0.0000
0.0025
+0.0000
0.0026
+0.0000
0.0027
+0.0001

ft

ft

ft

0.0013
0.0011
0.0016
0.0002
0.0016
0.0002
0.0016
0.0002
0.0021
0.0002
0.0024
0.0002

0.0007
0.0012
0.0023
0.0003
0.0030
0.0002
0.0034
0.0002
0.0045
0.0003
0.0044
0.0003

0.0018
0.0006
0.0023
0.0001
0.0024
0.0001
0.0025
0.0001
0.0026
0.0001
0.0026
0.0001

ForN=diag{20,0,0,10,0,30},eighttestedoffspringperdam(n„=8),b, =1.0,b2 = 0.5,b3= 0,ancestorcohort(«i)= 10and
descendentcohort(tz) = 35."Deviationsfromsimulationresultsareoneverysecond line.* Standarderrors areon every
secondline.ch% denotesheritability.
selection intensity, explaining the different
trend of f54 and fi6 inFigure3.
The regression coefficient for one-year-old
males (/?i) shows only minor variation with h£
because males are selected from a single
category in Figure 3. Therefore, category one
always contributes 50%of the genes of selected
offspring (gn =g4l = g6l = 0.5) regardless of
heritability, and variation of /?) with h£ is only
dueto variation inA and n.

Selectiononasibindex
Long-term genetic contributions of categories
(nkak) are mainly dependent on the modified
gene flow matrix. For a sib index, G is
determined by genetic gain and selected
proportions, in the same way as for mass
selection. The main differences between sib
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index and mass selection are, therefore, in the
regressions X and n, resulting in different
predictions for /?. Results for a sib index,
therefore, focus on j8, though a will also differ
from results for mass selection.
Accuracy of P: Predictions for a sib index
are compared to simulation results for two
opposite schemes: a scheme with positive
weight onfamily information and ascheme with
negative weight on family information. The
weights used are different from the classical
selection index weights (HAZEL, 1943), but as
shown by VILLANUEVA and WOOLLIAMS
(1997),optimum index weights for intermediate
and long-term response are generally different
from classical index weights.
For positive weight on family information,
Table 4 shows /3 from Method P and from
simulation, for N = diag{20,0,0,10,0,30}, bx =
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shows the same trend as simulation results, and
is accurate. Predictions for a (results not
shown) were very accurate.
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FIGURE 5.-Predicted and simulated regression
coefficients of long term genetic contributions on
breeding values for one year old males (ft) from Method
P, for different index weighting factors (b)and arangeof
heritabilities ( h i ) . For N = diag{20,0,0,20,0,20} and n„
= 8. Lines indicate predictions, markers indicate results
from simulation. —O—, b = 1,0, 0; — A — , b=\, lh,
•A; —-X—•, b = 1,1, 1; ---A - - , b = 1, 1*4, 1*4;
- — • - • • - , 6 = 1,2,2.

1,

b2

=

1.5

l = P +jPFS+iPHS)-

and

b3

= 2

(i.e.,

In Table 4, Method P

shows the same trend as simulation results, but
tends to slightly overestimate regression
coefficients for one-year-old parents (Pi and
/34). Predictions of a (results not shown) were
close to simulation results and showed similar
trends asfor mass selection.
For negative weight on family information,
Table 5 shows P from Method P and from
simulation, for N = diag{20,0,0,10,0,30}, bx =
1, b2 = 0.5 and b3 = 0 (i.e.,
I =P -\PFS -{Pm). In Table 5, Method P

Effect of index weights on 0: Figure 5
shows the effect of a varying emphasis on
family information in the selection index on the
regression coefficients of long-term genetic
contributions on breeding values, for one-yearold male parents (fi{), from Method P (lines)
and from simulation (markers) for N =
diag{20,0,0,20,0,20}. For this scheme, Pi gives
a good impression of the average level of P,
because males are selected from a single
category, so that there is no competition
between categories. In Figure 5, the index
weights vary from bi = 1, b2 = b3 = 0,
representing complete within family selection,
to bi = 1, b2 =2,fc3= 2 , which is identical to
I = P+PFS.
For within family selection, )3 equals zero
because offspring are selected on their
Mendelian sampling term, which by definition
is independent of the parental breeding value.
Therefore, selective advantage is not inherited
and results (both a and P) are identical to
resultsfrom Method C.
When index weights on family information
increased, Pi increased because selection of
offspring was increasingly affected by the
parental breeding value. Similar relations
between the average levelof Pand weight given
to family information were found for other
distributions of parents across categories
(including schemes with competition between
categories).
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When weight on family information
increases, selection tends to selection of
families instead of individuals, whereas A is
derived assuming a continuous linear change.
Accuracy of predictions decreased therefore,
when weight given to family information
became high, which is shown by the increased
difference betweenlinesandmarkersinFigure5.

Discussion
This article has studied in detail two methods
proposed by WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) for the
prediction of long-term genetic contributions of
individuals in selected populations with
overlapping generations. The methods enable
accurate the prediction of long-term genetic
contributions of individual animals and of
categories, using simple linear models.
Predictions of genetic contributions within
categories were first shown by WOOLLIAMS et
al. (1999) but never studied in detail. Genetic
contributions were predicted conditional on the
breeding value and category of the ancestor,
using a modified gene flow approach. The
method accounts for the inheritance of selective
advantage both between and within categories,
resulting inmore accuratepredictions of genetic
contributions and generation intervals than
methods based on contributions to newborn
offspring inthe next cohort.
Some trends intheprediction errors remained
{e.g., Table 1, Figure 5), but this is merely a
matter of improving the relevant regression
equations, they do not undermine the basic
ideas underlying the theory. Conventional
methods ignore the effect of selection on
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genetic
contributions
and,
therefore,
underestimate contributions of younger
categories and overestimate generation interval.
Thus, improved methods were generally
necessary.
Accurate predictions of long-term genetic
contributions for overlapping generation
schemes facilitate deterministic prediction of
rates of inbreeding for these schemes
(WOOLLIAMS, 1998), and consequently a
computationally feasible optimization of
breeding schemes with restricted inbreeding.
The modified gene flow approach enables
prediction of individual long-term genetic
contributions [by including jS^A,-^ - Ak) in the
model for expected contributions], whereas
conventional gene flow theory only enables
prediction of average genetic contributions (i.e.,
assuming )3= 0). For the prediction of rates of
inbreeding it is crucial to account for the effect
of selection between individuals (WRAY et al.
1989), and conventional gene flow is therefore
not suitable for prediction of rates of
inbreeding.
In the present study, generation interval was
defined as L= lfLnkak, i.e., the generation
interval is the time in which long-term genetic
contributions sum to unity. Intuitively, this isa
sensible definition, one generation is the time in
which the genes are turned over once. The
definition of generation interval as the time in
which contributions sum to unity is general and
is also applicable to generation intervals based
on newborn offspring or on selected offspring.
For example, generation interval based on
newborn offspring, i.e., the average age of
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parents when their offspring are born, can also
be calculated as: L 0 = l / 2 a 0 , where do are
contributions obtained from conventional gene
flow theory. Generation interval based on
contributions to selected offspring only (Li),
i.e., the average age of parents of selected
offspring, can be obtained from the modified
gene flow matrix G (see APPENDIX C) and was
closetoresults from simple modified gene flow.
When genetic gain is made and selective
advantage isinherited, generation interval based
on long-term genetic contributions is shorter
than both L0 and Lu because selective
advantage is partly passed on to more distant
offspring.
Whereas L0 and L\ are based on contributions
at a specific time point, i.e., before and
immediately after selection of the offspring, L is
based on converged, i.e., asymptotic long-term
genetic contributions of parental categories,
which are an invariableproperty of a population
once contributions have converged. Therefore,
the definition of generation interval based on
long-term genetic contributions is equal to the
turnover time of genes that are destined to stay
in the population, i.e., it is the average time
interval between two meioses, and it is of a
more genetical and less operational nature than
LoandLj.

In the present study, results are only
presented for situations where the selection
index of an animal was constant across ages. In
practice, animals in different categories will
often have different amounts of information,
affecting the variance of the selection index.
This will mainly affect the G matrix, but is
easily accounted for by using index variances

specific to categories in the equations presented
in the METHODS section. The problem is more
complex for the prediction of rates of
inbreeding, since in that case the lifetime
genetic contribution of an ancestor, i.e., its
contribution summed over all categories it
belonged to over its entire life, is relevant,
which requires the probability that the same
animal wasselected inmultiple categories.
Large differences were found between
predicted
genetic
contributions
from
conventional and from modified gene flow in
the present article. These differences were
partly caused by the distribution of parents
across categories, i.e., in Table 1 and 3 the
majority of the dams were selected from the
oldest category. When animals are selected by
truncation across categories, differences in
generation interval between the two methods
will be much smaller. For example, for h% =
0.5, n0 - 4, Nm = 20, Nf = 40, truncation
selection across categories resulted in N =
diag{18,2,33,7}, predicted generation interval
from conventional gene flow was 1.138 and
from modified gene flow 1.129 (simulation: L=
1.130). An advantage of modified gene flow is
that it gives accurate predictions of generation
interval for an arbitrary distribution of parents
across categories, it is not limited to truncation
selection across categories.
In the present article, the within family
variance was assumed to be constant over time,
which is not strictly true when inbreeding is
accumulating. However, genetic contributions
are mainly determined in the first few
generations, where the inbreeding effects on
descendants are still small. Long-term genetic
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contributions are,therefore, hardly affected bya
reduction of variance due to inbreeding.
Furthermore, ignoring the effect of inbreeding
on the variance allows for the assumption of
BULMER's (1971) equilibrium variances
(assuming the infinitesimal model), which
greatly simplifies prediction equations for longterm genetic contributions (WOOLLIAMS et al.
1999). For extremely small populations, e.g.,
with less than five parents per sex, it may
become important to account for the effect of
inbreeding when predicting long term genetic
contributions.
Thenumber of parents is noguarantee for the
genetic constitution of populations on the long
term, because selective advantage of parents is
inherited to offspring. This isapoint of concern
for conservation genetics where genetic
improvement is also being sought. Simply
increasing the number of parents may not
safeguard the genetic diversity of a population
when offspring of the additional parents have a
lowchanceof being selected.
The inheritance of selective advantage is
crucial in the prediction of long term genetic
contributions, and thus for the prediction of
rates of inbreeding (WRAY and THOMPSON,
1990). Recently, NOMURA (1997) studied rates
of inbreeding in open nucleus breeding systems
with discrete generations, assuming that genetic
contributions of parental groups (nucleus and
commercial animals) to progeny remain
unchanged after selection. As recognized by
NOMURA (1997), this is a critical assumption,
and especially in populations with overlapping
generations itislikelytobe strongly violated.
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Asymptotically, response from conventional
gene flow is equal to response obtained using
the well-known result of RENDEL and
ROBERTSON (1950) (HELL, 1974). When
comparing gain obtained from conventional and
modified gene flow to simulation results,
predictions from both methods showed similar
accuracy.For theprediction of genetic gain, the
ratio of selection differential over generation
interval is crucial, rather than the definitions of
selection differential and generation intervals
separately. When generation interval is defined
as the average age of parents of all offspring,
and selection differential is defined as the
deviation of selected parents from the overall
mean, valid predictions for genetic gain are
obtained (JAMES, 1977). Conventional gene
flow therefore is a valid method for predicting
genetic gain. The relevance of the current
theory lies in predicting the development of
pedigree, i.e., of the origin and turnover rate of
genes, and inpredicting rates of inbreeding; the
primary aim is not to revise methods for
predictingratesof gain.
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AppendixA
Derivation of A : Elements A« are obtained as:
^u

=

Pkl \xx bskik» where xhxx is the regressionof

the index ofthe offspring onthe breeding valueof
the parent ofsexx (WRAY etal. 1994), and bSt,t is
the regression ofthe selection score (selected or not
selected, i.e.,S=1or0)ofthe offspring onitsindex.
In Equation 2,Xu isexpressed perselected offspring,
whereas 5 isanexpression perselection candidate,
the difference being on average afactor pi'. Tau is
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obtained

as:

tx = 2Cov(Ax, Ioffsp)/Var( Ax)

resulting in: rm=b3,

category

xf =b2(l--j) +bi/d . From
bSk,k =pkikoJl.

1950),

expressions are Xkl =jb3ikcr]1
and

Resulting

for male parents,

ku =-^[b2(l--j) +b3/d]ik<j]1

Furthermore,

Cov(aJ(/),/w) .

a result of Robertson (appendix in DEMPSTERand
LERNER,

I.

for female

-

j

Derivation ofII: Elements % are obtained as: %
= Cov(A1(0,A^t))*A'ar(A;(f)) , where * denotes
(co)variances after selection of the offspring. Using
<TA (TB

(COCHRAN, 1951): a\B =aAB -

' >

K

for the

calculation of Cov(A,fl) after selection on / gives:

the regression of the index on the Mendelian
sampling effect, rw= bi(l-l/n0) +b2[\ln0-\l(n„d)] +
M M ) •With E[Ai(/)- A, ] =0,E[am(AKl) -A,)] =

Cov(Am,!]«))

ja\0(\-KirwpaAC7jl).

-A]),Im]

Summing elements over

categories, theresulting expression for genetic gain
becomes

2<W

i

max

nlP,(l-KlT„paA(Tjl)l

+ X
where Cov(Aj(0,A,w) = j02A\x)l,

= Cov[a,(;),(A,(0-A()]-

Cov(a,-(i),IIU))Cov[(A1(/)

T

Var(/ J ( t ) )

, where zw is

E(AG)=J-CT^[Tlvo-71 Y,niaii,

Cov(A i(/) ,A y(t) )* = Cov(A, (/) ,A ;W )
Cov(Am ,Im)

=

2 . - 1

ita, = \xwaAailnI

Co\[aKl),(Aim-A,)]*

parents.

E[a, (() ]

*'
Co\(Aim,Im)

1=1

=

AppendixC

7T*CTloo<•Cov(Am,IKk)) = paAa,, Var(/,w) = a],
o~A(;t)( is the additive genetic variance among

Example for mass selection: Consider a mass
selection scheme (bi =b2 =b3 =1)with threeage

selected parents, and x denotes thesexof parent i.
Assuming that Wai(AKt))islittle affected by selection

classes,N=di'ag{20,0,0,10,0,30}, h%=0.4, and n0

among the offspring, i.e.,Var(Ai(())* = <J2A\x)l, the
resulting

expression

becomes:

{

7iu=^(\-KkTxpaAa-j ).

= 8. Selected proportions, selection intensitiesand
variance reduction coefficients are:p\ =0.1250, p4 =
0.0625, p6 =0.1875, h =1.6467, i4 = 1.9668, i6=
1.4357, Ki=0.8171, K»=0.8504, Kg =0.7877. Tau
equals (see equations in APPENDIX Aand B): zlt =rm

= 7f= 1.The conventional gene flow matrix equals

AppendixB
Derivation of AG: Genetic gain is obtained from
* c max

E(AG)= 'Zn,E[rmai(l)]

(WOOLLIAMS et al.

1999), where E[r,TOa,w] istheexpectation of/•,</>ai(fi
among selected individuals in category /. With
E[r,(0a,(0] =E[(um+em)am] = E[«,(0ai(0], it follows
that E[rmam]

=a,E[ai(l)] + P,E[ai(l)(A,.(;)

-A,)],

where expectations are conditional on selection in
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0.5
1
0
G 0 = 0.5
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

0 0.125 0 0.375"
0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0
0 0.125 0 0.375
0
1 0
0
0 0
1 0

Contributions and generation interval from
conventional gene flow aren\a,\ =0.2857, n^o*=
0.0714, n6a6=0.2143, L = 1/Za= 1.75. Equations
in the deterministic prediction procedure section
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were iterated until equilibrium variances were
reached, resulting in a

Mm)'

0.0630, a A(/r

0.1013, a\= 0.3643, a]= 0.9643, p = 0.3778.
Based on equilibrium variances, G,A,II andDare:
0.5
0
0
0.5
0
0.5

0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0.205 0 0.295
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.223 0 0.277
0
0
0
0
0 0.193 0 0.307

0.838
0
0
A=
1.001
0
0.731

0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0.838 0 0.838
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 1.001 0 1.001
0
0
0
0
0 0.731 0 0.731

0.346
0
0
0.339
0
0.351

0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0.346 0 0.346'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0.339 0 0.339
0
0
0
0
0 0.351 0 0.351

n=

0
0
0
D= 0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0.187
0
0
0
0
0 0.171
0
0
0 0.198 0

Solutions from Method M were: (Na) T = (0.312,0,
0, 0.124, 0, 0.188), P T = (0.0201, 0, 0, 0.0161, 0,
0.0081), L = 1.602, AG = 0.3222. Solutions from
Method P were: (Na) T = (0.336, 0, 0, 0.173, 0,
0.164), P T = (0.0220, 0, 0, 0.0182, 0, 0.0086), L =
1.487,AG= 0.3513.

0 -0.130
0
0
0
0
0 -0.138
0
0
-0.124

Categories without parents are not relevant, and have
zeroes. G identifies the origin of selected offspring,
eg-, gi4 = 0.205 means that a proportion of 2 x
0.205 = 0.410 of the selected one-year-old males
(category 1) descends from one-year-old dams
(category 4),i.e.,wereborn when their damwasoneyear-old. From G, the generation interval based on
selected offspring equals: Lx = Vi{0.5 + 0.205 + 3 x
0.295} + '/*{10/40 x (0.5 + 0.223 + 3 x 0.277) +
30/40 x (0.5 + 0.193 + 3 x 0.307)} = 1.595. Matrix
D represents the breeding value of selected
subgroups as deviation from the total selected group,
e.g., di6 = -0.138 means that one-year-old selected
females descending from three-year-old dams, have
an average breeding value of 0.138 units below the
average of all selected one-year-old females.
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ANoteontheRelationshipbetweenGeneFlowandGenetic
Gain
PiterBijma*andJohnA.Woolliamst
*AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,
6700AH Wageningen,TheNetherlandsand fRoslinInstitute(Edinburgh),Roslin,MidlothianEH259PS, U.K.
Abstract - Inconventional geneflowtheory,therateof genetic gain iscalculated asthesummed
products of genetic selection differential and asymptotic proportion of genes deriving from sex-age
groups.Recent studies showthat asymptoticproportionsof genespredicted from conventionalgene
flow theory may deviate considerably from true proportions. However, the rate of genetic gain
predicted from conventional gene flow theory was accurate. The current note shows that the
connection between asymptotic proportions of genes and rate of genetic gain that is embodied in
conventionalgeneflowtheoryisinvalid,eventhoughgeneticgainmay be predictedcorrectlyfromit.

I

n conventional gene flow theory (HILL,
1974), the rate of genetic gain is calculated
as the summed products of genetic selection
differential and asymptotic proportion of genes
deriving from sex-age groups. Recent studies
(BUMA and WOOLLIAMS, 1998;WOOLLIAMSet
al. 1999) show that asymptotic proportions of
genes predicted from conventional gene flow
theory may deviate considerably from true
proportions. However, the rate of genetic gain
predicted from conventional gene flow theory
was accurate. The aim of the current note is to
clarify thisapparent contradiction.

Conventionalgeneflowtheory
Conventional geneflow theory (HILL, 1974)isa
method to predict responses and discounted
returns from selection in populations with
overlapping generations. In conventional gene
flow theory, asymptotic response from a single

Genet.Sel.Evol.32:99-104

cycleof selection iscalculated asthe sum of the
products of the asymptotic proportion of genes
deriving from the different age-sex classes and
their genetic selection differential [equation 12
of HILL (1974)]. Since theresult agrees with the
ratio of mean genetic selection differential ( 5 )
to mean generation interval (L) (RENDEL and
ROBERTSON, 1950), HILL (1974) concluded that
the product of asymptotic proportion of genes
and selection differential is equal to the rate of
genetic gain.
HILL (1974) presented two alternative
formulations, which are equivalent. First,
asymptotic proportions of genes of sex-age
groups were defined as the sum of proportions
due to current and subsequent matings, and
selection differentials wereexpressed relative to
the previous mating. Second, asymptotic
proportions of genes were defined as the
proportion due to the current mating only, and
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Asymptoticproportionsofgenes

selection differentials were expressed as a
deviation from the mean of the whole
contemporary sex-age group (Hill refers to this
as "cumulative selection differential"). Here we
will use the second formulation, so that genetic
gain predicted from conventional gene flow
theory equals ["alternative formulation of (12)",
p. 125of HILL (1974)]:

AG=2r ti ..S t

(1)

where r^„is the asymptotic proportion of genes
deriving from the k'h sex-age group, 5j is the
genetic selection differential for the k'hsex agegroup expressed as a deviation from mean of
the whole contemporary sex-age group and the
sum is taken over all sex-age groups.
Furthermore, in conventional gene flow theory,
asymptotic proportions of genes are predicted
from the proportional contributions of sex-age
groups to the newborn offspring. With equal
reproductive rates for all age groups, the
asymptotic proportions follow directly from the
number of parents selected from the respective
sex-age groups (equation 11 and 12 in HILL
(1974)]:
rK„=Vmkl(Nxxik)L)
where nk is the number of parents selected from
the k'hage-sex group, A^XM is the total number
of parents of sex(&),L is the generation interval
calculated as the average age of parents when
their offspring are born and the "W makes
asymptotic proportions of genes sum to 0.5 per
sexper generation.
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(2)

Recently, BUMA and WOOLLIAMS (1998)
showed that, in an ongoing breeding program,
asymptotic proportions of genes predicted from
Equation 2 deviate systematically from true
asymptotic proportions. This will be illustrated
here by simulated data. Table 1 shows rfc„
predicted from conventional gene flow theory
(Equation 2) and r ^ observed in simulated
data. The population consisted of 10 one-yearold sires, 30two-year-old sires,20 one-year-old
dams and 20 two-year old dams, with 3
offspring of each sex per dam. Mass selection
was performed for a trait with an initial
heritability of 0.4. Additional results are in
BUMAand WOOLLIAMS(1998).
In Table 1, r^ predicted from conventional
gene flow theory differs substantially from
simulation results. In particular, the true
asymptotic proportion of genes from one-yearold parents was higher than the value predicted
from Equation 2. The deviations of asymptotic
proportions of genes from those predicted by
conventional gene flow theory arise from the
inheritance of selective advantage (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 1998; WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999),
an effect ignored in conventional gene flow
theory. For example, when one-year-old
selected sires have a higher mean breeding
value than their selected male contemporaries,
offspring of those one-year-old sires will have
anincreased probability of being selected which
increases the asymptotic proportion of genes
deriving from one-year-old sires.In such acase,
ri,„ will be higher than the expected proportion
based on the contribution of one-year-old sires
to the newborn offspring. Therefore, in an
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TABLE 1.—Asymptotic proportions of genes deriving
from sex-age groups (r*,,»),and rate of genetic gain from
Equation 1 (AG^a.1) using r^ from conventional gene
flow theory (i.e. Equation 2) or using r^ from
simulation, and genetic gain observed in simulated data
(AGsim).
Conventional
gene flow theory

Simulation*

AGEqal

0.0769
0.2308
0.1538
0.1538
0.313

AGsim

-

0.124(0.002)
0.206 (0.002)
0.193(0.002)
0.135(0.002)
0.345
0.309 (0.001)

n,r2,„

r 3 ,r

4,°°

For a scheme with 10 one-year-old sires, 30 two-year-old
sires, 20 one-year-old dams, 20 two-year-old dams, 3
offspring of each sex per dam, base generation heritability
= 0.4, unity phenotypic variance and mass selection. +s.e.
are between brackets. Values are based on Buhner's
equilibrium genetic parameters a\

= 0.34, heq =0.36,

so that genetic selection differentials were: 0.646, 0.446,
0.526, 0.526.

ongoing selection program, Equation 2 is
invalid.
For the schemeinTable 1,AGpredicted from
conventional gene flow theory (i.e., Equation 1
and 2) was 0.313, which is close to the 0.309
observed in simulated data. Thus, for the
scheme in Table 1, conventional gene flow
theory yields an accurate prediction of genetic
gain, even though asymptotic proportions of
genes predicted from Equation 2 deviate
considerably from the true values. However,
AG predicted from Equation 1 using / \ „
observed in simulated data differed from
simulated AG(0.345 vs.0.309), which indicates
that using true asymptotic proportions in
Equation 1does not yield a valid prediction of
genetic gain.

Why conventional gene flow theory
yieldsavalidpredictionofAG
Although Equation 2 is not generally valid,
conventional gene flow theory yields a valid
prediction of AG.This follows from substituting
Equation 2 into Equation 1, which gives: AG =
lrijmSk = -^-In.S./N^,
= SIL. This
k
IL k
equation is identical to the well-known result of
RENDEL and ROBERTSON (1950) and yields a
valid prediction of the rate of genetic gain as
shown unmistakably by JAMES (1977).
Therefore, Equation 1is valid only when rfc„ is
calculated from Equation 2, even though this
means that rfcoodiffers from the true asymptotic
proportion of genes.
It can be understood intuitively why r^k
should refer to the contribution of sex-age
groups to newborn offspring the next cohort in
Equation 1. As indicated above, the difference
between asymptotic proportions predicted from
conventional gene flow theory and true
asymptotic proportions is due to inheritance of
selective advantage, which changes the
proportions in subsequent cycles of selection.
Though we are concerned with the asymptotic
proportion of genes from specific sex-age
groups, part of this proportion arises due to
subsequent cycles of selection and should
therefore not be attributed to genetic gain
originating from a single cycle of selection.
Because selection in subsequent generations
favors descendents of parents with an above
average breeding value, the use of true
asymptotic proportions in Equation 1results in
anoverprediction of therate of genetic gain.
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HOPKINS and JAMES (1979) studied rates of
genetic gain based on contributions of parental
age groups to selected offspring in the next
cohort. However, true asymptotic proportions
of genes are not only affected by selection
among the offspring, but also by subsequent
cycles of selection (BlJMA and WOOLLIAMS,
1998; WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999). Therefore,
asymptotic proportions of genes that can be
calculated using methods in HILL (1974) will
deviate systematically from true asymptotic
proportions. The predicted AG of HILL (1974),
however, isvalid, asshown byJAMES (1977).

Another approach
By decomposing breeding values into
Mendelian sampling terms, WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999) have shown that the annual rate of
genetic gain is equal to the product of the
asymptotic proportion of genes deriving from
an individual and its Mendelian sampling term,
summed over allparentsper year,

AG= X » i ^

(3)

where r1|00is the asymptotic proportion of genes
deriving from individual i {i.e., its long term
genetic contribution), a, is the Mendelian
sampling contribution to the genotype of
individual i and the sum is taken over all the
parents in a year. Note that Equation 3 is
expressed on an individual level, whereas
Equation 1 is expressed on a sex-age class
level.InEquation 3,genetic gain isattributed to
the cohort in which the newly arising variation
(i.e., the Mendelian sampling term) is
generated. The product of the long-term genetic
contribution and the Mendelian sampling term
quantifies the impact of an individual on the
62

population mean in the long term. Contrary to
Equation 1, genetic gain originating from a
specific individual or group accumulates over
generations in Equation 3. The convergence of
genetic contributions to their equilibrium values
takes several cycles of selection. During the
first cycles the summed product of genetic
contributions and Mendelian sampling terms is
lower than AG. Selection, however, favors
contributions that go together with above
average Mendelian sampling terms and, during
subsequent cycles of selection, the product
increases until genetic contributions stabilize
and 2 X ~ a i = AG. Equation 3, therefore,
considers the gain arising from a single cohort
over all subsequent cycles of selection, whereas
Rendel and Robertson's equation considers the
gain from selection in a single cycle arising
from all previous cohorts. Both are valid,
whereas Equation 1, in considering gain from
all previous cohorts over all subsequent cycles
of selection, results in double counting. Using a
modified gene flow procedure, BDMA and
WOOLLIAMS (1998) and WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999) show how asymptotic proportions of
genes can be predicted accurately, either on an
individual or on agroup level.

Conclusion
This note has shown that rate of genetic gain
differs from the summed product of asymptotic
proportions of genes and selection differentials.
Theconnection between asymptotic proportions
of genes and rate of genetic gain that is
embodied in conventional gene flow theory is
invalid, even though genetic gain may be
correctly predicted from it. Thus the rate of
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genetic gain may be expressed in two manners.
First,fromconventional geneflowtheory, AG=
Zr^oSk, in which case rkfi denotes the
proportional contribution of the A* sex-age
group to the newborn offspring in the next
cohort, as given by Equation 2. Second, AG =
2 r i.- a / where r t „ is the true individual
asymptotic contribution. Both expressions are
valid and give similar results (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 1998). The first expression is
based on contributions to the next generation
and is valid since it is identical to Rendel and
Robertson's result, whereas the second is truly
based on asymptotic proportions of genes.
Furthermore, conventional geneflow theory can
still be used to calculate discounted returns
from a single cycle of selection, since
differences between rk0 and true asymptotic
proportions originate from subsequent cycles of
selection and should, therefore, not be
attributed to asinglecycleof selection.
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CHAPTER 5

Predicting RatesofInbreedinginPopulations undergoing

Selection
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Abstract - Tractable forms of predicting rates of inbreeding (AF)in selected populations with
general indices,non-random mating andoverlapping generations weredeveloped, with theprincipal
resultsassumingaperiodofequilibriumintheselectionprocess.Anexistingtheoremconcerningthe
relationshipbetween squaredlong-termgeneticcontributionsandratesofinbreeding wasextendedto
non-randommatingandtooverlappinggenerations.AFwasshowntobeapproximately V4(l-a)) times
the expected sumof squared lifetime contributions, wherewisthe deviation from Hardy-Weinberg
proportions. This relationship cannot be used for prediction since it is based upon observed
quantities.Therefore therelationship wasfurther developed toexpressAFintermsofexpectedlongterm contributions, which are conditional on a set of selective advantages that relate the selection
processes in two consecutive generations, and are predictable quantities. With random mating, if
selected family sizes are assumed to be independent Poisson variables then the expected long-term
contribution could be substituted for the observed providingV* (since co = 0) was increased to V4.
Established theory wasusedtoprovide acorrection termtoaccount for deviations from thePoisson
assumptions.Theequationsweresuccessfully applied, usingsimplelinearmodels,totheproblemof
predictingAFwithsibindicesindiscretegenerationssincepreviouslypublished solutionshadproved
complex.

W

and THOMPSON (1990) proved a
fundamental relationship between the
sum of squared long-term genetic contributions
of ancestors and rates of inbreeding for random
mating populations in discrete generations. One
consequence of this relationship was that rates
of inbreeding were tied to the numerator
relationship matrix for the first time. This
narrowed the conceptual gap between the
central parameter for genetic evaluation of
individuals using Best Linear Unbiased
Prediction and one of the key properties of a
RAY

Genetics 154:1851-1864

breeding
scheme.
Another
important
consequence was to set out, in a formal way, a
model for the mechanics of inheritance of
selected advantage, a concept that ROBERTSON
(1961) had introduced but had left unclarified.
An achievement of the methods of WRAY and
THOMPSON (1990) was to obtain, for the first
time, accurate predictions of AF in mass
selection
through
modelling
pathway
extensions. However, this was done by using a
recursive algorithm, so that although the
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mechanics were clear, the overall structure of
theprediction remained obscure.
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1993) advanced the
understanding of the structure of the prediction
byobtaining a closed form for the prediction of
AF. It was shown to have terms involving
variances of family size in one generation, with
additional terms for the proliferation or
reduction of ancestral lines over many
generations that could be predicted as a result
of the selective advantage of the ancestor.
Furthermore it was clear that under equilibrium
conditions, the model would lend itself to
geometric summation of terms across
generations. This led to simple forms for the
expected long-term contribution of an ancestor.
WRAY et al. (1994) extended the methods to
index selection, although the form of the model
isahybrid of the approach ofWOOLLIAMS et al.
(1993) and HILL (1972), since the conditional
arguments of pathway extension that had been
carried out for mass selection were found to be
too complex for index selection. Nevertheless,
worthwhile predictions were made available in
atractable form.
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) used an
approach to predict AF in mass selection, that
made no direct reference to the theory of
contributions. They obtained a neater closed
form forAF than thatderived byWOOLLIAMSet
al. (1993), through an argument based on total
drift relating the change through selection to
loss of genetic variance. Unlike the previous
work of WRAY and THOMPSON (1990) and
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1993), who had considered
the population in relation to an unselected base
generation, SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995)
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developed predictions based upon equilibrium
genetic variance. NOMURA (1996) extended the
approach of SANTIAGOand CABALLERO (1995)
to mass selection with overlapping generations,
but with the important restriction that the
parents selected from a cohort remain the same
in both number and identity throughout the
breeding life of the cohort.
This paper examines the issues raised by the
work described above. First, the relationship
between AF and the realised long-term genetic
contributions is extended to include nonrandom mating and overlapping generations.
Second, an important result for theprediction of
AF is developed by demonstrating a
relationship between AF and the expected
squared long-term contribution conditional on
the selective advantages for random mating.
Finally, as an example of application,
predictions of AF for sib indices, previously
considered by WRAY et al. (1994), are reexamined using the equilibrium methods for
expected long-term contributions developed by
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) and compared to
resultsfrom simulation.

RelationshipbetweenAF and
Long-term GeneticContributions
This section discusses the relationship between
AF and realised
long-term
genetic
contributions. In doing so, it will derive the
expected increase in homozygosity at the level
of a neutral locus, in contrast to the matrix
method of WRAY and THOMPSON (1990). The
notation that will be used is shown in Table 1.
The model for the population is assumed, for
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TABLEI.-NotationusedtoderiveEquations 1 to 27
t,u
tic, q
m, f
n , rnq)
n,u(q,i)
Ft, AF
co
Xq, X
Cu(t)
C
L
Si(q>
\U(q)
ffUq)2
m
dn.i
Vn,i
Vn.dev.i
aq.fiq

Timevariables
Number ofbreeding categories, indexed byq
Denotes thetwosexes indiscrete generations, i.e., q= m (male) or/(female)
Observed long-term genetic contribution ofindividual i(incategoryq)
Thegenetic contribution ofindividual iborn attime uto selected parents ofsex qborn at timet
Inbreeding coefficient attime t, andrate of inbreeding
Deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
Number ofparents incategory q,andasimple monoecious population respectively
Sumofsquared contributions forindividuals born at time uto selected parents attimet
Converged sumofsquared contributions, independent oftime inan equilibrium
Generation interval
Setofselective advantages forindividual i incategory q
Expected contribution ofi incategory qconditional upon sm
Variance ofcontribution of/' incategory qconditional upon sm
Number ofselected offspring ofi
Expected number ofselected offspring oficonditional upon sm
Variance ofthe number ofselected offspring of;', conditional upon sm>
Deviation of Vn.ifrom Poisson, i.e., Vn.fcv.i= Vn.i- On.i.
Linear model for ni(q) = aq + fq(snq)-'Sq)

the present, tohave discrete generations with Xm
male parents and Xf female parents. Forthe
calculation of inbreeding coefficients, every
allele is considered as unique in the base
population (f = 0).Itdoes not matter ifthe base
generation has the structure of an unselected
and unrelated population.

or •• respectively (where » represents any other
allele). Then the individual gene frequencies
can betreated asbreeding values for frequency.
The average of the gene frequency in the
parents ofsexqingeneration t is given by:

Discrete generations: Consider one of these
alleles inthe base population at a neutral locus
(say allele E). Letthe gene frequency at time t,
in theparents ofsexq that have been selected to
produce generation t + 1, b e denoted by
PB(q,t)- T h egene frequency canb e described

where riu(q,t) is the genetic contribution of
individual i born at time u to the parents of sex
q attime t, with breeding value for frequency of
allele B given byAlM, andMendelian sampling
terms aiM =AiM - 1/2(Asire + A d a m ). Equation (1)
separates out the base generation which
provides thefoundation alleles, and subsequent
generations which influence the frequency of
the allele through the Mendelian sampling of
their parent alleles. T h e variance of the

in terms of genetic contributions similar to
Equation (1)of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999). Let
A, be the gene frequency of an allele B in
individual i, where A,= 1,V2or0 ifiisBB, B;

PB (q. t) =S no (q, t) Ai.o+11
1

n.u (q, 0 aiM

(1)

u=l i
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Mendelian sampling terms will depend on AsiK
and Adam; Vai(aiu) = 0 if bothAsire and Adam are
homozygotes, Vs if they are both heterozygotes,
or 1/16 otherwise. Since B is unique, Aii0 is 0
for all individuals except for one individual for
which A j0 = Vfe.The genetic contribution of an
individual to the generation of its birth is
rit,(m,i) =Xm' if iismale,or0if iisfemale, and
rijifj) = Xf1 ^ ' i s female, or0if iismale.
Initially assume that there is random mating.
For any generation the probability of
homozygotes for B isobtained from the product
of the gene frequencies in the male and in
female parents, and is PB(m,t)PB(f,t). The
inbreeding coefficient F,for the neutral locus is
then the sum over all distinct alleles at the
locus.

of the ancestor to each male and female mating
pair:
X

X.

i

raates[;(m),/(/)]

n. u [7(m),r-l] r ,.„[/(/),f-l]^„
(3)

This will account for any non-random matingof
parents. For a neutral locus, the covariance
between r, and a, will be 0 (WOOLLIAMS and
THOMPSON, 1994; WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999),
and the expectation of Equation 3 is

E[£
i
x

X . r t .U(«).'-D/*.(/(/).'-D]
natalj(m),j'(f)]

E[af,a ]- Let the first of these, the

expectation

of

the

cross-products

of

contributions to mates, be Cu(t-l). Note: ((')
Cf-i(f -1)=0 since an individual without
offspring cannot contribute to both sexes; and
(ii) the first term in Equation (2) is 1/2C0(f-l)

F,= X 2 r t o ( m , r - l ) r t o ( / r - l ) A ? o
alleles i

since A\O has a value V* for each of its 2
+ X lln,u(m,t-l)nM(f,t-l)al

(2)

allelesu=l i

where riu(q,t-l) is the average contribution to
parents of sex q at time f-1. (Note that breeding
values and Mendelian sampling terms will
depend on the allele, but this dependence has
not been made explicit to spare notation). For
each allele, the cross-product terms in Ai0Aj0
are zero since A,0 = 0 except for a single
individual. Since the Mendelian sampling terms
from different individuals are independent of all
other terms for a neutral locus, all crossproducts of the Mendelian sampling terms are
zero.
More precisely, for each allele and each
ancestor, the term

~Zr^imj-I)riM(f,t-I)afu
i

should be the sum of products of contributions
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alleles,and0otherwise.
Assume equilibrium values for (i) the
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg frequencies
arising from non-random mating (co, equivalent
to a, of CABALLERO and Hnx, 1992), and (ii)
AF, are attained by generation 2 (this
assumption will be removed later). Then
Equation 2 can be further simplified using
results given in APPENDIX A, namely:
X E[fl?,]=V4

for

1

and

i/4(l-G))(l-AF)""' for u 22. Therefore:
E[F t+1 ]=KCo(0+Wc,(0
+E1/4(l-^)(l-^r1Cu(0
B=2

(4)
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For large enough t, the terms in Cu{t) will

E[F,]=XCo(f-D +V4Ci(f-l)
+ 'im-co){\-AFTxCu{t-\)

(5)

converge

for

a

given

^CoM-XCo('-l) Subtracting Equation 5 from 4 and re-arranging
terms:

V4Ci(0
Then

b

'

y

{

adding and subtracting theterm y2AF Co( ) >
E [ F I + 1 - F , ]=
y2AFCo(.t-\) + V*{\-a,)C,(t-\)

V*(l-a))(l-AF)C2(t)

-AF[y2C0(t-D

+ '£lA(l-co)(l-AF)"1

+ V4Cl(t-l)

+ '£v<l-co)(l-AF)ulcu(t-l)]

u=2

x

and

Therefore

V4<»Ci(f-l) = *4(.l-e»)Ci(f-l).

B[Fl+i-F,]=y2Co(t)-/2Co(t-l)
+l/*Ci(t)-v*a(t-D
+

u.

l(l-AF)Cu+l(t)-Cu(t-l)]

u=2

(8)

(6)
Assuming equilibrium, then a steady state of
pedigree development will occur and the
expectation of the cross-products will be
determined by the number of generations over
which
they
have
developed,
i.e.,
C ( 0 =C u -i(?-l). since both terms represent
contributions t - u generations after the birth of
the ancestor. This is not a strong assumption in
the context of the problem, since in the absence
of an equilibrium there would be no single AF
to predict.
Therefore, the terms in C»(0 can be
modified to terms inCu-i(f-1). an< i e a c n t e r m
of the sum within the square brackets of
Equation 6 can be reduced to -AF Cu( f -1) •
After repeating this process for the C2(r) term
[and temporarily neglecting the term in
coAFCi(t-l)]:

Finally, note E[F/+1 - F,]=AF E[1-F,] , and

E[F„i-F,]=&Co(t)-%Co(t-l)

the term[l-XC']" 1 leads to an underestimate

+ V4c,(0-Vto>Ci(f-l)

-AF[%a(t-l)

that theterm in square brackets inEquation 8is
E[F,], giving:

z)F=V4(l-cU)c1(f-l)[l-KCo(Or1

(9)

This result holds for t large enough for
contributions from early generations to have
converged. If it is assumed that the base
generation used for defining the inbreeding
coefficients waschosen to bepart of aperiod of
equilibrium, then Ci(f-l) - C0(t) =C,and
AF =lA(\-a>)C[\-y2Cf

=lA{\-oo)C (10)

where C is the sum of squared converged
contributions for a generation, chosen
arbitrarily within the period of equilibrium.
Including the termneglected between Equations
6 and 7 would replace [ l - ^ C ] " 1

by

[1-(y +V*co)C]"'. For random mating, omitting

with a fractional error of approximately VfeC,
which inturn isapproximately 2AF.

+ I'/4(l-a>)(l-zfFf c ( f - D ]
u-2

(7)
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Since

C=E[£

£

nMm),t) r 4 .(/(/),0]

l mates[;(m),/(/)]

for large u«t, for any i the terms ril(t/'(»i),r]
and riu\j(f),t] converge to the same value for all
j in generation t, providing the population
mixes. This value will be the long-term
contribution of ancestor i to the population,
denoted by r,. This will occur with or without
random mating. Thus C=E [ £ n l for a
i

generation of ancestors,whichleadsto:
JF=V4(l-a»)E[Er?]

(H)

i

E[AF]=V4(1-co)(x . E [ 4 ] +XfB [r?(/)])
(12)
InEquation 12,the expectations are conditional
on the individual i being a selected ancestor.
However, since r,=0 for an unselected ancestor,
Equation 12canalsobe givenas:
E[AF]- V4(l-o))(r mE[r?(M)]+TfE[r?(/,])
(13)
where Tm and 7) are the number of candidates
for selection in each sex and the expectation is
for a candidate (i.e., it is not conditional on i
being selected). (¥.[AF] is used in Equations
12 and 13,rather than simplyAF, to emphasise
that the result is an expectation over replicate
populations.)
This result was obtained for co =0 by WRAY
and THOMPSON (1990), but the derivation
differs inseveral aspects.First, inthe derivation
of WRAY and THOMPSON (1990) the base was
unselected and therefore not in equilibrium at
the start of the selection process, which led to
the impression that the contributions used for
70

estimating rates of inbreeding must be the
generation after an unselected base. It is now
evident that the choice of generation on which
the estimate is obtained is arbitrary, except that
it is at the start of some period of local
equilibrium duringwhich some'equilibrium AF
may exist. Second, the derivation using the
probability of homozygosity for an assumed
allele is of value, since the proof of WRAYand
THOMPSON (1990) is heavily based upon the
properties of the numerator relationship matrix.
Third, it extends the result to incorporate nonrandom mating, although the result was given
without proof by WOOLLIAMS and THOMPSON
(1994). CABALLERO and HILL (1992) noted that
the result of WRAYand THOMPSON (1990) was
a poor predictor ofAF with non-random mating
and itisnowclear whythis isso.
Even though the development of the pedigree
may be in equilibrium (which will imply the
genetic variance being selected upon is in
equilibrium), this does not imply that
equilibrium values of co and AF for the alleles
defined in the arbitrary base are immediately
attained. Equation (4), using APPENDIX A,
assumes that these parameters were in
equilibrium for the Mendelian sampling in
generation 2. However, the following argument
shows that this does not affect the result.
Assume the equilibrium conditions have not
been attained by generation 2, then for this
generation plus a small number of generations
following (i.e., up to attainment of equilibrium)
there will be terms of the form 3Cu(t) in
Equation 4 and SCu(t-l) in Equation 5.
Providing tis sufficiently large compared to the
period of attainment, these terms will cancel in
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Equation 6 since Cu(i) is a convergent series.
Thus Equations 10 to 13 will hold for the
equilibrium valuesofco and AF.
Overlapping generations: IfAF is taken per
unit time then the structure of the preceding
proof holds. The reduction in the variance of
the Mendelian sampling term over initial
cohorts, before an equilibrium AF per unit of
time is established, is not straightforward since
it will depend upon the age structure of the
population but the previous argument used to
overcome deviations from equilibrium can be
applied. However, one distinction in
overlapping generations is that the base
generation will contain the equivalent of L
cohorts, where L is the period of time over
which the long-term contributions sum to one,
since this is the period required for the
population to turn over a generation for those
genes destined to remain in the population in
the long-term. WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) show
this genetic generation interval is different from
the average age of the parents when there are
selective advantages between groups (see also
BUMA and WOOLLIAMS, 1999). In order to
balance Equation 8, there is a need to add and
subtract terms of magnitude VzCS)(AFI
generation) or equivalently V2C^t)L{AFI unit
time), where L is the generation interval. Thus
the error term in Equation 10 is [1-^CL]" 1 ,
and consequently ignoring this term results in
an underestimate with a fractional error of 2 x
{AFper generation).Equation 11is obtained by
summing over all individuals born in a single
cohort. With overlapping generations,
individual ancestors within cohorts will have
different life-histories, sincethey willbe used at

different breeding ages or for different
purposes. If Xq is the number of individuals
with a lifetime breeding profile categorised by
q,then theapproximation willbe:
E[z(F/unittime]=»/4(l-cw)

£

X , E[/•?(„]

categoriesq

(14)
where the expectations are over the squared
contributions from a single cohort, and are
conditional on selection incategory q. Although
the approach is different, Equation 14 is
equivalent to the result of HILL (1972, 1979)
when random selection and random mating is
assumed. However, Equation 14 clearly shows
that the rate of inbreeding is related to the sum
of squared lifetime contributions irrespective of
selection and non-random mating.

RelationshipbetweenAFand
ExpectedContributions
Since AF is proportional to E[rj], the task of
predicting AF in selected populations would be
madeeasier if tractable and general methods for
calculating expected squared contributions were
available. However, E[rj]=n]+a], and
consequently there is a need to predict both the
mean and variance of the contributions.
Commonly, prediction of means is a simpler
task than prediction of variances. General
methods for predicting expected long-term
contributions in selected populations have been
developed by WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999). The
objective of the following section is to obtain a
relationship between the variance of the longtermcontributions and their expectations, which
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will then permit development of general
methods for the prediction of E[/•?], and
consequently for AF. The relationship will need
to assume random mating and is developed by
conditioning on the selective advantage(s), s„
for an ancestor. The selective advantage(s) of
the ancestor, if inherited, will partly determine
the breeding success of its descendants, with
diminishing impact over generations. The proof
uses the result E[ r ?]=E,[r?|a] = E,[/fi +
EAaf],

where ^ =E [ n | S i ]

and

a]

=

Var[r/|s,], and the subscript s on the E
indicates that the expectation is being taken
over the selective advantages.
Monoecious population: The proof is
simplest in the case of a monoecious diploid
population of X parents in discrete generations
without selfing. Random mating is assumed (m
= 0). Extension to overlapping generations and
to two sexes follows by analogy, but is
complicated by the need for matrices, and so
this extension is made in APPENDIX B. The
long-term contribution of individual i is given
by:
ni==/A
2

2
L,

rj

(15)

offspring j

These sums may be restricted to the selected
offspring, since unselected offspring have no
long-term contribution. It will be assumed that
conditional on the selective advantage s, of the
parent i, the genetic contribution of the
offspring is independent of the number of
offspring selected from parent i (denote this
number by«,).Then from Equation (15),
E[r,|s,,n,]=YimE[rj |s ( ,j offspring of i]
(16)
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Var[ n | S j, m]=V*mVar[ r ; |s,,j offspring ofi]
(17)
Equation (17) requires random mating. LetQni
and V^tbe the mean and variance of «,|s,,
then:
fii=/20njE[rj\ s,,j offspring of i] (18)
The derivation of ^u, in a general genetic
framework was described by WOOLLIAMSetal.
(1999).
The variance of is derived using the statistical
result that the unconditional variance is the
expectation of the conditional variance plus the
variance of the conditional expectation.
Applying this result to Equations 16 and 17
gives:
at =l/*0n.iVar[ r , \siJ offspring ofi]
+ »/4y„,,E[r,|&,7offspring of if

(19)

Assume now that the number selected from
parent ihasaPoisson distribution. For example,
this would be the case if litter size before
selection had a Poisson distribution. Then Qni
can replace Vni in the second term of Equation
19,toobtain:
a] = V i ^ V a r f / - ; |Si , ./'offspring ofi]
+ E[rj,| si,j offspring of if)

(20)

which canberecognised as
a]=V4OnjE[r]\s,,j offspring of i] (21)
If expectations are now taken over s„ APPENDIX
B shows that,by assuming an equilibrium, there
is no covariance between Qni and
E[r] |s,,j offspring of i].

A

heuristic

explanation is that, if there were a covariance,
then this would result in selection for increased
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squared contributions, breaking the assumption
of equilibrium. Taking expectations over s„ the
right hand side of Equation 21 is equal to
YiEsIn Ia ] . since EsWn.il=2•Therefore,
E,[ff?] = )*E,[r?|a]
= K E J [ ^ ] + KEJ[<T,2]

(22)

which leadsto theresult that:
E,\ffi] = E.[tf]

(23)

Finally, if X is the number of parents in each
generation, then:
E[AF]=%XEs[rn
=1 / ^ ( E l [ f t ] + E I [ ff ?])
=y2XEs[rfl

(24)

The power of this result is that it requires
only the mean conditional on the selective
advantages to be modelled, which can be done
for a wide class of genetic structures using the
methods of WOOLLIAMS etal.(1999). Note that
the set of selective advantages used for
conditioning must completely describe the
inter-relationship between one generation of
selection and the next. This is embodied in the
assumption that conditioning on the selective
advantage Sjremoves associations between the
number of offspring selected and the
subsequent success of the offspring. For
example, the mates of the individual provide a
selective advantage that must be accounted for
(WOOLLIAMS and THOMPSON, 1994; SANTIAGO

and CABALLERO, 1995).

Correctionsfor deviationfrom Poisson: One
of the critical assumptions of the proof leading
to Equation 24 is that the selected family sizes
are distributed as a Poisson variable. However

departures from this will occur, for example: (i)
when the litter sizes are not Poisson; (ii) when
negative covariances between full-sibs and
between half-sibs are induced by using sib
indices for selection; (Hi) when selection
intensity becomes large; (iv) when there are
common environmental variances associated
with litters. (The occurrence of last two causes
willdepend on themodel chosen for s*, which is
addressed inDISCUSSION.)
To account for this deviation, let
Vni=8nt+Vn4ev,i in Equation 19, where y„, Jw
may be positive or negative according to the
circumstances. Then the component in 8ni can
be treated as previously, and Equation 21
becomes:
a] = lAen,iE[r; |s,-, j offspring ofi]
+ lAVn,jev,iE[rj\ StJ offspring of if (25)
andEquation 23becomes:
E,[<7?]= E,L«?]
+ YiEs{Vn,dev,iE[rj |si,j offspring of if }
(26)
withtheresult:

¥tXEs [Vn,dev,iE[rj Is,,7offspring of if }
(27)
Anticipating an observed result, the terms
involving s, in E[r; |si.J;offspring of«']
contribute little to the second term of Equation
27 and only the constant term, independent of
s;, will be considered. In the current context,
E[rj|s,,j offspring of i]= X'' and the second
term inEquation 27 becomes XEs[Vn.dev.ilIX •
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For example, in mass selection with fixed litter
sizes SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) used
the approximation that E s[V«,</<*,,] ~- ru ,
where n0 is the number of offspring per parent,
with the result that the correction for the
deviation from Poisson is (-87)"' where 7"is the
totalnumber of individuals born.
One of the benefits of Equation 24 is that the
rate of inbreeding can be obtained from
predicting means, often using regression
techniques. Accounting for deviations from the
Poisson distribution introduces the need for
estimating variances of family size to obtain
Equation 27. Nevertheless, the multigenerational problem of estimating the variance
of a long-term genetic contribution has been
reduced to estimating the variance of family
sizeafter selection ina single generation.
Extension to overlapping generations:
With overlapping generations, individuals
within a cohort that are selected to breed at any
point in their lifetime can be divided into
breeding categories. These categories are
defined by the age of breeding, and by how
often and for what purpose the individual
breeds. Categories are particularly important in
selection. As an example, consider mass
selection where all selected individuals can
have progeny born at ages one, two or three. If
the population is making genetic progress, the
average merit of individuals born 3years ago is
lessthan theaveragemerit of anindividual born
1 year ago. Thus an offspring of a 3-year-old
parent will have a selective disadvantage
compared to anoffspring of a 1-year-oldparent,
and so is expected to make a smaller genetic
contribution in the long-term (see BUMA and
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WOOLLIAMS, 1999). If an individual is a parent
at all ages, then its genetic contribution is
expected tobe greater than an individual chosen
for breeding only at a single age. Breeding
purpose is also important; if one group of
parents are given more mating opportunities,
then these would be expected to have more
offspring and, other factors being equal,
ultimately a greater long-term genetic
contribution.
For these reasons, partitioning of the selected
individuals into categories is necessary to
obtain the general result. It is assumed that the
categories are defined so that an individual
belongs to a single category that describes its
lifetime genetic contribution. To continue the
example of mass selection, where the only
distinction among parents is the breeding age,
there would be potentially 7 categories. If {*}
denote age x at breeding, then these categories
are {1},{2},{3}, {1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3}, {1,2,3}).
The number of categories will inevitably
depend on the complexity of the breeding
scheme, but the essential point is that they can
be defined and enumerated. Let nc be the
number of categories indexed from q = 1... nc,
and \iqq)be the expected long-term contribution
of individual i in category q conditional on its
selective advantage s,-(,),with variance a^. The
steps given above in Equations 16 to 27 for a
single category remain the same, but changes
are needed since terms must be re-defined as
vectors and matrices. The notation to develop
theargument becomes more complex, therefore,
but the result remains simple. For this reason
the proof is given in APPENDIX B. The
conclusion is that if family sizes after selection
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are assumed to be distributed as independent
Poisson variables,then:
V[AF] =

y2ZXqEslrf(J

(28)

This simple result shows that the rate of
inbreeding, when approximated by the sum of
squared contributions, isequal toonehalf of the
sum of the squares of expected lifetime
contributions. Instead of using the observed
contribution, as in Equation 12, the expected
contribution can be substituted provided that
thecoefficient ischanged from Vi toVfe.
Correction for deviations from Poisson: As
previously, for a parent from category q, define
the matrix V«(»),<fcv of size nc x nc to be the
(co)variance matrix for the number of selected
offspring in each of the nc categories, expressed
as deviations from independent Poisson
variances.For each q,neglecting terms insf (for
empirical reasons given earlier), there will be a
term Sqdefined by aTVn(9),deva, where a is the
vector with qth element equal to the expected
long-term contribution for an individual from
category q, i.e., E,[/Uj((?)]=aq • Note that8qmay
be negative, since it is a variance deviation and
is not a variance. This term is introduced in
Equation B6 of APPENDIX B. From APPENDIX
B, wearrive at:
E[AF] =y2ZxqEs[elq)]

+)ilXq6q

(29)

females. Finally note that, other than assuming
an equilibrium and random mating, there have
been no assumptions on the type of selection
index used, the nature of the genetic variation
orthepopulation structure.

ApplicationandResults
Random selection: With random selection and
mating indiscrete generations and Poisson litter
sizes,
^l(m)=l/(2Xm)
and
/uiV)=l/(2Xf).
Application of Equation 28 gives AF =l/(8Xm)
+ 1/(8*/), the formula of WRIGHT (1931). For
fixed numbers of offspring per litter (n per sex,
giving a total T offspring of each sex), the
correction for deviation from Poisson must be
included. The true distribution of number
selected is hypergeometric, but the variance can
be approximated by a binomial for n small
compared to T (See appendix C of CHAPTER 7
for the hypergeometric solution). The deviation
matrix will be VnW.^={-np2m,0\Q,-np2f) for
both males (q =m) and females (q =f), where
Pm = XmTl and p/ = X/T1. Application of
Equation 29 gives the correction -1/(87), which
isawell-established result.
Sib indices in discrete generations: The
theory will be illustrated by selection on a
general sib index of the form / = b\{P - Pfi) +
b2(Pfi - Phs) + b3Phs, where P is the
phenotype of the candidate, Pfs is the

Although the proof has been based upon a
monoecious diploid organism with no selfing,
the extension to a dioecious organism is clear
from the proof for overlapping generations.
Discrete generations with two sexes is identical
to having two categories, i.e., males and

phenotypic mean of its full-sibs (including
candidate) and Phs is the phenotypic mean of
itshalf- sibs (including candidate and full-sibs).
Mass selection is a special case, with bi =b2 =
b3 = 1 (or any constant >0). This formulation
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TABLE2.-Geneticparametersforapopulation selectedwithasibindex.

P

Numberofmaleandfemaleparents,andmatingratiod=X/Xm
Numberofmaleandfemaleoffspring inafull-sib family,n0=nm+nf
Phenotypeofcandidate,anditsfull- andhalf-sibfamilymeans

I, bj, &2> b-3

Indexandweightsforselection 1=bl(P-pfi) +b2(p~fs- pfe)+ fo p fa

nm, nf,n„
> Pfi' Phs

Pm,Pf
v
m> vfi imi ifi &m> kf
2
2
Ol ,OA, P
2
2
ff

2

Am > OA/ • <*e

Anhs)' Aj(fS)
v

(Ai(hs>)

PHX> PFS

Selectedproportionsformalesandfemales: pm =(n^df1,p/=nfx
Truncationpoints,
points,intensities
intensitiesofofselection
selectionand
andvariance
variancereduction
reductioncoefficients.
<
Truncation
Varianceoftheindex,totalgeneticvarianceandaccuracyofselection.
Geneticvarianceamongselectedsiresanddams,andresidualvariance.
Meanbreedingvalueofthehalf-sib family ofsirei,andthemeanbreedingvalueof
thefull-sib family ofdam./expressedasadeviationfromthehalf-sib family.
VarianceofAK)ls), andsimilarlydefined for Am:
v(.Ai(hs))=a\m+o\f /d •v(Mfi)) =&Af(l-d'1)
Correlationofindicesamongfull-sibs andhalf-sibsrespectively:
PHS=\b\v(Ai(hs))-b\v(Aoij)(d-1)_1] la]
PFS=Unv(Ai,h,>)+b2v(A,w)- b\(/2hi+a2e)njl]Ia]

was used also by WRAY et al. (1994) in their
study of rates of inbreeding. Every generation,
the highest ranking Xm sires and Xf dams are
selected asparents for thenext generation. Each
sire is mated at random to d =X/Xm dams and
each dam produces a total of n0 offspring, nm
male and nf female, which are available for
selection in the next generation. The unselected
base population is assumed to have a
phenotypic variance of 1 with a heritability of
ho for the selected trait. Additional notation
used for the sib index is shown in Table 2. An
example is given at each step, for a selection
scheme with Xm=20, Xf= 60, nm= nf= 4, and
index weights bt = 1,b2 = 1.5, and b3 =2. The
principal parameters for this scheme are
presented inTable 3for easy reference.

In WRAY et al. (1994) the selective
advantages were based on the breeding values
AjW, and this approach willbe adopted here,but
slightly modified. A sire i has one selective
advantage, namely its own breeding value plus
the average breeding value of its d mates (i.e.,
its mate group), and this aggregate value will be
denoted by Ai(hs). A dam i has two selective
advantages: first the selective advantage of its
mate ( A ^ ) and second, its own breeding value
expressed as a deviation from the average
breeding value of the mate group to which it
belongs (denoted A^)). The average breeding
value of.the full-sib family from dam ;' is
V2(AKhs)+Ai(fs)). Thus, in this scheme,
s,(m)=(Aw)» and s,(/)=(Ai(/,j), AnfS)) • The
two selective advantages for a dam are
independent.
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TABLE3.-Principal parameters,asdescribedinTable2,fortheexampleselectionschemeusedthroughout

Xm=20
Pm=0.083
km=0.838
p, =0.636

X/= 60
d=3
nm=nf=4
h02=0A
(b,,b2,b3) = (1.0,1.5,2.0)
pf =0.25
vm =1.383 vf =0.674
im =1.839
if = 1.271
^=0.759
a,2= 1.331 <TA2 =0.302
o>m2 =0.050
o^2 =0.052
p„ =0.390 /JffS =0.205 v(A(fa)) =0.269 v(A,(/s))=0.140

Expected long-term genetic contributions
were modelled following WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999) as: E [ n w | S l W ] = M w = a, +
P,,(Sir«j"*«)> w n e r e sHq) denotes the vector of
selective advantages for a selected individual of
sex qexpressed asa deviation from the meanof
its contemporaries sq, (J, is the vector of
regression coefficients of rifq)on s^9) -sq, aq is
the mean contribution of selected parents of sex
q, and T denotes the transpose. In the
parameterisation used, the mean of Ai(fs) is
always zero. To simplify the notation, it will be
assumed that Aj(Ai) is already expressed as a
deviation from the mean of the contemporary
group, and so sg will be omitted from this
point onwards.
Step 1. Prediction of expected contributions:
The prediction of expected genetic
contributions is covered in detail by
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999). The current paper
will only summarise the procedure for a sib
index, without derivation. Prediction of ft^q)
requires theprediction of a = (am, af ) T and p* =
(PmT, p/). In discrete generations, (am, af) =
[l/(2Xm), l/(2Xf)] always. Solutions for P are
obtained applying themethod of WOOLLIAMS et
al. (1999), using BULMER's (1980) equilibrium
genetic variances.Asummary of equations used

is given in APPENDIX C. For the example, (am
Of)= (0.0250, 0.0083), p = (0.0447, 0.0149,
0.0130).
Step2. Rates of inbreeding assuming Poisson
variances: From step 1, /j.i(m) = [0.0250 +
0.0447]A,(fa). The expected squared mean is a
simple sum of squared terms: XmE[//j(m)] =Xm
[0.02502 + 0.0447 2 v(A fe )(l-X^)]. The ( 1 Xm) term accounts for variances about the
sample mean of the selected group rather than
thetruemean.
The terms arising from X/E[// ( ( / ) ] are
calculated analogously. Since the two selected
advantages of the females are mutually
independent, the expected mean squared is
simply the sum of squared terms. The expected
long-term contribution of afemale parentis:
HKn =[0.0083+0.0149AKhs) +0.0130AKfs)]
and the sumof squared means is: X/E[// I ( / ) ] =
X/0.0083 2

0.01492KAl(Aj))(l-x;5)

0.0130 V(^(Q/J)]. As previously mentioned, A^
isdefined as adeviation from the mean over all
ancestors, so v(Ai(/S)) requires no correction.
The rate of inbreeding ignoring deviations
from Poisson variances is predicted from:
AF =y2(xmE[M2(m)]+XfE[M2U)])

= (0.0227

+0.0090)/2 =0.0158.
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TABLE 4 - Simulated (S)and predicted (P) rates of inbreeding for weights (1.0,0.75, 0.5) for mating ratio (d) = 3,and
(1.0, 0.75,0.75) for d = 1,with different numbers of siresXm,total litter size (n0) andhentabihty (/i2).Derived from
1000replicateswith standard errorsof themeans lessthan 0.0001.
= 20

h2

0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4

= 40

S

5

P

0.0093
0.0104
0.0115
0.0141

0.0046
0.0052
0.0058
0.0071

0.0047
0.0053
0.0059
0.0072

0.0024
0.0026
0.0029
0.0036

0.0024
0.0027
0.0030
0.0036

0.0069
0.0077
0.0078
0.0091

0.0034
0.0039
0.0039
0.0046

0.0035
0.0039
0.0040
0.0045

0.0017
0.0019
0.0019
0.0023

0.0018
0.0020
0.0020
0.0023

5
0.0092
0.0106
0.0119
0.0146
0.0068
0.0076
0.0076
0.0093

Step 3. Correctionfor deviations of Vnfrom
Poisson variances: Deviations from Poisson
variances can be accounted for by correcting
therate of inbreeding using Equation 28, where
5 ? =aTVn(,),deva and VB(,x<fev i s the (2x2)
matrix with (co)variances of the number of
selected offspring of a parent of sex q (q = mj)
as a deviation from independent Poisson
variances. The calculation of thedeviation from
Poisson family variance for fixed numbers of
selection candidates per full-sib family is
described in APPENDIX D. The approach
adopted was derived in detail by BURROWS
(1984), although extension to two sexes was
required and the method was made more
flexible by incorporating results from MENDEL
and ELSTON (1974).Applying themethod tothe
examplegives:
V„(m),dev=(0.186,0.75110.751,-0.079)
V„(/),dev=(0.020,0.15910.159,-0.154).
The total correction to the predicted AF is
0.0016,and theprediction, using Equation 29 is
0.0175. After these adjustments, the mean AF
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Xm= 80

P

P

derived from 1000 simulations was 0.0183 (s.e.
0.0001).
General fit: To test the general fit of the
predictions, extensive simulations were carried
out with factorial combinations of: Xm= 20,40,
80; d = 1, 2, 3 (and 5 for Xm = 20, 40); total
offspring of 4, 8 and 16 per full-sib family
equally divided between sexes; and with h2 =
0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. The weights used were
(1.0,0.75,0.5) for d > 1 (changed to
(1.0,0.75,0.75) for d = 1) and (1.0,1.5,2.0) ford
> 1 (changed to (1.0,1.5,1.5) for d = 1).
Classical weights were also examined since
these weights were the subject of the study of
WRAY et al. (1994), although they are suboptimal for all cases other than the first round
of selection from anunselected base population.
Results have been summarised in Tables 4, 5
and 6. The accuracy of the subset of data
presented wastypical of theresults asawhole.
With weights (1.0, 0.75, 0.5 or 0.75) the
accuracy was excellent for all schemes, with all
errors less than 5%, with a general tendency to
overestimation (Table 3). With weights (1.0,
1.5, 1.5 or 2.0) accuracy was also very good,
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TABLE5.-Simulated(5)andpredicted (P) ratesofinbreedingforweights(1.0,1.5,2.0)formatingratio(d)=3,and
(1.0, 1.5,1.5)ford= 1,withdifferent numbersofsiresXm, totallitter size(n„)andheritability (h2).Derivedfrom 1000
replicateswithstandarderrorsofthe meanslessthan0.0001.
=40

Xm =20
n„

:80

h

2

S

P

S

P

S

P

0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4

0.0123
0.0135
0.0174
0.0215

0.0123
0.0137
0.0177
0.0211

0.0061
0.0069
0.0089
0.0110

0.0062
0.0070
0.0090
0.0107

0.0030
0.0033
0.0046
0.0057

0.0031
0.0035
0.0045
0.0054

0.0110
0.0127
0.0147
0.0183

0.0112
0.0126
0.0146
0.0174

0.0055
0.0064
0.0076
0.0097

0.0056
0.0064
0.0076
0.0097

0.0028
0.0033
0.0040
0.0049

0.0029
0.0032
0.0038
0.0045

accurately tracking trends with the changes in
the parameters (Table 4). The trends in the
errors were for overestimation with d = 1,Xm=
20 but with a maximum error of less than 7%,
and an underestimate of 8% for d = 3,Xm = 80.
The trends in rates of inbreeding were also
accurately tracked with classical weights (see
Table 5), where several schemes had rates of
inbreeding over 0.03. As previously, Xm = 20
tended tolead tooverestimates (upto 13% for d
= 3,na= 4, h2= 0.1), although for d = 3,n0 = 8
and h2 - 0.4, the methods underpredicted the
rates of inbreeding by approximately 10% of
the observed.
The most serious trend in the errors was a
pattern of underprediction characterised by high
mating ratio and large family sizes (both of
which increase the selection intensity), and
increased family weights.More surprisingly, the
errors also increased with the numbers of
parents at a constant d {i.e., Xm= 20, X/= 60
compared to Xm= 80, Xf= 240), and also that
the errors were not present for h2 = 0.01 and
increased sharply as h2 increased. To explore
these errors further, the long-term contributions

for selected males wereplotted against A,(As) for
the schemes with d = 3, weights (1.0,1.5,2.0)
for: I,Xm= 20, h2= 0.4, n0= 16;II,Xm=80,h2
= 0.4, n0 = 16;III,Xm = 80, h2= 0.01,n0 = 16;
and IV, Xm= 80, h2= 0.4 with n0 = 4. The AF
from simulation (S) and prediction (P) was:I,S
0.0231, P 0.0220; II, S 0.0070, P 0.0058; III, S
0.0028,P 0.0029; IV, S0.0037,P 0.0037. Note
that Scheme II is simply Scheme I with 4 times
the number of parents and expected long-term
contributions of I are consequently 4 times
bigger thanII.The prediction ofAF for Scheme
II is close to (but not precisely) VA of that for I.
However, the ratio of the simulated AF for
Scheme II compared to I was closer to 1/3, i.e.,
much greater than would be expected from
scaling. Serious prediction errors occurred only
for SchemeII.
Figure 1 shows that the accuracy of
prediction with low h2 (Scheme III) is because
the linear model used is a good fit {i.e., the
contributions are a simple linear regression on
the selective advantage), and similarly for low
selection intensity (Scheme IV). However, for
both the other two schemes, the linear model
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TABLE6.- Simulated (5) andpredicted (P) rates of inbreeding for classical weights, with different mating ratios (d),
numbers of siresXm,total litter size (n„) and heritability (h2). Derived from 1000 replicates with standard errors of the
means less than0.0001.

X,= 40

= 20

n„

S

P

S

P

S

P

0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.4

0.0163
0.0154
0.0362
0.0300

0.0171
0.0164
0.0385
0.0305

0.0081
0.0077
0.0192
0.0158

0.0086
0.0082
0.0196
0.0156

0.0042
0.0038
0.0098
0.0079

0.0044
0.0042
0.0099
0.0079

0.0157
0.0142
0.0315
0.0232

0.0171
0.0144
0.0336
0.0231

0.0083
0.0073
0.0177
0.0125

0.0088
0.0074
0.0171
0.0119

0.0043
0.0037
0.0091
0.0067

0.0044
0.0037
0.0086
0.0060

h

predicts a substantial proportion of the selected
males to have negative contributions, although
rates of inbreeding are accurately predicted in
one case (Scheme I) but not in the other
(SchemeII).
Closer replicate by replicate analysis shows
that despite the expectation, the substantially
greater
variance
of
contributions
(approximately proportional to AFIXm) in
Scheme I obscures the non-linearity in the
majority of replicates. When both linear and
quadratic terms for the selective advantage were
included in a regression model for observed
contributions, the quadratic term was not
statistically significant (defined here as P <
0.01) in over 60% of the replicates. In contrast,
for Scheme II, this percentage was less than
15%. Thus the accuracy of prediction depends
on the goodness-of-fit of the linear model
within areplicate, somoreparents may promote
greater proportional prediction errors, even
though these errors will be associated with
lowerratesof inbreeding.
The pattern of the correction for deviations
from Poisson distribution for selected family
80

Xm = 80

2

sizes is worth noting. These corrections are
negative for b2, b3 < 1, reduce in size as the
index weights increase and were generally
positive for b2, b3 > 1. For mass selection, b\ =
b2= b3= 1, the correction is of the order of 1/(87).

Discussion
The theory described in this paper provides a
powerful tool for predicting rates of inbreeding
in selected populations, and insights into the
forces that contribute to the rate of loss of
variation. The relationship of WRAY and
THOMPSON (1990) has been derived directly
from consideration of identity by descent and
has been extended to cover overlapping
generations
and
non-random
mating.
Applicability was then advanced by showing
how expected long-term contributions, which
arepredictable by general methods, can be used
in place of observed long-term contributions to
predict the rates of inbreeding, if random
mating wasassumed. Finally, themethods were
applied to sib indices in discrete generations,
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FIGUREl.-The expected long-term contribution, lower andupper quartiles obtained from simulation asafunction ofthe
selective advantage AJOB), together with theexpected long-term contribution predicted assuming a linear model for four
example schemes. Thecurves obtained from simulation aretheresult of sampling of 8000 individuals. The schemes all
have d = 3,with weights (1.0, 1.5,2.0)for:I,Xm=20,h2=0.4,n0 =16;H,Xm=80,h2=0.4,n„ =16;m, Xm =80,h1=
0.01, n0 =16; I,Xn =80,h2=0.4,n0 =4. (Alinearprediction; • simulated expectation; ° lowerandupper quartiles)

for which theprevious solutions were complex
(WRAY etal. 1994). In doing so,some insight
was gained into the origin of the prediction
errors, and these appeared to arise from the
goodness-of-fit of the models used to
implement thetheory, rather than those used to
deriveit.
Theory
The first theorem relating therate of inbreeding
in a population to the squared long-term
contributions waspreviously derived by WRAY
and THOMPSON (1990), butthe proof herehas
several useful extensions. Incontrast to WRAY

and THOMPSON (1990), the proof is direct in
using identity bydescent rather than properties
of the numerator relationship matrix, and it
incorporates
non-random
mating and
overlapping generations. The simplest
relationship (AF~ V^rf) isnotexact and was
shown to underestimate the rate of inbreeding
by a fraction of the order of (2AF), providing
there was no major deviation from random
mating andthe error is therefore small forany
practical scheme. In overlapping generations,
with rates of inbreeding per unit time andper
generation both of interest, it is shown that this
error is 2(zlF/generation), where the generation
81
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interval was defined by the period over which
thelong-term genetic contributions sumto 1.
The importance of the relationship between
rates of inbreeding and squared genetic
contributions is that it holds for selected
populations, withno assumptions ontheform of
selection, providing (i) the genes are ultimately
mixed, and (ii) anequilibrium exists over which
a stableAF may be defined. A further caveat is
that the rate obtained applies to a neutral,
unlinked gene.
Theextension of other relationships topredict
AF in selected populations does not always
hold. For example, using the relationship
Var((5<y) =q(\-q)AF, whereqisthefrequency of
a neutral geneand 8qisthechange in frequency
per unit time, will not hold if selection is not
random, since it assumes mutual independence
of 8q over consecutive intervals. The
increments, 3q, are also correlated for
overlapping generations due to the many
intervals over which the progeny of a single
parent may be selected. As a consequence, the
justification for theproof byHILL(1979) fox AF
with overlapping generations is invalid, even in
the absence of genetic selection, although the
result is correct and agrees with the previous
proof of HILL (1972). Closer examination of
HILL (1979) shows that its justification lies in
an intuitive argument for the relationship that
was to be proved later by WRAY and
THOMPSON (1990). Consequently, the methods
derived here may be seen to arise as a natural
development of theresults of HILL (1972, 1979)
for selected populations.
The form of Equation 4 showsthatthe sumof
squared long-term contributions for any given
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cohort may be usefully interpreted in the
absence of an equilibrium. The sum of squared
contributions for a cohort is the proportion of
the new variation (the Mendelian sampling
variance) arising from within that cohort, that is
lost tothepopulation inthe long-term. This will
include all mutational variance arising in prior
generations, since the choice of base is
arbitrary. Therefore, the sum of squared
contributions of cohorts (particularly those still
to converge) are important, irrespective of
equilibrium, and provide a meaningful measure
of risk, and merit attention inboth breeding and
conservation schemes. The operational tools
described by GRUNDY et al. (1998) are based
upon controlling sums of squared contributions
of cohorts, and have meaning and validity
beyond the infinitesimal model (e.g.,
VlLLANUEVA et al. 1999). However, there are
clearly greater problems in providing
deterministic predictive tools to analyse
population dynamics if the assumption of
equilibrium is removed, and those provided by
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) assume this
equilibrium.
The second novel theorem derived in this
paper is concerned with showing how the
formulae with observed long-term contributions
may be translated into formulae with expected
long-term contributions. The latter are
advantageous since they use predictable
entities. The major change is that the expected
can be substituted for the observed providing
theconstant of proportionality is increased from
Vito 1/2.The critical step"in theproof is-that the
error variance of a long-term contribution given
the selective advantage is related to the square
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of its mean, i.e., the coefficient of variation is
relatively constant. Apart from random mating,
the scope of this proof is very broad and is
applicable to overlapping generations. The
validity of the derivation was checked using
general sib-indices as an example in discrete
generations, and a companion paper (BUMA et
al, 2000) provides verification in overlapping
generations with mass selection and lifetime
selection, so removing a serious restriction of
NOMURA (1996). The limitation to random
mating arises from Equation (17), although in
the special case of partial full-sib mating with
no selection, the analysis can be completed
(using results of GHAI, 1975) and agrees with
results of CABALLERO and HELL (1992) (see
CHAPTER 11). This provides an indirect
verification of Equation (13) for non-random
mating.
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) show how the
expected long-term contribution may be
calculated in general for different inheritance
models {e.g., imprinted variation, maternal
additive, sex-linked variation) and with
different selection indices (sib indices, Best
Linear Unbiased Predictors). Using long-term
contributions follows the path of WRAY and
THOMPSON (1990) and WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1993), and differs from SANTIAGO and
CABALLERO (1995; mass selection in discrete
generations) and NOMURA(1996;a special case
of mass selection with overlapping generations)
who base their predictions on genetic variation
transmitted to descendants. This is because the
approach using genetic variation cannot be
sustained for general selection schemes.
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) suggest

(their Equation 13) that a change in covariance
between a general selective advantage and a
neutral gene following selection is determined
by the reduction in genetic variation. This is
true for mass selection, where the index of
selection is solely a function of the total
breeding value and residual error, but will not
be true in general (WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999).
BUMA et al. (2000) show why there is
agreement between thetwo approaches for mass
selection in discrete generations, and also why
the current methods are required to cope with
overlapping generations.
Prediction
Usable predictions were obtained by WRAY et
al. (1994), and VlLLANUEVA and WOOLLIAMS
(1996) used an alternative form based upon
Wray et al. (1994). However the method of
WRAY et al. (1994) was complicated, although
it attempted to model the expected proliferation
of ancestral lines. The authors believe the
proposed method is conceptually simpler than
that of WRAY et al. (1994), and is open to
development.
In any attempt to obtain prediction formulae,
a balance has to be achieved between accuracy
and simplicity. We have used simple linear
models to interpret the theory. Thus in
application the prediction consists of two
elements: (i) the squared expected contribution;
(ii) the deviation from independent Poisson
families. The first of these elements was applied
precisely as described by WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999), with corrections for finite numbers only
being used to obtain the sample variance of
selective advantages. No other modifications
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were needed, because the other terms in the
squared expected contribution wereestimates of
regression coefficients, which were assumed to
be relatively robust to finite sampling. This
assumption may be justified in part by the
excellent agreement obtained by WOOLLIAMS et
al. (1999) and BUMAand WOOLLIAMS (1999)
between simulations and deterministic
predictions of expected long-term contributions.
The second element, calculating the deviation
from independent Poisson families, only
required extension of the method of BURROWS
(1984) totwosexes.

modelling theenvironmental correlations by the
method of BURROWS (1984) allows part of the
non-linearity tobe accounted for.
Non-linear relationships between the selective
advantage and long-term contributions occurred
when high selection intensities were combined
with moderate heritabilities, large numbers of
parents and high mating ratios. Results from
including quadratic terms in the model for the
expected long-term contribution (unpublished)
confirm that the serious prediction errors arise
from the assumption of linearity, rather than
from Equation29.

The choice of selective advantages has as an
objective the minimum number needed to make
the selective processes in different time periods
independent. Using sib indices as an example,
the authors considered both the method
presented, where only breeding values were
included as selective advantages, and an
alternative definition in which the selective
advantages were the half-sib mean and
deviation of the full-sib mean from the half-sib
mean. The potential benefit from the alternative
parameterisation is that the environmental
covariances in the index arising from the sib
means are accounted for within the expected
long-term contribution. Conditioning on the sib
means is more than is strictly necessary for
conditional independence between generations.
However, whilst results using the alternative
parameterisation were as accurate in most cases
(results not shown), the underestimates
explored in the results tended to be more
severe. One reason for this is that terms
included in the expected long-term contribution
are modelled by linear functions, whereas

There are good reasons to believe that these
departures from linearity should not prove a
major problem where the objective is to design
effective breeding schemes. First, on pragmatic
grounds, the curvilinear relationship shown in
Figure 1 suggests that 15% of selected males
were being used with no expectation of longterm contribution to the population (this
percentage is even higher if the contributions
were plotted against the observed half-sib
mean). The resources used to keep and breed
these animals are clearly wasted. In an ideal
selection scheme, an ancestor's long-term
contributions will be zero or, once its
Mendelian sampling term is above a critical
threshold, linearly related to the Mendelian
sampling term (WOOLLIAMS and THOMPSON,
1994; GRUNDY et al. 1998). Consequently, it
would be expected that, in an ideal scheme, the
long-term contribution of a selected ancestor
will show an approximately linear relation with
its breeding value. This argument suggests that,
if the design objective is for a scheme to
generate gain efficiendy from the resources
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available, a linear model fortherelationship
between the long-term contribution and the
selective advantage should prove sufficient. If
so, then theneed for improved deterministic
models to cater for the schemes with large
prediction errors would be removed. The
viewpoint that the schemes with large
prediction errors were inefficient is supported
by theresults of VlLLANUEVAand WOOLLIAMS
(1997), who showed that when using sib
indices, efficient schemes hadd < 2for which
themethods presented herehadagood fit.
In conclusion, this paper has:(i) establisheda
broader theorem (compared to WRAY and
THOMPSON, 1990)concerning the relationship
between
squared
long-term
genetic
contributions and rates of inbreeding, in
particular extending the theorem tonon-random
mating and to overlapping generations; (ii)
shown that, forrandom mating, therelationship
canbegeneralised from long-term contributions
that are simply observed toencompass expected
long-termcontributions which canbepredicted;
and (Hi)shown howthese equations mightbe
interpreted with simple linear models in the
context of predicting rates of inbreeding with
sib indices in discrete generations. Together
with thefindings ofWOOLLIAMSetal. (1999),
the findings of this study show how ratesof
inbreeding may be predicted in general
populations withcomplex structures and genetic
models.

Netherlands Technology Foundation (STW)and coordinated by the Earth and Life Science Foundation
(ALW).
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AppendixA
The expected Mendelian sampling variance:The
expected Mendelian sampling variance in generation
1 summed over allalleles inthefounders can be
calculated using the following argument. For the
progeny ofthe carrier founder i*ofthe allele, the
gene frequency has mean V*,i.e.,half ofthe gene
frequency incarrier (Vi)plus half ofthat inmate (0),
with o,fl2=1/16. Forprogeny ofother parents, aa2= 0.
Therefore, for a single allele, the Mendelian
sampling variance is al =m'K^X)
where n? is
the number ofoffspring ofi* selected ingeneration
1, and where X is the total number selected.
Summing over all alleles (2per base individual) and,
since thesumofthe number ofoffspring selected
over allparents is2X, theexpected varianceis 1/4.
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The covariance of number of offspring and the
squared contributions of offspring: Letj denote
those selected in the offspring generation andi
denote theparents,
2£r>= X

X

rj

parentsioffspring j

The factor of2 is present since each offspring is
counted once for each parent. Theunconditional
expectation ofthe left-hand side is 2XE [rj] for the
offspring generation, which, from theassumptionof
equilibrium, isequal to 2XE[rj] =2XE[r? |s,]for
the parent generation. For the right hand side, the
unconditional expectation canbetaken insteps: first
expectations from joint conditioning on the number
of offspring («;) ands*; second taking expectations
conditional on s, alone; and finally taking the
expectation over st andsumming over parents. This
gives consecutively:
Step 1: X w, E[ r j|n,,si, 7offspringi]
Step2:

X

Q„jV[r)\Si,joffspring*]

parentsi

Step 3: XES{0„,,E[^ |s,,j offspring i]}
Note that Step 2 uses the assumption ofthe
independence ofnt and E[/-; |Si.j offspring i ] . The
required result isobtained from Step3:
2XE[ r ?]= XES[enj E[r2j\Si, j offspring i]}
Since E[#„_,•]=2 , thisisequivalent to:
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n

p,Kq) is t n e number of offspring of i{q) selected that
belong tocategory p.
Thus Equation 16becomes:

E,{#„,,E[rj |s,, j offspring i]}=
Es[6n.i]Es {E[r2j\si,j offspring i]}
A simple interpretation of the result is that, in an
equilibrium, there can be no preferential selection of
offspring with the highest squared contributions,
otherwise, we would be making selection progress in
squared contributions over time and the equilibrium
assumption isbroken.
Z,

Jj r^p) —

categories/, j(p)

h

2J

2

the

£

ZJ

assumption
2

Var

[n( ? )|si(,),n,( 9 )] =
*£ np,Kq)Var[>V(/»ISi(?)- KP) offspring of i(q)]
p

XqEs[r

2

(B3)

£ XPE[r Kp)]
categories p
of

which

equilibrium

is

I&(„)]•By using the same steps

(g)

aspreviously, the right hand sideisequal to
2-

(B2)

fjip)

categoriesq

Xq

categoriesq

p

categories^ parentSf(g)calegories/> offspring j(p)

The left-hand side is 2
from

2J

Yi£ np,nq)E[rKp) |s, ( ,), j(p) offspring of i(q)]

l/

For a single cohort in overlapping generations:
2

E[rt(q) |s,(,),n,(,)] =

ZJ

E$ \0n,i(q),p

categories p
E

\.r2m|&(,),j(p) offspring i(q)]}

To obtain Equations 18 and 19, we need to define
9„,,(9) = E[ni(g)] with element p given by 6nXqlp , and
V„i(?) to be the (co)variance matrix for the elements
«,(,), and to simplify the expressions, define y to be
the vector with elements yp = E l / ^ | sKg> jip)
offspring of i(q)],and ^ to be a vector with elements
r)p= Var[rj(p)|sm,j(p) offspring of i(q)].This results
in:
(B4)

Vifq)~71 §n,i(q)f
which is the result required for overlapping
generations.
Extension of the proof relating expected
contributions to rates of inbreeding to include
overlapping generations: Let Xq be the number of
parents in category q and for convenience define a
diagonal matrix N with elements Xq. The prediction
for AF in overlapping generations is given by
Equation 14. Let ^ = E[ri{g)fa(g)] and a\q) =
Vartr^ls,,,)], so that:
AF=* £ Xq(Es [/i?(„]+E s[<4)]) (Bl)
Let m be the vector with element q equal to
EJ[f"i(9)]> v

De t n e

vector with element q equal to

Es[ff?(9>]. and 1 be the vector with all elements
equal to 1, so that AF = VilTNm + '41TNv. In
Equation 16,the n, is no longer a single number but
is a vector of numbers n^q> where the pth element

<T?(,)=' / < ; ( 9 ) n +lW Vn,(„Y

(B5)

It is now possible to make the same assumption as
for discrete generations, i.e., that the number in
category p selected from parent i(q) has a Poisson
distribution:
a2m = V*Y,eni«,),p<J}P + Y2p) =
p

V^Qnm.PE \-r\p)I&•(,).Kp) offspring of i(q)]
p

(B6)
Then by taking expectations over si(q) in (B6), and
using the equilibrium property that Es[rKg2] is
unchanged from generation to generation,
£

X,Ej[(T?W)]=>2

categoriesq

XqE[r2M\si(q)]

£
categories

q

(B7)
£

X,E,[«r? ( „]=

£

X9E,[rf{q)]

(B8)
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Thus l T Nm=l T Nv , and substitution into Equation

selective advantages Axhs) ^

17gives the result:

describing the regression of the long-term
T

^F =^l Nm =X S X , E s [ ^ ( , ) ] (B9)

the remaining (/?2,/?j)

contribution ofa selected female on its two selective
advantages (A(hs),A(/s)) • m th e remainder of this
Appendix, the selective advantages will be indexed1

AppendixC
Prediction of expected genetic contributions for
sib indices: Expected genetic contributions were
calculated using equilibrium genetic parameters. The
genetic parameters were obtained by iterating rounds
of selection, starting from an unselected base
generation with additive genetic variation ho and
phenotypic variance 1.The iterative equations were
+ a
V*a2At{\-kxp2)

Af,t

Y2hg and a

2
AxJ

where a2A! isthe additive genetic

variance in generation t,p, denotes theaccuracyof
selection in generation t (see VILLANUEVA et al.

1997), and where x = m or / as appropriate.
Equilibrium variances were obtained in five
iterations. The notation used in this appendix is
given in Table 2.
Calculation of the expected long-term genetic
contributions followed themethods of WOOLLIAMS
et al. (1999). Briefly, these methods depend upon
defining tworegression models: the first describes
the relative fitness ofa parent asalinear function of
its selective advantages; the second regression model
describes the relationship ofthe selective advantages
of the selected offspring with those ofits parent.In
discrete generations, these models will depend only
upon the sex of theparent and the sex of the selected
offspring (inoverlapping generations they may also
depend on age).
For discrete generations, thevalues ofam and af
are simply (2Xm)'1 and (2Xf)'i respectively, and so the
only term that needs more detailed description isthe
calculation of p. ft is a vector of 3 regression
coefficients, the first (/?/)describing the regression of
the long-term contribution ofaselected male on its

to 3asabove.
(3isderived from the formula of WOOLLIAMS etal.
(1999), which has been simplified forapplicationto
discrete generations:

p= N " 1 ( i - > / n T ) - 1 ( ^ A T ) ( X ^ ) T
where Nisadiagonal matrix with elements (Xm, Xf,
Xf), Iisthe identity matrix, and where II and Aare
described below.
A is a (2x3) matrix, where Xn is the regression
coefficient for the relative fitness ofamale parent on
its selective advantage, andwhere Xi2,Xa are the
corresponding coefficients for the selective
advantages of a female parent. When ;' = 1 the
relative fitness isfor having male offspring selected,
and i=2for having female offspring selected. These
coefficients will depend on the index of selection
used and onthe selection intensity. The coefficients
are derived using APPENDIX A of WOOLLIAMS et al.

(1999). The elements are An=Xl2= imfo(j)x,
X2\=X22 =ifbio) >Xn=imbia'i ,and X2i=ifb2o'i •
II isa (3x3) matrix, with 7Cy being the regression
coefficient of selective advantage i of a selected
offspring on the selective advantagej ofthe parent.
This matrix describes exactly how the selection
process in one generation is related to the same
process in thenext generation. The elements of II are
derived by standard selection theory (described in
detail in APPENDIXB of WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999) and

account fortheeffects of selection. Letz =pa/Joi
then the elements of II are: n\\=V2{\-kmb^z),
xn=V2(l-kmb3z), *13=Vfe(l-*J»2z); ff2i=1/2(l-*Az)/4
7t22=V2(l-kjb2zyd, it2y=V2{\-kp2z)ld; ^ 3l =V 2 (lk^z){\-d-\
7tn=V2(l-kjb3z)(l-d-1),
ff33=1/2(l1
kjb2z)(l-d- ).
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Example: ForXm=20,X/= 60,h0 =0.4, nm = nf =
4, with weights bx = 1.0, b2 = 1.5, b3 = 2.0.The
principal parameters for the scheme are given in
Table 3.Usingtheformulae given above:
1A - (0.797,0.797,0.598 10.551,0.551,0.413)
2/7= (0.123, 0.123, 0.155 | 0.045, 0.045, 0.055 |
0.090,0.090,0.109)
The solutions are a = (0.0250, 0.0083) and 0 =
(0.0447,0.0149, 0.0130).

AppendixD
The variances of family size after selection when
litter sizes are constant: The variances of family
size when litter sizes areconstant will bederivedby
combining results of BURROWS (1984) and MENDEL
and ELSTON (1974), which will extend and formalise
results used by WOOLLIAMS et al. (1993). For
simplicity, litters areassumed tohave n males andn
females, and there are T candidates for selection in
each sex. The basic approach of using factorial
moments, i.e., E[nij{q){nij{q)-1)], where n^q) is
the number of sexq {i.e., q =m or/) selected from
the full-sib family with sire i' and dam j , was
described in detail by BURROWS (1984). Since
BURROWS (1984) was working in the context of
forestry, only asingle sexwasconsidered andhence
some extension to two sexes is necessary. The
approach of BURROWS (1984) has been preferred
since itresults inelegant formulae.
Denote n,j{q)as the number of offspring selected
of sexq from thefull-sib family of sire j anddam j ,
and nt,(q) as the number selected from sire / {i.e.,
summed over allitsmates). Note thatthe varianceof
family size canbe simply expressed in terms ofthe
factorial moments.
Var[nij{q)]=E[nij{q){nij{q)-l)}
-E[nij{q)]{E[ny{q)]-l)
Var[nAq)]=E[ni.{q)(ni.{q)»]
-E[„,..{q)] (£[„,.( ? ) ] - ! )

(Dl)
(D2)

To obtain deviations of the variance from Poisson
family size, the term E[nij{q)]{E[ny{q)]-\)

in

Equation Dl isreplaced by E[nyiq) f andasimilar
change ismade inEquation D2.
BURROWS (1984) derived thefollowing asymptotic
form (equations4to 12of BURROWS):
E[nij(q){n,j{q)-l)]
«
[n{n-l)Xg{Xq-l)]/[T{T-l)R{pq,pFS)]

(D3)

whereXqisthetotal number ofthat sexselectedand
T is thetotal number ofcandidates, pq theproportion
selected {i.e., X/T) andppS the correlation between
full-sibs. R{p,p) is the ratio p2/ <£>{v,v;p), where
<J>(v,v,-p) is the upper-quadrant probability that
both variables of a standardised bivariate Normal
distribution with correlation coefficient p exceed v;v
is defined by O(v)=1- p; and O(v) is the
distribution function of the standard univariate
Normal distribution. The ratio is essentially the
probability of two sibs being above the index
truncation point when the index correlation among
sibs is zero (as in random selection) divided bythe
probability with correlation p. BURROWS (1984) uses
tabulated values fortheco-selection ratio R{p,p),but
these values canbe approximated closely by results
from

MENDEL

and

R{p,p)~p/<b[{ip-v){\-kp2y%].

ELSTON

(1974):

This

approximation is used throughout. To allow
extension to two sexes, we shall denote R(p,p) by
R(p,p,p). [Itseems more natural totheauthors to use
a term equal to \IR{p,p,p) in the formula, which
describes the proportional increase in co-selection
probability. However, we have used R{p,p,p) to
maintain continuity of notation with BURROWS
(1984)].
BURROWS (1984) derived thefollowing additional
result touseforthevariance ofhalf-sib family sizes.
In this paper only paternal half-sib families are
considered, q= m:
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E[ny(»i)«;*(»»)] =
1

{n Xm{Xm-W[T{T-\)R(pm,pm,pHS)}

(D4)

wherej and kare distinct mates toacommon parent
i, and pHs >s m e correlation between half-sibs.
Therefore, for asirewithdmates:

To obtain the variances and covariances
conditional upon the selective advantage, the
regression model derived for the expected number of
offspring selected is used (see APPENDIX C).
Thus for adam family:
E[«(,.(m)f =d'2[1+Xuv ( A i m ) +A13v(A,(/l))]

E[„,„(«)( „ , . ( m ) - l ) ]=

(D10)

XE[ns.(m)0i#(m)-1) ]+ £ E[„,y(m)n*(m)]
j

;**

E[n„(m)]E[«„(/)] =

(Dll)

1

=[ d ( l - „ - ) / W ( p m , p m , p r a )

d'^i +XnXiiviAnhs)) +

XuXnviMfi))]

+ afW-l)//f(pm,pra,P//s)]

ln2Xm(Xm-l)V[T(T-l)]

(D5)

E[nij(m)nij(f)]-E[nij(m)]E[nij(f)]

(D6)

The expected cross-products are derived analogously
to thevariance, and aregiven by:
E[n,y(m)ny(/)] =
[n2XmXf]/[T2R(pm,pf,pFS)]

(D8)

[d/R(pm,pf,pFS)
d(d-l)/R(pm)pf,pHS)][n2XmXf/T2]
(D9)

The rationale ofthe term R(pm,p,,p)

asaratioof

probabilities for random selection and with
correlation p remains unchanged, but has been
extended to the situation with two sexes with
different selection proportions. This ratio is
calculated from MENDEL and ELSTON (1974), using

R(Pm.Pf.P)aPfl®[(imP-Vf)V-kmp2)yi],

which

was found by WRAY et al. (1994) tobe the more
accurate implementation of their results (there are
two possible implementations, since the
approximation is asymmetric in male and female
parameters).

(D13)

E[n,.(m)]E[!!,.(/)]=d [ l +X.„3L2iv(A(to))] (D14)
E [ n / . ( / ) f =d 2 [ l +xi,v(A(» 0 )]

Cov [n,-.(m),nAf)] =
E[n(.(m)nAf)] ~E[ni.(m)]E [ w .(/)] (D7)
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) +^ v ( A i , w ) (D12)

E[n,.(m)f =l+)l„v(A( l ,))

Cov [nij(m),nij(f)] =

+

w

andforasire family:

Thecovariances of male and female family sizeare:

E[n,.(m)„,.(/)] =

E [ n s ( / ) ] 2 =l n ^ U

(D15)

Example: For the scheme inTable 3, where the Xvalues are derived in APPENDK C, co-selection ratios
are: R(pm, pm, pFS) = 0.350, R(pm, pm, pHS) = 0.546,
R(Pm, Pf, PFS)=0.482, R(pm, pf, p„s)=0.656, R(pfi pf,
PFS) = 0.589, R(pfi pf, pHS) = 0.742. Applying the
results of this APPENDIX gives: V„(m)A,v = (0.186,
0.751 | 0.751, -0.079) and Vntf),d„ = (0.020, 0.159 |
0.159,-0.154).
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AGeneral ProceduretoPredict RatesofInbreedingin
PopulationsundergoingMassSelection
PiterBijma*,JohanA.M.VanArendonk*andJohnA. Woolliams*
*AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,
6700AHWageningen,TheNetherlandsand +RoslinInstitute(Edinburgh),Roslin,MidlothianEH259PS,U.K.
Abstract - Predictions of rates of inbreeding (AF), using the concept of long-term genetic
contributions assuming the infinitesimal model, are developed for populations with discrete or
overlappinggenerationsandmassselection.Phenotypesareassumedtoberecordedpriortoreproductive
age and to remain constant over time. The prediction method accounts for inheritance of selective
advantageboth within andbetween ageclasses and for changing selection intensities with age.Terms
corresponding to previous methods that assume constant selection intensity with age are identified.
Predictions are accurate (relative errors < 8%), except for cases with extreme selection intensities in
females in combination with high heritability. With overlapping generations AFreaches amaximum
when parents are equally distributed over age classes, which is mainly due to selection of the same
individuals inconsecutiveyears.AF/yeardecreases muchmore slowlycompared toAF/generationas
thenumberofyoungerindividualsincreases,whereasthedecreaseismoresimilarasthenumberofolder
individualsincreases. TheminimumAF(/yearor/generation)isobtainedwhenmostparentswereinthe
laterageclasses,whichismainlyduetoincreasednumbersofparentspergeneration. Withoverlapping
generations,therelationbetweenheritabilityandAFdependsontheagestructureofthepopulation.

I

n the absence of selection and with aPoisson
distribution of family size, expected rates of
inbreeding are related directly to the number of
parents, E(AF) = l/(8Nm) + l/(8/v» (WRIGHT,
1969 p. 212). In selected populations, however,
superior families contribute more offspring to
the next generation than average families. This
increases the rate of inbreeding of a selected
population compared to an unselected
population. Prediction of rates of inbreeding in
selected populations is difficult, because
selection decisions are correlated over
generations due to the inheritance of selective
advantage. Methods accounting for only one or

Genetics154:1865-1877

two generations of selection (e.g., BURROWS,
1984a,b), therefore, generally underestimate the
rate of inbreeding (WRAY et al. 1990; see
CABALLERO 1994for areview).
Two approaches to prediction of rates of
inbreeding for selected populations can be
distinguished. First, rates of inbreeding can be
predicted based on the variance of allele
frequency, using the idea of accumulation of
selective advantages over
generations
(ROBERTSON, 1961). Using this approach and
equilibrium genetic variances, SANTIAGO and
CABALLERO
(1995) obtained
accurate
predictions for populations with discrete
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generations undergoing mass selection.
NOMURA (1996) extended that method to
populations with overlapping generations and
equal numbers of parents per sex selected from
each age class. Second, rates of inbreeding can
be predicted using the concept of long-term
genetic contributions. Rates of inbreeding are
proportional to the sum of squared long-term
genetic contributions of ancestors (WRAY and
THOMPSON, 1990). WRAY and THOMPSON
(1990) obtained accurate predictions of rates of
inbreeding for populations with discrete
generations undergoing mass selection, using
iterative regression methods. For discrete
generations and mass selection a closed form
expression was obtained by WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1993). For more complicated selection
schemes, however, predictions became
unmanageable due to therecursive nature of the
procedure and the need for predicting the
variance of long-term genetic contributions
(WRAY era/. 1994).

Recently, WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999)
showed that the variance of long-term genetic
contributions is related to their squared
expectation, making a separateprediction of the
variance redundant. Furthermore, WOOLLIAMS
et al. (1999) obtained general predictions of
expected
genetic
contributions
using
equilibrium genetic variances instead of second
generation genetic variances (WOOLLIAMSetal.
1993).Using the approach of WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999), BUMA and WOOLLIAMS (1999)
obtained accurate predictions of genetic
contributions for populations with overlapping
generations undergoing mass or sib-index
selection. However, they did not develop
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predictions of rates of inbreeding for those
schemes.
The aim of this article is twofold. First,
explicit prediction equations for rates of
inbreeding in populations with discrete or
overlapping generations undergoing mass
selection will be developed, on the basis of the
theory of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) and
WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999). These
predictions are valid for any distribution of
parents across age classes, overcoming the
restriction of NOMURA(1996) to give a general
and practical method for mass selection with
overlapping generations. The present method
will be compared to methods of SANTIAGOand
CABALLERO (1995) for discrete generations,
and to methods of NOMURA (1996) for the
special case ofequal numbers of parents per age
class with overlapping generations. The
accuracy of predictions will be examined using
simulation. Second, relationships between rates
of inbreeding and genetic or population
parameters will be examined, and differences
between populations with discrete and
overlapping generations will be presented and
discussed.

Derivation ofExpressions
Population model: This section describes the
population and the selection procedures for
which rates of inbreeding will be predicted.
This model will also be used in the simulation.
The trait considered is assumed to be
determined by an infinite number of additive
loci, each having an infinitesimal effect
(infinitesimal model;FISHER, 1918). Phenotypic
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values are the sum of additive genetic values
(breeding values) and environmental values, P
= A + E. A population with either discrete or
overlapping generations undergoing mass
selection is modeled. With parents up to a
maximum age of c , ^ there are Ic^ categories,
one for each sex and age of parent. Categories
are indexed by k or by /, so k,l = 1 .. Cm^ are
males, and k,l = c^+l .. Icm^ are females.
With discrete generations, there are only two
categories, males and females, which are
indexed by 5= m or/. Before reproductive age,
phenotypes of individuals are recorded and
remain unchanged over time, so that ranking of
individuals within categories is constant over
time. Within categories, individuals are ranked
on their phenotype and each year the highestranking nk individuals are selected from the&*
category, to produce the next cohort. The total
number of male and female parents of each
cohort is, Nm = 2lnk and Nf =

z,nk,

respectively. Each sire is mated at random to d
dams (d - N/Nm), and each dam produces a
fixed number, notof offspring (Vm0of each sex),
so that for each sex the total number of
offspring born in a cohort is, T - VmJNj. The
unit of age, i.e., the interval between
consecutive age classes, was one year. Genetic
contributions and rates of inbreeding per year,
therefore, areequal to genetic contributions and
rates of inbreeding per cohort.
General: The prediction of AF is based on
the concept of long-term genetic contributions
(JAMES and MCBRIDE, 1958). The long-term
genetic contribution (r,) of ancestor i in cohort
t] is defined as the proportion of genes present

in individuals in cohort t2deriving by descent
from i, where (t2-t,) -» °° (WOOLLIAMS et al.
1993). In the remainder of the current article,
long-term genetic contributions of ancestors are
referred to as "genetic contributions", or simply
as "contributions".
Rates of inbreeding are predicted from
(WOOLLIAMSand BlJMA, 1999):

£(AF)=X 5 X £ ( 4 ) +X5>A
where £ s

(l)

denotes summation over all

exclusive categories, uis is the expected lifetime
long-term contribution of individual i in
category sconditional onits selective advantage
(which in mass selection is the breeding value),
and 5, a correction factor for deviations of the
variance of family size (V„) from independent
Poisson variances. Throughout the paper,
family size refers to the number of selected
offspring of a parent, not to the number of
candidates. With mass selection and fixed n0,Ss
takes negative values,showing that AF for fixed
n0 is less than for n0~Poisson. In Equation 1,
categories are exclusive, i.e., individuals are in
only one category, and categories are therefore
indexed by5instead of k.
To calculate E{u2js), the selective advantage
of the mate has to be included, since the mate
affects the contribution of an ancestor. With
random mating and mass selection, however,
the selective advantages of mates are
independent, and it is therefore possible to
ignore the mate when calculating uis and add
the mate term when calculating E(u2i:.). The
advantage of this is that the selective advantage
contains only one term (the breeding value of
93
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the individual) which simplifies the prediction
ofuiik.
Rates of inbreeding will be predicted in three
steps. First, expected genetic contributions will
be predicted using the method of WOOLLIAMS
et al. (1999). Second, E(u2s) will be derived
and third, 8S will be derived. Discrete and
overlapping generations will be treated
separately.
The difference between the current prediction
and the method of WOOLLIAMSet al. (1993) is:
1. The current prediction is based on
equilibrium genetic variances which simplifies
the prediction of uiiS(WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999)
2. The variance of genetic contributions is not
predicted separately, since it is related to the
mean (WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 1999). 3. The
current prediction covers populations with
overlapping generations.

Discretegenerations
Step 1, prediction of expected long-term
genetic contributions: Expected genetic
contributions of ancestors areobtained from the
following linear model (BlJMA and
WOOLLIAMS,1999),
E(riiS|Ai,i)=uu =as+ ft(A,, - As)

(2)

where s denotes males or females, as is the
expected contribution for an average ancestor
of sex s, and ft is the regression coefficient of
the contribution on the breeding value (AiiS)of
the ancestor as a deviation from the average of
the selected group ( A s ) for sex 5. In discrete
generations, as=
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1
and ft
2N,

, where

A=^ioPl,

which is the average regression

coefficient of the number of selected male and
female offspring on the breeding value of the
parent, and n =-^(l-Kh2),

which is the

average regression coefficient of the breeding
value of selected male and female offspring on
the breeding value of the parent (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 1999). Here, i = V2(im+ if) is
selection intensity and, K = Vi(K^, + Kj) is
PEARSON'S
(1903)
variance reduction
2
2
coefficient, and h = a AlazP, where o\ and
a], are BULMER's (1971) equilibrium genetic
andphenotypic variance.
Step 2: derivation of E(u2j.): Substituting
Equation (2) and with terms added for themate:
E(ufj=a2m

+

p2mE[(Aim-Am)2}

+ ip2fE[(AjJ-Af)2]
E(u2f)=a2f

+

(3)

p2fE[(Aif-Af)2]

±p2mE[(Am-AJ2]
a
where;denotesthemateand

(4)

+

E[(Ais-As)2]

=(l-l/Ns)a2A(l-Ksh2)

(5)

From Equation 1, ignoring the second term,
E(AF) = Y2[NmE(u2m)+ NfE{ulf)].

Next,

substituting Equation 3 and 4 and the equations
for ft, X and n, predicted AF equals (see
APPENDIX A),

E(AF)= -1— +—— +
8AL 8N
/
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i2h2
4(1+ K/Z 2 ) 2

(l-Kmh2)(l--±- )(• 1
N„

1
2AL 2N

+ (1- K fc2)(l—-L)-L
Nf

N,

/

(6)

ForNm=Nf = VTN, theresultsimplifies to:
E{AF) =

1
2N

(APPENDIX A):

i2h2(l-Kh2)(l-2/N)
(l+Kh2)2
N

-1

family size follows a Poisson distribution
(WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 1999), which is
approximately the case with mass selection
when n0~Poisson. A numerical example is in
APPENDIX A.

Step 3: Correction of E(AF) for deviations
of V„from Poisson variances: With fixed n0,
family size follows a hypergeometric
distribution (BURROWS, 1984b) and a
correction is required according to the second
term of Equation 1. In this article, we will
approximate the hypergeometric variance by a
binomial variance, which simplifies the
prediction. For more complicated selection
strategies,
e.g.,
index
selection,
a
hypergeometric variance may be required
(WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 1999).

With discrete generations, the second term of
Equation (1) reduces to: j [Nm8m+ NjSj\,where
T

Ss=a \'„<S),de^, a = (ccrn Of) and Xn(s),dev is the
2x2 matrix of deviations of the (co)variance of
family size from Poisson variances for sex s

(8)

%5>A= ST

(7)

The assumption for Equations 6 and 7 is that,
conditional on the selective advantage (i.e.,
conditional on [AiiS-As) in mass selection)

T

(WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 1999). Diagonal
elements of V„w,dCT are obtained as: V„Wi(fel, =
Vn(s> - Vn<s),poisson, which are of the form np{\-p)
-np = -np2 wheren isthe number of candidates
and p is the selected proportion. Off-diagonal
elements of V„W(fev are zero. For discrete
generations the total correction equals

Relation to SANTIAGO and CABALLERO
(1995): The prediction equation of SANTIAGO
and CABALLERO (1995) (denoted SC95) can be
related directly to the current prediction. With
random mating and assuming aIs = a0 =0 (see
SC95 for notation), equations 21 and 36 of
SC95 reduce to (see APPENDIX A),
V2Nm[a2m+a2mQ2C2m] + Y*Nf]p) +a2Q2C2f].
This can be equated directly to the first term of
E(u2s)

Equation 1, which shows that
corresponds to \x] +a2Q2C2\,
(X2 +oc2Q2C2
(52E[(Ais -As)2].

corresponds

to

SANTIAGO and CABALLERO

1

(1995) use Q =
identical to our

and also that

\-U\-Kh2)
1
\-n

, which is

Furthermore, they use

C) = lAi2h2(l-Kh2) which is identical to our
2A2E[(A,J -As)2],

where the 2 accounts for

themate.
The correction for deviations of V„ from
Poisson variances can also be related to
Equation 36 of SC95. SANTIAGO and
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would be equivalent to omitting the (1-1/NS) in
Equation 5of thecurrent prediction.

where * denotes element by element
multiplication, T denotes the transpose of
matrices, I is the 2cmaxx2cmax identity matrix, N
is a 2cmaxx2cmax diagonal matrix containing the
numbers of parents selected from each category
(nk), II is a 2cmaxx2cmax matrix with each
element, %, being the regression coefficient of
the breeding value of a selected offspring in
category k on the breeding value of the parent
in category /, A is a 2cmaxx2cmax matrix with
each element, Xkh being the regression
coefficient of the number of selected offspring
in category k on the breeding value of the
parent in category /, G is a 2cmaxx2cmax
modified gene flow matrix connecting selected
offspring to parental categories, D is a
2crmixx2cmax matrix of deviations of breeding
values from the mean of the selected group, a is
a 2cmax vector of elements ah and P is a 2cmax
vector of elements $ . Generation interval (L)
was calculated as the time interval in which
genetic
contributions
sum
to
one:

Overlapping generations

£ =!/[ 2 > * a J (WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999).

Step 1, prediction of expected long-term
genetic contributions: Genetic contributions
are predicted using Equation 2 again, but now
categories refer to sex-age class combinations
which are indexed by k instead of s; so that k=
\...2cmax and uik is the expected genetic
contribution of individual *' originating from its
selection in category k. Solutions for ak and/3k
areobtained from (WOOLLIAMSetal. 1999)

More details and a numerical example are in
BUMA and WOOLLIAMS(1999).
Contributions predicted using Equations 9
and 10 are per year, i.e., they are the long-term
contribution originating from a single cohort,
not of a total generation. Rates of inbreeding
predicted from these contributions are,
therefore, alsoper year.

(1995)

CABALLERO

use

V„ w (i>')

Hi 1- -^-*— ,(seeEquation 30 of SC95 and
N.

n.N.

ignoring the term Cm )where ns is the number
of selection candidates per sex of a parent of
sex s (nm =Vmod, nl = Vm^) and s' denotes the
sex of the offspring. This is a binomial
variance.The deviation from aPoisson variance
(i.e., NS'/NS) equals: V„fjWev(5',5')
Nl /(Nlns). From Equation (36) of SC95, the
total correction of AF equals -1/(87), which is
identical to Equation 8 (see APPENDIX A).
Therefore, with random mating, equations 21,
30 and 36 of SC95 are identical to the current
prediction for mass selection. A numerical
difference between both methods exists because
SC95 omit the correction for a finite number of
parents when calculating their C2SS,, which

Step 2, derivation of E(ufs):

Na=[GT +(GT *DT)(I- GT *n T)_1(GT *AT)Na
(9)
T

T

1

T

T

Np=( I - G * n ) - ( G * A ) N a
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(10)

For the

calculation of £(H,^)one needs to find the
lifetime expected genetic contribution, i.e., one
has to account for the fact that individuals may
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be selected inmultiple categories.With c ^ age
classes persexandtheranking ofindividuals
within age classes remaining constant, there are
2cTOU exclusive categories which will be
indexed bys, i.e., individuals selected once,
twice, uptoc^ timesfor each sex. Therefore,s
= 1...Cnax denotes males selected 1through
Cmax times and s - c^+l ... 2cmrLC denotes
females selected 1 through c K times.The
expected lifetime contribution for these
categories isuis = 2t M ..t > where thesum is
takenover theage-sex categorieskfrom whichi
is selected. Thus individuals are indexed intwo
different ways, i.e.,by whether or not they were
selected ataspecific age, denoted by k;andby
how many times they were selected throughout
their lifetime, denoted bys.
The first term of Equation 1 is:
2c„

\1nsE{ul)

+ |

£ « , £ ( < ) , withthe

s=l

s=Cmax+l

first term denoting males and the second
females. The summation over exclusive
categories s can be written in terms of the
categories k.Formales,
c

c

max

max

5=1

t=l
c

max~l cmax

+ 2 X Emin(n ( ,n,)£(«,., Mj , ; )(11)
andfor females,
2c2 x ",#(",,*) = X
2c n E{u )
k
ik
ma

These summations canbewritten inmatrix
form, so that for Poisson family size, the rateof
inbreedingper yearis:
E(AFy)=»/2lTN0U0l

(13)

T

where 1=(1 1....1) ,N0 is similar toNbuthas
a reordering ofage classes within sexes sothat
they go from large tosmall according to the
number of parents, andU0 is a 2cmaxx2cmax
matrix containing alower triangular sub-matrix
for each sex (with categories ordered asinN0),
with E{u2ik)on the diagonal and 2 £ ( w a « u ) a s
off-diagonals in the lower triangular submatrices (Seeexample APPENDIX B).
Note that, although Equation 1 uses the
exclusive categories s,wehave expressed AFY
in terms ofthe age-sex categories kin Equation
13. Therefore, the expected genetic
contributions forthecategories kcanbe used
directly inEquation 13.Rates ofinbreeding per
generation were calculated as E[AFL] =
LE[AFy\.
As with discrete generations, E(ufk) has to
include terms forthemates. With overlapping
generations, the mate term consists of two
elements. The first element is dueto the
category of the mate as a deviation of the
average category forthesexofthe mate, Oka sex(/) . The second term isdue tothe selective
advantage of the mate within its category,

m

PiiAjt-A,).

Therefore, for males, uiM = ak+

2 c•-max
max~'' At2c
m
max

+2 X

2min(n„n t )E(K u K w ) (12)

MAuir 4 ) + t[(«« - a« ( /)) +A (AJJ ~ A)]

t=Cn»i+ll**+l

wheremin(nfon() denotes theminimumofnk and
tii (See also example inAPPENDIXB).

;=i

and for females, uik = cck+ f5k(AiX-Ak) +
Itei-a^

+PiiAjj-AtWd,

where

j
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denotes the mate,/the category ofthe mate and
sexthesexofthemate.ForEquation 11and 12,
expectations of squared contributions are
obtainedformalesas
E(u2k) -+ Jtf

al+{\-\lnk)Plo\(\-Kkh2)
-a}

+o\[{\-\lnl)fi(\-Klh1)\f\
(14)

wherek= 1..c „ and forfemalesas
E(ul)=a2k+(l-l/nk)P2ko2A(l-Kkh2)
+ -^{al-a2
a

+o2A[(l-l/nl)p?(l-Klh2)]m}
(15)

where k = c ^ + l ... 2cmax and bars with
subscripts m oxf denoting weighted averages
over matecategories.
Cross-products inEquations 11 and 12arise
only from the individuals selected in both
categories,which arealltheindividuals selected
from the smallest category [i.e., min(nk,ni)].
Thuscross-products are,

Relation to NOMURA (1996): NOMURA
(1996) developed predictions for the special
case of equal numbers of parents per sex
selected from each age class (denoted nm and
«/), i.e., for constant selection intensity with
age. With those schemes, every parent is
selected inevery category (exceptforcategories
with zero parents) and there are only two
exclusive categories, i.e., males selected always
and females selected always. In this respect,
schemes with equal numbers ofparents selected
from each age class are like discrete
generations, i.e.,there are only two categories
thatdo notcompeteforbeing selected.
APPENDIX B shows that equations 30and31

of

NOMURA (1996) reduce to AFY =

Ymm[a2m +a2mQ2C2m] + Vmf[a) +a2fQ2C) ],

Eiu^Ujj) = akai

+ [l-l/min(n,,nk)]PkPi<7A [l-max(KhK,)h2]
+ O^nAnaxEtA^-A^]

(16)

where subscript min denotes thecategory with
the lower number of parents andsubscriptmax
denotes thecategory with thehigher numberof
parents. (With random mating there is no
covariance between different mates of i, sothat
there is no mate term in thecross-product). A
numerical example isinAPPENDIXB.
Step 3,correction of E(AFy) for deviations
of V„ from Poisson variances: The second
term of Equation 1 is %Zn t <5 t , where Sk =
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aTVnW,deva, andVnW,dev isa 2cmaxx2cmax matrix
with deviations from Poisson variances
(WOOLLIAMSandBUMA, 1999). Similar tothe
discrete generation case, V^jy is approximated
byabinomial variance. Elements ofV„^ dev and
a numerical example are given in APPENDIXB.

which isequivalent tothe first termofEquation
1. This result is a re-scaling of discrete
generations, i.e.,with discrete generation, as=
l/(2Ns), with overlapping generations and two
exclusive categories each contribution half,as=
\l{2nsL), where L is the generation interval.
Summation ofcontributions over thenumberof
parents per generation shows that they sum to
one, Xl/(2A' m L) + " ^ 1 / ( 2 ^ ^ ) =1.
Furthermore, NOMURA (1996) calculated Q
using (I-P)" 1 [P is a gene flow matrix
identifying the contribution of parental age
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coefficients in cohorts tt and t2 respectively.
Rates of inbreeding per generation were
calculated as AFL = LAFY- Results were
averaged over500replicates.

groups to selected offspring multiplied by the
proportion of genetic variance remaining after
selection, appendix inNOMURA(1996)],which,
for his special case, is equivalent to our ( I G T *n T r' (see Equation 10,WOOLLIAMS etal.
1999). Analogous to SANTIAGO and
CABALLERO (1995), NOMURA (1996) calculated

Results

C]omitting the(l-l/n s ). Contrary toSANTIAGO
and

CABALLERO

(1995) and to the present

study, NOMURA (1996) included a term C2SS
the calculation of \n(s) [the first term in
equation 22 of NOMURA (1996)]. Finally,
NOMURA (1996) considered only one
generation inheritance of selective advantage
when hecalculated thetotal contribution ofage
classes. [See equation 8 of NOMURA (1996),
which is equivalent to solving a from Not =
G T Na instead ofusing Equation 9(WOOLLIAMS
etal. 1999)].
Stochastic simulation: To examine the
accuracy of the prediction equations, the
breeding scheme described in the "population
model" section was simulated and rates of
inbreeding werecalculated from simulated data.
The simulation procedure isdescribed inBlJMA
and WOOLLIAMS (1999). In the simulated data,
an ancestor cohort tt andadescendent cohortt2
were chosen (BIJMA and WOOLLIAMS, 1999).
Inbreeding coefficients of individuals incohorts
f; and t2 w e r e calculated from the simulated
pedigree, using the algorithm of MEUWISSEN
and Luo (1992). Rates of inbreeding per year
were calculated as A/7,, =1-

1- F,
\-F,

where F, andF, are the average inbreeding

in

Discrete generations: For examination of the
accuracy of predictions and to identify the
origin of prediction errors, Table 1 shows
simulated and predicted AF. Two types of
predictions are in Table 1, AFpred* is the
prediction using a and 3 estimated from
simulation, and AFpred is the full deterministic
prediction using a and P from Equations 9and
10. Differences between AFpred and AFpred*
reflect prediction errors originating from the
prediction of P (in discrete generations, as =
l/(2Ns) is known). Differences between AFsim
andAFpred reflect errors inEquation 1.
Generally, errors of the full prediction in
Table 1 are small, most errors are below 5%,
maximum errors are up to 8.1% and trends
agree well between simulations andpredictions.
Though errors are small, some trend can be
observed. Most errors are positive and errors
tend to be highest for Nm= 10,but errors tend
to be negative for n0 = 8 and Nm = 100.
Prediction errors arepartly due to errors inthe
prediction of P, i.e., AFpred is generally more
accurate than AFpred, Because we have
approximated the hypergeometric variance of
family size by a binomial variance, positive
errors for small numbers of parents were
expected. The correction for hypergeometric
variances becomes larger with fewer parents
(BURROWS, 1984b), whereas a binomial
99
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Table 1 - Rates ofinbreeding from simulation (AF„

„) and from prediction (&Fp„d*

AFp„j)' for populati ons with discretegenerations .

h2 = 0.2
n„=4

h2 = 0.5
n„= 4

n„= 8

n, = %

Nm

d

AF,im

AFpmP

AFp„j

AF,im

AFprtd"

AFp„j

4F, im

AFp„a-

AFp„d

4F,i»

AFp„d>

AFp„d

10

1
2
5
1
2
5
1
2
5

0.0222
0.0186
0.0166
0.0056
0.0047
0.0043
0.0022
0.0019
0.0017

0.0225
0.0195
0.0173
0.0057
0.0049
0.0043
0.0023
0.0020
0.0018

0.0225
0.0195
0.0174
0.0057
0.0049
0.0044
0.0023
0.0020
0.0018

0.0291
0.0226
0.0191
0.0077
0.0062
0.0053
0.0031
0.0025
0.0022

0.0300
0.0230
0.0196
0.0078
0.0061
0.0051
0.0031
0.0025
0.0021

0.0306
0.0244
0.0203
0.0078
0.0062
0.0052
0.0032
0.0025
0.0021

0.0235
0.0204
0.0179
0.0059
0.0052
0.0048
0.0024
0.0021
0.0019

0.0243
0.0208
0.0185
0.0062
0.0054
0.0048
0.0025
0.0022
0.0019

0.0243
0.0211
0.0187
0.0062
0.0054
0.0048
0.0025
0.0022
0.0020

0.0323
0.0261
0.0216
0.0086
0.0071
0.0061
0.0036
0.0029
0.0025

0.0323
0.0265
0.0210
0.0087
0.0069
0.0057
0.0036
0.0028
0.0023

0.0339
0.0269
0.0222
0.0087
0.0069
0.0057
0.0035
0.0028
0.0023

40

100

*AFp„d* =prediction usinga and0from simulation,AFp„d=full prediction, h£ =basegeneration heritability,Nm- no.of selected
sires,d=matingratio,n„=numberofoffspring perdam.bStandarderrorsofsimulationresult wereapprox. 1%oftheestimate.

correction is unaffected by the number of
parents. Because the correction is a negative
value, abinomial correction results inanoverprediction for small numbers of parents.The
current prediction was compared to the
predictionofSANTIAGO andCABALLERO (1995;
results notshown). Asexpected from the close
agreement between equations ofboth methods,
bothmethodsgaveverysimilarresults.
Relationship of AF with heritability and
selection intensity: Figure 1 shows the
relationship between AFandheritability (h%),
for Nm - Nf = 20 and for three selection
intensities (n0 =2, 8or 32—> i =0, 1.271 or
1.967). Though relationships of AF with
heritability and selection intensity can be
inferred from other studies (e.g., WRAY and
THOMPSON 1990), they have never been
explored indetail.
Figure 1shows that AFhasa maximumfor
intermediate heritabilities, (except for n0 = 2)
and changes in AFaremore pronounced with
greater selection intensity. The maximumofAF
100

for intermediate h2isduetotheBulmer effect.
When theBulmer effect isignored inEquation
7 (i.e., K=0),therate of inbreeding increases
with h2over thewhole range. The logic behind
this is that with increasing h2 thereductionof
between family variance increases,reducing the
importance of the family component in the
phenotype. Note also that the intraclass
correlation between full sibs [p= Vih2(l-idi2)}
has amaximum for h2^ =l/(2/c), which, for a
common valueof K=0.8,equals h^ = 0.625.
For hi = 0 and with Poisson family size,
Equation (1) reduces to E[AF] = l/(SNm) +
l/(8Nf) =0.0125 (WRIGHT, 1969p.212).
With n0 = 2, one male and one female
offspring are selected from every pair of
parents, which gives zero variance of family
size, P = 0 andminimal inbreeding. Expected
long-term geneticcontributions are equalforall
parents and thevariance ofthe contributionsis
zero, i.e.,expected and realized contributions
are equal. The absence of variance of family
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increase of AF with selection intensity
originates from the regression of the number of
selected offspring on the breeding value of the
parent, which is linear in i (A= lAia'px), giving
a quadratic term in AF (Equation 7). Large
values of A indicate that the population
descends for a large proportion from only a few
ancestors.

FIGURE l.-Relation of predicted (lines) and simulated
(symbols) rates of inbreeding (AF) with heritability h^
for populations with discrete generations, with 20 sires
and 20 dams and varying number of offspring per dam
(/!„). n0 = 2: OAFsim ;
- AFpred-n0 = 32: OAFSin ;

AFpred- n„ = 8: A AFSim ; - AFpred-

size with n„= 2 is taken into account by the
correction of AF for deviations of V„ from
Poisson variances. Without this correction,
AFpred is equal to a situation with hi = 0 and
Poisson family size, resulting in AFpred =
0.0125. The correction halves the prediction to
0.00625. This is an established result
(FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996, p. 69). In the

absence of variance of family size, which can
only be achieved for d = 1,effective population
size equals twice the actual population size,Ne
= 2(Nm+Nf) and E(AF) = l/2Ne = 1/(4*40) =
0.00625.
With higher selection intensities, (n0 = 8 or
32),AF increases considerably with heritability.
For example, for h2 =0.6,AFincreases by54%
compared to random selection (i.e., h2 =0) for
n0 - 8, and by 105% for n0 = 32. The large

For practical selection intensities (n0 = 2, 8),
there is close agreement between AFpred and
AFsim.For large selection intensities, errors are
larger (e.g., for n0 = 200,Nm= Nf= 40 and h2=
0.4, an error of -18% was found). Large errors
for extreme selection intensities do not
undermine the general theory, i.e.,Equation 1is
still valid, but the linear model (Equation 2)
may be insufficient to predict expected genetic
contributions (WOOLLIAMSandBUMA,1999).
Overlapping generations: Table 2 shows
simulated and predicted rates of inbreeding per
generation and generation intervals. Predictions
of AF using a and P from simulation (such as
AFpred in Table 1) are not included, because
standard errors on P were too large to draw
conclusive inferences. Because the potential
number of alternative schemes is very large
with overlapping generations, a wide range of
schemes was evaluated. Only schemes 1,3,5,6,7
are within the scope of NOMURA (1996).
Schemes 1 to 5 represent a situation with two
age classes with gradually increasing ages of
females. Scheme 6 is similar to scheme 5 but
with a mating ratio of two. Scheme 7 has equal
numbers of parents in all categories. With
schemes 8 and 9, parents were ranked across
age classes on estimated breeding values
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Table 2.-Rates of inbreeding pergeneration from simulation (AFsim) andfrom prediction (AFpred) andgeneration intervals
from simulation (Lsim)andprediction (Lpred) forpopulations with overlapping generations(,'b)

4= 0.2
diagN

AFuim

1.{20,0,20,0}
2.{20,0,15,5}
3.{20,0,10,10}
4.{20,0,5,15}
5.{20,0,0,20}
6.{20,0,0,40}
7.{10,10,10,10}
8.{19,1,38,2}
9. {18,2,33,7}"
10.{20,0,0,10,0,30}
11.{20,0,0,30,0,10}
12.(10,5,5,0,20,10,5,5}

0.0150
0.0178
0.0194
0.0158
0.0097
0.0080
0.0237
0.0132
0.0117
0.0103
0.0125
0.0217

AFlprtd

0.0156
0.0185
0.0206
0.0165
0.0104
0.0083
0.0247
0.0133
0.0123
0.0106
0.0130
0.0217

fto2=0.5

U,m
1.00
1.11
1.23
1.35
1.50
1.50
1.48
1.05
1.14
1.63
1.17
1.66

Lpred

AFuim

AFlpred

Uim

Lpred

1.00
1.11
1.22
1.34
1.50
1.50
1.43
1.05
1.13
1.62
1.16
1.58

0.0169
0.0200
0.0229
0.0205
0.0112
0.0091
0.0285
0.0152
0.0133
0.0163
0.0153
0.0267

0.0173
0.0207
0.0235
0.0209
0.0115
0.0091
0.0290
0.0148
0.0137
0.0159
0.0150
0.0254

1.00
1.10
1.20
1.32
1.50
1.50
1.41
1.04
1.13
1.48
1.10
1.46

1.00
1.10
1.18
1.30
1.50
1.50
1.36
1.04
1.13
1.43
1.10
1.41

*Forn„=8,N=distributionofparentsoverageclasses, AQ =basegenerationheritability. 'n„

= 4forthisscheme. Standard errors

ofAfsim wereapprox. 1%oftheestimate.

[EBV a = h2 (PiX- Pk)] andthehighest ranking
Nm males and Nf females were selected across
age classes, which gives the highest genetic
level ofthe offspring inthenext cohort(JAMES,
1987). This strategy resulted in N =
diag{19,1,38,2} for n„ = 8 and N =
diag{18,2,33,7} for n0 =4 (for both h20 =0.2
and 0.5). Furthermore some arbitrary schemes
with three and four age classes were evaluated
to show that predictions are also accurate for
more than twoageclasses. Prediction errorsof
AFL were small, with most less than 5%.The
maximum error was6.6%andmost errors were
positive. Similar to the case with discrete
generations, positive errors for small numbers
of parents were expected due to the binomial
approximation forthe varianceoffamily size.
Generation intervals are systematically
underpredicted in Table 2 (except for schemes
with only onereproductive category persex,in
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which case Lis fixed; schemes 1,5and6). The
underprediction isentirely explained bythe way
"repl

Lsim is calculated, i.e., Lsim = 1/n , ^Lk ,
where Lk = 1/ YJnlal , i.e.,generation interval
/

;=i

is calculated perreplicate as thetime in which
genetic contributions sum to unity, and
subsequently averaged over replicates (BUMA
and WOOLLIAMS, 1999). However, if a was
averaged over replicates andLsim wascalculated
from the average, i.e., Lsim =1/ X n * a * >m e n
/

4=1

Lpred and Lsim were in very close agreement
(results not shown). This result was expected
from thenon-linear relationship between Land
a, sothatE[L]differs from 1/ ^nkE[ak ].
Results from the current prediction were
compared to results from the prediction of
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FIGURE2.-Relation of the proportion of parents from the
second age class (pi) with predicted (lines) and simulated
(symbols) generation intervals (L) and with rates of
inbreeding per year (AFy), and per generation (AFL), for a
population with two age classes, Nm= 20,Nf = 20, t% =
0.4 and n„ = 10. • AFy,am;
AFl^pred > "*•Lsim \

AFy,pnd; A AFi,sim ;
Lpred.

NOMURA (1996) for the special case of equal
numbers of parents selected from every age
class (results not shown). As expected from
theory, results from both methods were similar.
Relationship between AF and distribution of
parents over age classes: Figure 2 shows the
relationship between the rate of inbreeding (per
year and per generation) and the proportion of
parents selected from the second age class (p2),
for apopulation with two ageclasses,Nm=Nf =
20, hi =0.4 and n0 - 10. With the exception
ofP2- 0,0.5 and 1.0, these schemes arebeyond
the scope of NOMURA (1996). Generation
interval was also included in Figure 2. On the
horizontal axis, parents are shifted from all
parents in the first age class (p2 = 0, N =
diag{20,0,20,0}) to all parents in the second
age class (p2 = 1,N = diag{0,20,0,20}). For p2

= 1,no predictions are presented (i.e., no lines,
only symbols), because in this scheme there are
two distinct sub-populations that do not mix,
i.e., individuals born in odd numbered cohorts
are onepopulation and individuals born in even
numbered cohorts are theother population. This
scheme violates the assumption of one
randomly mating population inthederivation of
AFpred. The populations should, therefore, be
treated separately, which resulted in accurate
predictions. Despite the complex relationship
between AF and p2 in Figure 2, where for
exampleAFYisnearly constant before declining
sharply, accurate predictions were obtained
throughout. The rate of inbreeding per year has
a flat curve with a maximum for p2 = 0.5,
because the increase of AFL with p2 is
counteracted by an increase in the generation
interval, and as a result, AFY = AFJL shows
only slight increase before p2 = 0.5 and steep
decrease after p2 =0.5.
For random selection, HILL (1979) showed
that the rate of inbreeding with overlapping
generations is related to the lifetime variance of
family size and the number of parents entering
thepopulation per generation. The same pattern
can be observed in Figure 2, which shows that
AFLhas a maximum when parents are equally
distributed over age classes, i.e. for N =
diag{10,10,10,10}, where the 10 parents
selected in age class 1 the first year are the
same as the 10 parents selected in age class 2
the next year. Thus only 10 distinct parents are
selected from every cohort for this scheme, and
with L = 1.41 the number of parents entering
thepopulation per generations equals only 14.1.
For N = diag{20,0,20,0}, twenty distinct
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FIGURE 3.-Comparison between full line subdivision, partial migration and one line, with an equal total number of
parentsperyear.Numbers atlinesrepresent thenumber ofparentspersex, h$ =0.4, n„= 6.

parents are selected from every cohort and, with
L = 1, twenty parents enter the population per
generation. The rate of inbreeding per
generation reaches a minimum for p2 = 0.95 (N
= diag{1,19,1,19}). At first glance, this result
may seem counter intuitive, i.e., one might
expect approximately equal rates of inbreeding
per generation for N = diag{19,1,19,1} and for
N = diag{1,19,1,19}. However, for N =
diag{1,19,1,19}, nineteen distinct individuals
are selected from every cohort and, with L =
1.90, the number of parents per generation
equals36.1.
Line subdivision and migration: As
mentioned earlier, the scheme with N =
diag{0,20,0,20} has two non-mixing lines.
Changing this scheme toN=diag{1,19,1,19}is
equivalent to allowing some migration between
both lines. Figure 3 shows a comparison
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between full line subdivision, line subdivision
with migration and one single line, for schemes
with 2 or 3 age classes. Note that the total
number of parents per year is equal per
comparison. The comparison shows that
allowing some migration between lines
substantially reduces AFL (i.e., 0.0104 vs.
0.0141 and 0.0075 vs.0.0141).The smallest AF
is obtained when lines are joined together,
giving N = diag{40, 40} with a cohort interval
of 2 years and N = diag{60, 60} with a cohort
interval of 3years.When comparing these rates
of inbreeding, it must be realized, however, that
the schemes with full line subdivision
accumulate a between line genetic variance
equal to 2(l-l/n lines )F<T^ 0 , where the ( 1 l/«iines) accounts for the fact that the mean is
estimated from the sample, i.e., the variance is
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FIGURE 4.-Relation of heritability with simulated
(symbols) and predicted (lines) generation interval (L)
and with the rate of inbreeding per generation (AFL),
with n0 = 8; for two different breeding schemes, Sj: N =
diag{16,4,16,4} and S2: N = diag{4,16,4,16}. Si: O
AFusim '•
&FL,sim ;

however, AFL increases with heritability over

AF^pred ', A Lslm \
Af"L,pred \ ^ Lsim ;

Lpred- $2'- •
Lpred-

theobserved variance inthe sample(FALCONER
and MACKAY, 1996, p. 265). The total genetic
variance at time t, i.e., a\,

= a2Aibmitm+

^Iwito equals o2M for N = diag{0,20,0,20}
and o2M(l+y3Ft) for N = diag{0,0,20,0,0,20}.
Thus the total genetic variance is larger with
full line subdivision.
Relationship between AF and heritability:

for S2, is mainly due to an increased
contribution of parents in age class one at high
heritabilities. With high heritability, genetic
gainis large, which givesoffspring of one-yearold parents an increased selective advantage.
This increases thecontribution of parents in age
class one relative to the contribution of parents
inageclass two.For example, with 52and hi 0.5, expected genetic contributions of average
parents are: ccT = [0.027 0.012 0.027 0.012],
0.9, expected genetic

whereas for hn

contributions of average parents area = [0.040
0.0110.040 0.011]. This result shows that, with
increasing hi, the genetic contributions
become distributed more unequally over
parents, resulting in a higher sum of squared
contributions and therefore in an increased AF.
Furthermore, with 52, P increases with
heritability, resulting in increased differences
between genetic contributions of different
parents selected from the same category, which
further increases AF.
Rates of inbreeding per year can be obtained
from Figure 4 as AFY= AFrfL, which shows the

Figure4 showstherelationship between h2 and

same trends with hi as AFL. In conclusion,

AFL, for two breeding schemes. The first

results from Figure 4 show that, in contrast to

scheme (5;) has most parents in the first age

the case of discrete generations, no general

class, N = diag{16,4,16,4}, whereas the second

pattern can be observed in the relationship

scheme (S2) has most parents in the second age

between AF and

class, N = diag{4,16,4,16}. With S,, AFLhas a

generations.

hi

with overlapping

maximum for hi = 0.5-0.6, similar to the
discrete generation case (SeeFigure 1).With52
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Discussion
Explicit prediction equations for rates of
inbreeding inpopulations with either discrete or
overlapping generations undergoing mass
selection were developed, following the
approach of WOOLLIAMS and BUMA(1999) and
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999). Except for extreme
selection intensities infemales, predictions were
accurate for discrete as well as for overlapping
generations. Though based on a different
approach, the current method extends the
method of NOMURA (1996) to populations with
overlapping generations and an arbitrary
distribution of parents across age classes,
removing the stringent restriction of NOMURA
(1996). Relationships between rates of
inbreeding and genetic and population
parameters were also presented. General
relationships apparent in discrete generations
could not be extended to overlapping
generations. For the prediction of rates of
inbreeding in overlapping generations, it is
crucial to account for the inheritance of
selective advantage both between and within
categories. For discrete generations with only
two categories (males and females) which do
not compete for selection, only competition
between selection candidates within categories
isrelevant.
The current method was compared to
methods based upon the proportion of genetic
variance transmitted to the offspring, which
showed that with random mating, the equations
of both SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) and
NOMURA (1996) can be reduced to simple
expressions in terms of expected genetic
contributions.
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO
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(1995) suggested that the differences between
their results using the reduced genetic variance
and those of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1993) using
long-term contributions were due to the
difference in approach. The present results
show that the differences obtained previously
were most likely due to errors inthe derivations
involving complex pathways over multiple
generations, that were needed by WOOLLIAMS
etal. (1993). These complexities were avoided
by SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995).
However, WOOLLIAMS and BUMA(1999) were
able to derive the present results using longterm contributions by modelling the transfer of
selective advantages in a single generation by
assuming an equilibrium. The idea of basing
the prediction on Bulmer's equilibrium
variances was introduced by SANTIAGO and
CABALLERO (1995). However, their approach
to modeling the inheritance of selected
advantage by theproportion of genetic variance
retained is correct only for mass selection,
whereas the approach of WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999) isgeneral.
Prediction errors became large when the
number of selection candidates per dam became
extremely large (Figure 2), but these situations
are out of the scope of most artificial selection
programs. Certain species {e.g.,fishor chicken)
areabletoproduce manyoffspring per dam,but
the number of selection candidates per dam is
generally lower. High selection intensities in
males can easily be obtained with a limited
number of selection candidates per dam when
the mating ratio is large. For these situations
predictions wereaccurate (seeTable 1,schemes
withd = 5,n0 =8-> i=2.063).The errors with
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large n0 were notpresent forlowh (resultsnot
shown),which indicates that the current method
isalso applicabletospecies withalarge number
of offspring when natural directional selection
actsonatrait with low heritability.
In this article, equations for predicting rates
of inbreeding were developed assuming a
model of truncation selection on a normally
distributed trait controlled by an infinitesimal
model of gene effects. The predicted rate of
inbreeding relates tohomozygosity (bydescent)
at a neutral locus, unlinked to genes affecting
the trait under selection (WOOLLIAMS and
BUMA 1999). When the infinitesimal model
doesnot hold and thenumber ofgenes affecting
the trait is large or when the number of
chromosomes is small, it is questionable
whether neutral and unlinked loci exist atall.
When loci are non-neutral, or linked tononneutral loci, predicted rates of inbreeding can
not be related directly to the homozygosity at
the locus, because a covariance between the
genetic contribution andthegenefrequency will
arise dueto selection (WOOLLIAMS and BUMA
1999). However, therate ofinbreeding canstill
be related to rates of inbreeding obtained by
analyzing pedigrees using WRIGHT's (1922)
path coefficient method, or MALECOT's (1948)
coefficient of kinship, and also to estimates of
inbreeding depression based on inbreeding
levels calculated from the pedigree. Recently,
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1998) extended
prediction methods foreffective population size
topopulations with linked loci undergoing mass
selection,butfordiscrete generations only.
In general, to obtain accurate predictions of
AF one needs to account for more than one

generation ofinheritance of selective advantage
between categories. It was sufficient for
NOMURA (1996) to account for only a single
generation because of the special case of equal
numbers of parents perageclass. Inthat case,
shifting contributions between age classes has
only a minor effect on AF because the
contributions will remain with the same
individuals with the same relative fitness,
because every individual is selected in every
category. Thelifetime contribution will not be
affected therefore. For schemes where the
number of parents differs between ageclasses,
shifting of contributions between categories
means shifting to other individuals (at least
partly), which will affect the lifetime
contribution. Consider, for example, scheme 10
in Table 2 with hi = 0.5. Accounting for only
one generationofinheritance (i.e., calculating a
from Na = G T Na, WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999)
gives AFp^ = 0.0128, an error of - 2 1 % ,
whereas using Equation 9 gives AFpred =
0.0159, anerror ofonly-2%.
The useoflong-term genetic contributionsto
predict rates of inbreeding has several
appealing properties. First, thederivation ofthe
relationship between rates of inbreeding and
genetic contributions is based directly on the
probability ofalleles being identical bydescent,
which enhances the intuitive understanding
(WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 1999). Furthermore,

rates of genetic gain can easily be obtained
from the covariance between the genetic
contribution and the Mendelian sampling
component of the breeding value (WOOLLIAMS
and THOMPSON, 1994;

WOOLLIAMS et al

1999), which integrates methods for predicting
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genetic gain and rates of inbreeding.Finally, the
prediction procedure for genetic contributions
describes mechanisms determining the impact
of current individuals on future populations and
the turn over rate of genes, and gives therefore
an understanding of the mechanisms
determining the development of the pedigree
(WOOLLIAMS

et

al.

1999;

BUMA

and

WOOLLIAMS, 1999). Because the approach is
general, it is clear how prediction equations can
beextended toother situations.
With a fixed total number of parents selected
per year, populations showed maximum rates of
inbreeding (per year and per generation) when
the number of parents entering the populations
per generation was least, which occurred with
an equal number of parents in every age class.
Rates of inbreeding were smallest when most
parents were in the older age classes, because
thoseschemes had thelargest number of parents
entering the population per generation. This
result broadly resembles the results of HILL
(1974) for random selection in overlapping
generations, although selected populations have
an additional component of inbreeding arising
from the expected differential contributions
within age classes which will modify this
relationship. Schemes with most parents in the
later age classes resembled population
subdivision with some migration between lines.
Because the selective advantage of categories
depends on heritability, genetic contributions of
categories are strongly affected when
heritability changes (BUMA and WOOLLIAMS,
1999),i.e.,contributions generally shifted to the
younger ageclasses when heritability increased.
Therefore, no general relationship between
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heritability and rate of inbreeding could be
observed with overlapping generations.
In this article, equations were developed to
predict rates of inbreeding for diploid
populations with two sexes under controlled
selection. The results are therefore primarily
relevant for populations under artificial
selection, for example in animal breeding or in
selection experiments. Though this article
focuses on mass selection within age classes,
results for mass selection across age classes can
easily be accomplished by choosing the
appropriate N, as in scheme 8and 9 in Table 2.
An extension to situation where individuals in
older age classes have more information, e.g.,
progeny information, only requires the
calculation of probabilities of selecting the
same individual at different ages, which can be
done using standard index theory. The method
can also be extended to other selection
strategies and modes of inheritance (e.g., index
selection and imprinting), using the key results
of WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999) and
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999).
In animal breeding, optimization of breeding
programs has focussed for a long time on the
maximization of genetic gain for the short term,
partly because methods to predict long-term
response were not available. When rates of
inbreeding in selected populations can be
predicted, predictions of long-term response
under the infinitesimal model become available.
This article enables methods for the
optimization of breeding schemes on the longterm (e.g., VlLLANUEVA et al. 1996,
VlLLANUEVA and WOOLLIAMS, 1997) to be
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extended to populations with overlapping
generations andmass selection.
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Discretegenerations
Derivation ofEquation 6: Starting from Equations
and 4,

1

a2 =

and substituting:

4Nt
2=

_oiA
(1-n)2

^ ( j ^ ) and

(l-l/Ns)a2A(l-Ksh2),

=

that:

i2

1

=

2

E[(A,S-AS)2]
follows

.,. -i

A

it
1
Wi

E[ufm]

(l-l/Nm)a2A(l-Kmh2)

follows

that:

<5m

=

-l/[(V2n0d)(4N2m)]

and Sf = -ll[(Vzn0 (?)(4N2m)}

-dimn0)(4N))}
-l/[(Yin0)(4NJ)].

The total correction equals
= -lWricNf) - l/(8n„/v» =

-1/(87), whereT=1/2n0Nf.
Example: For Nm =20, Nf = 60, n0 =8and h2 =
0.4, selected proportions, selections intensitiesand
variance reduction coefficients are pm = 0.083, py=
0.250, im = 1.839, i)= 1.271, i=1.555, Km =0.839,
/Cy=: 0.759, K= 0.799. BULMER'S (1971) equilibrium
genetic variance and heritability are aA =0.314,h2
= 0.343. From Equation 6AF for aPoisson variance
of family size equals: AFpoisson=0.00625 + 0.00208
+ 0.1277[0.02255 + 0.01212] = 0.01276. From
Equation 8, the correction equals -1/1920 = 0.00052 and the final prediction isE[AF]= 0.0122.

a+Kh2)2

2

47V al

1 ,-* (l-HNf)a2A(l-Kfh2)
''—,
AN) a2P
(l + Kh2)2
1

l

j2

1 i2

2

d 4Nl al

2

and E[ufj]

Relation to Santiago and Caballero (1995):
Equation
36
of
SC95
equals:
1
1
—+

N„=4N,

(l-l/Nf)aA(l-KfhZ)

(!-«/,,)

2 2

4NJa\

4Ni
1

ll(lAn0 d2), 0;0,-l/(V4n„ )].From Ss = aTV(If4(fcvait

±Nm8m + jNfdf
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3

n isthenumber of candidates (Vin„d for siresand
Vm0 for dams) andp is the selected proportion
[l/(l/2n„d) formale offspring andl/(Vin„) forfemale
offspring]. Elements of \„(S).dev aretherefore: \„(m),dev
= [~l/(V2n0d), 0; 0, -d/(V4«„)] andV ^ * , = [-

(l + Kh )

2S„

(.l-VN„)(TA(l-Kmh2)

2 "\

+4QiCis (l+ a , , J + 2 a 0 )

2 2

(l + Kh )

Substituting those expressions into E[AF]=

where Sss. is the variance of family size due to

l

random sampling. Assuming a/j = do = 0 with

2

2

/2NmE[u m] +YiNfE[u f}

andd= Nf/Nm

and using

2

2

a A/a P=h

gives Equation6.

Derivation of Equation 8: With a binomial
distribution of family size, the deviation from a
Poisson variance equals: np(l-p) -np=-np2 ,where
110

2

random mating, and with Poisson family size, fia-=
/VJ'/A/J, S2S.=Ns-/Ns,andSsmj^=0 this reducesto:
\INa = — ^ - [ 2 + 2NJN,- + 4{?C2],
4N,

where s'
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denotes the sex other than s. With E[AF]= l/(8/Vcm)
+ l/(8Ne/) it follows that E[AF] = [l/(8NJ +
2

2

V(SNm)<?C m) + [l/(8ty) + l/(8A^)e C^] =

Q2cl
2

»

4Ni

+

Mi

Q2cj

l
l»f

4N

•+•

'/2W m ^ +a2mQ2C2m] +YiN,\i2f +a)Q2C2f\

4W
where

respectively. The element gu represents the
proportion of selected offspring in category k
descending from parents in category /, and g°
represents the proportion ofcandidates forselection
in category kdescending from parents incategory /
(WOOLUAMS et al. 1999). Therefore, Vn(0dev(/t,Jt)
equals -jn0dplgu

CC2=WN2).
DeviationsofV^s)from Poisson variances: Witha
constant number of selection candidates available per
litter, SjS. is hypergeometric and SC95 use a
binomial

and the conventional gene flow matrix (Go)

approximation,

S2S.=

(Ns-/Ns)[l-

/[gu]2 when the parent isa

male, and -jn0p2gu/[g°]2

when the parent isa

female. Off-diagonal elements of \^t).dev are zero
withbinomial family size.
Example: For N= diag{12,8,15,25), hi = 0.4,

correction of AF equals \/(SANem) + V(&ANj).

and n0 = 4; selected proportions, selection intensities
and variance reduction coefficients are,p = (0.1500
0.1000 0.1875 0.3125), i = (1.5544 1.7546 1.4357
1.1331), K = (0.8051 0.8297 0.7877 0.7306).
Predicted alpha, beta, generation interval and
BULMER'S (1971) equilibrium genetic varianceand

Substituting n„. =NSJNS,the total correction ofAF

heritability are (see BUMA and WOOLLIAMS, 1999 for

(Ns-/(N/i)]. The difference from a Poisson variance
is, AS2S. =- N2/(N2n),

and with als = do=0the

change in effective population size persex equals
ANes = 4NA*S2m/n2m

+ *s\,llt\Y

The

equals -1/(87).

AppendixB

an example of theprediction of a andP),ccT=
(0.01974 0.01454 0.01171 0.00710), p T = (0.02228
0.01829 0.01251 0.00904), L= 1.416, a\ = 0.3355,
h2 =0.3586. The conventional and modified gene

Overlapping Generations

flow matrix are (BUMA and WOOLLIAMS, 1999),

Corrections fordeviations of \n(k) from Poisson
variances: From Equation 1,thecorrection equals
Y%X*«*#* -w h e r e 4 = aTV„Wideva and Vn(t)>dev isa
2c mar x2c mat matrix with deviations of V„^ from
Poisson variances (WOOLLIAMS andBUMA, 1999).
Similartothe caseof discrete generations, deviations
from Poisson variances are-np2, where n is the
number of candidates (}/m,4 for sires and Vin0for
dams) andpisthe selected proportion. The selected
proportion in subclass Id, i.e., among offspring in
category k descending from parents in category I,
equals pu - pkgul g®, where pk is the selected
proportion in category k(pk =n,JT), and gu and g°,
are elements ofthe modified gene flow matrix(G)

"0.3 0.2 0.1875 0.3125"
1 0
G 0=

0

0

0.3 0.2 0.1875 0.3125
0

0

1

0

"0.3245 0.1755 0.2291 0.2709"
G=

0.3276 0.1724 0.2347 0.2653
0.3227 0.1773 0.2258 0.2742
0.3180 0.1820 0.2175 0.2825

For N=diag{12,8,15,25}, there arefour exclusive
categories: 1. males selected both at one and two
years ofage (i.e., the eight highest-ranking males),
for which E[u2s=l] = £[(« j t = 1 +M j t = 2 ) 2 ]-2-males
selected only at one year of age (i.e.,males ranking9
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through 12), for which E[u2s=2] = E(uik=l)2 , 3.
females selected both at one and two year of age
(i.e., the 15 highest-ranking females), for which

U„=E

ut

0

0

0

2ujU 2

u\
0

0
«2

0
0

0

2« 4 M 3

«3

0
0

E[M 2 S = 3 ] = £[(« j j i = 3 +M a = 4 ) 2 ], and 4. females
selected only at two years of age (i.e., females

"0.5589

ranking 16 through 25), for which E[u?s=i] =

0.7868 0.3408

E(uik=i).

io- 3

Summation of expectations of squares

and cross-products over categories s, gives, for
males, i * , ^ , ) = 12£ ( « £ . , ) + 8£(H

2

t=2)

15E(«

2

t=3 )

+ 25E(«

t=4)

=

c

Equation

14,

+ 2xl5£(« a = 3 «,. t = 4 )
E(u2A)

a2

=

+

(l-l/n^/JfaJa-ir.A2)
d {a} - a) +a\ [(1- 1/n,)tf (1-

+
K,h )]/}

Equation

= (15 x 0.01171 + 25 x

is calculated from Equation 15. From
16,

E(ui3ulA)
2

(l-l/n^PsPtald-Kih )

N 0 U 0 1 = 0.0123. Instead of using

ma.<

-jn0dplgll/[g°l]2=

n(l)4ev

0.00710 )/40 = 0.829xl0"4). Similarly, for females
E(u k)

family size is

, one can also use
2%

summations calculated asabove.
Thecorrection for deviations of V„, 'K(S) from Poisson
variances, e.g., for sires in age class one to selected
male offspring in age class two, is Vn(1)dev(2,2) =

,

2

2

with Poisson

, the rate

-0.0477. The full matrix for

siresin ageclassone equals:

2

categories, e.g., a

0
0.1972

2

0.0003897 + 0.0001086 + 0.0000606 = 0.0005589.
(Bars with subscript / denote averages over female
categories weighted by the number of dams in the
2

0

0.0946
0.2393

E(AFY) =f £ n,E{ul) +£ f nsE(ul) with the

(See alsoEquations 11and 12).
From

0

the matrix form of Equation 13

and for females, ^jnsE(uis)
2

r

£(AF,) = | l

4

2x8E(uik=1ulk=2),

0
0

of inbreeding

+

0
0

0

0
0

=

=

a3a4

+

+ a3M(A3-A4]

0.0000831 +0.0000254 +0.0000111=0.0001196.
Using Equation 13 (notice the re-ordering), with
N0 =diag[12,8,25,15} and

=

"-0.1053
0
0
0
0
-0.0477
0
0
0
0
-0.1627
0
0
0
0
-0.4389

The matrices for other age classes are: Vn(2),dev =
diag{-0.0692, -0.0297, -O.1105, -0.3235}, Vn(3)idev
= diag{-0.0672, -0.0313, -0.1020, -0.2629},
Vn(4),dev = diag{-0.0338, -0.0144, -0.0541, 0.15957}. Delta is: 8 T = [-9.554 -6.474 -6.004 3.168]xl0"5 , e.g., Si = aTVn(i),devCX= -9.554xl0" 5 .
The correction factor is X S t " t ^ t = 0.0004,
resulting in AFY = 0.0123 - 0.0004 = 0.0119 and
AFL =LAFy =0.0168 .
Relation to NOMURA (1996): Equation 30 of
NOMURA (1996) equals:
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f
N

=An L

ey,k

k

i
1^
— + — (l-at)
Vkm Vkf
(l+a*)

Pkm Pkf

Note that the denominator is analogous to SC95.
Analogous to SC95,thisreduces toE[AFy] =

j_+e2c2
4ni

4nl

l

+?"/ 4n2,

Q2c)
4n2

where nm and nf are the number of male and female
parents selected from every age class. With
Y,nkak (BLTMA and WOOLLIAMS, 1999)

and,

since in total males and females contribute equally,
c

max

2^max

Y,nmak

~

Ln/ak

<i l follows that \IL =
'£rnax

4n
c

=

Notice that

^ c max

max

Zjak=

4n

a

m and

K=l

S a * = °f< which are the
^=Cmax"'"

expected lifetime genetic contributions for an
average male and for an average female respectively.
Substitution gives E[AFy] = l/2tim\ocl +a2mQ2C2m\+
Vmf\t)+a)Q1C1f\.
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CHAPTER 7

PredictionofRatesofinbreedinginPopulations Selected on
BestLinear UnbiasedPredictionofBreedingValue
Piter Bijma* andJohn A.Woolliams*
*AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,
6700AH Wageningen,TheNetherlandsand ^oslin Institute(Edinburgh),Roslin,MidlothianEH259PS, U.K.
Abstract - Predictions for therate of inbreeding (AF)in populations with discrete generations
undergoing selectiononBestLinearUnbiasedPrediction (BLUP)ofbreeding valueweredeveloped.
Predictionswerebasedontheconceptoflong-termgeneticcontributionsusingarecentlyestablished
relationship between expected contributions and rates of inbreeding and a known procedure for
predictingexpectedcontributions.Expectedcontributionsofindividualswerepredictedusingalinear
model «,(j) = a, + PJS^XI, where s,w denotes the selective advantage as a deviation from the
contemporaries,whichwasthesumofthe breedingvaluesofan ancestorandthebreedingvalueofits
mates. The accuracy of predictions was evaluated for a wide range of population and genetic
parameters.Accurate predictions wereobtainedforpopulations of5 upto20sires.For 20upto 80
siressystematicunderpredictionofon average 11% wasfound, whichwasshowntoberelatedto the
goodnessoffitofthe linearmodel.Usingsimulation,itwasshownthataquadraticmodelwouldgive
accuratepredictionsforthoseschemes.Furthermore,itwasshownthat,contrarytorandomselection,
AFless than halved when thenumber ofparents wasdoubled, andthat in specific cases, AF may
increasewiththenumberofdams.

I

n genetic evaluation of individuals, Best
Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP)
(HENDERSON 1963, 1975) of additive genetic
merit is an increasingly applied procedure ina
variety of fields. Though developed in the
context of livestock breeding programs, BLUP
is nowbecoming anintegral component of tree
breeding (KERR, 1998)and has recently been
introduced into fish breeding (GJ0EN and
GJERDE, 1998). The BLUP procedure utilizes
information of all relatives in an optimal way,
to give themost accurate prediction of additive
genetic merit. BLUP, therefore, hasbecomethe
method ofchoiceforestimating breeding values

Geneticsinpress

of individuals from field records of large and
complex pedigrees (LYNCH and WALSH, 1998).

Selection on breeding values estimated using
BLUP allows for increased genetic selection
differentials and gives the highest response
from a single cycle of selection (GOFFINET,
1983). For this reason, truncation selection on
BLUP of additive genetic merit hasoften been
regarded as the optimal selection procedure
(e.g.,JAMES,1987).
In most selections schemes however, a
balance needs to be found between short term
and long-term selection response. Selection
schemes that maximize short term responseby
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utilizing all available information generally lead
to increased rates of inbreeding (e.g.,
ROBERTSON, 1961;VERRIER et al. 1993). High
rates of inbreeding (i.e., small effective
population size) cause a decrease of genetic
variation and a decreased accumulation of
mutational variance (e.g., LYNCH and HILL,
1986; KEIGHTLEY and Hnx, 1987), resulting in
a reduction of long-term selection response and
fitness. To safeguard the genetic variation of the
population in the long-term, the rate of
inbreeding needs to be restricted to an
acceptable level. Therefore, besides the
expected selection response, one needs to know
the expected rate of inbreeding before being
able to choose among breeding schemes. This
requires a method for predicting rates of
inbreeding in populations undergoing BLUP
selection, which iscurrently lacking.
The rate of inbreeding (AF) is proportional to
the sum of squared long-term genetic
contributions, and therefore, AF can be
predicted using long-term genetic contributions
(WRAY and THOMPSON, 1990). WRAY and
THOMPSON
(1990)
obtained
accurate
predictions of AF for populations undergoing
mass selection. However, their method was
complicated due to the iterative nature of the
prediction procedure and the need for
predicting the variance of long-term genetic
contributions.
Recently,
using
long-term
genetic
contributions, a general procedure to predict
rates of inbreeding in selected populations was
developed by WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) and
WOOLLIAMSandBUMA (1999), simplifying and
generalizing the approach of WRAY and
116

(1990). Using that procedure,
BUMA et al. (1999) developed predictions of
AFfor populations with discrete or overlapping
generations and mass selection. WOOLLIAMS
and BUMA (1999) developed predictions for
populations with discrete generations and sibindex selection.
THOMPSON

The current article extends the procedure for
predicting AF to populations with discrete
generations that are selected on BLUP of
additive genetic merit, using the general
approach of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) and
WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999). Predictions of
AF for BLUP selection have not been
developed before. The accuracy of predictions
will be evaluated by comparing predictions to
rates of inbreeding observed in simulated data.
Furthermore, it will be shown that, with BLUP
selection, the relationship between AF and the
size of the breeding scheme and between AF
and the mating ratio differs qualitatively from
those relationships with random selection.
Finally, in DISCUSSION, the current prediction
method will be compared to an extension of the
method of BURROWS (1984a,b).

DerivationofExpressions
Population structure: This section describes
the trait and the population structure for which
ratesof inbreeding willbe predicted. The model
described inthis section will also be used in the
simulations (See also BUMA et al. (1999) for
details on the simulation procedure). Table 1
shows the notation that will be used. The
infinitesimal model is assumed. Phenotypic
values were the sum of additive genetic values
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TABLE l.-Notationused

X

Numberofsires,number of dams,matingratio d= N/Nm
Number of offspring born perdam,total number of candidates
Selected proportion and standardized truncation point for sexx
Selection intensity,variancereduction coefficient for sexx
Subscript,x=mor/denoting malesor females

P,A, A
b, x,

Phenotype,breeding value,estimatedbreeding value (EBV)
6x1 vector of index weights,6x1 vector of index information sources

Nm, Nfi d
n0,T
Px,'x
lx> *x

^•2

~2

Additive geneticvariance,varianceof A
Accuracy of selection, heritability

PFS' PHS

Sample correlation between EBVsof full sibs,andbetween EBVsofhalf sibs

AF. rKx)

Rateofinbreeding, long termgenetic contribution ofindividual;of sexx

s

Kx)>

CT

I(I)

Selective advantage of individual iof sexx, variance of j , w

u

Expectation ofr^ conditional on J ; W

<%.&

Linear model for «, w =0^+ @xSj,x^

n,n^

2x2-matrix of regression coefficients of^offspringon S^^M, elementof II
2x2 matrixof regression coefficients ofthenumberof selected offspring on iparent
Element ofA,expected numberofoffspring ofsexyselected from parent ofsexx
2x2 matrixof variance of family size,deviation of V„ wfrom Poisson variance
correction termneeded when AV„W* 0,seeEquations 1and9

Kx)

A
V„(;c), AV„W

4

(breeding values) andenvironmental values,P
2

=A +E.Heritability was h =a\la\

, where

a\ isthe additive genetic variance and a\ is
thephenotypic variance.
A population with discrete generationswas
modeled. Each generation, YiT male selection
candidates and VzT female selection candidates
were ranked on the BLUP of their breeding
value (i.e., the estimated breeding value,
denoted as A) and the highest ranking Afm
males and Nf females were selected tobecome
sires and damsofthe next generation. Each sire
was mated at random tod =N/Nm dams, and
each dam produced n0 offspring (Ym0 of each

sex). Thetotal number of offspring bornper
generation equaled therefore, T=n„Nf, sothat
selected proportions were,pm = \l{Vmad) and pf
= \l{Vm0). Selection andmating were iterated
until equilibrium genetic variances (BULMER,
1971) were reached (SeeAPPENDIX A). The
current prediction uses those equilibrium
genetic variances.
Pseudo BLUP selection index: To enable
deterministic prediction ofAF, BLUP selection
will be approximated by the pseudo-BLUP
selection index ofWRAY and HUX (1989).As
shown by WRAY and Hnx (1989),this selection
index analogy of BLUP very closely
approximates trueBLUP selection. Thepseudo117
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BLUP index was simplified by using an
orthogonal
re-parameterization
of
the
information sources, so that most information
sources are independent. (The re-parameterized
index is a BLUP analogy of the WRAY et al.
1994 sib index). The advantage is that the
(co)variance matrix of the information sources
contains only a few non-zero elements. The reparameterized index for the Ith candidate is, A\
T

T

= b Xj, where denotes the transpose, Aj is the
EBV, b is a (6x1) vector of weights and x, is a
6x1 vector of information sources for the j ,th
candidate. Information sources in x, were: 1.
A„ 2. (Ad-Ad),

3. Ad,

4. PHS, 5.

(PFS-PHS) and 6. (Pt-PFS), where As is the
EBV of the sireof i, Ad is theEBV of the dam
of i, Ad is the average EBV of the d dams
mated tothe sire, PHS is thephenotypic average
of the n0d half-sibs of i (including i and its fullsibs), PFS is the phenotypic average of the n0
full-sibs of i (including i) and Pt is the
phenotype of candidate i.Information sources 1
and 4, 3 and 4, and 2 and 5 are correlated, the
others are mutually independent. Iterative
equations for calculating index weights, the
accuracy of selection (p), the correlation
between estimated breeding values of full sibs
and of half sibs (intraclass correlation, pFS and
pHS, where the bars denote the finite sample
mean) and equilibrium variances
1971)are given inAPPENDIXA.

(BULMER,

Prediction of rates of inbreeding
General: The prediction method isbased onthe
concept of long-term genetic contributions. The
long-term genetic contribution (r,) of ancestor i
in generation tj is defined as the proportion of
genes from i that are present in individuals in
generation t2deriving by descent from i, where
(t2-ti) -» °° (WOOLLIAMS et al. 1993). In the
remainder of this article, long-term genetic
contributions are referred to as "genetic
contributions", orjust "contributions".
Rates of inbreeding were predicted from
(WOOLLIAMSandBUMA,1999),
E(AF) = i

k

^

^

+A^E,^,,)]

+i k A + V v ]

whereEsdenotes theexpectation with respect to
the selective advantage, MiW is the expected
genetic contribution of a parent of sex x
conditional on its selective advantage J, W (i.e.,
Ufa) =E[r,-w|jiW]) and 8X is a term to correct the
prediction of AF for deviations of the variance
of family size (V„ w , where x = m or f)
conditional on the selective advantage from
independent Poisson variances. (The second
term of Equation 1will be referred to as "term
for deviations from Poisson".) Throughout the
article, family size refers to the number of
selected offspring of aparent, notto thenumber
of selection candidates. The selective advantage
may consist of any term that affects the longtermgenetic contribution of an ancestor (i.e.,by
affecting selection of its offspring or of more
distant descendants), e.g., it can be the breeding
value.
To compute Equation 1, one needs to decide
which elements should be included in the
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selective advantage. In the current prediction,
the selective advantage of an individual will be
the sum of its breeding value and the breeding
values of its mate(s), though other choices are
possible (seeDISCUSSION).With mass selection,
a selective advantage consisting of linear terms
of the breeding value is sufficient to accurately
predict AF (BUMAetal. 1999).However, when
more emphasis is placed on family information,
higher order terms may be required as observed
by WOOLLIAMS and BUMA(1999) for selection
on a sib index. Therefore, two models will be
evaluated. First, the long-term genetic
contribution will be a linear function of the
breeding value, denoted "linear model".
Second, the long-term genetic contribution will
be a quadratic function of the breeding value,
denoted "quadratic model". For the quadratic
model, components of Equation 1 will be
estimated from simulated data, i.e., no fully
deterministic prediction will be presented for
thequadratic model.
For the linear model, rates of inbreeding will
be predicted in three steps. First, expected
genetic contributions (M,W) will be predicted
using the method of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999).
Second, E s(uj(x)) willbederived which enables
calculation of the first term of Equation 1.
Finally, Sm and 6}will be derived, giving the
termfor deviations from Poisson.
Linear model: In the linear model the
selective advantage of sires was
S

Hm) ~(4(m) + 4 ) (4(m) + 4 )'

(2)

whereA,(m)is thebreeding valueof sire i, Ad is

to sire i and the second term represents
subtraction of the average. For dams the
selective was

*/(/) = K4(/>+4 ) - (Am +4 ) ] .

(3)

where As is the breeding value of the sire (i.e.,
the mate of dam i). Note that i,(m) and j , - w are
zeroonaverage.
Step 1, prediction of expected contributions:
Expected contributions (ui(x)) were predicted by
linear regression onthe selective advantage. For
both sexesthemodel was
" , « = E(r iU) \si(x)) =

ax+Pxsi(

(4)

»•

With discrete generations, <%„ = l/(2Nm) and
Of= V{2Nf) always. Solutions for fim and fy
were obtained from a simplified form of
equation 7b and 8 of WOOLLIAMSet al. (1999)
[since with discrete generations the gene-flow
matrix can be replaced by Vi,see WOOLLIAMS
etal. (1999)],
~NmPm
N

fPf

=(i 2 -in T )"(|A T )

Nmam
Nfaf

,(5)

where I 2 is the 2x2 identity matrix, II is a 2x2
matrix of regression coefficients Tt^,being the
regression coefficient of s^) of a selected
offspring of sex x on sjw of its parent of sex v
(e.g.,U\2 istheregression coefficient of5l(m)ofa
selected male offspring on sj^ of its dam),A is
a 2x2 matrix of regression coefficients X^,
being the regression coefficient of the number
of selected offspring of sex x on Sj,yof the
parent of sex v(e.g.,A21 is the regression of the
number of selected female offspring on siim) of
their sire). Matrices II and A are calculated

the average breeding valueof thed dams mated
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the parent on the contribution of an offspring is
ignored. This effect can be included by using
[seeequation 25 through 27 of WOOLLIAMS and
BUMA(1999)]

using the method of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999)
asoutlined inAPPENDIXBof thecurrent article.
Step 2, derivation of Es(uf{x)):

Since all

terms of the selective advantage are expressed
as a deviation from their mean, expectations of

<5*=Eiu* ( T x) AV,, u)j u; ( J

squares are equal to variances, so that E( s^x))
= o"j (x) . Therefore, squaring Equation 4 and
taking expectations gives

E,(«?(X))=«,2 + # < , , .

(6)

+

(\-kfp2)ld](\-\INm)
(7)

ol„ =
'!(/)

where u £ , = («)<«>•"/</))*• with u]iy) =
E(r;wls'«> J ' s offspring of i), which is the
expected contribution of selected offspring j of
sexy given the selective advantage of its parent
i of sex x. The terms u*(x) and AV„W,, will be

andfrom Equation 2and3,
o]{m) =o\[(l-kmp2)

(9)

a2A[(l-kmP2)(l-l/NJ

assumed independent and u* w is calculated
from
*i(x)

af+PfnfislM

(10)

2

+(l-]fc / p )(l-l/tf / )] (8)
where kx is PEARSON'S (1903) variance
reduction coefficient (FALCONER and MACKAY,
1996,p. 201).
Step 3, calculation of Sm and 8j: The term for
deviations from Poisson (i.e., the second term
of Equation 1)requires the calculation of Sx. As
an approximation, WOOLLIAMS and BlJMA
(1999) and BUMA et al. (1999) used 5, =
a T AV„ w a, where a T = (c^ 00 and AV„W is the
2x2 matrix of deviations of the variance of
family size from Poisson variances. For
example, AV„(m)(l,l) is the deviation of the
variance of the number of selected male
offspring of a sire from the Poisson variance,
and AV„(m)(l,2) is the covariance between the
number of selected male and female offspring.
The above approximation for 5Xaccounts only
for the average contribution of an offspring
(i.e., a). Theeffect of theselective advantageof
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where n, as defined in Equation 7, represents
the transfer of the selective advantage from the
parent tothe offspring.
Equation 10requires thecalculation of AV„W.
With fixed n0, family size follows a correlated
hypergeometric distribution and the variance of
family size can be approximated using a result
of BURROWS(1984a,b) as described in detail in
appendix E of WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999).
Here we will only outline the concept for a
single sex without giving the derivation.
Detailed equations aregiven in APPENDIXB.
In general, variance of family size equals
Var(n,) = E[n, 2 ] - E[n,]2, where n, denotes
family size after selection, conditional on the
selective advantage of the parent. Diagonal
elements of V„ w represent the variance of the
number of selected offspring of aparticular sex,
and, with n,~Poisson, Var(nj) = E(«;), so that
deviations from Poisson variances are,
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AV l l C t ) =E I {E[ii i 2 ]-E[n j ] 2 -E[fiJ}
= EI(E[«j(nrl)])-EI(E[nJ2}.

(11)

Off-diagonal elements of V„ w represent the
covariance between the number of selected
male and female offspring and are obtained
following thesameapproach asfor the diagonal
elements (APPENDIXB).

selection intensities and variance reduction
coefficients were re-calculated using px^ and
used inthecalculation of R(px, py, pfam).
In Equation 11, the second term, E s {E[n,] 2 },
denotes the expectation of the square of the
expected number of selected offspring given the
selective advantage, which can be obtained

The first term of Equation 11 is (BURROWS,
1984a)

from E,{E[nJ 2 } = Es{ [n(l+As)] 2 } where n

E,{E[n,(i!,-l)]}*

selected per parent (e.g., n = 1 male offspring

[n(n-l)N(N-l)]/[T(T-l)R(p,

pfam)],

(12)

is the overall expected number of offspring
per sire and n = d female offspring per sire
sincepopulation size isconstant over time),and

where n is the number of candidates per family,
N is the total number selected, T is the total
number of candidates and R(p, pfam) isthe ratio

As represents the change of the number of

of the probability of selecting two arbitrary
candidates over the probability of selecting two
family members, where p is the selected
proportion and pfam
is the intra-class

The extension of Equations 11and 13to two
sexes and a hierarchical mating structure is
described in detail in appendix E of
WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999). The resulting
equations for calculating AV„W used in the
current prediction, an example of computation
and more details on the calculation of Equation
9 and 10areinAPPENDIX B.

correlation between family members. The
probability of selecting two family members
can be approximated using a result of MENDEL
and ELSTON (1974) (See APPENDIX B). WRAY
et al. (1990) observed that Equation 12 gives
substantial bias in cases where the number of
parents is small compared to the number of
offspring per parent, and suggested to adjust the
selected proportion,
Pxrti ~ ( I "Pfam )Px + Pfammax(p„lWm). (13)
Thereasoning behind this correction isthat with
large pfam selection moves towards between
family selection and px^ is a weighted sum of
theoriginal selected proportion and the selected
proportion when selectingbetween families. For
schemes with few parents (Nm = 5 or 10),

selected offspring

due to the selective

advantage of the parent.

Quadratic model: With the quadratic model,
the selective advantage consists of two terms.
For sires, s\m) = (siM sit2), where
S

M=(A(m)+^)-(^+^)
2

^ , 2 ~ Si,l

(14)

—

2~
i,l

S

(15)

ams, s^(/) = (i,,3,siA), where
Si,3=(As+Ad)-(As+Ad)

(16)

2
•^',4 — J j,3

(17)

2
^1,3
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T A B L E 2. -Rates of inbreeding from simulation (AFSim)andcorresponding prediction errors"

n„ = 4

fora population with 10siresb

n„= 16

h2

£FsimC

error%

20

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

0.0347
0.0323
0.0289
0.0253

-8
-4
-5
-5

0.0917
0.0794
0.0623
0.0474

+11
+8
+0
-A

100

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

0.0378
0.0333
0.0269
0.0224

-4
-4
-5
-5

0.0700
0.0609
0.0452
0.0341

-1
-9
-10
-10

Nf

AFsim

error%

"Predictions wereobtained usingp«.dj(Equation 13)hN/=number ofdams; /i2=initialheritability;ne =numberof offspring per
dam,error*= 100%x (AF,^ - AF^/AF,^; AFpred=predicted rateofinbreeding from Equation 1 with linearmodel.
'Standard errorsofAFSimwere< 1%oftheestimate.

For thequadratic model, components needed to
compute Equation 1 were estimated from
simulated data.For stepone, P wasestimated as
the multiple regression of the long-term
contribution of ancestors on their selective
advantage (e.g., for sires,

P(rm)=

(j3,, ft) was

the multiple regression of the long-term
contribution of sires on .s u and sii2). For step
two, the (co)variance matrix of s^i through j i 4
was estimated from the simulated data and the
first term of Equation 1 was calculated
analogous to Equations 6. For step three, V„ w
and A were estimated from simulated data and
the term for deviations from Poisson was
calculated analogous toEquations 9and 10.

Results
Accuracyof predictions
Linear model: For the linear model, the
accuracy of predictions was tested over a wide
range of values. All combination of Nm=5, 10,
20, 40, 60 or 80;d = 1, 2, 3,5 or 10;n„ = 4, 8
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or 16 and h2 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6 were
evaluated (due to computational restrictions, Nf
was restricted to be < 200, e.g., for Nm= 80,
onlyd=1 andd= 2wereevaluated).
Three different ranges of results could be
identified, exemplified in Tables 2 to 4. First,
despite very large rates of inbreeding (up to
12.5%), accurate predictions were obtained for
schemes withNm=5 or 10(Table 2).For those
schemes, the term for deviations from Poisson
was calculated using adjusted selected
proportions according to Equation 13. The
maximum relative error encountered for
schemes with Nm - 5 or 10 was 12%, which
occurred with Nm=5, d =2, h2 =0.1 and n0=
16. For schemes with Nm=5 or 10 the average
relative error was - 2 % and the standard
deviation of therelativeerror was5%.
Second, arangewith accuratepredictions was
found for Nm = 20, (see Table 3). For the
schemes in Table 3, most errors were negative
with a maximum of -9%. For Nm=20, d = 10,
n0 = 16 and h2 = 0.1 (data not shown) an
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TABLE 3.- - Ratesof inbreeding from simulation (Aftim) andcorresponding prediction errors*

n0 = 4
1

Nt
20

40

60

100

for apopul ationwith 20 sires
n„= 8

h

&Fsimc

error%

AFsimc

Error%

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

0.0182
0.0174
0.0158
0.0143

-5
-2
-1
-2
-9
-5
-5
-5
-9
-6
-5
-4
-7
-6
-6
-6

0.0393
0.0359
0.0295
0.0239

-2
-3
-4
-6
-3
-3
-6
-9
-2
-4
-5
-7
3
-2
-5
-7

0.0184
0.0171
0.0151
0.0130
0.0188
0.0172
0.0146
0.0123
0.0199
0.0178
0.0145
0.0121

0.0361
0.0314
0.0251
0.0201
0.0350
0.0305
0.0230
0.0181
0.0347
0.0294
0.0220
0.0168

/V/, numberof dams;h1,initialheritability; n„numberofoffspring per dam;*error%= 100%x (AFpred- Afjtal)/AFsto;AFp«d=
predicted rateofinbreeding from Equation 1 withlinearmodel.'Standarderrorsof AFjim were< 1%of theestimate.

overprediction of 37% was encountered which
was due to bias in Equation (12) and was
reduced to -13% whenpxaij (Equation 13) was
used. Note that this is an extreme scheme (i.e.,
im = 2.59, pFS = 0.86, pHS = 0.59, AFsim=
0.0495).

Table 4). However, this did not remove the
underprediction. This indicates that components
of Equation 1were predicted accurately for the
linear model,butthe linear model is insufficient
for predicting AF whenthenumber of parents is
large,irrespective of AF.

Third, underpredictions were found for
schemes with many sires and n0 = 8 or 16.
Table4 showstheprediction errors forNm=80,
d = 2 and n0 = 16, where errors up to -19%
were found. These were the largest errors
encountered throughout the whole range
evaluated. To identify the origin of the
underprediction, components of Equation 1
were estimated from simulated data (for the
linear model) and AF was predicted from
Equation 1 using those estimates (See also

The accuracy of predictions for schemes that
are not included in Table 2, 3 or 4 showed
values in the range of the schemes presented in
theTables.For example for Nm= 40,d =2 and
n0 =4, predictions errors were -9%,-7%, - 3 %
and -5% for h2 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6
respectively. The average error for schemes
withNm> 40was-10%.
Contribution of the termfor deviations from
Poisson to E[AF]: The prediction procedure
would be simplified considerably if the term for
deviations from Poisson could be ignored or
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T A B L E 4 . - Rates of inbreeding from simulation
(AFsim) and corresponding prediction errors for a
population with 80 sires, 160 dams and 16 offspring
per dam

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

AFA.

error%°

Error%"

0.0210
0.0171
0.0114
0.0079

-17
-19
-17
-15

-19
-19
-16
-12

/i2, initial heritability; * error from full prediction, b error
with components of Equation 1 estimated from
simulation; error% = 100% x (AFp™d - A F ^ y A F ^ ;
AFp,cd, predicted rate of inbreeding from Equation 1
with linear model. 'Standard errors of AFsim were < 1%
of the estimate.

simplified. Therefore, AF was predicted
omitting this term. Prediction errors in Table 5
reveal that the term for deviations from Poisson
showed positive values in most cases and
became very large for schemes with large n0
and low h2. For the schemes in Table 5, the
term for deviations from Poisson contributed up
to 55% of the total value. For Nm>20,no- 16
and h2 = 0.1 (data not shown) even larger
contributions were found. These results show
that the term for deviations from Poisson needs
to be included. The large values of the term for
deviations from Poisson are due to remaining
correlations between selection probabilities of
sibsafter conditioning onthe linear effect of the
selective advantage (SeeDISCUSSION).
We investigated whether the term for
deviations from Poisson can be simplified by
ignoring any terms due to /3, in which case
Equation B32 and B33 can be omitted.
However, this increased the underprediction for
schemes with Nm> 20, n0 = 16 and h2 = 0.1 or
0.2, by approx. 8% and 4% respectively. For
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TABLE5.-Rates of inbreeding from simulation (AFsim) and
corresponding prediction errors with (error%a) or without
(error%b) thecorrection for deviations from Poisson

16

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

AFsil

error%"

error%

0.0184
0.0171
0.0151
0.0130
0.0602
0.0511
0.0374
0.0280

-9
-6
-6
-5
+9
+2
-4
-9

-25
-14
-4
+5
-52
-42
-32
-24

For Nm= 20, Nf = 40; A2, initial heritability; n„ number of
offspring per dam;,berror% = 100% x ( A F ^ - AF^/AF,,™;
'StandarderrorsofAFsimwere< 1%oftheestimate.

example, for the schemes in Table 4, prediction
errors became -25%, -23%,-18% and -16%.
For schemes with n0 =4 or schemes with h2>
0.2 prediction errors wereonly slightly affected.
Therefore, Equation B32 and B33 are required
only for schemes with n0 >4,Nm>20 and h2<
0.2.
Quadratic model: For schemes where the
linear model showed underprediction, AF was
predicted using the quadratic model with
components of Equation 1 estimated from
simulation. Table 6 shows results for the same
TABLE 6.-Rates of inbreeding from simulation (AFSjm)
and corresponding prediction error for the quadratic
model with 80 sires, 160dams and 16offspring per dam
h2

AFsim"

error%

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

0.0210
0.0171
0.0114
0.0079

-7
-6
-5
-4

h2, initial heritability; error% = 100% x (AFp™d AF!im)/AF,im; AFpred, predicted rate of inbreeding with
components of Equation 1 estimated from simulation.
"Standard errors of AF,imwere < 1%of the estimate.
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FIGURE l.-Relation between the genetic contribution
(/-,(„,)) and the selective advantage (ii(m)) for sires, with
N„= 20, d =2, h2 = 0.4 and n„ = 4
linear model;
, quadratic model; o, observed in simulated data.
NotethatSi,(m)is insd units.

FIGURE 2.-Relation between the genetic contribution
(n<m))and the selective advantage (si(m)) for sires, withNm
= 20, d = 2, h2 = 0.4 and n„= 16
, linear model;
•, quadratic model; Q, observed in simulated data.
Note that s,(m) is insd units.

schemes as in Table 4, which reveals a
reduction of the prediction error from a
maximum of -19% for the linear model to a
maximum of - 7 % for the quadratic model. For
schemes with Nm > 40, the average relative
error wasonly- 2 %with a standard deviation of
3% for the quadratic model, whereas for the
linear model the average relative error was
- 1 1 % with astandard deviation of5%.

the linear and the quadratic fit and the linear
model showed only - 3 % error. (Approx.95%of
the individuals was within ± 2sd, so deviations
outside this range have limited impact). For n0
= 16 (Figure 2) there is substantial nonlinearity, the quadratic fit is better than the
linear fit (e.g., the linear model assigned
negative contributions toallindividuals below 0.8 sd.). For this scheme the linear prediction
showed -17% error vs. - 6 % for the quadratic
model.

Goodness of fit: Figure 1 and 2 show the
relationship between the selective advantage
(5,(m)) and the genetic contribution for sires,
from thelinear model,from thequadratic model
and the relationship observed in the simulated
data, for Nm=80,d =2, h2 =0.4 and n0 =4 or
16. For the linear model, predicted j8 was
almost identical to /? estimated from the
simulations and, therefore, only the predicted
relationship ispresented. For n0 =4 (Figure 1),
there is a relatively small difference between

Comparing Figure 1 and 2 shows that with
increasing selection intensity, the contributions
are increasingly affected by the selective
advantage (i.e., the slope of the linear fit
increases) and that for positive values of the
selective advantage the slope becomes steeper,
whereas for negative values the slope becomes
flatter. For example, for n0 - 16,all individuals
with a negative selective advantage are
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TABLE 7.-Relation between the rate of inbreeding
(AFsim)and thenumber of parents
/i2 = 0.1

n0 = 16

h2 =0.6, rc„ = 4

Nm

AFsimb

Red."

AFsimb

Red."

5
10
20
40
80

0.1252
0.0917
0.0602
0.0364
0.0210

0.27
0.34
0.40
0.42

0.0483
0.0253
0.0130
0.0066
0.0033

0.48
0.49
0.49
0.50

-

For a mating ratio of 2; Nm, number of sires; h2, initial
heritability; n0, number of offspring per dam; "Red =
reduction, e.g. (0.1252-O.0917)/0.1252 = 0.27;
b
Standarderrorsof AFslmwere< 1%of theestimate.

expected to make the same (i.e., almost zero)
genetic contribution, whereas for individuals
with a positive selective advantage the genetic
contribution increases rapidly with the selective
advantage. For the schemes in Figure 1 and 2,
respectively 31% and 68% of the selected sires
made no long-term contribution at all. For low
heritabilities the non-linearity was even more
extreme, e.g., for Nm = 80, Nf = 160, n0 = 16
and h2 = 0.1, 83%of the selected sires had zero
long-term contribution. (The linear model
predicted negative contributions for approx.
20% of the sires). Not surprisingly, this scheme
gives an extremely large rate of inbreeding,
AFsim = 0.0210 (Table 4), almost the 10-fold of
random selection and 6.6 times the rate of
inbreeding withmass selection.

RelationshipbetweenAFandpopulation
parameters
Relationship between AF and the number of
parents: Table 7 shows the relationship
between AF and the number of sires, for d = 2.
In the absence of selection, E(AF) = V(8Nm) +
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l/(&Nf) (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996),
showing that, in the absence of selection, the
rate of inbreeding halves when the number of
parents is doubled. However, for BLUP
selection with h2 = 0.2 and n0= 16, the rate of
inbreeding less than halves when doubling the
number of parents. For example, when Nm
increased from 5 to 10, AF reduced by only
27%. For h2 = 0.6 and n0 =4 thereduction was
closer to 50%. SANTIAGO and CABALLERO
(1995) observed a similar pattern for mass
selection,butheretheeffect ismuch larger.
The difference in the effect of doubling the
number of parents with and without selection is
due to the effect of a finite number of families
on the intraclass correlation between sibs and
on the variance of family size. For example,
whenNmdecreased from 80 to 5,the intra-class
correlations between sibs decreased from pFS
=0.86 and pm =0.55 to pFS = 0.78 and pHS
= 0.40 for schemes with h2 = 0.1 and n0 = 16.
Thisreduction of the intra-class correlation was
accurately predicted using the current method
(equations APPENDIX A). Additionally, for
schemes withNm=5or 10,thecorrection of the
selected proportions (Equation 16) further
reduces V„ w and this reduction is greater with
higher intra-class correlation, which reduces AF
proportionally more for schemes with large
emphasis on family information (i.e., large n0
and low h2). For such schemes, increasing the
number of parents is an inefficient way of
reducingAF.
Relationship between AF and mating ratio:
With random selection, AF decreases when the
number of sires is kept constant and the number
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the terms due todams (i.e., Nfi[ ufif)] and Nj8f,

0.04 -|
AF

I

0.03 -

0.02 ;
[

"^S—a-

0.01 -

1

4

d

7

10

FIGURE3.-Relation between therate of inbreeding(AF)
and the mating ratio (d) for Nm = 20
, random
selection; —n—, na = 4, h2 = 0.6;—x—, n0 = 4,h2=
0.1;—A—, n„=16,h2 =0.6.

of dams is increased. BUMA and WOOLLIAMS
(1999) found a similar pattern for mass
selection. Figure 3 shows the relationship
between AF and the mating ratio for BLUP
selection with Nm = 20. (Note that n0 remains
constant.) The dotted line represents random
selection with AF = l/(8Nm) + l/(8iv» and
serves as a reference. Surprisingly, for n0 =4
and h2=0.1,Figure 3shows anincrease ofAF
when Nf increases. This increase is duetoan
increased male selection intensity when d
increases, i.e.,ford=l,pm =20/(20x1x4x54)=
0.5 -» i„=0.798, whereasford= 10, pm =0.05
—* im=2.063. Anincreased selection intensity
results inanincreased A(see Equations B1 and
B3) which increases the term E(w,2(m)) in
Equation 1. Additionally, decreased selected
proportions result in an increased variance of
family size, increasing 8m. Together, both
effects more than compensate thereduction of

which are approx. proportional to 1/Nf)for
schemes with lowh2 andlown0. For high h2,
the effect of selection intensity on the rate of
inbreeding is smaller and consequently there
was only a small effect of d onAFfor n0 =4
and h2 = 0.6. For n0 = 16 and h2 = 0.6the
relationship was similar to random selection.
For schemes with high n0, selection intensity
among malesisalready reasonably large, so the
increase ofim withdislimited. Therefore, those
schemes showed a decrease of AF with
increasing d {e.g., this wasfound for Nm= 20,
n0 = 16andh2 =0.1, data not shown). When
instead ofn0 thetotal number of offspring was
kept constant [i.e.,by using n0 = T/(N„fIj], the
rate of inbreeding always decreased with
increasingd.

Discussion
This article haspresented a method to predict
rates of inbreeding inpopulations with discrete
generations undergoing BLUP selection, which
hasnotbeenpossibleuptill now.The methodis
based on the concept of long-term genetic
contributions (WRAY and THOMPSON, 1990),
using the recently established relationship
between rates of inbreeding and expected
genetic contributions (WOOLLIAMS and BUMA,

1999) and the method of WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999) for predicting expected genetic
contributions.
Quantitative genetics theory: The results
have verified the theory developed by
WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999), showing that
the simple form of the relationship betweenAF
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and expected contributions derived in that
article for random mating can be applied to
challenging selection indices. Examination of
the results showed that this relation (i.e.,
Equation 1) was accurate over a range of AF
from 0.3 to 12.5%. Even where significant
errors were encountered, further examination
showed that Equation 1remained accurate, and
that the inaccuracies were due to inadequate
parameterization of the models used to
implement Equation 1. The issues surrounding
theparameterization arediscussed later.
Combining the theory of WOOLLIAMS and
BUMA (1999) and WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999)
enables a general approach to the prediction of
rates of inbreeding in selected populations,
because it allows for a general model for the
inheritance of selective advantage (i.e., IT) and
accounts for all generations of inheritance of
selective advantage. SANTIAGOandCABALLERO
(1995) developed predictions of AF for mass
selection, using the proportion of additive
genetic variance transmitted to offspring as a
model for the inheritance of selective
advantage. With BLUP or various other
selection strategies (e.g., sib-index selection,
see WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 1999), however,
the proportion of genetic variation transmitted
to offspring is insufficient to model the
inheritance of selectiveadvantage.
Other methods, for example the method of
BURROWS (1984a,b), have accounted for only a

single generation of inheritance of selective
advantage and, therefore, systematically
underpredict AF (WRAY et al. 1990). This can
be illustrated by extending the method of
BURROWS (1984a,b) to BLUP selection and
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TABLE8.-Predictionerrors(%)ofratesofinbreedingfroman
extensionofBurrow's methodfor apopulation with20sires*
h2

n0 =4

n0 = 8

40

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

-24
-23
-21
-16

-26
-23
-22
-20

100

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

-25
-24
-20
-17

-20
-20
-18
-16

Nf

"valuesare 100%x (AFp^- AF^/AF^m, for corresponding
AFsimseeTable3;Nf,numberofdams;ft2,initialheritability;
n„,numberofoffspring perdam.

two sexes (APPENDIX C), which shows a
systematic underprediction of on average -16%
for Nm= 20 (Table 8) to-28% for Nm= 80 (not
shown). WRAY et al. (1990) investigated
methods accounting for two generations
inheritance of selective advantage. Those
methods, however, still rely on simulation to
calculatethevarianceoffamily size.
The application of the theory of WOOLLIAMS
and BUMA(1999) to BLUP selection brings our
understanding of the forces governing the rate
of loss of genetic variation in selected
populations into line with our ability to carry
out genetic evaluations within populations.
However, MEUWISSEN (1997) and GRUNDY et
al. (1998) have shown that a higher selection
response over the medium to long term at the
same rate of loss of genetic variation may be
obtained by using a quadratic index. In such
indices, the rate of inbreeding is constrained
directly and does not require prediction.
However, for such selection indices, only
approximate predictions of rates of gain are
available (GRUNDY et al. 1998) and it would
seem that, in order to keep pace with the
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development
of
breeding
technology,
quantitative genetic theory may need to return
totheproblem of predicting rates of gain, rather
than ratesof inbreeding.
Execution of the methods: In all prediction
methods, the models frequently have to strike a
balance between simplicity of concept
execution and accuracy. In this article, the
simplicity of concept lies intheformulae for AF
and the methods used for their execution being
based on regression models that are established
within standard selection index theory. The high
rates of inbreeding and the high intraclass
correlations of sibs tested the predictive
methods tothe full.
The principle decision affecting the execution
is the choice of the selective advantage. This
involves two issues, first what components are
included in the set of selective advantages and
second, whether a linear component is
sufficient. Ideally, the selective advantage
should account for all covariances between
selection probabilities of sibs, so that (i) offdiagonal elements of AV„W are zero and the
term for deviations from Poisson simplifies to
-1/(87) with constant n„ (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 1999), and (if) generations are
independent.
To make selection probabilities of sibs
independent, a natural way forward is to
condition on selective advantages so as to
remove any covariance between EBVs of sibs.
With sib-index or BLUP selection, removing
covariances between EBVs of sibs involves
more than conditioning only on the breeding
value of the parent, because the average
environmental effect of full and half-sib

2.0

-0.5

J

FIGURE 4.-Relation between selection score (Sj^j) and
estimated breeding value (A) for a selected proportion of
10%;
, from linear model (£[S,(.t)] = px +
hPx^i \x)); •
Px+ ixPx°x\x)

from quadratic model (£[S,W]
+ j'xPx'x<?fAi(x))>=

standardized

truncation point) ;—x—, true selection score. Note that
Ais insd unite.

families also contributes to this covariance.
Therefore, an alternative parameterization was
tested which has selective advantages consisting
of EBV and prediction errors of the parent (see
WOOLLIAMSetal. 1999), and fully accounts for
correlations between theEBV of sibs. However,
this alternative was substantially more
complicated and resulted in similar accuracy of
prediction (results not shown), indicating that
residual correlations between EBVs of sibs are
not the principle source of the observed
underprediction.
Second, and more important, when using a
linear model, it is assumed that the conditional
mean of the number of selected offspring is a
linear function of the selective advantage (i.e.,
the A model). However, the relation between
the number of selected offspring and the
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selective advantage of the parent is non-linear.
The non-linearity originates from the non-linear
relation between the EBV of the offspring and
its selection score, as shown in Figure 4.
Therefore, when assuming that the conditional
mean is linear in the selective advantage, sibs
will have prediction errors of their selection
score (S = 0 or 1, not selected or selected) in
common, making their selection probabilities
dependent. Thus, although a linear model may
fully remove any covariance between EBVs of
sibs, the non-linear relation between selection
probabilities and EBVs implies that a
covariance between the selection probabilities
of sibs will remain.
The degree of non-linearity in the relation
between selective advantage and the selection
probability will depend on the intraclass
correlation between EBV of sibs. With mass
selection, where the intraclass correlation is
low, off-diagonal elements of AV„W can be
ignored and the principle purpose of the term
for deviations from Poisson is to take account
of the fixed value of n0 instead of n0 ~ Poisson
(BUMA and WOOLLIAMS, 1999). With mass
selection and fixed n0, therefore, the term for
deviations from Poisson takes negative values,
whereas with BLUP selection, off-diagonals of
AV„W can be substantial due to residual
covariances between sibs not accounted for by
the linear model, giving large positive values of
theterm for deviations from Poisson (Table5).
The observed non-linearity prompted the
consideration of a fully deterministic quadratic
model to describe the relationship between the
selective advantage and genetic contributions.
This proved difficult, since it involves third and
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fourth moments of truncated multivariate
normal distributions. Using a result of TALLIS
(1961), accurate predictions of a)^ through
0"j4 (see Equations 14 through 17) were
obtained (results not shown), but prediction of
A and II for the quadratic model remained
complex. Prediction of II, for example, requires
themultipleregression of the linear and squared
term of the breeding value of a selected
offspring on the linear and squared term of the
breeding value of the parent, where truncation
on the EBV of both parent and offspring has to
be taken into account. Hence, this involves 4variate truncated normal distributions and one
needs to derive terms such as E(A^arem) and
E

(ALnAf fS p.). which are difficult. Although
the quadratic model shows a better fit than the
linear model {e.g.,in Figure 4, the linear model
assigns a negative selection score to all
individuals below -0.6 sd.), it does not fully
remove errors in common between sibs. Hence,
the term for deviations from Poisson is also
needed withthequadratic model.
Given that it is not generally feasible to
formulate a selective advantage that removes all
covariances between selection probabilities of
sibs,the term for deviations from Poisson needs
to be included in the general case. When
including the Poisson correction, the nonlinearity is fully accounted for when calculating
AV„W (Equation B9 to B29). However, for the
calculation of 8X, the model for predicting
genetic contributions is required again (i.e.,
Equation 10).The simplest solution is to ignore
selective advantage so that u'Ky)= Oy and Sx=
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a AV„ w a, which was used by WOOLLIAMSand
BlJMA (1999) for index selection. In that case,
the non-linear relationship between EBV and
selection score is taken into account when
calculating AV„W, but inheritance of the nonlinear part is ignored, resulting in
underprediction. For selection on a sib index,
WOOLLIAMSand BUMA (1999) noticed that the
underprediction disappeared when selective
advantage was not inherited (i.e., h2 = 0). This
confirms that the underprediction is not due to
the non-linearityper se,but dueto the necessity
of providing a tractable model for the
inheritance of selective advantage. The impact
of non-linearity was also observed by
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) in their
studyof rates of inbreeding withmass selection,
where the sib correlations encountered were
much lower than with BLUP.
Implications: The results indicate that, with
BLUP selection, relationships between AF and
population parameters differ qualitatively from
random or mass selection, the main difference
being the dominant role of selection intensity
compared to the number of parents. For
example, with Nm= 20, d = 2, n0 = 4 and h2=
0.1, simultaneously increasing the number of
parents and the number of offspring per damby
a factor of four (givingNm= 80,d = 2,n0 - 16)
increases the rate of inbreeding from 0.0184 to
0.0210. This shows that the number of
candidates per parent may be as or more
important than the number of parents.
Furthermore, doubling the number of parents
fails to halve the rate of inbreeding and,
although this was remarked upon by SANTIAGO
and CABALLERO (1995) in the context of mass

selection, with BLUP the impact of doubling
the number of parents is even less, and
substantially so. Increasing thenumber of dams
may even increase the rate of inbreeding in
particular cases. The dominant role of selection
intensity compared to the number of parents
with BLUP selection will change perceptions
about procedures and designs of breeding
schemes to effectively reduce rates of
inbreeding.
By understanding the forces governing the
rate of inbreeding, perceptions may also be
changed upon the desirability of naive selection
onEBVs.Theresults showed that insome cases
83% of the selected sires failed to contribute in
the long-term, which seems to be a waste of
resources. This is an indication of the
inefficiency of BLUP selection compared to
more advanced procedures (MEUWISSEN, 1997;
GRUNDY et al, 1998). Thus, unless the time
horizon is limited to a single generation, it is
better to incorporate the good genes from all the
parents, rather than spending substantial effort
raising offspring from the parents that will not
contribute. The cost of raising offspring from
parents that are destined not to contribute in the
long-term is a hidden cost of the high rates of
inbreeding associated with BLUP selection.
Nevertheless, for breeding schemes where
BLUP selection is being conducted the
methodology developed here allows the design
of such schemes to maximize genetic gain for a
fixed rate of inbreeding [\see for example
VnXANUEVA et al. (1997) for sib selection].
The systematic nature of the underprediction for
schemes with Nm > 20 allows for a rule of
thumb to correct these predictions. When 11%
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is added tothepredicted values, all predictions
are within±8%ofthe simulation results.Thisis
simplistic, butmay prove valuable for practical
purposes and holds for the wide range of
alternatives investigated inthis article.
Extensions:Thecurrentprediction procedure
can be extended directly to populations with
multi-trait BLUP selection, using a multi-trait
pseudo BLUP index [VlLLANUEVAetal. (1993)
for animal breeding and KERR (1998) for tree
breeding], or where theheritability in BLUP
evaluations is artificially increased to avoid
excessive inbreeding (GRUNDY, 1994). Neither
of these extensions requires thedevelopmentof
new theory. With multi-trait selection, the
selective advantage mayconsist ofthesum of
the true breeding values forthe respective traits
weighted by their economic value, and the EBV
may be replaced by the estimate of the
aggregate genotype.
The current procedure can also beextended
to populations with overlapping generations,in
a similar wayaswith mass selection (BlJMAet
al. 1999). BUMA et al. (1999), however,
assumed that the phenotype of selection
candidates was recorded only once and
remained unchanged afterwards. In that case,
the number ofdifferent categories istwicethe
number of age classes, i.e., one categoryfor
each age-sex combination. With BLUP
selection, however, the EBV of selection
candidates may change, e.g., when information
ontheir offspring isincluded intheir EBV.This
will alter theranking ofthe selection candidates
throughout their life. Therefore, with BLUP
selection, individuals maybe selected in any
combination ofage classes, which increasesthe
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number of categories compared to a static
index. Additionally, the expected number of
individuals in every category needs tobe
derived, which involves multivariate normality.
However, thenumber ofcategories ismerelya
problem of enumeration, and methods to
calculate multivariate normal probabilities,
needed for the calculation of the expected
number of individuals in every category,are
available [TALUS (1961), MENDEL and ELSTON

(1974) or DUTT andSOMS (1976), see also
DUCROCQ a n d COLLEAU ( 1 9 8 6 ) ] .
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correlation

coefficient,
2

p =p - p ( l - p ) / 2 n

which

(KENDALL

and

is,

STUART,

1963, p. 390). For the current two-way classification

AppendixA

this

Approximate BLUP selection index: Index weights
are calculated as b = V^'g, where V is the 6x6
(co)variance matrix ofinformation sources inx; and
g is the 6x1 vector of covariances between
information sources inx,-and the breeding valueof
the candidate. Non-zero elements ofV are: Vn =

is

extended

to

PA (1 - P L )(a/Nm+blNf),

psibs

=

psibs

-

where p j j f o isthe

sample mean ofthe intraclass correlation and psibs
is the true mean, calculated from pFS =t/Creb/o"!
and pHS = bTCHSb/aA, where CFSand CHSare the
6x6 covariance matrices of information sourcesof

al, V22 = a) (\-\ld), Vi3 = a) Id, Vu= [a\s +
a\dld

+ QAola +elWnJ)],

(Violo +alyrioKl-l/d),

V55= [o\d +

Vm= (Wo-^o+ o - l X l -

= V52 = Via) (1-1/d); and gT = \}ha2m , Via) ( 1 + V2/M,

and CHSare identical toV, except for Cfx(6,6) = Wla

+ol )/n<»CtfS(2,2) = -aj Id, CffS(5,5) = -

[a2AM+ QAala +al )/n0]/d, Cffs(2,5) = CHS(5,2)=

l/n0), V14= V„i=Wffi .^34= KB = Via) Id andV25

\ld), Via}Id, a\s + a\dld

full-sibs and ofhalf-sibs respectively. MatricesCF$

\a\d +

!/2CT^0/no](l-l/rf), Via2M (l-l/n 0 )}, whereT denotes

-Via2: Id andCHS(6,6) = 0. Coefficients a and b
were determined empirically using simulated data,
resulting ina=0.8634, b=0.9540 for full-sibs and
a = 1.4075, b= 1.4581for half-sibs.

the transpose, cr^0is thebase generation additive

AppendixB

genetic variance, aE isthe environmental variance,
a2m anda2f arethevariance of the EBV among
selected sires and dams respectively, which are a\
= o\(?(\-kx)

where p=^jbrg/a2A

; a\s and

aAd are the between sire and between dam family
additive genetic variance, <JAs= lAa\(,l-kmp2)

and

Q\,d= v*o\ (1-k/P2)- The variance of EBV is a\ =
p2 aA . Each generation, additive genetic varianceis
calculated from aA =aAs +aAd +'/2<xA0. The
above equations are iterated until equilibrium
variances arereached (approx. 5iterations).
Intraclass correlations of sibs are corrected for the
number of families being finite using anempirical
analogy of the sample mean of the bivariate
134

Linearmodel
Elements of A: Elements ofA,X^, arethe regression
coefficient of the number of selected offspring of sex
x on the selective advantage of theparent of sex v.A
general procedure to deriveAisin WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999). For the current purpose, single regressions
instead ofmultiple regression can beused because
elements of the selective advantage are independent.
Elements are, A. = b- b. -.,where b-. isthe
regression coefficient of the EBV of the offspring on
the selective advantage of the parent andfc_-.is the
regression coefficient ofthe selection score (S„ =0
or 1,i.e.,not selected or selected) of the offspring on
its EBV. The first regression coefficient is, b- =
bTc/Var(.SjW), where c* is the 6x1 vector of
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covariances between x ; of the offspring and s^x) of
theparent of sexx. The second regression coefficient
is, b 2

=

l

JG\

Calculation of AV„W: Following the approach
outlined in the main text and using appendix E of

(Robertson, appendix in

WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (1999),

DEMPSTER and LERNER, 1951), where i0 is the

AV„(m)(l,l) =E s {Mm)[/i,,(m)-l]}- E,[Ji2 (m)],

selection intensity for the offspring. Resulting
equations are:

AV„(m/l,2)=AV„(m)(2,l) =

An =[bTcmiJax]/cT2s(m),

(Bl)

2
A,2 =[bTC/m/CT-]/CT
J
'\V"s(f)<

(B2)

h.\ =[bTcmi/CT-]/o-J2(m),

(B3)

c

hn =[h cfijlax ]/<r

2

a) {\-MNf)ld,

T

(/) ,

(l-VNJ/d,

c f = [<r (1-1WJ, aj (1-1/rf),

AVntf)(l,l) =Es{n,//n)[n,y(m)-l]}- Es[H f(m) ],
(B12)
AV„(/)(1,2)=AV„(/)(2,1) =
E s K(m)/t,#)] - E s [^(m)^(/)],

(B13)

(B14)
where riyix) is the number of offspring of sex x
selected from the i* sire family and the f* dam
family, n^(x) isthe total number of offspring of sex x
selected from the Ith sire family and Hx(y) denotes
theexpected number of selected offspring of sex v of
a parent of sex x conditional on its selective
advantage, i.e., Hx(y) = E(n,w(y)|ilU)). Note that in
the main text, /J.x(y) was abbreviated as E(n,-)-

subscripts p and o denote parent and offspring, and
(co)variances are taken before selection of the

Elements are:
Es[^2(m)]=l + A X ,

offspring. With Cov(sp, A0) = bTc.< and si(x) from

(B15)

Es[/a»0Wn(/)]=d(\ + An/la,CT2) (B16)

Equations 2 and 3,resulting equations are:
(B5)

E S [M 2 (/) ] = d 2 ( l + 4 f f 2 )

(B6)

Es[nj irn) ]= (1 + %2(J22 )ld2

V2-brCjkm/a2if)<

(B7)

E s [/^ro)^]=(1 +^ A X yd (B19)

Vl-bJC/k/(T2if).

(B8)

E s [ M / ( / ) ] = l+A222<TJ2

'/2-bTcJcJa2(m),

7^l = l/i-bTcmk/

7V22 =

2

y2a2A(\-kfP2)(\-Vd),

Cov(.sp,A0 )Cov(50, A0 )kj a\ ]/Var(sp), where the

ni2 =

AV„(m)(2,2)=E s H.(/)[n,,(/)-l]}- Es[nl(/) ].

AVntf)(2,2) =Es{nl7(/)[ny(/)-l]}- Es[nj(f) ],

0].
Elements of II: Elements of II, n^, are the
regression coefficient of the selective advantage of a
selected offspring of sexx on the selective advantage
of the parent of sex v. A general procedure to derive
II is in WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999). As with A, single
regressions can be used so that ^ p = [Cov(sp,s0) -

7Cu =

(BIO)

(B4)

2

Vicr 2 m) ,

Es[n,-.(/n)ni.(/)]- BJjW^nJif)},

(Bll)

where cTm = [CT2 (1-1/AU 0, a)
'/2CTs2(m),0, 0] and

(B9)

v2im),

Calculation of Sx : Calculation of Sm and Sf
requires the calculation of AV„W and further
development of Equation (12) and (13).

(B17)
(B18)

(B20)

Es{nj.(m)[n,.(m)-1]} = dEsfn./mJK/m)-!]}
+d(d-l)Es[nij(m)nik(m))

(B21)

Es[n,-.(mH-.(/)]=dEs[ny(m)nij(J)]
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+d(d-l)Es[nij{m)nik(f)]

(B22)

Es{n,.(/)[n,.(/)-l]}= rfEs{«v(/)K(/)-l]}
+d(d-\)Es[nitf)mm

+ plniAXn(m)V2)]

a)i

(B32)

and for dams,
(B23)
SAP) = [PWn AV„W(1,1)+2J61/327r12;i22AV„(fl(l,2)

where
Es{n,j(m)[n,/m)-l]} =

+ Pln]2 A\n(f)(2,2)]al2

nm(nra-l)Afm(Afm-l)/[rm(rm-l)/?(pm>Pm, pFS)] (B24)
Es[ny(m)«y(/)]=nmnjNnNfiTmTfRip^pf, pFS )] (B25)

So that &, = 8m(a) + Sm(P) and 8f = <5/a) + (5/0),
which givesEquation 12.
Example: WithNm= 20, fy = 60, n0 = 8, <r£ = 1 ,

Es{ni,(/)[i.y(/)-l]}=
nj(nrl)Nj(Nrl)/[Tj(TrW(Pf,pfi

(B33)

PFS)]

(B26)

and
Es[njj(m)nik(m)] =

CT^ 0 = /i^ =0.4:pm =0.083,p/= 0.25,tm= 1.383,i>
= 0.674, im= 1.839, *) = 1.271, km= 0.838 and k,=
0.759. From APPENDIX A, after thefirstiteration with

« i NJLN*-mTJT«-l)R(Pm4>m, PHS)] (B27)
Es[/iy(m)n,t(/)]=n„fljNJ//[T„T/i(pm,pfi pHS )] (B28)
Es[n,y(/)n,t(/)]=
n) Nj(Nrl)/[Tj(Trl)R(pfipfi

pHS )],

(B29)

whereTm = Tf= lATand nm = nf= Vm0for the current
breeding schemes. Furthermore, from MENDEL and
ELSTON (1974), R(px,py, psibs) =Pyl®[{ix psibs -ty){\kx p2ibs )"w] where <1> is the normal cumulative
distribution function and ty is the standardized
truncation point for sex y. When both males and
females are involved, the most accurate value is
obtained by using x = m and y =f (WRAY el al.
1994).
Calculation of Equation (12) and (13): In Sx,
termsdue to a are,for sires,
5m(a) =aTAV„(m)<x= a2mAV„(m)(l,l) + lo^Of
AV„(m)(l,2)+ a) AV„(m)(2,2) (B30)
and for dams,
8/sx)=aTAVnC/)a = a2mAVn(/)(l,1)+ 2amaf

p2 = h2: a\s = 0.066, a\4

= 0.070, a2m = 0.026

and a2 = 0.039, so that non-zero elements of Vare:
V„ = 0.026, V22 = 0.026, V33 = 0.013, V44 = 0.123,
V55 =0.113, V„=0.700, V14= V41 =0.013,V25 =V52
= 0.013 and VM = V43 = 0.006; gT = (0.013, 0.013,
0.006, 0.098, 0.063, 0.175); b T = (0.110, 0.234,
0.110, 0.779, 0.531, 0.250) and p2 = 0.472. At
equilibrium (approx. 5 iterations): p2 = 0.421, a2As
= 0.048, a\4

= 0.051, erj = 0.299, a2m = 0.020

<r} = 0.030 and a\ = 0.126; Vn= 0.020, V22 =
0.020, K33= 0.010, K44= 0.099, V55 = 0.101, V66 =
0.700, V14 = V4i=0.010, V2S =Vs2 =0.010 and K34=
V43=0.005; gT= (0.010, 0.010, 0.005, 0.074, 0.051,
0.175) and b T = (0.137, 0.262, 0.137, 0.726, 0.477,
0.25). Covariance matrices of EBV of sibs are equal
to V, except for: CFS(6,6) = -0.100, CHS(2,2) = 0.010, CHS(2,5) = CHS(5,2) = -0.005, CHS(5,5) =
-0.050 and CHS(6,6) = 0, so that prs = 0.603, pHS =
0.335, pFS - 0.581 andp w s = 0.306. From
Equation 7 and 8, a\m) =0.248 anda 2 (f) =0.384.

AVn(/)(l,2) + a) AVn(/)(2,2) (B31)
From APPENDIX B, C£ = (0.0193, 0, 0.0096,
Terms due to Pare,for sires,
8m(P) =[ tfn2n AV„(m)(l,l) +201/32?ru7i21AV„(m)(l,2)

0.1242,0,0), c} =(0.0193,0.0202,0.0099,0.1242,
0.0679, 0), so that A„ = 0.981, A12 = 0.888, X^ =
0.678, A22= 0.614; nu = 0.091, na = 0.106, Th\=
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0.106 andThi= 0.120. From Equation 5 with am =
0.025 and Of = 0.0083, /5,=0.051 and ft = 0.016.
From Equation 6, E(ufm) =0.00128 andE(u?f) =
0.000171, sothat thefirstterm ofEquation 1equals
0.0179.
From APPENDIX B, R{pm, pm, pFS) = 0.23, R(pm,

offspring, sothat: Qm =V*Qm(>n,m) + lAQH^mJ) +
y*QHs(fS and QFS = '/ift^/n.m) + VzQF&nf) +
UQFsifJ)- Combining BURROWS (1984b) and
appendix E of WOOLLIAMS and BLJMA (1999):

QHfrn,m)

=

nm(d-\)/[(Tm-l)R(am,am,

QHsimJ) = nm{d-\)l[TJR{am,af, pHS)],

pf, pFS) =0.37, R(pf, pp pFS) =0.47, R(pm, pm, pHS )

rtjid-miTrDRi^Of,

= 0.42, R(pm, pf, pHS ) =0.55 and R(pf, pfi pm ) =

(n m -l)/[(r m -l)/?(a m ,o^,p r a )],

0.65.

nJlTJii^Of,

Furthermore, E{/iy(m)[n,y(m)-l]} = 0.34,

E K / m ^ C / ) ] = 0.91, E{n;,(/)[ny(/)-l]} = 1.56;
E[n1>(m)n,t(m)] = 0.25, E[/ii,(m)njt(/)] = 0.61,
E[n,y(/)n„(/)] = 1.52; E{«,.(/n)[n/.(m)-l]} = 2.52,
E[n,.(m)«,.(/)]=6.35, E{n,.(/)[n,.(/)-l]}= 13.80 and
E[^(m)}
2

= 1.96, E[Mm(m)AO/)] = 4.98,

E[n m(f)] =13.11; Elujim)]

=0.25, E[^m)/^(/)]

= 0.61,E[n){f) ]= 1.58,sothat AV (m) (l,l) =0.56,
AV(m)(l,2) = AV(m)(2,l) = 1.37, AV(m)(2,2) =0.69,
AVW(1,1) = 0.09, AVW(1,2) = AV(/)(2,1) =0.29 and
AVOT(2,2) = -0.01. Furthermore, 8m(a) = 9.7x10"*,
Sj(a) = 1.8X10"4, 8m(/3) = (4.912 + 8.861 +
0.830)xl0~5x0.248 = 3.627xl0"5, <5/j3) = (1.102 +
2.491 - 0.016)xl0"5x0.384 = 1.374X10"5, Sm =
1.004xl0~3, Sf = 1.929x10"" so that the Poisson
correction equals 0.0040 andthe final predictionis,
E[AF] =0.0179 +0.0040 =0.0219.

pFS)],

(nrl)/[(Trl)R(af,af,

pHS )],

pHS)],

QHtfj) =

QFS(m,m)
QFs(mJ)
QFS(fS)

pFS)], whereTm = Tf= ViTand

nm- nf= Vm0 forthecurrent breeding schemesand
R(ax, Ox,psibs) isgiveninAPPENDIXB.
For random selection the result reduces to
AFB =AFW +X[AF W -l/(8T)]/(T -1)

»

AFW,

where AFW =l/(SNJ + l/(8ATf) - 1/(87), which is
Wright's equation for fixed n0; AFB accounts for
sampling parents without replacement by using a
hypergeometric distribution of family size, whereas
AFWusesabinomial distribution.

AppendixC
Extension of Burrows method: The method of
BURROWS (1984a,b) is based on calculating the
average co-ancestry after a single cycle of selection.
Using appendix Eof WOOLLIAMS andBIJMA (1999),
the extension to twosexes is straightforward. From
equation (1)of BURROWS (1984b): AFB = % QHS +
1
AQFS> where QHSistheprobability that two selected
offspring are half-sibs andQFSistheprobability that
two selected offspring arefull-sibs. Fortwo sexes,a
distinction hastobemade between male and female
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PredictingRatesofInbreeding inLivestock Breeding
Populations
Piter Bijma*, Johan A. M. Van Arendonk* and John A. Woolliams 1
* AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,
6700AHWageningen,TheNetherlandsand ^oslin Institute(Edinburgh),Roslin,Midlothian EH259PS, U.K.
Abstract - This paper presents a deterministic method to predict rates of inbreeding (AF)for
typicallivestockbreedingpopulations.Themethodisbasedonarecentlydevelopedgeneraltheoryto
predict rates of inbreeding, which uses the concept of long-term genetic contributions. A typical
livestock breeding population was modelled, with overlapping generations, BLUP selection andan
increasingamountofinformation whenanimalsbecomeolder.Twotypesof selectionwerepractised,
animalswereeitherselectedbytruncation onestimatedbreedingvalues(EBV)acrossageclasses,or
thenumberof parents selected from eachageclasswasset to afixedvalue andtruncation selection
waspractised within ageclasses.Bulmer'sequilibriumgeneticparameters wereobtainedbyiterating
on a pseudo-BLUP selection index and AFwaspredicted for the equilibrium situation. Predictions
were substantially more accurate than predictions from other available methods, which ignore the
effect ofselectiononAF.Predictionswereaccurateforschemeswithupto20sires.PredictedAFwas
too low for schemes with more than 20 sires, which wasdue to the use of simple linear models to
predictgeneticcontributions.Inspiteoftheseerrors,thepresentmethodenablesbalancingofrates of
inbreedingandgaininanimalbreedingpopulationsonacomputationally feasible (i.e., deterministic)

S

ince the introduction of the Mixed Model
Equations (HENDERSON 1963, 1975) and
the availability of powerful computers, selection
on Estimated Breeding Values (EBV) using
Best Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP) has
become a standard animal breeding practice.
However, selection on BLUP-EBV is known to
increase rates of inbreeding (e.g., VERRIER et
al. 1993) and may therefore lead to inbreeding
depression and may jeopardize future genetic
progress. Because methods that accurately
predict rates of inbreeding inlivestock breeding
populations are lacking,many studies haveused

Submitted

Wrights equation, AF = l/(SNm) + l/(SNf)
(WRIGHT, 1969. p. 212), which dramatically
underpredicts AF for selected populations
(BIJMA and WOOLLIAMS, 2000).

WRAY and THOMPSON (1990) introduced
methods to predict rates of inbreeding in
selected populations, based on the concept of
long-term genetic contributions. Recently,
WOOLLIAMSet al. (1999) and WOOLLIAMSand
BIJMA (2000) developed a general theory to
predict rates of inbreeding in populations
undergoing selection. Subsequently, explicit
prediction equations were developed for
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populations with either discrete or overlapping
generations undergoing mass selection (BLIMA
et al. 2000a), and for populations with discrete
generations undergoing BLUP selection (BlJMA
and WOOLLIAMS, 2000). Most livestock
breeding populations are selected on BLUPEBV but haveoverlapping generations.
The aim of this paper is to develop explicit
equations to predict rates of inbreeding for
typical livestock breeding populations. For this
purpose, we will model a population with
overlapping generations, selection on BLUPEBV and progeny testing of male selection
candidates.

Methods
In this section we will first describe the
population structure for which rates of
inbreeding will be predicted. Because
deterministic prediction of AF requires a
deterministic analogy to BLUP, a pseudoBLUP selection index will be used to provide
the necessary equilibrium genetic parameters
(BULMER, 1971). Next, the procedure for
predicting rates of inbreeding will be outlined
in three steps. Finally, we will describe a
stochastic simulation procedure, which will be
used to evaluate the accuracy of the
deterministic prediction of AF. Table 1 shows
thenotation used.
The general theory to predict AF is derived in
previous papers {e.g., WOOLLIAMS and BlJMA,
2000; BlJMA and WOOLLIAMS, 2000). This
paper, therefore, focuses on the implementation
of the theory. Throughout the methods section,
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the meaning of the prediction equations is
described inan intuitive manner.
Population structure: Selection was for a
trait determined by the infinitesimal model
(FISHER, 1918; BULMER, 1971). Phenotypic
values (P) were the sum of additive genetic
values (A, breeding values) and environmental
values (E), P = A + E. A closed nucleus
population with overlapping generations was
modeled and selection wason BLUP-EBV for a
singletrait. With two sexes and a maximum age
of ^ w , there are 2cmax categories of animals,
one for each sex and age of parent. Categories
will be indexed by k or I,so k,l = 1 .. c^ are
males, and k,l= c ^ + l ..Ic,^ are females.
Phenotypes of selection candidates were
recorded prior to reproductive age and BLUPEBV were calculated. Progeny testing was
included for males in the oldest age class (k=
c j , which had information on nprg progeny
included in their EBV. Those progeny were
assumed to be born outside the nucleus, so that
their dams did not enter the breeding value
estimation. Females did not have progeny
information.
Within categories, individuals wereranked on
their EBV and each year the highest-ranking nk
individuals were selected from the k"1 category,
to produce the next cohort. The number
selected from each age class, nk, was either set
to a fixed value in advance, or determined by
truncation selection on EBV across age classes.
The total number of male and female parents of
c

max

each newborn cohort was,Nm= £ nk and N/=
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Table l.-Notation used
Nm Nf, d ,np"prg
n0,T
^maxf ftk

N
k,s
'*>

K

k

P,A, A
bi(b2), x u (x 2 ,i)

Numberof sires,numberofdams,mating ratiod =N/Nm, number ofprogeny per sire
Numberof selection candidatesbornperdam,totalnumber ofcandidates persex
Maximum ageofparents,number ofparents selected from categoryk
ICnoxXlc^ diagonal matrix of thenumber ofparents selected from eachcategoryk
Indicator for sex-ageclasscategories,indicator for life time categories
Selectedproportion andstandardized truncationpointfor categoryk
Selection intensity, variancereduction coefficient for categoryk
Phenotype,breedingvalue,estimatedbreedingvalue (EBV)
6x1 (7x1) vector ofindex weights,6x1 (7x1)vector ofindex information sources
Additivegenetic variance,variance of theestimated breeding value

Afc

2

PFS,U (PHS,U)

Accuracy of selection, heritability
Samplecorrelation between EBVsof full sibs (half sibs) in category k and/
Rateof inbreeding, longtermgeneticcontribution of individual iin categoryk

*.> °l

Selective advantage of individual iincategory k,variance of sik

Ui,b &b Pk

Expectation of riikconditional ons,>k,linearmodel for u^ =a,+ /fe,*
2cmaxx2cmalgeneflow matrix,element of G
2cmacx2cmalmatrixof deviations ofbreedingvaluesfrom mean,element of D
matrix ofregression coefficients of^offspringon•'parent, element of II
matrix ofregression coefficients of thenumber of selected offspring on j p a r c n t
Element ofA,numberof selected offspring in category /of parent;'incategoryk
matrix of variance of family size,deviation ofV„kfrom Poisson variance
correction termrequired when AV„W* 0

Gygkl

D,rf«
U,nki
A
A«,n,it(f)
V„,*, AV„^

4

X nk , respectively. Each sire was mated at
random to d dams (d = N/Nm), and each dam

Pseudo BLUP selection index: A selection
index analogy of the BLUP procedure was
developed by extending the pseudo-BLUP

produced a fixed number, n0, of offspring {Vm0

selection index of W R A Y and HILL (1989) to

of each sex), so that the total number of

populations

selection candidates born in a cohort was, T =

Because part of the selection candidates may

VnigNj for each sex. The unit of age, i.e., the

have progeny information, two pseudo-BLUP

interval between consecutive age classes, was

indices

with

overlapping

were distinguished.

generations.

First,

indexl

one year. Genetic contributions and rates of

without progeny information, which was used

inbreeding per year were therefore equal to

for male selection candidates in categories 1 to

genetic contributions and rates of inbreeding

CTOW-1 and for all female selection candidates.

per cohort.

Second, indexl

with progeny information,

which was used only for males in category c ^ .
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For the i candidate, indexl was Au =
bjxu,

where superscript T denotes the

Predictionof ratesof inbreeding
General: Theprediction method isbased onthe
concept of long-term genetic contributions

transpose, A,, istheEBV, bi is a6x1 vector of

(JAMES and

index weights and Xi,; is a 6x1 vector of
information sources for the J'"1 candidate.

THOMPSON,

Information sources in Xi,; were, 1. Am, the
EBV of the sire of i, 2. Af, the EBV of the
dam of i, 3. Af , the average EBV of the d
dams mated to the sire, 4. PHS, the phenotypic
average of the n„dhalf-sibs of i(including iand
its full-sibs), 5. PFS the phenotypic average of
the n0 full-sibs of i (including i) and 6. Pt, the
phenotypeof candidate i.
In indexl, progeny information wasadded, so
thatfor the «'* maleincategory c ^ , indexl was,
A2j = b^Xj j , where A2, is the EBV when
including progeny information, b 2 is a 7x1
vector of index weights and x2,, is a 7x1 vector
of information sources for the i*candidate, with
the first six elements identical to Xi,, and
additionally 7. Pprg, which is the phenotypic
average of the nprg offspring of a male in
category c ^ .
Using the above pseudo-BLUP indices,
selection and mating were iterated until
equilibrium genetic parameters were reached
(BULMER, 1971). Iterative equations for
calculating index weights, the accuracy of
selection (p), and equilibrium parameters are
given in APPENDIX A. Rates of inbreeding were
predicted usingequilibrium geneticparameters.

MCBRIDE,

1958;

WRAY

and

1990). The long-term genetic
contribution (r() of ancestor i in generationf/is
defined as the proportion of genes from i that
are present in individuals in generation t2
deriving by descent from i, where (t2-ti) —> °°
(WOOLLIAMS et al. 1993). In other words, the
long-term genetic contribution of an individual
is its proportional contribution to the genetic
make-up of the population in the long-term. In
the remainder of this article, long-term genetic
contributions are referred to as "genetic
contributions",or simply "contributions".
and THOMPSON (1990) showed that
rates of inbreeding per generation are
proportional to the sum of squared
WRAY

contributions, E(AF) = V4Xl 2 , where r, is the
realized genetic contribution of individual iand
thesumistakenover allparents ina generation.
Recently, WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (2000)
showed that rates of inbreeding can be
expressed intermsof expected contributions,

E(AF)=iZnsECl)+lZns5s,

(1)

where ns is the number of parents selected from
life-time category s, wti is the expected lifetime
contribution of individual i in lifetime category
s conditional on its selective advantage, and 8is
a correction factors for deviations of the
variance of family size (V„) from a Poisson
variance. When V„ deviates from Poisson,
Vi5>,2differs from ^nsE(ul)

and the

5

difference is accounted for by the second term
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of Equation 1.In this paper, we will predict AF
using Equation 1.Throughout the paper, family
size refers to the number of selected offspring
of a parent, not to the number of candidates.
The second term of Equation 1will be referred
toasthe 'Poisson correction'.
In Equation 1, it is essential to note that uis
refers to the lifetime contribution of individual i
and subscript s denotes the lifetime category to
which i belongs. The lifetime contribution of
individual i is the sum of all contributions
originating from its selection at a specific age,
uis =ZK,,*, where the sum is taken over all age
classes k in which individual i is selected.
Throughout this paper, lifetime categories are
indexed by s, which refers to a specific
combination of age classes in which the
individual is selected, whereas index k refers to
a specific sex-age class. This issue will be
addressed below (see"step 2").
Components of Equation 1will be calculated
in three steps. In the first step we will predict
expected genetic contributions of sex-age
classes, u^, using the approach of WOOLLIAMS
et al. (1999). In the second step, lifetime
contributions, M (> will be expressed as a
function of sex-age class contributions, « i t , and
subsequently

E(M* S )

will be derived. In the

third stepwewillderiveSs.
In a selected population, a superior individual
is expected to have a higher genetic
contribution than an average individual,
because its offspring and further descendants
have a higher probability of being selected.
When predicting genetic contributions, we need
toexplicitly model this superiority, i.e.,weneed
to define the factors that confer selective

advantage to an individual. Before proceeding
to the prediction of expected contributions,
therefore, we will first define the selective
advantage.
Selective advantage: In principle, the
selective advantage should contain all terms
that affect the long-term contribution of an
individual (i.e., by affecting the selective
success of its descendents). In this paper, we
will use the breeding value of the individual
plus the breeding value of its mate(s). The mate
is included, because its breeding value affects
theselective success of theoffspring, sothat the
breeding value of the mate can be regarded asa
component of the selective advantage of an
individual. Other models for the selective
advantage arepossible, e.g., instead of using the
true breeding value, one may use the EBV
together with the prediction error. A discussion
on this topic is in BUMA and WOOLLIAMS
(2000). For sire i in category k, the selective
advantage was
sIJt =(A,.+Af)-{Ai+Af)k,

k=l,Cmax

(2)

where A, is the breeding value of sire i, Af is
the average breeding value of the d dams mated
to sire i and the second term represents
subtraction of the average selective advantage
for categoryk.For damsthe selective advantage
was
s

i.k ~ \"i + Am )

(A,- + Am)k

, k — Cmax+1, 2cmax

(3)
whereA,is the breeding value of dam i andAm
isthebreeding valueof the siremated to dam i.
Step 1, prediction
of
expected
contributions: This section follows the general
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approach of WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) for the
prediction of expected genetic contributions.
Expected contributions were predicted by linear
regression on the selective advantage.
For males, the expected contribution of sire i
incategory kwas,

K—L

,0/nax

(4)

where ak represents the average contribution of
an ancestor in category k, )3^, t represents the
deviation of the contribution from this average
due to the selective advantage of ancestor i, j
denotes the mates of i, (Xcaa) is the category of
matey, and ocf = X (nkcck)INf , which is
the contribution of an average dam. The last
term of Equation 4 represents the effect of the
categories of the mates on the contribution of
individual i, which was not accounted for when
defining the selective advantage of individual i,
i.e., Ad in Equation 2 accounts only for the
within category effect of themate.
For females, theexpected contribution of dam
i incategory kwas:
" u =E(ri,t K t ) =
ak+PksIJt+(aj-a„)/d,
& = Cmax+Y, ZCmax

Note that, contrary to Bijma and Woolliams
(2000), the effect of the mate is included
directly in the model for predicting uuk. This
difference does not affect the results, but the
present approach ismore straightforward.
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(J)

Solutions for uik are obtained by predicting
ak and /3k. There are two mechanisms
determining ak and /3k.First, superior parent are
expected to havemore selected offspring, which
is modeled by a regression coefficient X.
Second, offspring partly inherit the selective
advantage of their parents, which is modeled by
aregression coefficient n.
By modeling these two mechanisms,
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) show that ak and fik
can beobtained from
No=[GT +(GT *DT)(I- G T n T )"'(GT *AT)]No
(6)
T

T

1

T

T

Np =( I - G * n ) - ( G * A ) N a

(7)

where * denotes element by element
multiplication, I is the 2cm(Ux2cmac identity
matrix, N is a 2cmarx2cTOM diagonal matrix
containing thenumbers of parents selected from
each category (nk), H is a 2cmaxx2cmax matrix of
elements %, being the regression coefficient of
the selective advantage (siik) of selected
offspring j in category k on the selective
advantage (sy) of parent i in category 2,A is a
2cmaxx2cmaj matrix of elements Xa, being the
regression coefficient of the number of selected
offspring in category k on the selective
advantage of parent ;' in category /, G is a
2cmarx2cTOlt gene flow matrix of elements gu,
specifying the proportional contribution of
parent category / to selected offspring in
category k, D is a 2cnmcx2cmax matrix of
elements da, being the average selective
advantage of selected offspring in category k
descending from parents in category /,
expressed as a deviation from the mean
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selective advantage in category k, a is a Ic,^
vector of elements at, and P is a Ic^ vector of
elements /?,. [See BUMA and WOOLLIAMS
(1999) for a detailed study and an example on
the prediction of expected genetic contributions
with overlapping generations]. The above
matrices follow the gene flow notation (HILL,
1974), so that rows represent offspring
categories and columns represent parent
categories, and this is the reason for the
matrices in (6) and (7)requiring the transpose.
Note that the gene flow matrix, G, differs
from HILL'S (1974) gene flow matrix, which
specifies thecontribution of parent categories to
offspring before selection. Here, G refers to
selected offspring. For example, for c , ^ = 2,
#4i = 0.35 means that one-year-old sires
contribute 35% of the genes of 2-year-old
selected females.
Matrices G, II, A and D were derived
following the approach of WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1999) and BUMA and WOOLLIAMS (1999).
Resulting equations for the case studied in this
paper arelisted inAppendixB.
Note that contributions predicted from
Equations (4) through (7) are the contributions
of a single cohort {i.e., the group born in a
single year, not anentire generation) originating
from their selection at the different ages. Rates
of inbreeding predicted from these
contributions are,therefore, alsoper year.
Step 2, derivation of E(ufs): The lifetime
contribution is the sum of the contributions
originating from selection at a specific age, uis
=~Luik,where uik is obtained from Equation 4

express contributions of lifetime categories,
which are indexed by s, in terms of
contributions of sex-age class categories, which
are indexed by k. Lifetime categories refer to a
specific combination of ageclasses in which the
individual is selected, e.g., males selected only
at one year of age, which have, ufs = uikM ;
males selected at one and two years of age,
which have, ujs = (w,-,fai + M,,t=2)2 = ",\*=i +
2«it=iMjii=2 + ulk=2' etc- This example shows
that the square of the lifetime contribution, ufs,
can be expressed as a sum of squares, ufk, and
cross products, uitkUi:i, of sex-age class
contributions.
Instead of explicitly specifying all lifetime
categories and deriving the corresponding
E(ujs), onecan directly express 2 / I J £ ( M ? I ) as
s

a sumof squares and cross products in terms of
the categories k, which has the advantage that
contributions predicted from Equations 4 and 5
canbe used directly (BUMAet al. 2000a). In the
following derivation of squared expected
contributions, terms contributing to Sn J £(«,^)
s

will be collected separately for males without
progeny testing, for progeny tested males and
for females.
For categories without progeny testing, the
ranking of animals remains practically
unchanged when they move through the age
classes, which is the same situation as with
mass selection. For those categories, therefore,
equations 11and 12of BUMA etal. (2000a) can

or5.To calculate E(ujs), therefore, wehaveto
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be used, so that, for male categories without
progeny testing,
= Ct'lnkE(ulk)

lnsE(ul)

a2=a2A{\-Kkp2k){\-\lnk)

+ a /tS-7^d-'c;p;)(l-l/n()

+

(13)
*
*-/WU "•" ^ » ^ W *
In Equation 12 and 13, the first term is due to
the individual itself, the second term due to its
mate(s), the term (1-KJO2) accounts for reduced
variance because the parents are a selected
group and the (1-1/n*) accounts for finite
samplesize.
—

c

max ^ Cmax 1

2 £

£ mm(n,,nk)E(uikuil),

(8)

and for all female categories,
InIE(^s)=

X «*£("•*) +

*cmax * ^cmax

2 J

X min(ii„n t )E(i< iit ii u ), (9)

where 2j denotes summation over the relevant
lifetime categories, and min(nt,n;) denotes the
minimum of nk and n( (see also the example in
BUMA etal. 2000a).

For Equation 8 and 9, expectations of cross
products are calculated from (BUMA et al.
2000a),
E u

( i,kuij)

+ [1-1//W,]p\Pi<T2A [l~KminP2min ]

For Equation 8 and 9, E(ufk) is obtained by
squaring equation 4 and 5, using E(s2k)

+ aminAnaxE[Amin-Amax] (14)

=

where subscript min denotes the category with

a]k because E(sjk) = 0. For Equation 8 the

the lower number of animals, subscript max

result is
2

=cckai

denotes the category with the higher number of
2

E(u k) = a k + # <

+ d^-aj

animals and Ak is the genetic selection

)

k=l,Cmax-l

(10)

differential in category k, Ak = ikpk&A- With
random mating, there is no covariance between

and for Equation 9,

the selective advantages of two different mates,
E(u2k) = a2k + # < * +

dal-alyd2

k = cmax+l,2cmax

so that mates do not contribute to the cross
(11)

Next, for males, the variance of the selective
advantage is(seeEquation 2)

0 .

2c m a x

M

+ - f 2 -Ml-K^Xl-l/",)
^ l , ^
and for females (seeEquation 3)

(12)

product inEquation 14.
For progeny tested males we need to derive
the contribution of category c ^ to the sum of
squared lifetime contributions, which is
composed of the sum of squared contributions
from category c , ^ and the sum of cross
products between category c ^ and the nonprogeny tested male categories,
lnsE(u2s)
*"*
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c

where £(w?

£[(Aj - Ak)(At - Ac

max '

+2 J nkc

E(uikuic

) , (15)

) follows from Equation 10 by

putting k = c ^ , and ntr

is the number of

parents selected jointly in category k and
category c „ The number selected jointly in
both categories can be calculated from the
number of candidates and the proportion
selected jointly in category k and category c ^ ,
nkc
= <$>(rh rc , pkc
)T, where <&(rk,
K C

v

- max

Tr , Qir
L

max

"•

c

' *>cmax

max

) denotes the bivariate normal

' ""^max

proportion above truncation points xkand tCami ,
which are the EBV truncation points for
category k and cmax, and Pt,Cmax is the
correlation
^•cmax

between

A,k

A,Cn^

proportion, <l>(Tt, rc

Ait

and

A,.

,

The bivariate normal
, pkc

a a

« c^

result of TALLIS (1961) and are given in
Appendix C.
Summarizing, the sum of squared expected
lifetime contributions is given by equation 8 for
males without progeny testing, by equation 9
for females and by equation 15 for progeny
tested males. Finally, the first term of Equation
1 is obtained by adding up results from
Equations 8, 9 and 15.The remaining task is to
obtain the second term of Equation 1, which
requires thecalculation ofSk.
Step 3, calculation of Sk:The calculation of
8kis a straightforward analogy of the discrete
generation case (BUMA and WOOLLIAMS,
2000). Here we will outline the concept,
explicit equations are given inAppendix D.
InEquation 1,
4 =a T AV n , t a

), was calculated

using Dutt's algoritm (DUTT, 1973, 1975; DUTT
and SOMS, 1976; DUCROCQ and COLLEAU,
1986). For Equation 15, expectations of cross
products follow from Equations 2 and 5, with
nocontribution duetothemates,
E(uikuic

)] are calculated using a

)=
+«^cmM[£(A)-4m„]

+ aCmJk[E(At)-Ak]

+Afc M *[(4-**)(4-Ol
(16)
where i refers to individuals that are selected
both in category k and in category c,^, and
E(Ai) is the expected breeding value of those
individuals.
The
terms
E(A,)
and

(17)

where AV nt is the 2cmaxx2cmax matrix of
deviations of the variance of family size from a
Poisson variance, for a parent in category k,
conditional on its selective advantage si}k
(WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 2000). For example,
for the full variance of family size conditional
on the selective advantage, element Vnt(Z,/')
represents the covariance between the number
of offspring selected in category /, nik(t)\sik ,
and the number of offspring selected in
category /', niik(l')\siik, of aparent incategory k.
For diagonal elements, the deviation from a
Poisson variance is obtained by subtracting the
mean number of selected offspring from the full
variance (with Poisson, o 2 = fi). For diagonal
elements,
therefore,
AVnk(l,l) =
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ES{E[4(Z)KJ
E[nik(l)\sik]},

-

E[n u (0k,J 2 -

where Es denotes the

expectation withrespecttosik, whichgives (see
alsoBUMAandWOOLLIAMS, 2000),

T A B L E 2.-Rates of inbreeding per year from
simulation (AFsim) andcorrespondingprediction errors
for schemes with twoageclasses, 20 sires and 60
dams selected per year and truncation selection on
EBV across age classes'
c

h2i

diagN"

AFSJ

error%b

AV.Jt(/,0 = E f {E[n a (/)(n a (/)-l)|s u ]}
- Es\E[nu(l)\sik]2}

For off-diagonal elements, AVnJt(/,/') =
V„,*(Z,r),because, withanindependent Poisson
distribution for each category, the covariance
between n^l)^^ and/ii,i(/')K*iszero.Foroffdiagonalelements,therefore,
AV„,t(Z,Z') = £ s ] £ [ n a ( / K t ( n | , , j j
-Es\E[nt,k(n\^]E[ni<k(n\sitk]\

(19)

where siJc istheselective advantage ofparenti
in category k and nik{l) is the number of
offspring ofparent iselected incategory/ .
For Equation 18and 19,thefirstterm can be
approximated using a result of BURROWS
(1984a) (seeappendix E of WOOLLIAMS and
BUMA, 2000). Analogous

to BUMA and

(2000), the second term follows
from substituting theA-modelforpredictingthe
expected number of selected offspring,
WOOLLIAMS

£[",,*(')I*;,*)=

2

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

10
11
12
14

1043 17
942 18
841 19
64020

.0089
.0095
.0100
.0101

-3
0
2
2

4

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

9
11
14
16

1154
953
652
451

6
7
8
9

.0131
.0147
.0160
.0151

-10
-7
-8
-9

8

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

11
13
16
18

958
758
458
257

2
2
2
3

.0221
.0243
.0245
.0195

-3
-4
-14
-10

(18)

Igmn'k (1+huSi.k), where

2gtt«(«i' represents the average number of

"Siresinage class twohave information on100progeny
b
included
in
their
EBV.
error%
=
100%x(AFp„j-AF,im)/AF,im."n0=numberofoffspringper
dam. "V = heritability. MiagN = number of parents
selected from each ageclass, first twoelements referto
sires, last twoelementsrefer todams. 'Standard errors of
simulation results were smaller than 1%of their mean
value

straightforward analogy of equations forthe
discrete generations case (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 2000) andresulting equationsare
given inAppendix D.Insummary, thesecond
term ofEquation 1isobtained using Equation
17, where AV„t is given by equations Dl
through D14.

selected offspring incategory/descending from
a single parent in category k, and A;*^
represents theeffect oftheselective advantage
of the parent on the number of selected
offspring.
The extension of Equations 18 and19toa
population with overlapping generations and a
hierarchical
mating
structure
is a
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Results
Table2shows ratesofinbreeding peryear from
simulation (AFsim)andcorresponding prediction
errors for populations with twoage classes,
where EBVformales inageclass twoinclude
information on 100progeny. In Table 2, the
number ofparents selected from each ageclass
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TABLE3.-Rates of inbreeding per year from simulation (AFSim)and corresponding prediction errors for schemes with
three age classes, 20 sires and 60 dams selected per year and truncation selection on EBV across age classes"
diagN*

AFS I

error%

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

12
13
14
15

2
2
3
3

6
5
3
2

40
39
38
37

173
174
175
185

0.0093
0.0105
0.0117
0.0112

-6
-5
-3
-2

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

14
16
18
18

1
1
1
2

5
3
1
0

52
51
50
50

80
90
91
91

0.0156
0.0177
0.0173
0.0150

-12
-11
-13
-9

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6

18
19
20
20

0
0
0
0

2
1
0
0

57
57
57
57

30
30
30
30

0.0313
0.0305
0.0242
0.0186

-7
-10
-9
-9

"Siresinageclassthreehave information on 100progeny included intheir EBV. berror% = \WS%Y.(AFp„d-&Fim)l&Fum- cna=
number of offspring per dam. dh2 =heritability. ediagN=number ofparents selected from each ageclass.'Standard errorsof
simulation results weresmaller than 1%of their meanvalue.

isaresult of truncation selection onEBV across
age classes, showing that selection of males
moves towards ageclass two when h2 and nBare
low. Predictions are accurate for n0 =2. For n0
= 4 or 8, predictions are approximately 8% too
low. In spite of the errors, predictions and
simulations show the same trend. For example,
doubling the number of offspring per parent
from n0= 4ton0 = 8for a scheme with h2= 0.1,
raises AFsim by a factor 1.7 whereas the
prediction indicates a factor 1.8. Note that the
use of AF = l/(8Wm) + l/(8Nf) would give the
samerate of inbreeding for schemes with n0 =4
vs.8, i.e.,afactor of 1.
Table 3 shows rates of inbreeding from
simulation and corresponding prediction errors
for populations with three age classes,
truncation selection across age classes, and
where EBV for males in age class three include

information on 100 progeny. Accuracy of
predictions in Table 3 is comparable to
accuracy inTable2.
With truncation selection across age classes,
the majority of the parents is selected from the
youngest age class in most cases. To evaluate
the accuracy of predictions for any distribution
of parents across age classes, the proportion of
parents selected from each ageclass was settoa
fixed value and animals were selected by
truncation on EBV within age classes. For a
population with two age classes, three
alternatives for the proportion of parents
selected from the different age classes were
considered, p = (0.75, 0.25; 0.75, 0.25), p =
(0.5, 0.5; 0.75, 0.25) andp = (0.25, 0.75; 0.75,
0.25). For example,p =(0.25, 0.75; 0.75, 0.25)
with Nm=40 and Nf = 80 gives N = diag{10,
30, 60, 20}.For each of these distributions, all
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TABLE 4. -Mean andstandard deviationofthe

p=0.75 0.250.750.25b
c

prediction error for. irange of schemes withtwo
P =0.50.50.750.25

age classes8

P =0.25 0.75 0.750.25

Nm

mean

sd.

mean

sd.

mean

sd.

8
12
20
40
60
80

-2
-4
-5
-5
-7
-7

3
4
5
6
9
10

2
0
-1
-7
-7
-9

3
3
5
6
8
9

0
-1
-4
-7
-9
-9

4
3
3
5
7
9

"Siresinageclasstwohaveinformation on 100progenyincludedintheirEBV.bpdenotestheproportionsofparents
selectedfrom eachageclass.cNm=numberofsires.ForeachNm alternative,resultswereaveragedovertheheritability,
matingratioandnumberofoffspring alternatives(seetext).

combinations of schemes were evaluated forNm
=8, 12,20,40, 60or80,d= 2,4 or8,n0 =2,4
or 8 and h2 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6, with
information on 100 progeny for males in age
class two,and the restriction that Nf < 160to
limit computing time for the stochastic
simulations. Intotal 468different schemes were
evaluated therefore. Within this range, the
maximum rate of inbreeding was, AFsim =
0.0597 for N=diag{6, 2, 12,4},n0 = 8andh2
= 0.1, with a prediction error of +1%. The
minimum rate of inbreeding was, AFsin =
0.0021 for N = diag{20, 60, 120,40},n0 =2
andh2= 0.1, withaprediction error of - 5 % .
Table 4 shows the average error and the
standard deviation of the error for the whole
range of schemes mentioned above, where
schemes are grouped according to the number
of sires. Schemes with up to 20 sires show
accurate predictions, i.e., the absolute value of
the mean error andthestandard deviation ofthe
error arebelow5%. Schemes withmorethan20
sires show a systematic underprediction of
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approximately 8% and an increasing standard
deviation ofthe error.
To give some background information on
prediction errors in Table 4, Table 5 showsthe
typical error trend for schemes with many
parents. When selection intensity is low (n0 =
2), predictions are accurate. For higher
selection intensities (n0 -A or 8), predictions
are too low. In spite of the errors, predictions
give a good indication of theeffect of changing
population parameters. For example, doubling
the number ofoffspring perparent increasesthe
rate of inbreeding from simulation by a factor
1.96 (h2 = 0.1, n0 = 4 vs. 8). For the same
scheme, the prediction indicates an increase by
a factor 1.82, which gives a good indication of
the tremendous effect of selection intensity on
AF with BLUP selection. BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS (2000) obtained similar error
trends for populations with discrete generations
and showed that the underprediction is due to
the use of simple linear models to predict
expected genetic contributions (Equations 2
through5).
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TABLE5.-Typicaltrendofthepredictionerrorsfor aschemewith manyparents*"
n„= 2

n„ =4

no = 8

h2c

AF!im

error%c

AFsim

error%c

AFsim

error%°

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

0.0025
0.0026
0.0026
0.0026

0
0
4
4

0.0046
0.0047
0.0046
0.0042

-13
-13
-11
-7

0.0090
0.0091
0.0081
0.0069

-19
-20
-17
-13

'ForN=diag{40,40, 120,40}.bSiresinageclasstwohaveinformation on 100progeny included intheirEBV.cerror%
= lOO%x(AFpmi-AFsim)/AFSim. dn„=number ofoffspring perdam.°h2 = heritability. fAF,im =rateof inbreeding peryear
from simulation

Table 6 shows rates of inbreeding and
corresponding prediction errors for schemes
with four age classes for each sex.Becausethe
potential numberof alternativeschemesis very
large,resultsarepresentedfor alimitednumber
of schemes with Nm= 20, d = 3 and h2 =0.3,
where the distribution of parents across age
classes was varied. For most schemes in Table
6, predictions are accurate or show some
underprediction due to the same reason as
mentioned above. There are, however, three
schemes in Table 6 that show a surprising
overpredictionof 14,11and16%.
Detailed examination of the schemes with
14% and 11% error revealed that the
overprediction of AF wasduetooverprediction
of the contributions of one-year-old sires (a0,
which in turn was due to overprediction of the
selection intensity in category one. Incategory
1,only two sires are selected and theintraclass
correlation between sibs is relatively high
(PFS.II~ 0-73; PHs,n~ 0.33), indicating that

reduction of selection intensity due to finite
numbers and correlations between indices of
relatives becomes important. Adjusting
selection intensities using the method of

TABLE 6.-Rates of inbreeding per year from
simulation (AFsim) and corresponding prediction
errorsfor aschemewithfour ageclassesab
diagN*
1053 230 1510 5

105 3 25 10 15 30

2 3 5 1030 1510 5

2 3 5 105 101530

555 5 1515 1515

28 8 25 25 25 5

8228 25 55 25

28 28 5 255 25

n/

AFJ

error%e

2
4
8
2
4
8
2
4
8
2
4
8
2
4
8
2
4
8
2
4
8
2
4
8

0.0132
0.0227
0.0379
0.0117
0.0214
0.0377
0.0098
0.0171
0.0302
0.0085
0.0156
0.0262
0.0125
0.0224
0.0390
0.0102
0.0171
0.0272
0.0111
0.0208
0.0390
0.0086
0.0156
0.0257

0
-4
-4
-1
-7
-7
1
3
14
4
-4
11
9
16
3
-6
-3
-7
3
2
-1
-1
-9
1

"Sires in age class four have information on 100
progenyincludedintheirEBV.'Torh2=0.3.cdiasN=
number of parents selected from each age class. n0 =
number of offspring per dam. eerror% =
\0a%y.(AFp„d-AFsimyAFSim.'Standard errors of
simulationresultsweresmallerthan 1% oftheestimate
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MEUWISSEN (1991) reduced intensities from
2.73 to approx. 2.57 for both schemes, and
prediction errors reduced from +14% to - 4 %
for the one scheme and from +11% to - 3 %for
the other scheme. Those schemes also required
adjustment of the selection intensity to
accurately predict genetic gain. This indicates
that the occasional need for adjusted selection
intensities is not a specific feature of the
method to predict AF, but is a general
requirement for schemes with few parents and
high intraclass correlations between EBVs of
sibs.

Examination of the scheme with 16% error
revealed that the overprediction of AF was due
to overprediction of the variance of family size.
When the number of selected parents is small
compared to the number of candidates per
family, all parents may be selected from very
few families, which can be accounted for by
adjusting the selected proportion according to
Equation D13 (WRAY et al. 1990). In the
present paper, adjusted selected proportions
were used for all schemes where minimum(nt;k
= l^cWt) < 0.75no (See Appendix D). For the
scheme with N = diag{5, 5, 5, 5, 15, 15, 15,
15}, this means that selected proportions were
not adjusted for n0 =2 or 4, whereas for n0 - 8
selected proportions were adjusted. The scheme
with n0 - 4 is borderline, i.e., in each male age
class the number of parents is small, but just
above the threshold that was used for adjusting
the selected proportion. Adjusting the selected
proportion for the scheme with n„ = 4 reduced
theprediction errorfrom+16%to+4%.
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Discussion
This paper shows how the general procedure of
WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999) and WOOLLIAMSand
BUMA(2000) for predicting rates of inbreeding
in selected populations can be implemented for
livestock breeding populations. For this
purpose, a livestock breeding population with
overlapping generations, BLUP selection, and
progeny testing was modeled. Except for
methods that ignore selection, there arenoother
methods available to predict rates of inbreeding
in livestock breeding populations at present.
Detailed discussions on theoretical issues of the
methods have been included in previous papers
[WOOLLIAMS et al. (1999), WOOLLIAMS and
BUMA (2000), BUMA and WOOLLIAMS (2000),
BUMA et al. (2000)]. In this discussion,
therefore, we will primarily address topics
related tothe implementation.
In spite of the prediction errors, the present
method is a substantial improvement over other
available methods, which ignore the effect of
selection on the rate of inbreeding. In the
absence of selection, AF of a population with
overlapping generations is equal to AF of a
population with discrete generations having the
same number of parents entering the population
per generation and the same lifetime varianceof
family size (HILL, 1972, 1979). Following that
approach, AF was predicted for the schemes in
Table 5 with n0 = 8, resulting in AFpred =
0.0022. (Note that, when ignoring selection,
AFpred is independent of heritability). In the
worst case, the present method showed an
underprediction of 20% (0.0073 vs. 0.0091),
whereas the prediction ignoring selection gives
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an error of-76% (0.0022 vs.0.0091). Thus, for
the scheme were the present method performs
worst, it still accounts for 80% of the true
inbreeding, whereas the method ignoring
selection accounts for only 24% of the true
inbreeding.
The magnitude and pattern of prediction
errors in the present study are in line with
prediction errors encountered by BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS (2000) for populations with
discrete generations. Schemes with many
parents show underprediction, which is due to
the use of models where the expected genetic
contribution is a linear function of the breeding
value. Contrary to BUMA and WOOLLIAMS
(2000), we did not include the effect of ft when
calculating the Poisson correction, i.e.,
Equation 17 only includes a. Inclusion of P in
the Poisson correction would have reduced the
underprediction by approximately 5-7%(BLIMA
and WOOLLIAMS, unpublished results), but
would alsocomplicate theprediction procedure.
Simulation results in discrete generations
indicate that the use of a quadratic model for
predicting genetic contributions will give
accurate predictions of AF (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 2000). We expect that this
conclusion extends to overlapping generations,
but implementation of such amodel requires3rd
and 4th moments of the truncated multivariate
normal distribution, which are difficult to
derive.
With BLUP selection, prediction of the
lifetime contribution (required for "step 2") is
more complicated than with mass selection.
With mass selection, the ranking of selection
candidates remains unchanged when animals

become older, because no additional
information is added at older ages. When the
ranking of animals remains unchanged over
time, the number of animals selected in any
combination of age classes can be derived
directly from the number of animals selected in
each age class. With mass selection, therefore,
thelifetime contribution depends directly on the
number of animals selected from each age class
(BDMA et al. 2000). With BLUP selection,
however, the EBV of selection candidates may
change when animals become older, because
new information {e.g., progeny) becomes
available.With different indices in different age
classes, the number of animals selected in a
particular combination of age classes depends
on the proportion selected jointly in those age
classes. In the present paper, such bivariate
normal proportions were obtained by numerical
integration using Dutt's algorithm (DUTT and
SOMS, 1976; DUCROCQ and COLLEAU, 1986).
Alternatively, bivariate normal proportions can
be approximated using the work of MENDEL
and ELSTON (1974). Subsequently, the
expectation of the squared selective advantage
for those categories was calculated using the
moment generating function of the truncated
multi normal distribution (TALLIS, 1961;
Equations CI - C 3 ) .
When there are more than two different
indices, e.g., when progeny information
accumulates gradually sothateach age class has
a different amount of information available, the
lifetime contribution can still be predicted using
the bivariate normal distribution because cross
products between any two age classes, «,,£«,,/,
involve only two categories at a time. With
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different amounts of information for each sexage class, the present method can still be
applied but crossproducts need tobe calculated
from Equation 16for all ageclasses.
In the present study, selection is for a single
trait. Predictions for multi-trait selection can be
developed using the same methodology. First, a
multi-trait pseudo BLUP selection index for
populations with overlapping generations has to
be developed. This can be done by extending
the work of VlLLANUEVA et al. (1993) to
overlapping generations. With multi-trait
selection, the selective advantage would consist
of the sum of breeding values for the different
traits, weighted by their economic value.
Subsequently, steps 1to 3remain essentially the
same,butequations havetobederived based on
a multi-trait index. For example, in Equation 6
and 7, the Il-matrix would represent the
regression of the aggregate breeding value of a
selected offspring on the aggregate breeding
value of the parent. All of these steps can be
performed using standard selection index
theory.
One needs to take care when applying the
present methodology to populations with
extremely high correlations between estimated
breeding values of sibs. For example, in a dairy
MOET scheme, selection of young bulls may
solely be based on information from relatives,
so that between full sib family selection is
practiced (pFS = 1). For such cases, the
equations for calculating the variance of family
size and the linear model for predicting
expected genetic contributions may be less
accurate.
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Up till now, optimizing rates of gain and
inbreeding in livestock breeding schemes
required computationally demanding stochastic
simulation, which restricts the number of
alternative schemes considered. With the
present method, rates of inbreeding in livestock
breeding programs can be predicted within very
limited computing time, which shows that the
general theory of WOOLLIAMSetal. (1999) and
WOOLLIAMS and BUMA (2000) provides a
toolbox for considering both rates of genetic
gain and inbreeding in selected populations.
Recently, BDMA et al. (2000b) optimized rates
of gain and inbreeding for crossbreeding
schemes, which illustrates how the method to
predict AF can be connected to an optimization
procedure. In their study, approximately 750
alternative breeding schemes were evaluated
within 9 CPU seconds. This shows that, even
when connected to a numerical search
algorithm, themethod canbeused interactively.

Implications
The common animal breeding practice of
selection on Estimated Breeding Values using
Best Linear Unbiased Prediction has enabled
increased ratesof genetic gainbut will also lead
to increased rates of inbreeding, and thus
endangers selection response and genetic
diversity in the long term. In this paper, we
developed a deterministic method to predict
rates of inbreeding for livestock breeding
populations. The method enables balancing of
rates of genetic gain and inbreeding before a
breeding scheme commences, and is therefore
an important aid to design sustainable animal
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breeding plans. This implies that weno longer
have to resort to computationally demanding
stochastic simulation tobalance short andlongterm response in livestock breeding
populations.
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AppendixA

Elements of \\ are,perrow: Vi(l,...) = (0"m ,0,
fa2m,

0, y2°l
y2a2fld,
a)Id,

Ko-^);V 1 (2,...) =(0, a),

y2a),

y2a))-

y2a)ld,

y2a)ld,

(%a>l> fa/'* y°)ld>
V,(5,...) = (y2a2m,

y2a),

a)Id,

V,(3,...) = (0,
y2a)ld)\

°lsy2a)ld,

a2FS); V,(6,...) = (y2a2m, y2a),

a)Id,

Vi(4,...) =

CT

«-

CT

«s);

a2HS, a2FS,
y2a)ld,

a2HS,

a2FS, a2sdf), where a2m and a2 are the varianceof
theEBV among selected sires and dams respectively;
a2HS and aFS arethebetween full sib family and
between half sib family variance, which are, a2HS =
1/4

°\,m

+ v a

* l,fld + (1/2<Tlo+CT1V M and a2FS =

v

*alm + 1 / 4 C r l / + ( l/2CT lo+o'I Vn» w h ere a2Am

(G 2 Af ) is the genetic variance among the selected
sires (dams), a\

is the environmental variance,

a\ 0is thebase generation additive genetic variance
and a 2elf = a\ +a\,

where o\

is the total

additive genetic variance. Furthermore, g[ =

Pseudo-BLUP selection index

(.Vial, K°)<

There are two indices, Index1 ( A u ) without

V2al0lnod,V*(T2Ajn +V*(TAJ +V*o2ASSln0, c2A)

progeny information and Index2 ( A 2 i ) with progeny

Via) Id, V*o\m + V*o\fld

+

Matrix V2isidentical toV]buthas additional row

information. Weights for Indexl (Index2) are,bi =

and column, V2(7,...) = V2(...,7) = [V*a2m , V*a2f ,

Vr 1 gi (bj= V2_1g2)where V, (V2)isthe 6x6 (7x7)

%a2f Id, Cov(PHS , Pprg ) , Cov(PFS, Pm ) , V2G2A,

covariance matrix ofinformation sources inx ^ (x2ji)
and gi (g2) is the 6x1 (7x1)vector of covariances

V a K ? „ ) ] , where C o v ( P r a , Pprg) = X <

between information sources in x ^ (x2>i) andthe

Xa 2 A J Id +Ka2AfiInA

breeding value of the candidate. Indexl is identical

+ y*°lf

totheindexofWray and Hill (1989).

m

+

Cov(PFS, Pprg) = Xa 2 A m

+Halo'".,, andVar(P prs ) = MCTJ(1 +

\/dprg) +(ViG2A0+o2E )lnprg, where dprg is numberof
dams mated to a single sire when producing
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offspring for the progeny test. Assuming the same
litter size as in the nucleus, dprg = nprgln0.
Furthermore, g\

is identical to g [ , but has

additional g 2 (7) = Vio\.
Genetic variance among selected parents of sex x

2cmax

lhOiHi

AGy = VioA X
, where L0 is the
*=i NseX(k-)L0
generation interval based on the average age of
parents
of
newborn
offspring,
L0
=
"max

Vi Y.age{k)nkINsexik) .
k=l

was

k

Each generation, additive genetic variance was

Nx

calculated from a\ = V*o\m + V*o\f + Via2A0.

,2 nk

~Z(Hk -/J.) ——, with k = l.Cmo, for sires and k =
k
Nx
Cmox+1.2cmaxfor dams, where Kk is Pearsons variance
reduction coefficient [Kk = ik(h-^k), where i is
selection intensity and r is the standardized
truncation point], pk is the accuracy of selection, fik
is the genetic mean of the parents selected from
category k expressed as a deviation from an arbitrary
base, fik =ikpkcrA -kAGy, where AGy is the rate of
genetic gain per year, and \i is the overall mean of
the selected group for sex x, fi =X/ij —— . In the
k
Nx

weighted sum of the within age-class genetic
variance after selection and the second term
represents the additional variance due to differences
between the mean breeding values of parents
selected from different age classes.
The variance of the EBV among selected parents,

k

'

distinguished. First, between A,, of two sibs with
neither progeny tested, second, between A2, of two
progeny tested sibs, and finally between one tested
and one not.
Between full sibs in not-progeny tested categories:
PFS.U= b^Cpsyb, AT? , where k and / denote the

equation for a\ x, the first term represents the

ol and a), was a\ = lo\t(\-Kk)-^-

The above equations were iterated until equilibrium
variances were reached (approx. 10iterations).
Intraclass correlations: Three types of intra-class
correlations between EBV of sibs can be

+
N

categories of both individuals, CFS,ki is the 6x6
covariance matrix between the information sources
of an individual in category k and the information
sources of its full sib in category /. Matrix CFSkl is
identical to Vj except for CFs,«(6,6) =
)/4 0Ajn +X <7Af . Between full sibs in progeny
tested categories, pFS_u = b 2 C F S H b 2 / c r | , where
CFs,«is a 7x7 covariance matrix which is identical to

x

V2 except for CFS,«(6,6) = X^l™ +X <*!/•
E(^*-;U) 2 ——, where x = m or /, a\k
k

is the

Nx

variance of the EBV among selection candidates in
category k.
Accuracy of selection for category k was,
Pt=V b w«(t)8f«fex(t) /cT 5 - w h e r e indexW = 1 for
categories without progeny testing and index(fc) = 2
for categories with progeny testing. The variance of
EBV was,CT]k =p\o\

. Genetic gain per year was,

CFS,«(6,7) = C FS .H(7,6) = )ia2Am
CFs,*;(7,7) = }{6a2Am

+ /l6G2Af.

+ ^CT^and
Between a

progeny tested individual and its not-progeny tested
full sib, pFSM = b^Cps, H b 2 /CT^CT^ , where CFS,*;is
a 6x7 covariance matrix which is identical to the
sub-matrix C F S ,H(1-6;1-7) for the case of progeny
testing in both categories.
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Between half sibs innot-progeny tested categories,
b C

b

PHSM= ^ Hs,w i/

CT

l, .

where C

where index(k) = 1for categories without progeny
testing and 2forcategories with progeny testing, and
CimfciOW is a vector of covariances between
information sourcesofan offspring incategory kand
the selective advantage of its parent in category /.
For offspring categories without progeny testing, Cii(

HS,H is identicalto

V! except forCHS,*;(5-6,5-6)= >/4CT2m,CHS,«(2,5-6)
= C H S ,H(5-6,2) =0andCHS,w(2,2)=0.Between half
sibs in progeny tested categories, PHSM -

[o-?/l-»c;),

b 2 C H S ( . ( b 2 /cr| , where CHs,w is identical to V2
except for CHS,*((5-6,5-6) = W a ^ , CHS,u(2,5-6)=

±oA(Ll-Klpf)+jrf~/d

C HS ,H(5-6,2) = 0 and CHS,«(2,2) = 0, CHS,«(2,7) =
CHS,H(7,2) = 0, CHS,w(5-6,7) = C„s,w(7,5-6) =

\a\f

Between a progeny tested individual andits notprogeny

tested

half

jo-ld-^p, 2 ) +

Id, \c\{\ - KlPf) +\c\f

Cmal;andcu=[cr?n>

X< m .C„ s ,«(7,7)=X6^sib,

pHSU

\a\{\-KlP])ld

=

K

Id ]for I= 1,

CT^O-V,), CT?;(l-K:,)/rf ,
\G2A(\-KIP2)

+ \a\m,

2"/t,m . ?0A(\W
±«2 IPI

b^C H S H b 2 /o"-o". , where CHs,w is the (6x7)

<f/d

<fld>

) + I°AM

+

] for / = c ^ + 1 ,

r

tcmax- F° offspring categories with progeny testing,
covariance matrix which is identical to thesubmatrix CHs,w(l-6;l-7)forthe case ofprogeny testing
inboth categories.
Intraclass correlations were corrected for the
number of families being finite, using theempirical
correction of BUMA andWOOLLIAMS (2000), pFSM
PFS,U

-Pw,«(l-Pra,H)(0-8643/Af m

0.9540%) and pHSJd

= p„SM

c « = tc u (l-6), ±a2Aa-Ktpt)+-Lalfld

] for /=

1, Cmax;andc 2t ,= [c u (l-6), •Lo2A(l-Klpf) +±(j2Ajn]
r2

'=1 "m

+

-pHSM(l-p2HSM)

'«„»+'"/
c

i

a\

=

~MN„
\j

A,m

(1.4075/^+1.4581%).

max fit

n

o

X — c r ? (1-K,)
A,lv

(

and

'

a2 A.f

AppendixB
The G matrix: Elements of G are (BUMA and

Prediction of
contributions

expected

genetic

= ±PkL

The n andA matrix: Elements of II andA area
multiple category analogy ofthe discrete generations
case (see BUMA and WOOLLIAMS, 2000):

% = Vi- b ^ ( t ) CM^yKj/ a2,

k,l= 1,2cmax
(Bl)

c

^kl= ^inikx(k) index(k).lhl(Cj,; <?Ak)

k,l = 1, Ic^
(B2)
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WOOLLIAMS, 1999):

Ski 2

»,
N

n,

k,l = \,2cm

(B3)

Pk sex(I)

where pu istheselected proportion among offspring
in category k descending from parents incategory /.
Solutions for pu were obtained separate for each
parent sex,by simultaneously solving the equations
Pk=lPkinilHsex(l)

and

0[(4-V2^()/o"- ],

using

Pu
the

1
algorithm

-
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RIDDR.ROOT (RIDDERS, 1979; Press etal. 1992),
where I= 1,c ^ for sires, / = c w + 1 , Ic^ for dams,
It is the EBV truncation point common to all
offspring in category k, a• is the standard
deviation of the EBV for offspring in category k

[(n*-l)£(Ai/W) +E(A2 )]lnk = {nk-\)E{A,) Ak lnk +
E{ A? )lnk. Following this approach, itcan be shown
that:
E[(ArAk)(A-ACnm)]

=

descending from parents incategory Z, [Xi isgivenin
Appendix Aand O denotes thecumulative normal

-[(«*-l)/n*]£(Ai) At

distribution function (BUMA and WOOLUAMS, 1999).

- [(nc

The standard deviation of the EBV, a.,.,, was

LV

c

A,ty

calculated analogous to a.

a\m

(o2AJ) by <r2Aa-KlP?) and a2m (a2) by

The D matrix: Elements of D were obtained,
separate for each parent sex, from (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 1999),

]£(A()4

max J

*

l(nknc

*- c max

*

c

'-max

) ]Ak Ac
max

*

(CI)
'-max

where At = ikpk<?A- This equation hasthedesired
property that it reduces tozero when nknir

a\t(1- Kt) when theparent isamale (female).

c

'

+ [l-nkc

byusing the pseudo-

BLUP index (Appendix A), but replacing

-l)/«c

max

nc

=

= 1and thatitreduces to E(A?)- E(Ai) Ak

- E(Ai) Ar

c

+ Ak Ar
max

*

c

when nk, nr
max

, •-max
nk .

L

max

*>cmax
*>*-m

The terms £04,) and£(Af) represent the expectation

where Hi isgiven inAppendix A,iu isthe selection
intensity corresponding to pki (seeabove) and the
second term represents subtraction of theaverage:
dk = XCKMI +l u CT ,u|/) •w i t h *= 1.c ^ for sires,/
=Cmoi+1,2cmax for dams.

AppendixC

of the breeding value and the squared breeding value
of individuals that are selected both in categorykand
in
category
cw,
e.g., E(At) =
E(At\ A,t >Tt,A ,
^ M 1,K

*'

>rr

'.Cmax

),which can beobtained
c

max '

from the moment generating function of the
truncated multivariate normal distribution (TALLIS,
1961). From the first and second equations onpage
226 of TALLIS (1961), with, in the notation of
TALUS, ax =AA = AA = -°°, it follows that:

Step2,expectation ofsquaredexpected
contributions.

E(A,)= aA[Pk<KTk)$(Wk.cma)
+ pc

Equation 16: ERA,-Ak )(A r ACma )] = £(A 2 ) E(A,Ak)- E{A,A.
'

K

)+E( At Ar
c

'

to oneof the nk r

max

*

),where irefers
c

max

individuals that areselected

r

4>(rc )<&(wc k)]Pk\

^cmaxrv

c

VT c

max '

max>* '

J r

(C2)

*' c max

and
E(A?) = a2{

2
Pk_Cnmx+ p kTkMTk)<t>(Vk,cmJ

''•'-max

both in category k and in category Cma. When
deriving those expectations, one has to accountfor
the fact that At and Ar
*

are finite sample means.
c

max

*

+ p2
r

X, <p(Tc )®(Wc k)

c

max

+

c

max T

x

t

max

T

'max-*

Wk^c^'Pk.c^PktPc^

-PkPk.0^)

+ ft- (P* - ft- P . . W )] ) P*~L, <C3>

For example, E{AtAt) =E[Ai{Axk + ••••+A„kk )}lnk=
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where pk istheaccuracy of selection in category k,
ptr
is the correlation between the index ofan
individual in category k and its index in category
c

- » P**« = akklGAtcma

•^

is t h e

univariate
-Vr1

-Vi

normal density function, 0(f) = (2n) e
T

T

s

n

,

tne

0( k' i'Pkj) '
bivariate normal density
function, 0(T t ,T,,p u ) = [ 2 ^ 1 -p£, ) e "•"
with

g

= (r2k-2pkJTkT, +r?)/(l-p2k[),

<Piy/) is

the univariate normal upper tail proportion, <P(y/) =

where n,. t (/) is thenumber of selected offspring in
category Ifrom the i*sire incategoryfcand nijk(l) is
the number of selected offspring in category / from
the;'111damincategory k that ismated tosire ;',{i.e.,
n,*represents thesire family size andny represents
the dam family size).InEquation Dl and D2,fik(l)=
E[«i»,/t(0K*]> which is the expected number of
selected offspring incategory /ofsireiincategoryk,
given its selective advantage. In Equation D3 and
D4,n&) =E[/iy, t (/)M.
Elements ofEquations DltoD4are:

E1[A*i2(0]=4g£»,V0+' & < )
(D5)

k, I= 1,2cm

\<l>(x)dx and y/u =(r,- Pfc|T*)(l-p%, )~*. Notethat

n

Es[Mt(/)Mt(/')]=t&a&viWv 'k (1+hkhk<3\ )
U , / ' ^ , ^ / * ! '

Vu* Vu-

AppendixD
Calculation of5
General equations forcalculating AV„k aregivenin

E,{»/..t(/)[B,.i(0-l]}= ^{%i(0[n»,»(i)-l])
+ d(d-l)Es[nijik(l)nirik(I)]
k=l,cmLC;l=l,2cHua
Es[«l-.i(/)«/.,i(/')]= dEs[nij:k(l)nu(l')]
+ d(d-l)E,[n fti (0«s-.t(/')]
*=l,cmal;Z=l,2cmal;/^'

Appendix E of WOOLUAMS and BUMA (2000), and

can also beobtained byextending theequationsfor
BLUP selection with discrete generations (BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS, 2000) topopulations with overlapping
generations. Tokeep notation as short as possible,
the number of selected offspring conditional on the
selective advantage, nijk(l)\si:k, is abbreviated by
««.*(')•
For sires,AV„kiscalculated from:

2n

sex(l)(nsex(.I) ~Vglknl ( 2 Stt"< ~ 1 ) ^ ( P « - Plk'pFS.ll)
n

kNsex(k)TSex(l) (nkNsex(k)Tsex(l)~1)
(D9)

E s [n 1>t (/)n at (Z')] =

(Dl)

(D10)

(D2)

and for dams from:
AV„,t(/,0=E.{»fti(Z)[iift4(Z) -1]} -E s [n 2 k (l) ]
k=cma+\, 2cmax;I= 1,2cmax (D3)
AV„,t(/,/')= E,[nft4(/)«ftt(/')] - E s [ r t (/) r t (/')]
fe =c m a x + l , 2 c m a x ; U ' = l , 2 c m K ; ' ' t ' ' (D4)
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•f / t •P>S,«')

* "sex(r>'sex(l)*sex(n

AV„,t(/,/')= E,[«,.it(/)B,.i4(/*)]- EJMkWtttf')]
k=\,cma;,ir=\,2cmm:,l*V

(D8)

Es{«,;.t(0K-.i(0-l]} =

n

k=\,cmax;l=\,2cmax

(D7)

where./'is anotherdam thanj,

*nSex(l)nsex{V)8lknl8nnVR(Plk

AV„,t(U)=Es{ni.t(0[n,-.,t(0 -1]}- E,[nl(0 1

(D6)

Es[nj,,*(/)n,>-.t(0]
2 .2

"L«)gft"i (2gftwi ~l)*(Pa.Pit•Pmji)
n

kN

n

sex(k)Tsex(,l)(

kN sex^TsexO) 1)1)

(Dll)
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Es[/ii/,t(/)/i(f,*(0]=
4n

sex(,l)nsex(V)8lknl8nnIR(Plk
w

<Plk • PHSU )

* "sex<,kysex(lVsex(V)

(D12)
where T^f, is the total number of candidates of the
sex of category I, and nsexi[,is the number of
offspring of sex(l) born per dam (Tm =Tf=T and nm
= tif = Vin„ for the current breeding scheme). Note
that Equations D9 and D10 are used both in
equations D3and D4 andin equations D7 and D8;in
D3 and D4 for dam categories (k= t w + l ^ c , ^ ) and
inD7 and D8 for sirecategories (k= 1, c ^ .
Furthermore, from MENDEL and ELSTON (1974),
Ripik, PrbPsibsji) = PuJ<b[{U-kPsibs,iv-'Cik)(\-Kvk
Pribs,H')"'] where 0 is the cumulative normal
distribution function and tlk is the standardized
truncation point for offspring in category /
descending from parents in category k. When /' * I,
the most accurate value is obtained by using / for the
category with the smallest selection intensity (WRAY
etal. 1994).
In situations where the number of selected parents
is small compared to the number of selection
candidates per family, Equations D9 to D12 can give
substantial bias. For those cases, accuracy of
Equations D9 to D12 can be improved by adjusting
the selected proportion according to WRAY et al.
(1990). Adjusted selected proportions for sire
categories were (see Appendix B for unadjusted
selected proportions),
PkiMi =(1- Prifaju )pu+ PMSJCI max(pw,l/n,)
l=\,Cmax

D(13)

andfor dam categories
Pkirti =(1~ PstbsM )Pu + Psibsju max|p u ,l/(«, Id)]
/=c w + l , 2 < w D(14)
In the present study, this adjustment was applied to
all schemes where, for any of the sire categories,
min(rtt)<1.5/i0.
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CHAPTER 9

MaximisingGeneticGainfortheSireLineofaCrossbreeding
SchemeutilisingbothPurebredandCrossbredInformation
PiterBijmaandJohanA.M.VanArendonk
AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,
6700AHWageningen,TheNetherlands.
Abstract - A selection index procedure which utilises both purebred and crossbred information
wasdeveloped for the sire line of athree-way crossbreeding scheme in pigs, to predict response to
BLUP selection with an animal model. Purebred and crossbred performance were treated as
correlated traits.Thebreeding goal wascrossbred performance, but methods canbe applied toother
goals. A hierarchical mating structure was used. Sires were mated to purebred dams to produce
replacements,andtoFl's from thedamlinetoproducefattening pigs.Generations werediscreteand
inbreedingwasignored.Theselectionindexincludedpurebredandcrossbredphenotypic information
of the current generation and estimated breeding values for purebred and crossbred performance of
parents and mates of parents from the previous generation. Reduction of genetic variance due to
linkage disequilibrium and reduction of selection intensity due to finite population size and due to
correlatedindexvalueswasaccountedfor. Selectionwasundertaken untilasymptoticresponseswere
reached. The index was used to optimise the number of selected parents per generation and the
numberofoffspring testedperlitter, andtomakeinferences onthevalueofcrossbred information. It
was optimal to test a maximum number of offspring per litter, mainly due to increased female
selection intensities. Maximum response reductions due to linkage disequilibrium and correlated
indexvalueswere32%and29%respectively.Correctingforcorrelatedindexvalueschangedranking
of breeding schemes. Benefit of crossbred information was largest when the genetic correlation
betweenpurebredandcrossbredperformance waslow.Duetohighcorrelationsbetweenindexvalues
inthatcase,theoptimumnumberofselectedsiresincreasedconsiderablywhencrossbred information
wasincluded.

I

n animal breeding, optimisation of breeding
schemes is an important activity of breeding
organisations. This optimisation is complicated
by several factors, as for example the use of
family information, reduction of genetic
variance due to linkage disequilibrium
(BULMER, 1971) and correlation between index
values of selection candidates. Because of this
complexity, stochastic simulation is often used

Anim.Sci.66:529-542

to optimise breeding schemes. However,
stochastic simulation is computationally
demanding. In this study, deterministic methods
are applied in order to allow for a large number
of alternative schemes to be investigated within
limited computing time.
Breeding value estimation using Best Linear
UnbiasedPrediction of breeding values(BLUPEBV) under an animal model is a common
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procedure for genetic evaluation nowadays
(e.g., KENNEDY et al. 1988). A deterministic
method for predicting response to selection on
BLUP-EBV under an animal model was
presented by WRAY and HILL (1989). A
multitrait extension of this method was
presented by VHXANUEVA et al. (1993). The
method accounted for reduction of genetic
variance due to gametic phase disequilibrium
induced by selection (BULMER, 1971). Wray
and HILL (1989) and DEKKERS (1992) found
that ranking of breeding schemes was little
affected by the Bulmer effect when selection
wason BLUP-EBV under an animal model and
when generations were discreet. However, as
shown by MEUWISSEN (1991), ranking of
breeding schemes can change due to reduction
of selection intensity when index values of
selection candidates are correlated.
Inpig and poultry breeding, information from
crossbred animals is becoming available which
has increased the interest of utilising crossbred
information in genetic evaluation. To optimise
breeding schemes utilising both purebred and
crossbred information, methods to predict
response under combined crossbred purebred
selection (CCPS) are crucial. In these methods,
purebred and crossbred performance should be
treated as genetically different traits, because
empirical evidence for differences between
purebred and crossbred genetic parameters has
been found (e.g., BROWNand BELL, 1980; VAN

purebred and crossbred traits can also arise
from genotype by environment interaction,
observed especially for carcass traits (MERKS,
1986). WEI and VAN DER WERF (1994)
described a selection index procedure for
crossbreeding, which utilises both crossbred
and purebred information (CCPS). They
showed that this index resulted in higher
response than pure line selection (PLS) or
reciprocal recurrent selection. However, their
index is not expected to predict response to
selection on BLUP-EBV under an animal
model accurately, because the index did not
include pedigree information and the Bulmer
effect was ignored.
The set-up of this paper is threefold. First, a
selection index procedure that predicts response
to selection on BLUP-EBV under an animal
model is developed for the sire line of a threepath crossbreeding scheme in pigs. Purebred
and crossbred performance were treated as
genetically correlated traits. The procedure
accounts for reduction of the selection intensity
due to finite sample size and correlated index
values,and for reduction of the genetic variance
due to the Bulmer effect. Second, breeding
schemes were optimised for different fixed test
capacities in order to make optimum use of the
available test capacity. Finally, inferences were
made on the effect of using crossbred
information on the response and on the layout
of optimum breeding schemes.

DER WERF, 1990; WEI and VAN DER STEEN,

1991). Theoretical explanations of this
phenomenon based on one and two locus
models were given by WEIet al. (1991a,b) and
BAUMUNG
(1997). Differences between
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Methods
Breeding scheme: An index was derived for
selection in the sire line of a three-path
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crossbreeding scheme in pigs. A hierarchical
mating structure was assumed, generations were
discrete and inbreeding was ignored. Siresfrom
the sire line were mated tonpd purebred damsof
the sire line to produce npo purebred offspring
per dam. Sires were also mated to ncd Fl-dams
from the multiplier level of the dam line, to
produce nc0 crossbred fattening pigs per Fldam. Dams produced only one litter. Sires were
used simultaneously for the production of pure
line replacements and for the production of
crossbred fattening pigs. Purebred performance
was measured on animals within the sire line,
crossbred performance was measured on
fattening pigs. Purebred and crossbred
information was assumed to be available at the
same time and was measured on both sexes.
Each generation, ns males and nsnpd females
were selected among the nsnpdnpo purebred
selection candidates of thecurrent generation of
the sire line, to become sires and dams of the
next generation. Selection was performed by
truncation onpseudo-BLUP EBV.
Breeding goal: The breeding goal (H) was
defined as breeding value for crossbred
performance. However, because both purebred
and crossbred breeding values were needed as
information sources in the selection index, the
breeding goal included both purebred and
crossbred breeding value and zero economic
weight was given to the purebred breeding
value.Thusthebreeding goalwas,
#=a'u,
where a' = (0 1),which is a vector of economic
weights, and u is a 2 x 1vector containing the
breeding value for purebred and crossbred
performance. Including both traits in u also

allows for the use of other economic values
without having to change the selection index
equations.
Selection index: An individual animal model
was used with one record per animal.
Phenotypic observations consisted of additive
genetic, common environmental and individual
environmental effects, X = A +C+E. Maternal
effects were not considered. Phenotypic
(co)variances were the sum of additive genetic,
common environmental and individual
environmental (co)variances. Each generation
(f), breeding values were predicted for every
purebred individual of the current generation,
using thefollowing selection index,
'(0 = b w x

where b(t) is avector of index weights and x isa
vector of information sources.
Ten information sources were included in x;
1. individual phenotypic record, 2. purebred
full-sib phenotypic mean, 3. purebred half-sib
phenotypic mean, 4. crossbred half-sib
phenotypic mean, 5. estimated purebred
breeding value sire, 6. estimated purebred
breeding value dam, 7. average of estimated
purebred breeding values of npd purebred dams
mated to the sire, 8. estimated crossbred
breeding value sire, 9. estimated crossbred
breeding value dam, 10. average of estimated
crossbred breeding values of ncd Fl-dams mated
tothesire.
Purebred and crossbred estimated breeding
values refer to estimated breeding values for
purebred and crossbred performance. Estimated
breeding values of sires and dams were
included in x in order to utilise pedigree
information. Estimated breeding values of sires
165
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and dams were equal to their index in the
previous generation, i.e., when they were a
candidate. Therefore, estimated breeding values
of parents didnotinclude progeny information,
but this information isincluded intheindexvia
full-sibs andhalf-sibs. This index iscomparable

G(D-

to index ISD of WRAY and HILL (1989). It is

assumed toaccurately approximate selectionon
BLUP-EBV under an animal model, because
pedigree information is accounted for by
including sire and dam EBV, and phenotypic
records of paternal half-sibs are corrected for
the genetic level of their dams by including
information sources7and10.
Each generation, index weights were
calculated accordingto
b<o

=P

(f)G(()a,

where P w is the 10x10 variance-covariance
matrix ofinformation sources inx,andG w isa
10x2 matrix of covariances between
information sources inxandbreeding valuesin
u.
For each generation, the matrices P w and G w
aregivenby,
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where " 1 " refers to the purebred trait and "2"
refers tothecrossbred trait. Notation follows as
closely as possible that of VlLLANUEVA et al.
(1993). Generally speaking, three types of
(co)variance elements can be distinguished in
P(,j and G w ; (co)variances between phenotypic
information
sources
denoted
P.(i,j)„
(co)variances involving estimated breeding
values of sires and dams denoted S(i,j), and
D(i,j)„ and (co)variances between phenotypic
information sources andbreeding values ofthe
individual denoted G.(i,j)„ where i andj can
take thevalue 1or2,i.e.,refer tothepurebred
or the crossbred trait. Because sires and dams
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0
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were assumed to be unrelated and Fl-dams
were not related to purebred animals, P w and
G(t) contain zero's at the corresponding
positions. Elements of P w and Gfl) that do not
contain crossbred components are identical to
the corresponding elements of P w and G(l)
derived byVlLLANUEVA etal.(1993).
Estimated breeding values for trait j were
obtained from the index,

hn) = "KDX

Gj(i,j),

=Covs(AhAj)t

P0(i,j), =Cov(X,,X.),
P,(i,7),

=G,(iJ),
+ C o v ^ . C ^+C o v ^ ^ p / n ^

P2(iJ),=G2(i,j),
+Cov(C;,Cj)/npd+ Cov^ ,Ej)/ nponpd
P3(2,2), =Cov s(A 2) A 2 ),
+ [±CovFUB(A2,A2)eq

where
&;(»)= *(»)8;(o
whereg;(()isthecolumnof G<,) corresponding to
thef trait.
Matrix elements: For the calculation of
elements of P(() and G w , total phenotypic
(co)variances between trait i andj [Cov(XpX;-),]
were partitioned into additive genetic
(co)variances
[Cov(A;,A,),],
common
environmental (co)variances [Cov(Cj,C,)] and
individual
environmental
(co)variances
[Co\(Ej,Ej)] between trait i and j . Additive
genetic (co)variances between trait i andj were
further partitioned into between sire family
(co)variances [Covs(A„AJ)J, between dam
family (co)variances [Covd(Aj,A,)t] and within
family (co)variances [Covw(Ai>AJ)]. Elements of
P(t)and G(,) werecalculated as
G0(iJ), = Cow(Ai,Aj),
G^Uj), =Cov,(A,, Aj),
+

Co\d(Ai,Aj),+Co\w(Ai,AJ)/npo

G 2 (i,;), =Cov J (A j ,A y ),
+Cov d(A,.,Aj), /npd +Covw(A i ,A,) I nponpd

+Cov(C 2 ,C 2 )]/n cd

+ [(|Cov(A 2 ,A 2 ), =0 +|Cov f l (A 2 ,A 2 ), = 0
+ Cov(E2,E2)]/(ncdnco)
S(iJ), =Cov(A j ,/ ; ) ( _ I
Cov(A, ( /),_ 1 Cov(/ ; ,/),_
" Ki-i)

D n (2,2) = 4 ? C o v n ( A 2 , A 2 ) , ? . ,
where CovfyB(A2^42)eq is the between family
component of additive genetic variance for
crossbred performance among Fl-dams at
equilibrium, CovF/(A2,A2)t=o is the total additive
genetic variance for crossbred performance
among Fl-dams in the base generation,
Cov/r;(A2y42)eq is the total additive genetic
variance for crossbred performance among Fldams at equilibrium and r2meq is the accuracy
of breeding value estimation of Fl-dams at
equilibrium. The element DF1(2,2) represents
the variance in indexes of Fl-dams, and was
calculated as the squared accuracy times the
additive genetic variance in equilibrium. It was
assumed that Fl-dams had equilibrium genetic
parameters. Therefore,
all
covariance
components concerning Fl-dams were constant.
If there is no breeding value estimation on Fl167
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dams, the last row and column of P w are
removed, and P w becomes a 9x9 matrix and
G(,) becomes a9x2 matrix.
Each generation t, the total phenotypic
(co)variance was calculated as the sum of
additive genetic, common environmental and
individual environmental (co)variance. The
total additive genetic (co)variance was
calculated as the sum of sire, dam and within
family component of additive genetic
(co)variance. The common environmental and
individual environmental (co)variances were
assumed to be constant over time. Cov(CbCi)
and Cov(C2,C2) were calculated as c2a2pKl=0)
and c\<j2p2{tdj) respectively, where c\ and c2
are the common environmental variance
between full-sibs as a proportion of the total
phenotypic variance for purebred and crossbred
performance inthe base generation, and o2^=a)
is the total phenotypic variance in the base
generation. Because inbreeding was ignored,
the within family component of additive genetic
variance [Cov„,(Aj,A;)] was equal to
V^Co\(Aj,Aj),=0, and was constant over time. The
between sire family component of additive
genetic variance was calculated every
generation as,

Cov,(A,^),=
1

n

(A AX

Cov(4,.,A.),_,

Cov(4,.,/),_1Cov(4J.,/)M)
1
k,
''(»-!)

where
Cov(A,.,/), =b; ( ) g l ( l )
a

i(t)
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=

*)(0^(')')(()

where o2m is the variance of the index, ks=
is(is-xs), isis the selection intensity and xs is the
corresponding standardised truncation point for
sires. Co\d{Ai,A1)t was calculated in the same
way as Cows(AbAj)„but kdwas used instead of
ks. Co\(Ai,Ij), and Cov(/;,/)r werecalculated as,
Cov(4,/,),

=b'mgm

Cov(/,.,/), =b',. (0 G (0 a
Elements D(i,j), were calculated similar to
S(i,j)„ butkdwasused instead ofks.
The sire line heritability for crossbred
performance wasdefined as,
h2 =Cov(A2,A2),=0/CTp2(/=0)
where cr2p2{t=Q) is the phenotypic variance
among crossbreds in the base population. The
genetic covariance between purebred and
crossbred performance, Cov(A/,A2),=o, was
defined as four times the covariance between
purebred and crossbred half-sibs. The purebredcrossbred genetic correlation wasdefined as
Cov( A . A ^
>/Cov(A1,A1),=0Cov(A2,A2),=o
Selection intensity: Approximate selection
intensities corrected for correlated index values
and for finite sample size were calculated using
themethod ofMEUWISSEN(1991),
i r ( ^ , ^ ) = i r (0,0){l-/ B V (^,r i f )} u < , '-"' >

where ir(0,0) is the selection intensity for
uncorrected index values corrected for finite
sample size,tav is the correlation between index
values averaged over all selection candidates, tfs
is the correlation between index values of full-
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sibs, ths is the correlation between index values
of half-sibs and iitfs,ths) is a weighting factor.
This method is a 3-dimensional application of
RAWLINGS' (1976) method, and performs well
for nested full-half-sib family structures
(MEUWISSEN, 1991;

PHOCAS and

COLLEAU,

1995). The approximation of BURROWS(1972)
was used to calculate selection intensities for
uncorrelated index values corrected for finite
sample size [jr(0,0)]. The correlation between
index values averaged over all selection
candidates was (MEUWISSEN, 1991),
(»«„,-l)fji+n„(n J - -l)f fa
nsnpdnpo - 1
Correlations between selection index values
of relatives, i.e., between full-sibs (tfs) and
between half-sibs (?fo), were calculated as (DE
BOER and VAN ARENDONK, 1991):
l

rel

=b

«)R(0b(0/b«)P«)b(0

where R w is a 10x10 variance-covariance
matrix between information sources of two
relatives ingeneration t.
Selection response: Because the breeding
goal only consisted of crossbred performance,
response in crossbred performance was
identical to response in aggregate breeding
goal.Theexpected response wascalculated as:
^(o _ hi-nam-\)
where i w is (is^ +«'d(<))/2 andis^and i^oarethe
selection intensities for sires and dams in
generation r,corrected for finite sample sizeand
correlated index values. Because the same
index was used for males and females,ff/Wwas
the same for both sexes. Throughout the results

and discussion section, response refers to
genetic responsefor crossbred performance.
Base generation animals had no family
information and were selected on their own
phenotype only. Subsequent generations were
selected on the above described index.
Selection was undertaken until constant
selection responses per generation were
obtained (equilibrium). DEKKERS (1992)
distinguished two equilibria. The first
equilibrium is due to build up of pedigree
information. The second equilibrium arises
from reduction of additive genetic variance due
to selection (BULMER, 1971). To distinguish
between reductions of response due to the
Bulmer effect and due to effects of correlated
index values, responses were calculated for
three equilibria. First, pedigree equilibrium
response (Rped)ignoring the Bulmer effect and
correlated index values was calculated. Second,
correlated index values were also taken into
account (/?,„,), and finally, equilibrium response
taking both effects into account, i.e., the
asymptotic response {RJ), was calculated.
Optimisation of number of selected
parents: The selection index was used to
optimise selection in the sire line, given a fixed
test capacity. For a fixed test capacity, the
number of selected boars and sows and the
number of offspring tested per litter was
optimised, keeping the amount of crossbred
information per sire constant. Test capacity
refers to the total number of purebred animals
(boars + gilts) from the sire line that were
recorded for their purebred performance per
generation. Test capacities were N= 96, 192,
384, 768, 1536 and 3072 animals per
169
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TABLEl.-Optimum number of selected sires (nSi„pl) and corresponding asymptotic response incrossbred performance
(Ras) for a varying number of offspring tested per litter (ripo) and different heritabilities (h2) and test capacities (A0+
h2 = 0.15

N

flpo

Tls.opt

2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8

6
8
12
12
6
8
8
12
4
6
8
8
4
6
6
8
4
4
6
8
2
4
4
6

h2 =0.40

A 2=0.25
Ras.

npo

fls.opt

^?as

flpo.

2
0.324
4
0.361
6
0.385
8
0.400
2
0.302
4
0.342
6
0.365
8
0.381
768
2
0.280
768
4
0.321
768
6
0.345
768
8
0.360
384
2
0.255
384
4
0.299
384
6
0.323
384
0.337
8
192
0.229
2
192
4
0.276
192
0.299
6
192
0.314
8
96
0.204
2
96
4
0.251
96
0.273
6
96
8
0.288
t Forrpc =0.7 and64crossbreds tested persire.Optimumparameters andmaximumresponses areprinted bold.
3072
3072
3072
3072
1536
1536
1536
1536

0.224
0.250
0.267
0.278
0.209
0.237
0.253
0.264
0.194
0.222
0.239
0.250
0.176
0.207
0.224
0.234
0.158
0.190
0.207
0.217
0.138
0.173
0.188
0.198

2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8
2
4
6
8

generation. The number of selected sires varied
from ns =2, 4, 6, 8, 12,24. From all litters, an
equal number of animals was tested. The
number of tested animals per litter was, npo =2,
4, 6 or 8. Testing eight animals per litter was
assumed to be the biological maximum. In the
basic scheme, equal numbers of boars and gilts
were tested. The number of selected dams was
calculated as Nlnpo. The amount of crossbred
information was kept constant at 64 crossbred
offspring tested per sire,i.e.,thetotal number of
tested crossbreds varied with the number of
sires.Purebred and crossbred heritabilities were
assumed to be equal. Heritability alternatives
170

4
6
8
8
4
6
8
8
4
6
6
8
4
4
6
8
2
4
6
6
2
4
4
4

H a ,0/M

^05

4
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
4
4
6
6
2
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
2
4
4
4

0.459
0.513
0.546
0.566
0.428
0.485
0.518
0.538
0.396
0.457
0.489
0.509
0.364
0.427
0.458
0.480
0.331
0.393
0.425
0.446
0.294
0.355
0.387
0.409

were h = 0.15, 0.25 and 0.40. Phenotypic
variance was 1,rpc was0.7, and c\ and c22were
0.1. Sensitivity of the optimum number of
selected parents to the value of rpc and to the
amount of crossbred information included was
investigated in the section on benefit of
includingcrossbred information.
Benefit
of
including
crossbred
information: The selection index was also used
to make inferences on the potential benefit of
using crossbred information. Genetic responses
in crossbred performance under PLS {i.e., no
crossbred information) were compared to
maximum responses in crossbred performance
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that were obtained when a large amount of
crossbred information was included. The effect
of crossbred information on response depends
on assumptions about breeding values of Fldams, crossbred litter size and on the existence
of common environmental effects among
crossbred full-sibs. Inferences about the effect
of including crossbred information were made
assuming unknown breeding valuesof Fl-dams,
a crossbred litter size of eight and absence of
common environmental effects
among
crossbreds.

Results
Optimisation of the number of selected
parents
Optimum number of offspring tested: Table
1 shows the optimum number of selected sires
and the corresponding asymptotic selection
response in crossbred performance, for a
varying number of offspring tested per litter and
for different test capacities. Given the fixed test
capacity, fewer litters had to be produced and
fewer dams were selected when the number of
tested animalsper litter increased. For example,
for N=768andnpo = 8,768/8=96damshad to
be selected from 768/2 selection candidates,
and the selected proportion was 0.25. When npo
= 4, 768/4 = 192 dams had to be selected from
768/2 selection candidates and the selected
proportion was 0.5. For this reason selection
intensity in dams increased when more animals
per litter weretested and highest responses were
always obtained when the maximum number of
eight animals per litter was tested. Selection
response increased with increasing test

capacity.However, the increase inresponse was
rather low compared to the increase in test
capacity. This was because the selected
proportion among females was independent of
N, When eight animals per litter were tested,
one out of four females was needed for
replacement, irrespective of N. Therefore,
increase in response with increasing test
capacity was mainly due to higher selection
intensities insires.
When the number of offspring tested per litter
wasbelow theoptimum, i.e.,npo was lower than
eight, the optimum numbers of selected sires
also decreased.
Response in different equilibria: Table 2
shows selection responses for different
equilibria, for a varying number of selected
sires and eight animals tested per litter. As
expected, first generation (not shown) and
pedigree equilibrium responses (Rped) were
always highest when only two sires were
selected due to highest selection intensities.
Increase of response due to pedigree
information (not shown), i.e., differences
between first generation and pedigree
equilibrium response, were largest when
heritability was low. For this reason, pedigree
equilibrium responses increased less than
linearly with heritability, whereas first
generation responses increased linearly with
heritability.
Contrary to Rped, responses corrected for
correlated index values (/?,„,)were highest when
more than two sires were selected. This means
that accounting for reduction of selection
intensity due to correlated index values altered
the ranking of breeding schemes. The effect of
171
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TABLE2.-Pedigree equilibriumresponse (Rped), correctedintensity response(/?,„,)andasymptotic response(Rm) incrossbred
performance for different numbersof siresselected (ns)and for different testcapacities(N)andheritabiMes(h2) t
ft2 = 0.15

h2 = 0.40

h2 = 0.25

N

ns

Rped

Rim

Ras

Rped

Rim

Ras

Rped

Rim

Ras

3072

2
4
6
8
12
16
24

HA12
0.451
0.437
0.427
0.413
0.402
0.387

0.339
0.378
0.384
0.387
0.385
0.381
0.373

0.229
0.266
0.273
0.277
0.278
0.277
0.274

0.658
0.629
0.611
0.598
0.579
0.565
0.544

0.493
0.541
0.547
0.548
0.544
0.539
0.528

0.351
0.391
0.397
0.400
0.399
0.396
0.389

0.902
0.863
0.838
0.820
0.794
0.775
0.747

0.708
0.760
0.764
0.764
0.755
0.746
0.729

0.526
0.562
0.566
0.565
0.559
0.552
0.540

768

2
4
6
8
12
16
24

0.427
0.402
0.387
0.375
0.359
0.346
0.328

0.308
0.341
0.344
0.344
0.339
0.333
0.320

0.211
0.243
0.248
0.250
0.248
0.246
0.238

0.598
0.565
0.544
0.529
0.506
0.489
0.465

0.448
0.488
0.490
0.489
0.481
0.472
0.454

0.322
0.356
0.359
0.360
0.355
0.350
0.338

0.820
0.775
0.747
0.726
0.696
0.673
0.640

0.643
0.685
0.684
0.681
0.666
0.653
0.627

0.480
0.509
0.509
0.506
0.496
0.486
0.468

96

2
4
6

0.346
0.315
0.295

0.246
0.269
0.265

0.176
0.198
0.198

0.489
0.446
0.418

0.360
0.387
0.379

0.266
0.288
0.285

0.673
0.614
0.576

0.517
0.541
0.527

0.394
0.409
0.399

t Fornpo = 8,r„ = =0.7and64crossbreds testedper sire

Maximum responses areprinted bold.

correlated index values on selection response
increased with decreasing heritability. When
heritability was low, information of relatives
contributed more to EBV of selection
candidates and correlations between index
values increased. Therefore, relative reductions
in response due to correlated index values were
highest at low heritabilities. Maximum relative
reduction of response due to correlated index
values was 29%for the scenario with h2=0.15,
N=96 and ns = 2. Differences between Rin, and
asymptotic responses {R^) represent reductions
due to the Bulmer effect. Relative reductions
due to the Bulmer effect increased slightly with
decreasing heritability. This result seems to be
in contradiction with results of DEKKERS
(1992), whoshowed thatrelative reductions due
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to the Bulmer effect are only dependent on the
selection intensity and not on the heritability.
However, in the present study, reduction of
between family variance due to the Bulmer
effect changed the correlation between index
values, and therefore affected the selection
intensity. When correlated index values were
ignored, the heritability did not affect relative
reductions of response due to theBulmer effect.
Compared to Rin„ the Bulmer effect had little
effect on the ranking of breeding schemes in
general. Maximum reduction of response due to
the Bulmer effect was 32%, for the scenario
with h2 = 0.15,N = 3072 and ns = 2. Maximum
overall reduction in response compared to
pedigree equilibrium response was 51% for the
scenario of h2 = 0.15, N = 3072 and ns = 2.
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TABLE3.-0ptimum number of selected sires (ns,opt)and corresponding asymptotic response in crossbred performance
(Ras) for a varying number of males tested per litter {nml) and for different test capacities (AO and heritabilities (h2) t
ft2 =0.15
N
3072

1536

768

384

192

96

rim

2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4

h2 =0.40

A2=0.25

fts.opt

ftw

fts.opl

i?„

fls,opt

S«j

12
12
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
4
6
6
4
4
4

0.272
0.267
0.255
0.258
0.253
0.242
0.243
0.239
0.228
0.227
0.224
0.213
0.209
0.207
0.196
0.191
0.188
0.179

8
8
8
8
8
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.392
0.385
0.370
0.372
0.365
0.350
0.351
0.345
0.330
0.328
0.323
0.308
0.304
0.299
0.285
0.277
0.273
0.261

6
6
6
4
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.554
0.546
0.525
0.526
0.518
0.497
0.497
0.489
0.469
0.466
0.458
0.439
0.431
0.425
0.406
0.391
0.387
0.370

t Forrpc =0.7,np„=6and64crossbreds testedpersire.

Because reductions in response increased with
decreasing heritability, the optimum number of
selected sires increased when heritability
decreased (SeealsoTable 1).
When the test capacity decreased, the
optimum number of selected sires decreased
only slightly. Compared to maximum pedigree
equilibrium response, maximum asymptotic
response increased slightly more with
increasing test capacity. For example, for a
heritability of 0.15, the ratio between maximum
pedigreeequilibrium responsefor N= 3072 and
N = 96 equalled, 0.472/0.346 = 1.364, whereas
for maximum asymptotic response, the ratio
equalled, 0.278/0.198 = 1.404. This means that
the benefit of having a large test capacity is
larger than judged by maximum pedigree
equilibrium response.

Testing different numbers of males and
females: To investigate whether it is beneficial
to test different numbers of males and females,
the number of males and females tested per
litter was varied. Testing more offspring from a
certain sex per litter results in more selection
candidates of this sex. Therefore, selection
intensity increases for this sex. Testing on
average four animals of the same sex per litter
wasassumed tobethebiological maximum. For
this reason, a total of six animals per litter was
tested, thenumber of males tested per litter was
varied from 2to4,and as aresult the number of
females tested varied from 4 to 2. The number
of selected sires per generation was varied, ns=
4, 6, 8or 12,except for N = 96,where ns was2,
4, 6,or 8.
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Table 3 shows the optimum number of
selected sires and the corresponding asymptotic
responses for a varying number of males tested
per litter and for different test capacities and
heritabilities. Highest responses were obtained
when only two males per litter were tested, and
therefore four females per litter were tested.
This was because female selection intensity
increased relatively more than male selection
intensity decreased when going from 2 to 4
females tested and from 4 to 2 males tested.
Differences between responses for two and
three males tested were small. Differences
between responses for three and four males
tested were larger because reductions in
selection intensity due to correlated index
values were more severe for small proportions
selected. Responses with six offspring tested
were always lower than responses with eight
offspring tested per litter with equal proportions
tested for males and females (see Table 1).This
indicates that it is optimal to test the maximum
number of offspring per litter, and especially
the maximum number of female offspring per
litter.

Benefitofcrossbredinformation
When the amount of crossbred information per
sire increased, response increased until there
was no additional benefit of extra crossbred
information. The response predicted for this
situation is referred to as maximum response.
Figure 1 shows the ratio of asymptotic
maximum response over the asymptotic
response
obtained
without
crossbred
information, i.e., under pure line selection
(PLS), as a function of the purebred-crossbred
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FIGURE 1.-Ratio of asymptotic maximum response
(Rccps)over asymptotic response under pure line
selection (Rpis)for different purebred-crossbred genetic
correlations (r,*) and heritabilities (A2), and for a test
capacity {N) of 768 pure-bred offspring.
h<
0.15;—«—fc2=0.25;—x— ft2 = 0.40.

genetic correlation and for atestcapacity of N=
768 purebred offspring. The response in both
cases is calculated for the optimum number of
selected sires under PLS and under combined
crossbred
purebred
selection
(CCPS)
respectively, and the ratio expresses the
maximum superiority of CCPS over PLS. The
optimum number of selected sires differed
between PLS and CCPS (See Table 4). As
expected, the benefit of crossbred information
increased rapidly when the purebred-crossbred
genetic correlation decreased, and approached
infinity when rpc approached zero. Apart from
the fact that crossbred information is measured
directly on the trait in the breeding goal, it can
alsoberegarded asan increase of the amountof
sib information. For thisreason, there was stilla
small benefit of using crossbred information
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when rpc = 1, and the benefit of crossbred
information was highest for low heritabilities,
because low heritable traits benefit more from
sib information. For example, for h2 - 0.15 and
rpc= 1,theratioRccps/Rpisequalled 1.05.
At low values of rpc, the question arises if
there is any benefit of including purebred
information when thebreeding goal is crossbred
performance. However, when only crossbred
information is used, there is no possibility to
distinguish between purebred full-sib, because
they all have exactly the same information, i.e.,
the crossbred breeding value of sire and dam,
and the crossbred half-sib performance. For this
reason, accuracy decreases and also selection
intensity decreases due to higher correlations
between index values when only crossbred
information is used. For example, for rpc= 0.4,
h2 = 0.25,N = 768, ns = 12and information on
25 crossbred litters per sire, response with and
without purebred information was 0.334 (Table
4) and 0.308 (not shown) respectively.
Figure 2 shows the effect of the amount of
crossbred information on the asymptotic
response for a heritability of 0.25 and a
crossbred litter sizeofeight.In thisFigure,nc is
the number of crossbred offspring per sire
included in the selection index. It was assumed
that crossbred litter size was eight, breeding
values ofFl-dams were unknown and there was
no common environment between crossbred
half-sibs. When nc equalled zero, the PLS
response was obtained, when nc was large,
response approached the maximum crossbred
response. Under PLS, (nc = 0), the ratio of
responses for different values of rpc equalled the
ratio of rpc-values, because the purebred

FIGURE 2.-Asymptotic response (Ras) achieved with
optimum numbers of sires for different numbers of
crossbred offspring included in the index (nc) and
different purebred-crossbred genetic correlations (r^).
= 768
and
h20.25.
= 0.25.
ForN = 768
and
h2 =
—n— rx =0.9;— • —rK
0.7;- x— rx = 0.4.

response wasnot affected byrpc. For low values
of rpc,the response increased rapidly when the
number of crossbred offspring increased. Forrpc
=0.4,22 crossbred litters wereneeded to obtain
90% of the maximum extra response attainable
by including crossbred information. For higher
values of rpc, larger amounts of crossbred
information were needed to obtain a certain
percentage of the potential extra response. For
example, for rpc= 0.7, more than 64 crossbred
litters were needed to obtain 90% of the
potential extra response.
Large amounts of crossbred information
could notcompletely compensate for low values
ofrpc, i.e.,thePLSresponse with rpc =0.9 could
notbereached with rpc=0.7 and a large amount
of crossbred information. This is because
crossbred half-sibs do not provide information
on within family deviations, i.e., information of
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TABLE4.-Pedigreeequilibrium response (Rped), corrected intensity response (/?,„,)and asymptotic response (Rm) in crossbred
performance, when information on 25 crossbred litters of litter size eight is included, and asymptotic response under PLS
(Rpis), for avaryingnumber of selected sires(ns)andarange ofpurebred-crossbred correlations (r^) andheritabilities(h2)+
h2= 0.15
rpc

ns

0.4

2
4
6
8
12
16
24
2
4
6
8
12
16
24
2
4
6
8
12
16
24

0.7

0.9

Rped

0.433
0.409
0.394
0.383
0.367
0.355
0.338
0.460
0.434
0.418
0.407
0.389
0.377
0.358
0.489
0.461
0.443
0.431
0.412
0.399
0.378

Rial

Re

0.285
0.331
0.338
0.342
0.341
0.338
0.328
0.326
0.365
0.369
0.371
0.366
0.361
0.349
0.362
0.396
0.398
0.398
0.391
0.384
0.370

0.170
0.220
0.231
0.239
0.244
0.245
0.242
0.219
0.257
0.264
0.267
0.267
0.266
0.259
0.257
0.287
0.291
0.291
0.288
0.284
0.275

/i2 =
Rpis

0.111
0.121
0.120
0.119
0.115
0.112
0.105
0.195
0.211
0.210
0.208
0.201
0.194
0.184
0.250
0.271
0.270
0.266
0.257
0.249
0.235

Rped

0.585
0.552
0.532
0.518
0.496
0.480
0.456
0.631
0.596
0.575
0.559
0.536
0.518
0.492
0.678
0.640
0.617
0.599
0.574
0.556
0.528

h2= 0.40

0.25

Rim

Ras

0.394
0.453
0.461
0.465
0.463
0.458
0.443
0.466
0.512
0.515
0.515
0.507
0.499
0.481
0.526
0.564
0.563
0.560
0.549
0.538
0.517

0.245
0.306
0.320
0.328
0.333
0.334
0.327
0.330
0.370
0.375
0.377
0.374
0.369
0.357
0.391
0.418
0.418
0.416
0.408
0.400
0.385

Rpis

0.170
0.178
0.176
0.174
0.168
0.163
0.155
0.297
0.310
0.307
0.303
0.293
0.285
0.271
0.381
0.399
0.394
0.389
0.376
0.365
0.347

t Foratestcapacity of768pure-bred animals (N=768)andapure-bred litter sizeofeight (rip,
printed bold.

crossbred half-sibs is common to all purebred
offspring of a sire. The only within family
information source is the individual (purebred)
record, and its contribution increases with
increasingrpc.
As expected, knowledge of breeding values
of Fl-dams increased response, whereas
presence of common environmental effects
decreased response. For a fixed total number of
crossbred half-sibs included in the index, it was
most efficient to measure only one half-sib per
litter, i.e., having a maximum number of Fldams. However, when breeding values of Fldams were known without error and common
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Rped

0.769
0.726
0.700
0.681
0.652
0.631
0.599
0.853
0.806
0.776
0.755
0.723
0.700
0.665
0.931
0.879
0.848
0.824
0.790
0.764
0.726

Rml

Ras

Rph

0.534
0.605
0.613
0.617
0.611
0.603
0.583
0.660
0.708
0.708
0.705
0.691
0.677
0.651
0.759
0.794
0.788
0.781
0.761
0.744
0.713

0.348
0.419
0.433
0.441
0.444
0.443
0.432
0.488
0.524
0.525
0.522
0.513
0.504
0.485
0.582
0.598
0.592
0.584
0.569
0.555
0.533

0.253
0.256
0.252
0.248
0.239
0.233
0.222
0.443
0.448
0.440
0.433
0.418
0.406
0.387
0.569
0.575
0.565
0.555
0.536
0.521
0.496

= 8).Maximum responsesare

environment was absent, responses were the
same for testing one or eight crossbred half-sib
per litter given a fixed total number of
crossbred half-sibs. In practise, all offspring of
a litter will probably be tested because this is
likely to be cheaper than testing only one
offspring per litter and a largenumber of litters.
Effect of crossbred information on
optimum numberof selected parents:Table4
shows responses at different equilibria and
optimum numbers of selected sires when
including information on 25 crossbred litters of
eight offspring each. For comparison, the
asymptotic response obtained under PLS,
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denoted as Rpis, is also included in Table 4. By
comparing R^ and Rpts for different values of
rpc,it can be seen that the benefit of crossbred
information increased when rpc decreased,
which is in agreement with Figure 1. Inclusion
of crossbred information increased the
correlation between index values of relatives,
because the crossbred information is common
to all half-sibs. For example, for rpc=0.4, h2=
0.25 and 16 sires selected, the average
correlation between index values equalled
0.0294 under PLS, whereas it equalled 0.0522
when crossbred information was included. This
resulted in a considerable decrease in the
selection intensity, which can be seen from the
large differences between Rped and Rin„
especially for low values of ns. For this reason,
the optimum number of selected sires increased
considerably when crossbred information was
incorporated. Under PLS, the optimum number
of selected sires always equalled four, whereas
it ranged between 4 and 16 when crossbred
information was included. The optimum
number of selected sires was largest for rpc=
0.4 and h2 =0.15,because correlations between
index values werelargest for this situation.
The results in Table 4 are for a situation
where information on a fixed number of
crossbred litters per sire was included in the
index. Therefore, the total amount of crossbred
information varied with the number of sires. To
make acomparison at the same level of costs, it
is interesting to fix the total amount of
crossbred information, instead of fixing it per
sire. Results of a comparison are listed in Table
5, for a total of 96 or 384 crossbred litters
tested. Results are for h2 = 0.15 and rBC = 0.4,

TABLE 5.-Asymptotic responses for afixedtotal
number of 96 (R96) and 384 (Ritt)crossbred litters
tested, for different numbers of selected sires (ns),
and for a heritability of 0.15 and a purebredcrossbredgeneticcorrelationof0.4t
ns

R96

^384

2
4
6
8
12
16
24

0.177
0.220
0.224
0.224
0.218
0.210
0.193

0.182
0.233
0.243
0.248
0.248
0.245
0.232

tForatextcapacityof768purebredanimals(N=768).
Purebred andcrossbredlittersizeequalledeight (rip,, =
8,nco=8).Maximumresponsesareprintedbold.
and can be compared to results for these
parameters in Table 4. Compared to Table 4
[max(7?„s)= 0.245 giving ns = 12],the optimum
number of sired with CCPS decreased when the
total amount of crossbred information was
fixed. This is to be expected, because when the
total amount of crossbred information is fixed,
the amount per sire will decrease when the
number of sires increases, which reduces the
accuracy of selection. Especially for low total
amounts of crossbred information, this effect is
important, because the benefit of additional
crossbred information is limited when the
amount of information is already high. This is
illustrated by the comparison at a low (R96) and
a high (/?384) total amount of crossbred
information. The optimum number of sires was
highest for 384 crossbred litters tested (8 to 12
vs. 6 to 8), and closer to results for 'fixed per
sire' schemes (Table 4, ns = 16).Differences of
optimum numbers of sires between 'fixed total'
and 'fixed per sire' schemes will decrease when
rpcand h2 increase, because for these situations
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theoptimum numbers of sires are already closer
to PLS optima and because benefit of large sib
groups is lowerfor high heritabilities.

Discussion
In the present study, a selection index was
developed which approximates selection on
BLUP-EBV for a crossbreeding situation. This
index was used to optimise the number of
selected parents and the number of purebred
offspring tested per litter, and to make
inferences on the potential benefit of including
crossbred information in the selection index.
WRAY and HILL (1989) showed that an index
including phenotypic records on an individual
and its sibs, and estimated breeding values of
parents and of mates of parents can be used to
approximate selection on BLUP-EBV under an
mimal model when generations are discrete.
Compared to the index of WRAY and HILL
(1989), the index in this paper additionally
includes phenotypic information on crossbred
half sibs and estimated crossbred breeding
values of parents and of mates of parents.
WRAY and HILL (1989) found good agreement
between response obtained from stochastic
simulation and prediction from their selection
index. For this reason, it is expected that the
index used inthepresent study will also provide
a good approximation of response of BLUP
selection, and that there is little need to check
the results by means of stochastic simulation.
As recommended by WRAY and HILL (1989),
ranking of breeding schemes was based on
asymptotic response. Because asymptotic
responses were reached in five generations and
more than 95% of the reductions in response
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due to the Bulmer effect and due to correlated
index values occurred in the first two
generations, asymptotic response is a suitable
measure for ranking breeding schemes in the
present study. An assumption in the prediction
method used here, is that fixed effects are
known without error. This is not true in practise
as fixed effects are estimated from the data
simultaneously with the breeding values. For
this reason, the test capacity has to be regarded
as effective test capacity, i.e., it is corrected for
thedistribution ofobservations over fixed effect
classes, and it is therefore smaller than the
actual number of testplaces.
In crossbreeding, the final aim is to produce
high-quality crossbred fattening pigs. For this
reason, the breeding goal was defined at the
crossbred level. In a boar line, the number of
animals is small compared to the number of
crossbred fattening pigs, and purebred
performance is therefore of minor importance.
However, breeding organisations might want to
put some weight on purebred performance. In
the presented method, this can easily be
accommodated by changing the economic
values for purebred and crossbred performance.
In the present study, breeding schemes were
optimised assuming a limited test capacity
within the pure line, whereas the potential
amount of crossbred information was assumed
to be unlimited. However, at present, crossbred
information is not routinely available to many
breeding organisations. In order to use
crossbred information, registration at multiplier
herds, fattening herds and slaughterhouses has
to be integrated and data has to be collected.
Given the availability of modern information
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technology, this is possible, but it will take
considerable effort. For this reason, it is likely
that breeding organisations will contract a
limited number of test farms and slaughter
houses and crossbred information will be
collected only there (E. Knol, personal
communication).
The present study showed that, given a fixed
test capacity, the maximum number of female
offspring per litter should be tested. This means
that the number of selected sows, i.e., the sow
capacity, has to be adjusted to the test capacity.
When instead of the test capacity, the sow
capacity is limited, e.g., because testing is
cheap and keeping sows is expensive, testing
the maximum number of offspring per litter will
obviously result in the highest response and the
test capacity is a result of the sow capacity.
Therefore, optimum schemes for fixed test
capacity and fixed sow capacity are identical,
i.e., the highest response for both situations is
obtained when the maximum number of
offspring per litter is tested. When only two
offspring per litter were tested, the selected
proportion in females was 100% and selection
intensity equalled zero. However, instead of
selecting only tested offspring, the best 50% of
the tested offspring could be selected
supplemented with untested offspring, which
would raise the selection intensity to 0.398 in
this case (KlRSCH et al. 1962). This scheme is
however still inferior to testing eight offspring
per litter, and in addition it might be
undesirable for breeding organisations to
supplement the selected group with untested
animals for veterinary or management reasons.

Responses obtained when using both
purebred and crossbred information were higher
than responses under PLS. Especially for low
values of the purebred-crossbred genetic
correlation (rpc) the benefit of including
crossbred information was very clear (see
Figure 1).For rpc=0.4, the maximum response
under CCPS was approximately twice the
response under PLS. When rpcwas high, i.e.,>
0.9, the potential benefit was small (Figure 1)
and large amounts of crossbred information
were needed to obtain extra response (Figure
2). WEI and VAN DER WERF (1994) also
compared selection response under PLS to
response under CCPS using selection index
theory, but ignored the Bulmer effect and
pedigree information. They concluded that
CCPS was better under all circumstances, even
when largeerrors in estimates of rpc and h2 were
present. This conclusion is not expected to be
affected by the correction for correlated index
values and for the Bulmer effect and can
therefore be extended tothepresent study.
DE ROO (1987 and 1988) studied breeding
schemes for the sire line of a closed pig
population using detailed stochastic simulation.
The breeding goal consisted of three traits and
only own performance was included in the
selection index. D E ROO (1988) found
considerable reductions in response due to the
Bulmer effect and due to correlated index
values and finite sample size.Maximum overall
reduction in short-term response equalled 34%
(DE Roo, 1988, Table 8). In the present study,
overall reduction in response ranged from 27%
to 51% (Table 2). Due to the use of sib
information, reductions in response due to the
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Bulmer effect and due to correlated index
values were larger than found by DE ROO
(1988). DE ROO (1988) found optimum
numbers of selected sires around 5 and 15 for
time horizons of 5 and 25 years respectively. In
the present study, the optimum number of
selected sires ranged from 4 to 16 (Table 1and
Table 4) and increased with decreasing
heritability and with decreasing purebredcrossbred genetic correlation when crossbred
information was included (Table 4). The
optimum number of boars for PLS was four
(Table 4), which is very close to results of DE
ROO(1988) for a time horizon of five year. For
longer time horizons, DE ROO (1988) found
higher optimum numbers of sires due to
accumulated inbreeding. In our study,
inbreeding was ignored and optimum numbers
of selected sires haveto be interpreted as giving
the maximum response on short time horizons.
For longer time horizons, the number of
selected boars may need to be larger because of
inbreeding. In the present study, correction of
the selection intensity for finite population size
and correlated index values was based on the
total number of animals per generation, i.e.,
selection took place only once per generation.
In practise, selection takes place weekly as
simulated by DE ROO (1988) and selection
intensity is overestimated in the present study.
Accounting for correlated index values changed
the ranking of breeding schemes considerably,
which was also found by MEUWISSEN (1991).
This means that accounting for correlated index
values is crucial when comparing breeding
schemes.
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Discrete generations were used in the present
study, whereas in practise generations overlap.
Overlapping generations provide opportunity
for sequential culling, i.e.,animalscanbe culled
if a better replacement is available. BELONSKY
and KENNEDY (1988) found an increased
response due to sequential culling of 34% and
57% when selection was on individual
phenotype and on BLUP-EBV, respectively.
However, sequential culling also increased
inbreeding from 0.288 for BLUP selection
without sequential culling to 0.383 when
sequential culling was practised (BELONSKY
and KENNEDY, 1988, Table 3). For this reason,
the benefit of sequential culling would be
smaller when responses were compared at the
same level of inbreeding. In the present study,
selected proportion among females was limited
to a minimum of 0.25 because all replacements
had to be produced from the current generation.
When generation overlap, female selection
intensity increases due to an increased number
of selection candidates. It is not clear from our
study if this would influence ranking of
breeding schemes.
In practise, the number of selected boars is
limited by inbreeding constraints. Inbreeding
reduces thevariance duetoMendelian sampling
and is associated with risk due to drift variance
and inbreeding depression when dominance
effects are lost. For production traits,
inbreeding depression is of minor importance in
crossbreeding schemes, because dominance
effects areregained inthehybrid slaughter pigs.
Due to thepresence of inbreeding constraints,it
isvaluable tocompareresponses at similar rates
of inbreeding. An approximation of the benefit
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of including crossbred information whenthe
number of selected sires is limited by
inbreeding constraints can be gained by
comparing asymptotic responses at equal
numbers of selected sires. It follows from Table
4, that especially for low values of rpcthe
benefit of including crossbred information is
larger when compared at equal numbersof sires
than when compared at optimum numbersof
selected sires. For example, for rpc= 0.4 and h2
= 0.15 theratio of Z?^ over Rpls fora fixed
number of 16 sires selected equalled
0.245/0.112 = 2.188, whereas the ratio of
optimum responses equalled 0.245/0.121 =
2.025. Therefore, the benefit of including
crossbred information seems tobelarger than
that judged by optimum responses whenthe
number of selected sires is limited by
inbreeding constraints. However, inclusionof
crossbred information increases the correlation
between index values, and will therefore also
increase the rate of inbreeding, which limits the
utility of a comparison between CCPS and PLS
at equal numbersofselected sires. A promising
approach seems to be theuseof crossbred
information together with a selection method
that imposes restrictions oracost factor on the
rate of inbreeding {e.g., MEUWISSEN,1997;
WRAY and GODDARD, 1994).
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GeneticGainof PureLineSelectionandCombined
Crossbred PurebredSelectionwithConstrained Inbreeding
PiterBijma*,JohnA.Woolliams+andJohanA.M.VanArendonk*
*AnimalBreedingandGeneticsGroup,WageningenInstituteofAnimalSciences,WageningenUniversity,
6700AHWageningen,TheNetherlandsand tRoslinInstitute(Edinburgh),Roslin,MidlothianEH259PS,U.K.
Abstract - Using deterministic methods, rates of genetic gain (AG)and inbreeding (AF)were
comparedbetweenpurelineselection(PLS)andcombinedcrossbredpurebred selection (CCPS),for
the sirelineof athree-way crossbreeding scheme.Purebred performance andcrossbred performance
weretreatedasgeneticallycorrelatedtraitsassumingtheinfinitesimal model.Breeding schemeswere
compared at a fixed total number of purebred selection candidates, i.e., including crossbred
information didnotaffect thesizeofthepurebrednucleus.Selection wasbytruncation onestimated
breeding values for crossbred performance. Rates of genetic gain were predicted using a pseudoBLUP selection index. Ratesof inbreeding werepredicted using recently developed methods based
on long-termgenetic contributions. Results showedthat changing from PLSto CCPS mayincrease
AF by a factor 2.14. In particular with high heritabilities and low purebred-crossbred genetic
correlations, CCPS requires a larger number of parents than PLS, to avoid excessive AF. The
superiority of CCPS over PLS wasjudged by comparing AGfrom both selection strategies at the
same AF,which revealed that CCPS was superior to PLS and the superiority of CCPS was only
moderatelyreducedcompared tothesituation without arestriction onAF. Thispaper showsthatthe
long-termgeneticcontribution theorycanbeusedtooptimiseAFandAGinanimalbreedingschemes
withinverylimitedcomputingtime.

I

n crossbreeding programmes, the primary
aim is to increase the performance of the
crossbred animals. For this reason, the breeding
goal should be defined on the crossbred level,
though some weight may be given to purebred
performance in particular cases (JIANG and
GROEN, 1999). Several studies have shown that
selection response in crossbred performance
can be increased by including both purebred
and crossbred information in the selection
criterion (WEI and VAN DER WERF, 1994;
BIJMA and VAN ARENDONK, 1998; BAUMUNG

Submitted

et al. 1997; UlMARI and GIBSON, 1998).
Purebred
performance
and
crossbred
performance can be treated as genetically
different traits, and selection may be based on
an estimated breeding value for crossbred
performance (EBV) which utilises both
purebred and crossbred information (WEI and
VAN DER WERF,

1994;

BIJMA and

VAN

1998). Such a selection strategy is
referred to as Combined Crossbred Purebred
Selection (CCPS), whereas selection based
solely on information from the pure line is
ARENDONK,
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referred to as Pure Line Selection (PLS). None
of the studies mentioned above, however, has
considered the effect of CCPS on the rate of
inbreeding. As will be argued next, the use of
CCPS may substantially increase the rate of
inbreeding compared toPLS.
In a CCPS programme, an important
information source is the phenotypic
information on crossbred half sibs of the
selection candidate (WEI and VAN DER WERF,
1994). For example, in a three-way
crossbreeding system, sires from the sire line
may simultaneously be mated to dams of the
sire line and to Fl dams from the multiplier
levelof thedam line.Inthat case,sires from the
sire line produce two types of offspring;
purebred offspring within the sire line, which
are the selection candidates for the next
generation, and commercial crossbred offspring
which provide information on crossbred
performance. When estimating breeding values
for the purebred selection candidates, the
information on their crossbred half sibs can be
included in the EBV, which results in a higher
accuracy of selection. WEI and VAN DER WERF
(1993) and SPILKE et al. (1998) show how
Mixed Model Equations can be set up to
estimate genetic parameters and breeding values
withCCPS.
When the genetic correlation between
purebred and crossbred performance (rpc) is
low, the information coming from crossbred
half sibs will dominate the EBVs of selection
candidates. As a consequence, there will be a
high intraclass correlation between EBVsof full
and half sibs present among the purebred
selection candidates. Depending on the valueof
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rpc, therefore, selection in a CCPS programme
may tend to between family selection, resulting
in increased rates of inbreeding. To maintain
genetic variation and to avoid inbreeding
depression in the pure line, rates of inbreeding
have to be restricted in animal breeding
programmes. The relevant question, therefore,
is whether the superiority of CCPS schemes
over PLS schemes can be sustained when rates
of inbreeding are restricted. This question has
notbeen addressed so far.
The aim of this paper is to compare CCPS
schemes to PLS schemes while restricting the
rate of inbreeding. First, we will compare the
intraclass correlation between EBVs of sibs for
PLS and CCPS schemes. Subsequently, rates of
genetic gain and rates of inbreeding will be
compared between CCPS and PLS schemes
which have the same size of the pure line.
Finally, we will maximise genetic gain from
PLS and CCPS schemes by optimising the
number of selected parents, while constraining
the rate of inbreeding. The superiority of CCPS
schemes over PLS schemes will be judged by
comparing rates of gain from both selection
strategies atthe samerateof inbreeding.

Methods
Traits: Purebred and crossbred performance
are treated as two different traits having a
genetic correlation of rpc. It isassumed that both
traits aredetermined by the infinitesimal model,
that phenotypic variance equals one for both
traits and that heritability is equal for both
traits.
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Population structure: The population
structure was the same as the structure
considered by BUMA and VAN ARENDONK
(1998), and will be described briefly here. The
sire line of a three-way crossbreeding system in
pigs was modelled. Mating structure was
hierarchical and generations werediscrete. Sires
from the sire line were mated to npd purebred
dams from the sire line to produce npo purebred
offspring per dam {Vmpo of each sex),sothat the
total number of selection candidates summed
over both sexes equalled N = nsnpdnp0. At the
same time, the same sires were also mated to
Fl-dams from the multiplier level of the dam
line, to produce ncb crossbred fattening pigs per
sire. Each purebred selection candidate,
therefore, had ncb crossbred half sibs providing
crossbred information. Purebred performance
was measured on animals within the sire line,
and crossbred performance was measured on
fattening pigs. Information on purebred and
crossbred individuals was assumed to be
available at the sametime and wasmeasured on
both sexes.Each generation, ns males and nsnpd
females were selected out of the purebred
selection candidates of the current generation,
to become parents of the next generation.
Selection was by truncation on EBV for
crossbred performance, without a restriction on
the number of parents contributed by a single
family.
Rates of gain: Throughout thispaper, genetic
gain in crossbred performance with PLS is
denoted as AGpis and genetic gain in crossbred
performance with CCPS is denoted as AGccps.
Rates of genetic gain in crossbred performance
were predicted using the pseudo-BLUP

selection index of BUMA and VAN ARENDONK
(1998). This index is an extension of the single
trait pseudo-BLUP index of WRAY and HILL
(1989) to CCPS, and combines phenotypic
information of the selection candidate and its
full and half sibs together with EBVs of parents
into a pseudo-BLUP EBV for crossbred
performance of the selection candidate.
Detailed equations of the index aredescribed by
BUMAand VANARENDONK (1998). BUMAand
VAN ARENDONK (1998) explicitly modelled the
Fl-dams, but here we will assume that EBVsof
Fl-dams are not available, which is likely to be
the situation in practise. Consequently, the Fldams were omitted from the index, so that the
total number of information sources equalled 9,
whereas the index of BUMA and VAN
ARENDONK (1998) contained 10 information
sources.
Selection intensities accounted for finite
population size and intraclass correlations
between EBVs of relatives, and were calculated
using the method of MEUWISSEN (1991).
Selection and mating were iterated until
BULMER'S (1971) equilibrium parameters were
reached, using the equations described by
BUMA and VAN ARENDONK (1998). Rates of
genetic gain were predicted for the equilibrium
situation.
Rates of inbreeding: Rates of inbreeding
(AF) were predicted deterministically using the
long-term genetic
contribution
theory
(WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999; WOOLLIAMS and
BUMA, 2000). The application of this theory to
CCPS is a direct analogy of the application to
single trait BLUP selection, as described by
BUMA and WOOLLIAMS (2000). Here we will
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only outline the main steps involved in
predicting AF, detailed equations can be found
in BUMA andWOOLLIAMS(2000).
The procedure for predicting AF consisted of
the following steps. First, BULMER'S (1971)
equilibrium genetic parameters were obtained
by iterating on the pseudo-BLUP index of
BUMA
and VAN ARENDONK (1998).
Subsequently, the intraclass correlation between
EBVS of full and half sibs were calculated from
the selection index equations, following the
approach described in appendix Aof BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS(2000).Finally, rates of inbreeding
were predicted using equations 1 through 13
and appendix B of BUMA and WOOLLIAMS
(2000). In equations 2 and 3 of BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS (2000), the single trait breeding
value was replaced by the breeding value for
crossbred performance. For single trait BLUP
selection, anexampleofcomputation isgivenin
appendix B of BUMAand WOOLLIAMS (2000).
In the present paper, the accuracy of the
predicted rate of inbreeding will be evaluated
by means of stochastic simulation for a number
ofCCPS schemes.
Optimisation of breeding schemes:
Breeding schemes were optimised by
maximising genetic gain while restricting the
rate of inbreeding. Optimisation was performed
atdifferent fixed values of themating ratio (npd)
and of the total number of selection candidates
(A0- The optimisation variable was the number
of sires, i.e., the number of sires was increased
until the inbreeding constraint was achieved.
The number of dams and the number of
offspring per dam was a result of the number of
sires and the mating ratio, i.e., the number of
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dams wasnsnpd, and the number of offspring per
dam was, npo - Nl(nsnpd). The number of
offspring per dam was allowed to be a noninteger value, because the primary aim of this
paper is to examine trends, and not to present
values for specific practical breeding schemes.
The optimisation is in one dimension, i.e. the
only variable isthenumber of sires,and from ns
= 12 and higher, AF and AG are continuously
decreasing functions of ns, which makes it easy
to identify the optimum scheme. With
increasing ns, the optimum scheme, i.e., the
optimum ns, is the first scheme where AF is
smaller than or equal to the constraint, and the
maximum possible AG given the constraint is
the rate of gain from this scheme. The
optimality of CCPS vs. PLS was judged by
comparing AGpis and AGccps for the optimum
schemes ofboth selection strategies, atthe same
rateof inbreeding andfor thesametotal number
of selection candidates.

Results
Intraclass correlation between EBVs of sibs:
Figure 1 shows the intraclass correlation
between EBVs of full and half sibs with CCPS,
as a function of the purebred-crossbred genetic
correlation (rpc) and for two different
heritabilities, h2 = 0.2 or h2 = 0.6. (Note that
purebred and crossbred performance were
assumed to have the same heritability.) Withrpc
= 1, purebred and crossbred performance are
the same trait, so that for this situation, CCPS
corresponds to single trait selection. With h2=
0.2 and rpc= 1, intraclass correlations are high,
showing that with low heritability single trait
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FIGURE l.-Intraclass correlations between EBVs of
full and half sibs withCCPS,as afunction of r^, for ns
= 20, ripd=3,ripo = 4 and nco =60. —O— full sibs, h2
- full sibs, h1=
=0.2 ;—A—half sibs,hl =0.2 ;0.6 ;— A — half sibs, h2 =0.6; The symbols at /> =1
represent intraclass correlations for PLS.

FIGURE 2.-Rates of inbreeding (AF) with CCPS as a
function ofr^, for ns= 20,nPd= 3and nco = 60. —O—
npo = 8,A2 = 0.2;—A—npD= 8, h2 = 0.4; — O — npo =
•/ipo = 4, /i2 =0.2; —A— n^ = 4, h2
8,hf = 0.6; —
ipo = 4, h2 = 0.6. Lines represent
= 0.4; — • predictions, symbols represent results from simulation.

BLUP selection puts substantial emphasis on
family information. With h2 =0.6 and rpc= 1,
intraclass correlations are substantially lower,
because BLUP-EBV are largely determined by
the own performance when heritability is high.
With decreasing rpc, the intraclass correlation
increases rapidly for h2 =0.6 because emphasis
shifts from the purebred own performance to
family information for crossbred performance.
For h2 = 0.2, the increase is smaller because
family information already receives substantial
emphasis at rpc= 1. With PLS, the intraclass
correlation is slightly smaller than with CCPS
and rpc = 1, because with CCPS there are an
additional 60 half-sibs included in the EBV. In
conclusion, intraclass correlations increase with
decreasing rpc and the increase is largest for
high heritabilities.

Rates of inbreeding and gain: Figure 2
shows the rate of inbreeding with CCPS as a
function of rpc, for different heritabilities and
for two different selection intensities, npo =4 or
8. To evaluate the accuracy of the deterministic
predictions (lines in Figure 2), Figure 2 also
shows AF estimated from stochastic simulation
(symbols in Figure 2), which reveals that
predictions and simulations are in close
agreement.
Figure 2 shows that AF increases with
decreasing rpc andtherelative increase is largest
with high heritabilities and high selection
intensities. For example, with npo = 8 and h2 =
0.6, the rate of inbreeding increased by a factor
of 2.14 when rpc decreased from 1 to 0.4,
whereas with h2 = 0.2 the rate of inbreeding
increased by a factor of 1.51 only. The large
187
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FIGURE 3.-Rates of genetic gain in crossbred
performance (AG)as afunction of rpc, for ns = 20,tipd=
3, ripo =8and nco =60. For CCPS: —O— h2 =0.6; —
x— h2 = 0.4; — A — A2 = 0.2. For PLS: —O— A2=
0.6; —x—A2 = 0.4; —A— /i2 = 0.2.

increase of /IFfor high heritabilities agrees with
the trend in the intraclass correlations observed
inFigure 1.
Figure 2 also shows a rapid increase of AF
when selection intensity increases.For example,
with h = 0.2 and rpc = 1, AF increased by a
factor 1.73 when the number of purebred
offspring per dam wasdoubled from 4 to 8 and,
for rpc = 0.4, AF increased even by a factor
2.03. This shows that, with BLUP selection,
doubling the number of selection candidates
while keeping the number of parents constant
may double the rate of inbreeding. Obviously,
the rate of inbreeding with PLS (results not
shown) is independent of rpc and was slightly
lower than AF for CCPS with rpc = 1. In
conclusion, Figure 2 shows that, when keeping
the number of parents constant, changing from
PLS to CCPS may substantially increase AF, in
188

FIGURE4.-Ratio of geneticgain withCCPS over genetic
gain with PLS (AGCcpJAGPh) as a function of rpc,for
optimum schemes with AF < 1% and with N = 768, npd
= 5 and na
:60.
•/i =0.15; —x—/i =0.4;
A—fc2= 0.6.

particular for small rpc, high h and high
selection intensity.
Figure 3 shows AGpis and AGccps, for npo =8
and for different heritabilities. With PLS,
genetic gain in crossbred performance is equal
to the product of AGpurebred and rpc, and,
therefore, AGpis increases linearly with rpc. As
expected from previous studies (e.g., WEI and
VAN DER WERF, 1994), CCPS gives more
genetic gain than PLS and the superiority of
CCPS over PLS increases with decreasing rpc.
The relative superiority of CCPS over PLS is
largest for low heritabilities. For example, with
rpc=0.4 and h2 =0.2, using CCPS instead of
PLS increased genetic gain by a factor 1.98,
whereas for h2 = 0.6, genetic gain increased
onlybyafactor 1.73.
Combining Figure 2 and 3 shows, that for
high heritabilities together with high selection
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FIGURE5.-Ratio of genetic gain withCCPS over genetic
gain with PLS(AGccpJAGpis) as a function of rpc, without
a restriction on AF, for ns =30, npd=5, rip,, = 6, and nco
= 0.15; —x— h2 =0.4; — A — h2 = 0.6.
= 60.

intensities, 4 F increases more rapidly than AG
when changing from PLS to CCPS. For
example, for h2 = 0.6, rpc = 0.4 and npo = 8,
changing from PLS to CCPS increased AGby a
factor 1.73 and AFby afactor 2.14.
PLS vs. CCPS with constrained
inbreeding: To make inferences on the
superiority of CCPS over PLS when the rate of
inbreeding is restricted, the ratio AGccpJAGpis
was calculated for schemes where genetic gain
was maximised while restricting AF. Figure 4
shows AGccpJAGpis for optimum schemes with a
fixed total number of 768 pure line selection
candiates,whereAF wasrestricted tobe smaller
than 1%. To validate the deterministic
optimisation, a limited number of schemes was
optimised using stochastic simulation (results
not shown), which revealed close agreement
between predictions and simulations. Results in
Figure 4 show that, with arestriction on the rate

of inbreeding, CCPS remains superior over
PLS, i.e., the ratio AGccpJAGpis exceeds one.
The superiority of CCPS over PLS increases
with decreasing rpcand with decreasing h2. The
ratio AGccpJAGpis was also evaluated for other
values of N and d, but the relation was almost
identical, which indicates that with constrained
inbreeding, the superiority of CCPS over PLS is
determined almost completely by rpc and h2.
Results for other values of N and d, therefore,
arenot shown.
Figure 5 shows the superiority of CCPS over
PLS without a restriction on the rate of
inbreeding, for a scheme with ns - 30, npd = 5
andnpo = 6.For h2 = 0.15,theratio AGccpJAGpis
is very similar to the situation where AF is
restricted, e.g., with rpc=0.4 and no restriction
on AF the ratio was 2.06 (Figure 5), whereas
with AF<\% the ratio was 2.02. For low
heritabilities, therefore, restricting AF hardly
affects the superiority of CCPS over PLS. For
higher heritabilities the superiority of CCPS
over PLS decreased when AF was restricted,
e.g., with h2 = 0.6, rpc=0.4 and no restriction
on AF the ratio was 1.74 (Figure 5), whereas
with AF<\% the ratio decreased to 1.51.
Compared to the large increase of AF when
changing from CCPS to PLS (Figure 2), the
reduction of AGccpJAGpis when AF is restricted
isstrikingly small.
Table 1 shows the design of optimum
breeding schemes, i.e., the optimum number of
selected sires, for different constraints on the
rate of inbreeding. With PLS, the optimum
number of sires isalways lower than with CCPS
and decreases when h2 increases. With CCPS,
the optimum number of sires increases with
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TABLE I.-Optimum number of selected sires for CCPS
andPLS schemes with constrained inbreeding (AF)f
2

h

0.15

rpe
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.99
PLS'

0.4

0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.99
PLS'

0.6

0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.99
PLS*

AF<2%
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
26

AF<\%
44
44
43
42
41
40
39
38

AF<Q.5%

30
28
27
25
24
22
21
21

42
41
39
37
36
34
32
32

61
60
59
58
57
56
55
53
59
58
56
54
53
51
49
49

28
27
24
22
20
19
17
17

41
39
37
34
32
30
28
28

58
56
54
51
49
46
44
44

t For N = 768,npd = 5 and nco = 60, h1 =heritability, r^=
purebred-crossbred genetic correlation. JWith PLS the
optimumdesign isindependent of r^.

decreasing h and rpc.With decreasing rpc,the
required number of sires increased rapidly for
h2 =0.6, whereas for h2 = 0.15 there is only a
small increase. This result agrees with the
observation that the increase of intraclass
correlations is largest at high heritabilities
(Figure 1).Results in Table 1indicate that, with
a constraint on AF, the difference between the
optimum number of sires with PLS and CCPS
increases with heritability. For low
heritabilities, this difference is relatively small
because single trait BLUP selection already
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FIGURE6.-Relation of AF and AG with the number of
sires for a fixed test capacity, for N = 768, tipd= 4, h2=
0.4, rpc = 0.4 and nco = 60; —O— AG;—x— 4F,Lines
represent predictions, symbols represent results from
simulation.

puts substantial emphasis on family
information.
The comparison of CCPS vs. PLS at fixed
rates of inbreeding involves a trade off between
accuracy and intensity of selection. Table 1
shows that with CCPS the constraint on AF is
achieved by selecting more parents, which is at
the expense of selection intensity. On the other
hand, CCPS benefits from a higher accuracy of
selection due to the use of crossbred
information. The superiority of CCPS vs. PLS
at fixed rates of inbreeding (Figure 4) indicates
that the increase of gain due to increased
accuracy exceeds the decrease of gain due to
decreased selection intensity.
Given the large differences in AF between
CCPS and PLS (Figure 2), the difference
between the optimum number of sires for both
selection strategies (Table 1) is surprisingly
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small.This indicates that a small increase of the
number of sires is sufficient to substantially
reduce AF. Figure 6 shows the relation of AF
and AG with thenumber of selected sires,for h2
= 0.4, rpc= 0.4 and N =768, which shows that
AFdrops substantially whenthenumber of sires
increases, whereas AG decreases only
moderately. There are two distinct mechanisms
causing the sharp decrease of AF. First, in the
absence of selection, AF approximately halves
when the number of parents is doubled
(WRIGHT, 1969). Second, with fixed N,
selection intensity decreases when the number
of parents increases, which further reduces AF
(See appendix B of BUMA and WOOLLIAMS
2000). For the scheme in Figure 6, both
mechanisms contribute approximately equal to
the reduction of AF. The different relation of
AF and AG with the number of sires explains
why the superiority of CCPS over PLS, i.e.,
AGccpJAGpis, reduces only moderately when AF
isrestricted (Figure4 vs.Figure5).

Discussion
In this paper, we have compared CCPS to PLS
with particular emphasis on the rate of
inbreeding. When keeping the number of
parents constant, changing from PLS to CCPS
may substantially increase AF. In particular
with high h2 and lowrpc, CCPS requires alarger
number of parents than PLS, to avoid excessive
ratesof inbreeding.When compared atthe same
rate of inbreeding, CCPS was superior to PLS
and the superiority of CCPS was only
moderately reduced compared to a situation
without arestrictionon AF.

Up till recently, balancing rates of gain and
inbreeding in animal breeding programmes
required computationally demanding stochastic
simulation, which seriously restricted the
number of alternative schemes involved in the
optimisation. This paper shows that the use of
the long-term genetic contribution theory for
predicting AF (WOOLLIAMS et al. 1999;
WOOLLIAMS and BUMA, 2000; BUMA and
WOOLLIAMS,2000) enables the optimisation of
breeding schemes within very limited
computing time with no restriction on the
number of alternative schemes involved. For
example, results inFigure 2, which involves the
evaluation of approximately 750 alternative
breeding schemes, were generated within nine
seconds.
Following the approach of WEI and VAN DER
(1994), we have treated purebred
performance and crossbred performance as
correlated traits, assuming the additive
infinitesimal model. Other studies have used
finite locus models with several degrees of
dominance, and generally with equal effects for
all loci (UlMARl and GIBSON, 1998;BAUMUNG
et al. 1997). Neither of these models is fully
realistic, i.e., the true number of genes must be
finite, but on the other hand we have little
knowledge of the number of genes, their effects
and theinteractions between genes.
WERF

Prediction of short-term selection response by
means of selection index theory does not
require the infinitesimal assumptions, providing
gene effects are not very large and gene
frequency of favourable alleles is near 0.5
(HILL, 1998). When phenotypes and breeding
valuesfollow amultivariatenormal distribution,
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the regression of breeding values on
phenotypes, i.e., the selection index, is
unbiased. With multivariate normality,
therefore, selection index theory correctly
predicts response to a single cycle of selection.
Though selection may induce deviations from
normality, TURELLI and BARTON (1994)
showed that the prediction of genetic gain by
regression on phenotypes is robust against
deviations from normality, even with strong
truncation selection. Therefore, prediction of
response by means of selection index theory is
expected tobe adequate inthe short term.
In the long-term, selection response depends
on the nature of the genetic variation, i.e., the
number of genes,their effects etc. However, for
livestock populations we have little knowledge
of those parameters, and it will be difficult to
convince practitioners to sacrifice short-term
response (i.e., by not using CCPS) when it
remains doubtful whether doing so will indeed
yield more long-term response. The most
practical approach, therefore, seems to be the
use of CCPS while restricting the rate of
inbreeding, so as to maximise short-term
response and simultaneously avoid rapid
erosion of genetic variation. To account for
changing genetic parameters due to changing
gene frequency, genetic parameters should
frequently be re-estimated so that optimality of
theCCPSEBV is guaranteed.
In this study, breeding schemes were
optimised given a fixed total number of
purebred selection candidates, whereas the
number of recorded crossbred individuals
varied between schemes. In other studies,
crossbred individuals were tested at the expense
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of purebred individuals, thus reducing the
number of selection candidates (WEI and VAN
DER WERF, 1994). Whether testing crossbred
individuals is at the expense of purebred
individuals depends on whether testing of
crossbred individuals is part of the nucleusbreeding programme, or, alternatively,
information from the commercial population is
collected, e.g., at the slaughterhouses.
Collecting information at the slaughterhouse
has the advantage that one can directly measure
the traits that determine the carcass price, e.g.,
carcass grade and lean%, instead of an
ultrasonic
measurement
of
backfat.
Additionally, measuring crossbred performance
on individuals of thecommercial population has
the advantage that GxE interaction is accounted
for. When crossbred information is collected
outside the nucleus, PLS and CCPS are not
compared atthe sametotal amount of resources,
so the relevant question is whether the
additional gain arising from using CCPS instead
of PLS makes up for the cost of measuring
crossbred individuals.
CCPS and PLS can be compared at the same
level of resources by specifying the ratio of the
costs of testing a purebred vs. a crossbred
individual, and evaluating breeding schemes at
the same total costs. In that case, testing
crossbred individuals will reduce the number of
purebred selection candidates, which reduces
selection intensity and has a decreasing effect
on AF (Figure 2). When compared at the same
level of recourses, therefore, changing from
PLS to CCPS will give smaller increases of AF
than the values presented in Figure 2. Methods
used in this study can as well be used to
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optimise rates of inbreeding and gain for
crossbreeding schemes with a fixed total level
ofresources.
Inthisstudy,constraints onAFwere achieved
by increasing the number of parents.
Alternatively, onecanusedynamic selection
algorithms that directly constrain AF
(MEUWISSEN, 1996; GRUNDY et al. 1998).

Though dynamic selection algorithms are
expected to give higher AG atthesameAF,
optimisation of breeding schemes using those
algorithms canonly be implemented by means
of computationally demanding stochastic
simulation, which limits the number of
alternative schemes considered in the
optimisation. Our methods provide good insight
into the impact ofdifferent parameters and as
such provide a good starting point for the
optimisation ofbreeding schemes.
This research was financially supported bythe Netherlands
Technology Foundation (STW), and wasco-ordinatedby
the Life Sciences Foundation (SLW). J.A.W. acknowledges
the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries andFood (United
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CHAPTER 11

General Discussion

T

his thesis has primarily focussed on
developing methods to predict rates of
inbreeding in (artificially) selected populations,
using the concept of long-term genetic
contributions (WRAY and THOMPSON, 1990).
CHAPTER 2 presents a general approach to
predict long-term genetic contributions using
simple linear models and the assumption of an
equilibrium. CHAPTER 5 relates rates of
inbreeding to expected genetic contributions
making a separate prediction of the variance of
genetic contributions redundant. Together,
CHAPTER 2 and 5 present a general approach to
predict rates of inbreeding in randomly mating
populations undergoing selection.Following the
general theory, prediction equations for the rate
of inbreeding were derived for mass selection
and BLUP selection, for populations with either
discrete or overlapping generations. For mass
selection, it was shown how the current
prediction equations relate to previous
equations (SANTIAGO and CABALLERO, 1995;
NOMURA, 1996)

Besides prediction of rates of inbreeding,
substantial attention was paid to prediction of
genetic contributions of current individuals to
the population in the long-term (long-term
genetic contribution) and to the relationship
between rates of genetic gain and genetic
contributions. It was shown how selective
advantage affects the development of pedigree
and the turn over rate of thepopulation, i.e.,the
reciprocal of the generation interval. A novel
definition of generation interval was presented,

which states that the generation interval is the
turnover time of genes that are destined to stay
in the population. For overlapping generations,
genetic gain was described in a gene flow
context, which, contrary to conventional gene
flow theory (HILL, 1974), is based on truly
asymptotic proportions of genes.
Finally, CHAPTERS 9 and 10demonstrate how
the theory developed in previous chapters may
be implemented to optimize breeding schemes
withcombined crossbred purebred selection.
Many topics have already been addressed in
the Discussion sections of the relevant chapters
and will not be repeated here. In this General
Discussion, I will address the relevance of this
thesis for quantitative genetic theory and for
practical animal breeding. I will discuss the
thesis primarily from an animal breeder's
perspective, i.e., no attention will be given to
natural populations and constant population size
will be assumed. (Note that, in this discussion,
the term "inbreeding" is used to indicate
effective population size [i.e., AF = l/2Ne], it
does not refer to the preferential mating of
relatives.)

Quantitative Genetic Theory
RateversusIncrementofInbreeding
In animal breeding, it is sometimes argued that
the level of inbreeding (Ft) or the increment
(F,-F,./) isthecrucial parameter, rather than the
rate of inbreeding [AF=(F,-F ( . ; )/(l-F,.,)]. The
difference between AF on the one hand and F,
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or F,-F,.i ontheother hand, isthatthelevel and
increment depend on the definition of a base
population, whereas AFdoes not.
In most animal breeding populations,
however, base populations are hypothetical,
primarily constructed to facilitate our
understanding of populations or to enable
prediction of breeding values(BLUP). Inreality
there is no such base population since the
evolution of populations is an ongoing process.
When populations are kept at a constant size, a
balance between selection, mutation and drift
will arise resulting in equilibrium genetic
parameters. This equilibrium state depends on
the rate of inbreeding (or effective population
size), indicating that the rate of inbreeding is
the
essential
population
parameter.
Furthermore, the rate of fixation of favorable
mutations and the selection against deleterious
mutations, depend on the rate of inbreeding and
not on the increment (e.g., LYNCHand WALSH,
1998; HILL, 2000).

Though helpful in particular cases, the
concept of abase population can be misleading.
For example, in the study of WRAY and
THOMPSON (1990), the concept of a base
population introduced a problem with the
reference point for the genetic variance. The
assumption of equilibrium genetic parameters
(SANTIAGO and

CABALLERO, 1995)

was

a

natural way forward to solve this problem.
Furthermore, certain definitions of a base
population are incompatible with the
assumption of an equilibrium. For example, in
the absence of selfing, defining a base
population by a group of non-inbred and
unrelated individuals implies that the rate of
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inbreeding from the base population to the next
generation is zero, which violates the
assumption of equilibrium. In an equilibrium, a
base population should bedefined by a groupof
non-inbred individuals having an average
coefficient of kinship of AF, or by considering
their parents as a group of unrelated individuals
withan averageinbreeding coefficient of -AF.

Prediction of Rates of Inbreeding
History: Prediction of rates of inbreeding hasa
long history, starting with the pioneering work
of Wright (WRIGHT, 1922, 1931, 1938, 1939;
see CABALLERO, 1994 for a review). For
populations undergoing selection for a heritable
character, predictions become complicated due
to the inheritance of selective advantage.
BURROWS(1984a,b) developed predictions that
were strictly valid for a single cycle of
selection. Hence, Burrows' methods underpredict AF in ongoing selection programs.
Predictions that account for the inheritance of
selective advantage were initiated by
ROBERTSON (1961), who introduced the
concept of accumulation of selective
advantages.When selective advantage is halved
each generation, the cumulative selective
advantage equals, Q = I +Y2 +lA+ l/S +.... 2. However, due to the reduction of genetic
variance in selected populations (BULMER,
1971), selective advantage is more than halved
each generation and Q < 2. Robertson's
method, therefore, gives an overprediction of
the rate of inbreeding (WRAY and THOMPSON,
1990; SANTIAGOand CABALLERO, 1995).Based
on Robertson's idea, SANTIAGO and
CABALLERO (1995) developed predictions
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where the inheritance of selective advantage
depended on the remaining proportion of
genetic variance after selection, showing that,
for mass selection and random mating, Qequals
2l(\+kh2).
Important advancements of
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995) were the use
of equilibrium genetic parameters (BULMER,
1971)and the inclusion of non-random mating.
A different approach was initiated byWRAY
and THOMPSON (1990), who showed a
fundamental relationship between the rate of
inbreeding and the sum of squared long-term
genetic contributions and, for the first time,
obtained accurate predictions of AF in
populations undergoing mass selection. Their
method, however, was complicated due to the
recursive nature of theprediction procedure and
the need for predicting the variance of longterm genetic contributions. WOOLLIAMS et al.
(1993) showed that the recursive equations of
WRAY and THOMPSON (1990) lend themselves
to vertical summation over generations, which
enabled a closed form equation. However,
prediction equations were still difficult,
sufficiently so that WRAY et al. (1994) were
only able to make limited use of them in
developing predictions for selection on sib
indices. As a result, predictions were complex,
both conceptually and algebraically.
This thesis: This thesis has shown that the
variance of long-term genetic contributions is
related to the mean, which considerably
simplifies
predictions
(CHAPTER
5).
Furthermore, using equilibrium genetic
parameters and a gene flow approach, a simple
closed form equation for the prediction of
expected long-term genetic contributions was

derived, both for discrete and overlapping
generations (CHAPTER 2). For the first time,
prediction of rates of inbreeding has been
extended to populations with overlapping
generations undergoing selection. CHAPTER 6
shows that, for mass selection with random
mating, the prediction equation of SANTIAGO
and CABALLERO (1995) is equivalent to the
prediction equations based on long-term genetic
contributions. The same equivalence was found
for the special case of mass selection with
overlapping generations and anequal numberof
parents selected from each age class (CHAPTER
6; NOMURA, 1996).Together, CHAPTER 2 and5
present a general approach to predict rates of
inbreeding in randomly mating populations
undergoing artificial selection.
There are anumber of important issues in this
thesis. First, the importance of the relationship
between
squared
long-term
genetic
contributions and AF (WRAY and THOMPSON,
1990; CHAPTER 5) is that it holds for selected
populations, with no assumptions onthe form of
selection, provided that genes are ultimately
mixed and that anequilibrium exists over which
a stable AF may be defined. In CHAPTER 5, the
relation between squared genetic contributions
and AF was derived directly from identity by
descent, which enhances intuitive understanding
compared to the derivation of WRAY and
THOMPSON (1990).
The current method assumes independent
segregation of the locus for which the rate of
inbreeding is predicted and the loci affecting
the selected trait, i.e., the prediction relates to
the expected increase in homozygosity of a
neutral gene, unlinked to genes affecting the
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selected trait. Thecurrent prediction also relates
to the rate of inbreeding estimated from the
pedigree of a population. For livestock species,
which have many chromosomes, linked
segregation is probably of academic interest
since the average gene may be practically
unlinked to genes with large effect. When there
are some genes with a large effect, AF for those
genes and for the chromosomal region
surrounding those genes will differ from AF for
the rest of the genome. This indicates that there
is no single measure for the rate of inbreeding
of a population and an apriori choice has to be
made for which loci one would like to predict
the rate of inbreeding. Following the approach
of SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995),
SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1998) developed
predictions of effective population size for
neutral loci linked to the selected loci. With
respect to inbreeding depression, which is
mainly observed for traits related to fitness, the
rate of inbreeding of a neutral gene is probably
the most relevant one, because genetic
correlations between fitness and production
traits are generally small (RAUW et al., 1998).
Furthermore, for practical purposes, the value
of a gene dependent rate of inbreeding seems to
be rather limited, because, for the majority of
the genes, we have little knowledge about their
effect onthephenotype.
An important feature of the current approach
is that it contains a general model for the
inheritance of selective advantage (II) and for
the effect of the selective advantage on the
number of selected offspring (A), so that it can
be applied to a variety of selection strategies
and modes of inheritance (e.g., imprinting)
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without theneed for modifying thebasic theory.
The main task for applying the prediction
method to other selection systems and modes of
inheritance is to derive the regression
coefficients for the II and A matrices. For
certain selection systems this task may be
difficult (e.g., the quadratic model for BLUP
selection, CHAPTER 7), but the concept remains
clear. This viewpoint is supported by the
observation that prediction errors for the cases
studied originated from the goodness of fit of
the prediction model for genetic contributions,
whereas the basic equations remained valid.
From theequivalency of thepresent method and
the drift method (SANTIAGO and CABALLERO,
1995) in special cases (see CHAPTER 6), it
follows that the complexities involved in
modeling II and A are not a peculiarity of the
present method, but will also be encountered if
an attempt were made to extend the drift
approach, e.g.,toBLUP selection.
In CHAPTER 6, for the first time, a simple
closed form equation was given, for the rate of
inbreeding with mass selection and discrete
generations, expressed in commonly used
genetic and population parameters. [Though the
same equation can be derived directly from the
work of SANTIAGO and CABALLERO (1995)].
Such a simple equation is likely to enhance the
application of the genetic contribution theory,
which has often been hampered by the
perception thatit isvery complicated.
Overlapping generations: With overlapping
generations, the generation interval (L) was
defined as the length of time in which genetic
contributions sum to unity. This definition
specifies the genetic timeunitof apopulation as
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the average time interval between two meioses
for genes that are destined to stay in the
population. The reciprocal of L is a measure of
the turnover rate of the population, i.e., \IL is
the average number of meioses per unit of time.
Compared to the average age of parents at birth
of their offspring, the current definition of
generation interval is of a more genetical and
lessoperational nature.
With discrete generations,
effective
population size can be partitioned into
contributions due toeach sex, \INe=l/(4Nem)+
l/(4Nef)

(CROW

and

DENNISTON,

1998;

and CABALLERO, 1995). The
analogous equation based on genetic
contributions is AF = lANmE(r2) + V*NjE(r)).
SANTIAGO

Because each sex contributes half of the genes,
there is no competition between the sexes and
both termscanbetreated separately.
With overlapping generations, there are more
thanjust two categories, and within sex there is
competition between the categories. Thus
categories within sex cannot be treated
separately, i.e., when predicting genetic
contributions, one has to account for
competition between categories. In this thesis,
competition between categories is accounted for
by simultaneously solving the system of
regression equations for predicting genetic
contributions (CHAPTER2,Equations 7and9).
Non-random mating: In this thesis, rates of
inbreeding were predicted for randomly mating
populations. Non-random mating has two
opposite effects on the rate of inbreeding
(CABALLERO and HILL, 1992).Onthe one hand,
avoiding mating of relatives increases the
average heterozygosity and, therefore, increases

the within family drift {i.e. drift due to
Mendelian sampling). On the other hand,
avoiding mating of relatives accelerates the
mixing of ancestral lines within the population,
so that the genes of the different ancestors are
equally represented among descendants at an
earlier stage. Once genes are equally
represented among descendants, between family
drift (i.e., differential fitness of families) no
longer affects the genetic contributions of the
ancestor generation. Avoiding mating of
relatives, therefore, reduces AF due to between
family drift. WANG and HILL (2000) derived
equations for AF in the absence of selection,
which explicitly show the two different sources
of genetic drift.
In the absence of selection, the extension of
thepresent method to populations with acertain
proportion, p, of full-sib mating is
straightforward. Following the approach of
CHAPTER 5, where conditioning on the selective
advantage can be omitted: E(r2) = /j2 + a2
with o2 = E„[Var(r,|n,)] + Var„[E(r,|n,)], where
n, denotes family size. Considering the second
term of a2, it follows from rt= \ £ rt that
offspring

E(r,|n,)= V4/ijE(ry|/j,-), which, withPoisson family
size (i.e., Var(n,)=2) and r, independent of nt,
gives Var„[E(r,|n,)] = V£E(jj)2 = Vifj2 in an
equilibrium. Considering the first term of a2,
when mating two full sibs, both full sibs will
have the same long-term contribution, to that
Cov(r,,r;|«,) = Var(r;|n,). With a proportionp of
full sib mating, therefore, Var(rj|n;) =
V4(l+p)rtjVar(r,|nj), and with E(nt) = 2 it follows
that En[Var(r,|n,)] = Viil+pW. Adding both
terms gives: o 2 = Vi.(l+p)(? +Vi/?, so that o 2=
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fi2/(l-p), which shows that preferential mating
of full sibs increases the variance of genetic
contributions. Next, with a mating ratio of one,
so that Nm = Nf = ViN and using AF =
l
A(l-co)NE(r2) and n = UN it follows that AF=
(l-fi))[(4A0_1 + (4N)'\l-p)'1], where ft) is the
correlation between genes within individuals.
Substituting p = 4ft)(l+3ft))~1 (GHAI, 1969;
CABALLERO and HILL, 1992) shows that, in the
1_ft)

, •
AT*
absence of*selection,
AF
- —— +
4N

This can be simplified to AF =

l + 3<a

4JV
1
(1+ft)),

which is identical to the result of CABALLERO
and HILL (1992). Note that, in the absence of
selection, AF is independent of the proportion
of full sib mating when Var(n() = 2/3,in which
case the two opposite effects of mating on the
rateof inbreeding cancel each other out.
In the above equation for AF, the first part
represents the minimum possible rate of
inbreeding, 1/(4A0, which is inbreeding solely
dueto within family drift, and is multiplied bya
factor (1-ft)) when mating is non-random. The
second part represents the additional inbreeding
duetobetween family drift, and ismultiplied by
a factor (l+3ft)) when mating is non-random.
Those two terms nicely illustrate the two
opposite effects of non-random mating on the
rateof inbreeding.
The result of SANTIAGO and CABALLERO
(1995) for selected populations suggests that, in
the presence of selection, AF with non-random
mating isa straightforward analogy of AF in the
absence of selection. Analogous to CABALLERO
and HILL (1992) and to the equation presented
above, the final equation of SANTIAGO and
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CABALLERO (1995) consists of two parts. The

firstpart is (l-ft))/4Af, and the second part is the
additional inbreeding due to between family
drift, which is multiplied by (1+3ft)). The
agreement between the result of SANTIAGO and
CABALLERO (1995) and CABALLERO and HILL
(1992) suggests that the effect of mating on the
variance of the contributions acts independently
of the effect of selection. Unfortunately, in the
presence of selection, a general derivation of
explicit prediction equations for AF with nonrandom mating, using genetic contributions,
appears to be less straightforward than in the
absence of selection.
Genetic Gain
In CHAPTER 2,ithasbeen shown thattherateof
genetic gain is proportional to the expectation
of the product of long-term genetic contribution
and Mendelian sampling term of an ancestor,
E[AG] « E[ra]. WOOLLIAMS and THOMPSON
(1994) already presented this relationship, but
noformal derivation was given.
An intuitive understanding of this relationship
can be gained by noticing that breeding values
of any generation can be decomposed into a
sum of Mendelian sampling terms of
individuals in previous generations, weighted
by their long-term genetic contribution. With n
generations of selection, the total genetic
advance equals nAG. With n —>«>, this total
genetic advance must be equal to the weighted
sum of Mendelian sampling terms over all
ancestors in those n generations. Assuming an
equilibrium, the total genetic advance should be
divided equally among the n generations.
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Analogously, the weighted sum of Mendelian
sampling terms should be divided equally
among the n generations, to that the share
conferred to a single generation is equal to the
weighted Mendelian sampling terms summed
over the number of parents in a single
generation. Therefore, the rate of genetic gain
per generation must be equal to the product of
Mendelian sampling term and the genetic
contribution, summed over all ancestors in a
generation.

is consistent with classical theory. This
consistency is best illustrated with mass
selection in discrete generations, using the
notation of CHAPTER 7.

With equal selection intensities in both sexes,
Nm=Nf=YiNand u = a +l%A~ A), it follows
that AG = NE(ua) = NciE(a) + N/3E[a(A-A)],
where E(a) = ¥2a2^ ilaP and E[a(A-A)] =
Vicr^ (1-kh2), where o"^ is the base generation
additive genetic variance and h2 is the

Additionally, CHAPTER 4 shows that the
expression AG= £ra represents the genetic gain
originating from Mendelian sampling of a
single generation summed over all subsequent
cycles of selection, whereas AG = ipoA
represents the genetic gain of a single cycle of
selection originating from Mendelian sampling
of all previous generations. Both methods give
valid results.

equilibrium heritability (CHAPTER 3,APPENDIX

Predictions for AG can be obtained by
replacing the genetic contribution by its
expectation given the selective advantage: uik =
E[r,,t |s,,*],so that rik = uik +eitk.This prediction
is expected to be accurate when Cov(a;t,e,t) =
0, i.e., conditioning on the selective advantage
should remove any covariance between the
Mendelian sampling term and the genetic
contribution. CHAPTER 2 shows that equations
resulting from this approach agree with
established results. For practical purposes,
however, it is probably easier to use
conventional selection index theory, e.g., the
workof VlLLANUEVAetal.(1993).

and
KENNEDY,
1990).
2
Substitution gives AG = ih aP, which is the
"breeders equation" for equilibrium genetic
gain (FALCONER, 1989, p.192; LYNCH and
WALSH, 1998, p.50). Therefore, AG predicted
from the genetic contribution theory is identical
to AG predicted from classical theory for mass
selection with discrete generations.

Consistency with classical theory: CHAPTER
2 shows that, for a general sib index, AG
predicted from the genetic contribution theory

B). Next, with a = UN, P = aAJ(l-n), X =
ViilOp, and n = Vi{\-kh2)

(CHAPTER

APPENDIX A) it follows that AG = Via\

Vzia^il-ktfyiGpil+kh2)]

3,

ilaP+

= io^liOpil+kh1)}.

With Bulmerequilibrium, a\ =Via\ (l-kh2) +
Via2^, so that a2^ = a2A{l+kh2) (see also
VILLANUEVA

The Relationship between Gain and
Inbreeding
Under the infinitesimal model, inbreeding
reduces genetic variance, which in turn reduces
genetic gain. Furthermore, when inbreeding
depression is present, fitness of the population
may reduce to an extent where it affects the
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selection differentials, i.e., indirectly inbreeding
depression may also reduce genetic gain. In the
short-term, inbreeding and genetic gain have an
unfavorable relation, in the sense that measures
that increase genetic gain, as selecting only a
few parents and using all information of
relatives (e.g., BLUP), generally increase the
rate of inbreeding. Maximizing short-term
response, therefore, reduces long-term response
and involves substantial risk (e.g., VERRIER et
al, 1993).
The genetic contribution theory shows a
fundamental relation between the rate of
inbreeding and genetic gain, i.e., AF =ViLr1
and AG = Era. When genetic gain is to be
maximized with a constraint on the rate of
inbreeding, the theoretically optimum solution
is for all those with a Mendelian sampling term
below a certain level to have no long-term
contribution and, then, for the long-term
contribution to increase linearly with the
Mendelian sampling term (BONDESSON, 1989;
WOOLLIAMS and THOMPSON, 1994; GRUNDY et

al, 1998). Generally, this optimum can not be
achieved, since we can neither set long-term
contributions of current individuals to their
desired values independently of previous
generations, nor observe the Mendelian
sampling terms without error. However, genetic
gain for the theoretical optimum can be
regarded as an upper bound and
^Greaiized/^Goptimum can be used as a genetical
measure of the efficiency of breeding schemes
(GRUNDY etal, 1998).
Figure 1and 2 in CHAPTER 8 show that, with
BLUP selection, the relationship between the
breeding value and the genetic contribution is
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non-linear. Since the optimum relationship
between the contribution and the Mendelian
sampling term is linear, BLUP selection is not
an optimum strategy for maximizing gain while
restricting inbreeding. (Note that the breeding
value and the Mendelian sampling term follow
a bivariate normal distribution and are,
therefore, linearly related.)
Up to this point, discussion has ignored the
generation of new variation due to mutation.
Mutation is generally ignored in animal
breeding, since it is regarded of academic
interest and relevant only in the very long-term.
However, this seems to be a misconception,
because populations starting from an inbred
base population show continued response (e.g.,
MACKAY et al, 1994) and estimates of the
newly arising variation due to mutation are
surprisingly high. For example, for 6-week
weight of mice, CABALLERO et al. (1995)
estimated
a
mutational
heritability,
2
2
2
h m =o mQ/o E, of 0.0034, where a2m0 is the
per generation newly arising variation due to
mutation. Other estimates for the mouse are
generally higher (KEIGHTLEY, 1998; See table
12.1, LYNCH and WALSH, 1998).Assuming that
mutations have small effects, sothat their fate is
determined only by drift (neutral model, LYNCH
and HILL, 1986) a mutational heritability of
0.0034 is sufficient for maintaining heritability
(h2 =a\ /a\ ) at relatively high values. In an
equilibrium, the loss of genetic variance due to
inbreeding and the newly arising variance due
to mutation cancel each other out, so that
<j2A(l-AF)

+ a2mQ = o\

giving

a\

=a2m0/AF and h2 =h2m/(AF +h2m) (WEI et
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al., 1996; LYNCH and WALSH, 1998, pp.

330).

2

Note that a\ and h refer to an unselected
population, i.e., they are not reduced by the
Bulmer effect.
With arate of inbreeding ofapprox. 1%{e.g.,
mass selection with Nm = 20, Nf = 40, 4
offspring per dam and h2 ~ 0.25), a mutational
heritability of 0.0034 gives and asymptotic
heritability of 0.25, indicating that common
values of h2 can be sustained in relatively small
populations. The relationship between AF and
o\ in the equilibrium situation, shows that,
contrary to the short-term, at equilibrium, lower
AF gives higher AG. Increasing short-term gain,
e.g., by increasing selection intensity, will shift
theequilibrium toa lower valueof a\ .
The above section is based on strong
assumptions, i.e., it holds for additive gene
action, and only when mutations are selectively
neutral or when the infinitesimal model is
assumed. Nevertheless, it is useful as a
reference point. Furthermore, though the
equilibrium heritability may correctly assess the
genetic variance, prediction of the equilibrium
genetic gain requires knowledge of the
distribution of effects and frequency of
mutations. For example, when most mutations
are deleterious, the newly arising variance due
to mutation hardly contributes to genetic
progress. Asymmetric responses observed in
selection experiments indicate that the majority
of mutations may be in the same direction
(MACKAY et al, 1994). It would seem logical
that the proportion of mutants that are
deleterious increases with themean value of the
trait, i.e., when the trait reaches a high level,

most mutations are probably deleterious. This
idea issupported by thefact that the majority of
mutations is deleterious for fitness {e.g., LYNCH
and WALSH, 1998, Chapter 12), a trait which
hasbeen under selection for a very longtime.
Since the majority of mutations is deleterious
for fitness, there is a conflict between artificial
selection and natural selection when mutations
are pleiotropic (ROBERTSON, 1967; KEIGHTLEY
and HILL, 1990). Fixation of mutations that are
advantageous for the selected trait, but have
deleterious effects on fitness will reduce
selection response due to negative correlated
response for fitness (HILL and MBAGA, 1998).
Such negative correlations between fitness and
production traits are widely observed in animal
breeding populations (RAUW et al., 1998). On
the phenotypic level, negative correlations
between production and fitness traits may be
explained from a resource allocation point of
view (BEILHARZ et al, 1993; LUITING et al,
1999). However, a shift of resources from
fitness to production traits is likely to be due to
an increasing frequency of pleiotropic genes.
Both explanations, therefore, do not contradict
each other. An overview of factors influencing
the maintenance of genetic variance in animal
breedingpopulations is inHILL (2000).

AnimalBreeding
OptimizationofBreedingSchemes
Conceptual approaches: In the literature there
are two main approaches to balance short and
long-term response. The first approach is to
maximize the cumulative (discounted)
economic return, either up to a certain time
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horizon, or over all future generations,
accounting for the effect of inbreeding on
selection response, both due to variance
reduction and due to inbreeding depression. In
this approach, a breeding scheme with a higher
rate of inbreeding is accepted, as long as
economic effects of a higher selection response
outbalance those of inbreeding. The second
approach is to maximize selection response
while directly constraining the rate of
inbreeding (e.g., MEUWISSEN 1997a). The
essential difference between both approaches is
that the first approach considers the cost of
inbreeding and, therefore, is a purely
economical procedure, whereas the second
approach considers inbreeding in itself and is
morerelated torisk.
There are a number of reasons why the
second approach is to be preferred. First,
accurate prediction of cumulative selection
response requires detailed knowledge of the
nature of the genetic variation and of all effects
of inbreeding. Lack of knowledge of certain
effects of inbreeding is likely to result in below
optimal weight given to the rate of inbreeding
(MEUWISSEN 1997b). Given our limited
knowledge, the first approach seems to be an
optimistic one.
Economic optimization, e.g., maximizing the
net present value, may lead to high rates of
inbreeding, in particular for species with long
generation interval (JAMES, 1972).Though such
a scheme may be optimal from an economical
perspective, it will not be adapted in practice
because the rate of inbreeding is considered as
being too high. Instead, the value of the cost
factor will be questioned, and subsequently the
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cost factor will be increased until acceptable
ratesof inbreeding are achieved.
Additionally, the more sophisticated
implementations of time horizon methods suffer
from unrealistic solutions in the final
generations. For example, in a study on mixed
inheritance,the major gene was fixed in one big
step in the final generation (DEKKERS and VAN
ARENDONK, 1998). The analogy with the
problem of balancing gain and inbreeding
would be to select only one sire and one dam in
year 19, since this is expected to give the
highest response in year 20. Obviously,
however, in year 19one would look another 20
years ahead, not just a single year. In realistic
implementations of time horizon methods,
therefore, the solution proposed for a specific
generation should notbe adirect function of the
time span until thehorizon. The solution mayof
course be an indirect function of time, for
example when it depends on a gene frequency
thatchanges overtime.
It is interesting to note that there is a
contradiction between risk assessed from an
economic point of view and risk assessed from
a genetic point of view. In an economic context,
high discount rates may be associated with low
risk, i.e., returns in the distant future are less
certain than immediate returns, so that
increasing the discount rate decreases risk
(SMITH, 1978). In a genetic context, however,
high discount rates lead to breeding schemes
with high rates of inbreeding, which involves
increased risk associated with small population
size.
Because, in the vast majority of cases, there
are no readily available replacements for the
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currently used breeds or lines, selection
decisions should aim at maximizing economic
return under the condition that the line can be
maintained. Selection decisions should,
therefore, consider the balance of mutation,
inbreeding and (natural) selection. This requires
putting a direct constraint on the rate of
inbreeding, asisdoneinthesecond approach.
Acceptable levels of AF: To put a direct
constraint on the rate of inbreeding, one needs
to make a decision on what level is acceptable.
Given our limited knowledge of the nature of
genetic variation, it is difficult to formally
derive the acceptable rate of inbreeding.
However, some insight may be gained from
selection experiments and quantitative genetic
theory.
When mutation is ignored, acceptable ratesof
inbreeding are primarily determined by the
extent of inbreeding depression for fitness.
MEUWISSEN and WOOLLIAMS (1994) studied
the balance between natural selection and
inbreeding depression. Using Fisher's (1929)
fundamental principle of natural selection, they
showed that the minimum effective size to
prevent a decline in fitness equals Ne=Dl o^A,
where D is the inbreeding depression of fitness
with complete inbreeding and cr^A is the
additive genetic variance for fitness. Values of
D for major components of fitness can be
measured relatively easily, and are generally
between 0.5 and 1% inbreeding depression per
percent inbreeding {e.g., FALCONER, 1989, p.
249; LYNCH and WALSH, 1998, p. 272; WIENER

etal. 1992).Values of a\,A, however, are more
difficult to measure, particularly because

artificial selection interferes with natural
selection. In the absence of a correlation
between fitness and the trait under selection,
MEUWISSEN and WOOLLIAMS (1994) obtained
effective population sizes ranging from 250 to
31 per generation, (AF = 0.2% to 1.6%).
Furthermore, they concluded that, with a
negative correlation between fitness and the
selection criterion, adecline in fitness could not
be prevented.
GODDARD (1992) studied the optimal
effective size of the global population of black
and white dairy cattle, using a separate discount
rate to account for risk associated with small
population size. The optimum solution
maximized the net present value of all future
benefits from the breeding program. Optimum
effective sizeprimarily depended onthe amount
of inbreeding depression and on the discounting
factor used. The rate of inbreeding for the
optimum schemes ranged from 0.2% to 1.3%
per generation.

Another important aspect of the rate of
inbreeding is the probability of fixation of
favorable alleles, which can be approximated by
u(q)~ 1- exp(-2iV><7), where s is the selective
value of the allele and q is the allele frequency
(KMURA, 1962;

CABALLERO and SANTIAGO,

1998; HILL, 2000). It turns out that favorable
alleles are relatively safe, once they have a
reasonable frequency. For example, for a
livestock breeding program with AF ~ 1%, the
fixation probability of an additive allele, with
an effect of 0.07 phenotypic standard deviation
and a frequency of 0.2, exceeds 90%.
Approximately 750 of those alleles would be
required to make up a heritability of 0.3, and
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fixation of 90% of them would give a huge
selection response of approximately 36
phenotypic standard deviations. Fixation of
favorable alleles that already have a reasonable
frequency, therefore, does not impose stringent
restrictions on AF. [See HILL (2000) for further
discussion.]
When considering mutation and assuming the
infinitesimal model, restricting AF to 1% seems
to be sufficient to maintain heritability on
reasonable levels (see above). Furthermore,
fixation of favorable mutants and selection
against deleterious mutants both profit from
larger effective population size. To quantify
those effects, however, one needs to have
knowledge of the distribution of effects and
frequency of mutations, which is not available
for livestock breeds at present.
Given the above considerations, the
acceptable level of inbreeding seems to be
determined primarily by the extent of
inbreeding depression on fitness. Detailed
knowledge of the relevant parameters to
determine the level of the constraint is lacking,
but the different approaches all point towards a
valuebetween 0.5%and 1%per generation.
When the commercial product is a crossbred,
inbreeding depression may seem less important.
However, inbreeding depression is most
important for traits related to fitness, like
reproductive performance. Reproduction traits
are clearly important when considering the risk
of losing the pure line and particularly for the
efficiency of the multiplication required in
crossbreeding systems. It does not matter,
therefore, whether or not the commercial
product isa crossbred.
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Many studies indicate that AF can be reduced
substantially with no or minor loss of AG,
particularly when using advanced selection
algorithms {e.g.,MEUWISSEN 1997; GRUNDYet
al., 1998). Furthermore, high rates of
inbreeding involve substantial risk, especially
for dairy cattle breeding which is dominated by
a single breed. Thus risk can be reduced
substantially at low cost, and a risk adverse
attitude should be adopted. Breeding companies
should, therefore, target low rates of inbreeding
by implementing advanced selection algorithms
and fitness should be included in the breeding
goal to avoid a conflict between natural and
artificial selection (HILLand MBAGA,1988).
Implementing the present method: The
present methods for predicting rates of
inbreeding in selected populations facilitate a
computationally feasible (i.e., deterministic)
optimization of short and long-term response
for static breeding schemes. The term "static
breeding schemes" refer to schemes like mass
selection and selection on BLUP-EBV, where
selection decisions do not take account of the
relation of specific individuals with the rest of
the population.
Regarding the balancing of inbreeding and
genetic gain, the present method can answer
questions like: what is the optimum number of
parents, is it worthwhile to increase the number
of selection candidates, is it worthwhile to
collect progeny information or should selection
be based on sib information. The main
application of the present methodology,
therefore, is the optimization of the design of
breeding schemes, not the optimization of the
selection criterion.
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Other methods: Many studies have
addressed the balance between rates inbreeding
and gain, mostly using stochastic simulation.
There are two main approaches to reduce AF.
First, the selection criterion canbe optimized by
reducing weight given to family information
(e.g., GRUNDY and HILL, 1993; VERRER et al,

1993; GRUNDY et al, 1994; VlLLANUEVA and
WOOLLIAMS, 1997). Second, AF can be
reduced by using factorial or minimum
coancestry mating (e.g., WOOLLIAMS, 1989;
CABALLERO et al, 1996). Combining both
methods may further reduce AF (e.g.,
VlLLANUEVA et al, 1994; Luo et al, 1995).
Furthermore, WRAY and GODDARD (1994) and
BRISBANE and GIBSON (1995) reduced
inbreeding by putting a cost factor on the
average relationship of the selected animals.
None of these studies, however, developed a
theoretical concept of optimality.
MEUWISSEN (1997a) introduced a dynamic
selection tool to maximize genetic gain while
restricting the rate of inbreeding (see also
GRUNDY et al, 1998). Given the available
selection candidates, this method maximizes the
genetic level of the selected group while
constraining the average coefficient of
coancestry, and it is therefore equivalent or
superior to other selection criteria. In
combination with factorial and minimum
coancestry mating strategies, this method is
state of the art (SONESSON and MEUWISSEN,
2000). Implementation of the method results in
a dynamic breeding program, where the number
of parents and the number of offspring per
parent may vary, depending on the candidates
available inaparticular generation.

Deterministic optimization of dynamic
breeding schemes, where the rate of inbreeding
is constrained in advance, requires methods to
predict rates of gain for such schemes. This
means that the selection differential needs to be
predicted for a subset of the population of
which the average coefficient of coancestry is
constrained. A general solution to this problem
is expected to be difficult, particularly for
populations with overlapping generations.
Dynamic selection rules (e.g., MEUWISSEN
1997a; GRUNDYet al, 1998) are more efficient
in maximizing gain while restricting inbreeding
than static selection rules. (An additional
advantage is that dynamic selection tools are
likely to reduce the variance of the rate of
inbreeding). Dynamic selection rules are often
regarded as being selection tools during the
course of a breeding scheme, whereas static
selection tools areprimarily suitable for apriori
design of breeding schemes (VlLLANUEVA and
WOOLLIAMS, 1997; GRUNDY et al,

1998).

However, this distinction is false. The ideal
approach would be to select using the tool that
gives the highest genetic gain while
constraining the rate of inbreeding. (This will
be a dynamic selection rule.) Next, the design
of the breeding scheme (e.g., the number of
selection candidates, which information should
be measured etc.) should be optimized given
this specific selection tool, i.e., the a priori
optimization of the design of breeding schemes
should take account of the selection tool that is
going to be used. A priori optimization of the
design of breeding schemes assuming a static
selection tool and the subsequent use of a
dynamic selection tool makes the static
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predictions invalid and may result in a sub
optimal breeding scheme. The current problem
is that we cannot deterministically predict
genetic gain for dynamic selection procedures.
With a priori optimization of the design using
dynamic selection tools, therefore, one has to
resort to computationally demanding stochastic
simulation, which limits the number of
alternative schemes that can be considered.
However, this is a methodological problem, it
does not indicate that one cannot a priori
optimize breeding schemes while accounting
for theuseof dynamic selection rules.
Characteristics of optimum schemes:
Maximizing genetic gain while constraining
inbreeding will change the layout of breeding
schemes compared to simply maximizing
genetic gain. Following the pioneering work of
NICHOLAS and SMITH (1983) and subsequently
many others (e.g., MEUWISSEN and
WOOLLIAMS,1993),breeding schemes for dairy
cattle have moved towards selection based on
sib information which enables higher short-term
genetic gain. However, for species where the
trait of interest cannot be measured on the
selection candidate, maximizing gain while
restricting inbreeding is likely tomove optimum
selection schemes back to progeny testing, in
particular when population size is small and the
constraint on AF is stringent (MEUWISSEN and
SONESSON, 1998).
As mentioned above, the degree of optimality
of breeding schemes can be judged by the
extent to which long-term genetic contributions
are set to their desired values, which depends
on the Mendelian sampling term. When
selection is based solely on sib information, no
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information on the Mendelian sampling term of
the candidate itself is obtained, so that the
selection is between Mendelian sampling terms
of the parents and more distant ancestors. Since
the number of parents is generally much lower
than thenumber of candidates, sib selection can
be considered as a reduction of the selection
differential amongMendelian samplingterms.
Optimum breeding schemes for maximizing
gain whilerestricting inbreeding are likely tobe
characterized by: the use of BLUP to estimate
breeding values; the use of dynamic selection
tools rather than simply truncation selection;
decreased importance of sib information;
increased importance of progeny testing;
increased generation intervals; increased
accuracy at the expense of selection intensity;
and a mating strategy that accelerates the
mixing of ancestral lines within the population,
e.g., factorial mating and/or minimum
coancestry mating.
Animal Breeding as a Commercial
Enterprise
Animal breeding has become a commercial
enterprise. Breeding companies often hesitate to
sacrifice short-term response in order to
safeguard long-term response, since their
competitive
position
may
deteriorate.
Particularly in dairy cattle breeding, where
estimated breeding values of bulls from
different companies can be compared directly
and genetic material is freely accessible on the
market, there is a strong stimulus to focus on
short-term response. Obviously, breeding
companies are not willing to sacrifice shortterm response especially if their competitor is
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going to benefit from the genetic variation they
saved. Hence, there is a clear contradiction
between collective interest and private interest
and, in practice, collective interest is likely to
gettheworstof it.
The consequences of short-term selection are
demonstrated by the findings that 50% of the
almost 5000 bulls from 18 countries born in
1990, evaluated by the Interbull Center, were
bred by only five sires (WICKHAM and BANOS,
1998). Examination of the top-cow and topheifer data sets of the NRS (Royal Dutch Cattle
Syndicate), which are used to select bull dams,
revealed that the effective number of sires was
below 8 and that the effective number of greatgrandsires was around 4 to 5. A single bull
(Carlin M. Ivanhoe Bell) accounted for 50% of
thegenescontributed bymales (PRINS, 1999).
The fact that we do not observe dramatically
increased rates of inbreeding in the commercial
population is because the commercial
population lags behind the nucleus population,
and also because there is a certain degree of
avoidance of mating or relatives. Additionally,
in many countries, local black and white breeds
have been replaced by the Holstein-Friesian
(HF) breed, which has temporarily reduced
inbreeding levels and hidden the between
family selection that is going on. By the time
increased rates of inbreeding are observed in
the
commercial
population,
genetic
contributions of ancestors will be largely
established. Hence, there will be little that can
be done. Monitoring inbreeding rates in the
commercial population, therefore, isof little use
compared to managing genetic variation in the
elite population. On the contrary, publication of

inbreeding levels in the commercial population
may serveasafalse reassurance.
To safeguard genetic variation of the
Holstein-Friesian breed, commitment of the
leading AI companies is essential. In the end
this will benefit everybody, but nothing will
change unless initiative is taken by one of the
companies.
In pig and poultry breeding, breeding
companies generally own the lines and the
competitor does not have access to the genetic
material. Maintaining genetic variation of the
line, therefore, benefits the breeding company
itself and not its competitors. In pig and poultry
breeding, therefore, a restriction on the rate of
inbreeding is easier to achieve than in dairy
cattle breeding.

TheRelevanceofInbreedingIn
FutureBreedingSchemes
Future changes in animal breeding programs
will mainly be due to new developments in
reproductive technology and molecular biology
(genetic markers and knowledge of individual
genes; BRASCAMP, 1998). Driving forces for
implementing new technology are an increased
commercial attitude among breeding companies
anddirect competition on aglobal market.

ReproductiveTechnology
Reproductive technologies may facilitate more
efficient breeding schemes for maximizing
genetic gain while restricting inbreeding. For
example, the use of ovum pick up technologies
in combination with in-vitro maturation of
embryo's may enable complete factorial
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designs, which give higher genetic gain at the
same rate of inbreeding (WOOLLIAMS, 1989;
WOOLLIAMS and WlLMUT, 1989; KlNGHORNet
al. 1991; DE BOER and VAN ARENDONK, 1994;
SONESSON and MEUWISSEN, 2000).

Contrary to the expectation of BRASCAMP
(1998), progeny testing remains an important
selection tool for situations where the trait of
interest can not be measured on the selection
candidate itself {e.g., bulls in dairy cattle
breeding), because selection based on progeny
testing may yield higher genetic gain at the
same rate of inbreeding (LUO et al., 1995;
MEUWISSEN and SONESSON, 1998).
When cloning becomes possible, in dairy
cattle a completely different structure may
evolve, which is closer to the pig and poultry
breeding structures. In such a situation, the
commercial product may be a crossbred clone,
e.g., HFxJersey, to exploit non-additive genetic
variance, primarily for traits related to fitness.
To ensure good quality of the commercial
product, a number of clone genotypes may be
evaluated in a similar way as the current
progeny testing schemes. Since the reliability of
clone testing is: p 2 = nh2/[h2(n-l)+l], with a
heritability of 0.3, only 21 individuals would be
required to reach a reliability of 90%. In such a
situation, the performance of the commercial
population may exceed that of the nucleus
population. Selection in the pure line may
include progeny testing of males on a limited
number of testing herds, and aim at maximizing
gain while restricting inbreeding. DE BOER and
VAN ARENDONK (1994) showed that, with
cloning, higher rates of gain at the same rate of
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inbreeding can be obtained by selecting fewer
dams thansires.
When the commercial product is a crossbred
genotype and pure line testing takes place on a
limited number of testing herds, pure-line
genetic material is no longer available to the
competitor and, therefore, it becomes easier to
restrict the rate of inbreeding (see above).
Additionally, the use of crossbred clones may
lead to the reemerging of isolated strains within
the HF population, which is desirable since it
would increase the between breed diversity and
thus reduce risk. In the past, isolated strains
werebased on geographical separation, whereas
in the future they may be based on commercial
separation. These considerations indicate that,
contrary to common belief, the use of cloning
may increase the genetic variation within the
HFbreed. Abroader discussion on the potential
benefits of cloning in relation to genetic
diversity is inWOOLLIAMS and WILMUT (1999).

MolecularBiology
One of the first applications of molecular
biology in animal breeding is the possibility to
select for know genes or accurately mapped
QTL. GIBSON (1994) showed that there is a
conflict between short and long-term gain when
selecting for an identified gene. DEKKERS and
VAN ARENDONK (1998) and PONG-WONG and
WOOLLIAMS (1998) confirmed the result of
GIBSON (1994) and showed that it is more
efficient to fix a favorable allele in a number of
small steps instead of a few big steps.
However, they did not restrict the rate of
inbreeding. VILLANUEVA et al. (1999) showed
that, when maximizing genetic gain while
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restricting inbreeding, this conflict between
short and long-term response was negligible.
This result indicates that, when maximizing
gain while restricting inbreeding, there is little
interaction over time; i.e., with a constraint on
the rate of inbreeding, current selection
decisions do not jeopardize future possibilities
for making genetic progress. This conclusion is
expected to be rather robust. (However, one
should probably allow for some recombination
in the region adjoining the major gene,to avoid
loss of potentially favorable genes in this region
that have not yet been identified. The major
gene, therefore, should not be fixed in very few
generations).
When knowledge of the genome is increasing
and techniques for genetic modification of
individuals become common tools, one may
wonder whether inbreeding remains relevant at
all, since favorable alleles may be introduced
into the population artificially. However, most
quantitative traits seem to be highly polygenic,
sothere will be many genes with small effect. It
is very unlikely that we will be able to identify
all of those genes and accurately estimate their
effect, primarily since this would require huge
amounts of phenotypic data. Development of
new molecular technology, e.g.,for studying the
expression of genes, will not solve this problem
because one still needs to validate and
accurately estimate the effect of the gene within
the population in which it is supposed to be
used. Inparticular theeffect of recent mutations
will be difficult to estimate, since it may take
sometimebefore the number of individuals that
carry the mutation is large enough to have
sufficient phenotypic data. Furthermore, when

epistatic effects are important (e.g., MACKAY,
1998),wecannot accurately predicttheresultof
an introgression program in advance. Therefore,
our knowledge of the genome is insufficient to
identify and preserve all the important genes
and a restriction on the rate of inbreeding
remains essential. Furthermore, restricting the
rate of inbreeding will also preserve genes
affecting traits that are currently perceived as
being unimportant, but which may become
important in the future. Finally, natural
selection is becoming increasingly important,
but it will only be effective in a population of
sufficient size.Inconclusion, restricting the rate
of inbreeding is a general and risk averse way
of safeguarding genetic variation within a
population, and is likely to be more robust than
relying solelyonmolecular technology.
On the other hand, developments in
molecular biology may be used to more
effectively maintain genetic variation in a
population. For example, markers may be used
in a conservation program that aims at
minimizing the loss of alleles (TORO et al.,
1998;LAMBERSON,1998).The essential benefit
of using markers to reduce the rate of
inbreeding is that one can observe the drift due
toMendelian sampling. WANGand HILL (2000)
show that, in principle, Ne can be increased
indefinitely by restricting the sampling between
maternally and paternally inherited genes within
individuals, using genetic markers. For species
with many chromosomes, however, the required
amount of marker information and number of
offspring per family restricts the efficiency of
the method. In selected populations, the benefit
of using markers to reduce drift due to
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Mendelian sampling will be smaller, because
the amount of inbreeding dueto Mendelian
sampling isonly asmall proportion ofthe total
inbreeding.
Methods for predicting rates of inbreeding
may be extended to populations with mixed
inheritance. With mixed inheritance, selection
will affect the gene frequency ofthe major gene
so that there will notbe anequilibrium. Note
that inthe absence ofequilibrium, there is no
single AF to predict. In principle, genetic
contributions can also be predicted inthe
absence of an equilibrium, but this requires
iterative equations (CHAPTER 3,Equation 11,
APPENDIX C). It is doubtful whether this is
worth the effort. Itisprobably more practicalto
approximate therateofinbreeding assumingan
equilibrium. Furthermore, newmajor genesmay
come up during the course of the selection
program. Assuming an equilibrium, therefore,
maybe more valid than assumingasingle major
gene which will befixed over time, sothatin
theend only polygenic varianceremains.
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SUMMARY

Summary

T

his thesis focuses on the prediction of
long-term genetic contributions, rates of
inbreeding and rates of genetic gain, in
populations undergoing selection. The longterm genetic contribution (r,) of ancestor i born
at timeth is defined as the proportion of genes
from i that are present in individuals in
generation t2deriving by descent from ;', where
(h - h) —* °°- In other words, the long-term
contribution of an individual is its proportional
contribution to the genetic make-up of the
population inthelong term.
This thesis can be divided into three main
parts. First, CHAPTERS 2 to 4 deal with the
prediction of long-term contributions and their
relation to genetic gain and generation interval.
Second, CHAPTERS 5 to 8 deal with the
prediction of rates of inbreeding using longterm contributions. Finally, CHAPTERS9 and 10
deal with the application of the theory to
Combined Crossbred Purebred Selection.
CHAPTER 2 to 4: CHAPTER 2 formally shows

that the rate of genetic gain per generation is
related to the cross-product of long-term
contributions and Mendelian sampling terms,
AG ='Lrfli,where a, is the Mendelian sampling
contribution to the genotype of individual i and
the sum is taken over all individuals in a
generation.
Furthermore, CHAPTER 2 develops a general
theory topredict long-term contributions. Longterm contributions were predicted by linear
regression of contributions on selective

advantages, E[r1?i|sliJt] = uik =ak + p t s^, where
rik is the genetic contribution of individual i in
category k and s^ is a vector of selective
advantages of individual i in category k. With
discrete generations, ak = l/(2Nk), where Nk is
thenumber of parents of sex k. If si?kconsists of
a single element, then f3k= ocX(\-n)'x, where X
is the regression coefficient of the number of
selected offspring on sik, and nis the regression
coefficient ofSjjof aselected offspring on sik of
itsparent. With overlapping generations, ak and
P* were predicted using a modified gene flow
approach.
CHAPTER 3 studies methods to predict longterm contributions, in populations with
overlapping generations undergoing mass
selection or selection on a sib index. Results
were compared to classical gene flow theory.
Due to selection, offspring of younger parents
had an above average breeding value. Longterm contributions of the youngest age classes,
therefore, were higher than expected from the
proportional contribution of those ageclasses to
the group of parents. Generation interval was
defined as the time in which long-term
contributions sum to unity, and was generally
shorter than the average age of parents when
their offspring areborn.
CHAPTER 4 deals with the relation between
gene flow and the rate of genetic gain, and
shows that the relation between asymptotic
proportions of genes and rates of genetic gain
that is embodied in conventional gene flow
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theory is invalid. It is shown that conventional
gene flow theory considers the gain from a
single cycle of selection arising from all
previous cohorts, whereas the equation AG =
Lrfli considers the gain arising from a single
cohort over all subsequent cycles of selection.
Both methods yield valid and similar
predictions of therate of genetic gain.
CHAPTER 5 to 8: CHAPTER 5 deals with the
relationship between long-term contributions
and rates of inbreeding. First, the relation AF=
Vi(1—co) 2 ^2 . where cois the deviation from
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, has been derived
directly from identity by descent, whereas
previous derivations were based on properties
of the relationship matrix. Second, CHAPTER 5
shows that rates of inbreeding may be predicted
from expected long-term contributions, which
makes a separate prediction of the variance of
long-term contributions redundant. The
prediction
equation
was: E[/1F] =
n
j^nkE[ufk]
+ jY, k^k - where ui:k is the
k

'

k

expected long-term contribution of individual i
in category k, nk is the number of parents
selected from category k and 8k is a correction
term for deviations of the variance of family
size from a Poisson variance. Using this
equation, tractable predictions of AF in selected
populations were developed. Finally, CHAPTER
5 shows an application of the theory to
populations with discrete generations selected
ona sib-index.
CHAPTER 6 develops prediction equations for
rates of inbreeding in populations with either
discrete or overlapping generations undergoing
mass selection, following the general theory
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presented in CHAPTERS 2 and 5. In the simplest
case, with discrete generations and an equal
number of siresand dams,therateof inbreeding
1
E[AF]
equals
2N
l2h2(l-Kh2)(l-2/N)
(1 + K/I 2 ) 2

ST

, whereN

is the total number of parents, i is selection
intensity, K is Pearson's variance reduction
coefficient, h2 is heritability and T is the total
number of selection candidates per sex.
Furthermore, CHAPTER 6 shows that, with mass
selection and discrete generations and for the
special case of overlapping generations with an
equal number of parents selected from each age
class, the present prediction equation is
identical to previously derived equations which
were based on the variance of gene frequency.
Accurate predictions of AF were obtained both
for populations with discrete generations as
well as for populations with overlapping
generations. The rate of inbreeding reached a
maximum when anequal number of parents was
selected from each age class, and a minimum
when all parents except one were selected from
theoldest ageclass.
CHAPTER 7 shows how rates of inbreeding
may be predicted for populations that are
selected on Best Linear Unbiased Prediction
(BLUP) of breeding values. Results showed
that, with BLUP selection, an increase of
selection intensity dramatically increased the
rateof inbreeding.
Finally, CHAPTER 8 shows how rates of
inbreeding may be predicted for typical
livestockbreeding populations with overlapping

SUMMARY

generations, BLUP selection and progeny
testing. Predictions were considerably more
accurate than predictions from other available
methods that ignore the effect of selection on
AF. Predictions were accurate for schemes with
up to 20 sires. Predicted AF was too low for
schemes with more than 20 sires, which was
duetotheuseof simple linear models to predict
genetic contributions.
CHAPTERS 9 and 10: CHAPTERS 9 and

GENERAL

DISCUSSION:

The

GENERAL

addresses the relevance of this
thesis for quantitative genetic theory and for
applied animal breeding, and discusses the
relevance of the rate of inbreeding for future
animal breeding programs.
DISCUSSION

10

deal with Combined Crossbred Purebred
Selection (CCPS) in crossbreeding schemes. In
CHAPTER 9, a pseudo-BLUP selection index is
developed to predict response to multi-trait
BLUP selection for crossbred performance.
Correction of selection intensity for correlated
index values of relatives proved to be essential
to obtain the correct ranking of breeding
schemes. Utilizing crossbred information
increased selection response, in particular for
low values of the purebred-crossbred genetic
correlation.
CHAPTER 10 describes the optimization of
CCPS breeding schemes when the rate of
inbreeding is restricted, and shows how the
theory developed in CHAPTERS 2 to 8 can be
used to balance rates of genetic gain and
inbreeding for animal breeding schemes in a
computationally feasible manner. Results
indicate that changing from pure-line selection
to CCPS, while keeping the number of parents
constant, may substantially increase the rate of
inbreeding. When compared at the same rate of
inbreeding, CCPS was superior to pure-line
selection and the superiority was only slightly
reduced compared to a situation without a
restriction ontherateof inbreeding.
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Samenvatting
Dit hoofdstuk bevat een gepopulariseerde
samenvatting van het proefschrift, en is met
name gericht op personen die niet bekend zijn
met het vakgebied Veefokkerij. Een
wetenschappelijk verslag kunt u vinden in de
Engelstalige samenvatting.
Inleiding
Het vakgebied Veefokkerij richt zich op het
verbeteren van de genetische aanleg van
landbouwhuisdieren, opdat de toekomstige
generaties van landbouwhuisdieren de gewenste
producten op een efficientere manier
voortbrengen. Met determ "fokkerij" wordt dus
niet "vermeerderen", maar "veredelen" bedoeld.
Het verbeteren van de genetische aanleg vindt
plaats door het selecteren van de beste dieren
uit de huidige generatie, en deze vervolgens als
ouderstegebruiken voor de volgendegeneratie.
Veefokkerij rust op twee pijlers. De eerste is
het schatten van de genetische aanleg van
dieren. Dit wordt de fokwaardeschatting
genoemd. Omdat we de genetische aanleg van
een dier niet direct kunnen meten, schatten we
de fokwaarde aan de hand van de uiterlijke
kenmerken van een dier en van zijn
bloedverwanten. In het eenvoudigste geval
wordt alleen gebruik gemaakt van het kenmerk
gemeten aan het dier zelf. In dat geval heeft het
dier met de hoogste waarde voor het kenmerk
ook de hoogste geschatte fokwaarde.
Bijvoorbeeld, de koe die de meeste melk geeft
heeft in dat geval ook de hoogste geschatte
fokwaarde. In de veefokkerij
wordt

tegenwoordig algemeen gebruik gemaakt van
een
geavanceerde
methode
voor
fokwaardeschatting, waarbij informatie van alle
bloedverwanten in de fokwaardeschatting
betrokken wordt.Dit wordt de BLUP-procedure
genoemd.
De tweede pijler onder de veefokkerij is het
fokprogramma. Het fokprogramma is de
structuur of de organisatie waarbinnen de
genetische verbetering plaatsvindt. Belangrijke
karakteristieken van een fokprogramma zijn: de
kenmerken die worden gemeten en de keuze
aan welke dieren wordt gemeten, het totaal
aantal selectiekandidaten, het aantal ouders dat
iedere generatie wordt geselecteerd, de leeftijd
waarop dedieren worden geselecteerd, etc.
In de afgelopen 50 jaar zijn zowel de
methoden voor fokwaardeschatting als de
fokprogramma's sterk verbeterd, hetgeen heeft
geleid tot een sterke toename van de genetische
vooruitgang. Tegelijkertijd heeft dit echter ook
geleid tot een afname van de genetische
diversiteit in populaties van landbouwhuisdieren.
De afname van de genetische diversiteit in
fokprogramma's wordt gemeten aan de hand
van de inteelt toename. Inteelt is synoniem met
het paren van bloedverwanten. De paring van
eenbroer metzijn zus bijvoorbeeld is een vorm
van inteelt. We zeggen dan dat de nakomeling
uiteendergelijke paring is ingeteeld.
Behalve door het opzettelijk paren van
verwanten ontstaat inteelt ook als een populatie
klein is, omdat we in dat geval niet kunnen
voorkomen dat verwanten met elkaar gepaard
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worden. Ter illustratie twee extreme
voorbeelden. Als een populatie uit slechts twee
dieren bestaat, een mannetje en een vrouwtje,
dan zijn alle nakomelingen die hieruit geboren
worden voile broers en zussen. In de volgende
generatie moeten we dus een broer met zijn zus
paren. Als de populatie uit vier dieren bestaat,
kunnen we in de eerste generatie inteelt
voorkomen door partners te selecteren die uit
twee verschillende ouderparen komen. In de
tweede generatie moeten we echter een paring
maken van een neef met zijn voile nicht. Ook
bij grotere populaties treedt dit effect op, maar
dan zijn de paringen tussen verwanten van een
kleinere verwantschapsgraad.
Inteelt heeft overwegend negatieve gevolgen.
Ten eerste veroorzaakt inteelt een afname van
de genetische diversiteit, waardoor het in de
toekomst steeds moeilijker wordt om genetische
vooruitgang te boeken. Ten tweede veroorzaakt
inteelt een afname van de fitness van dieren,
hetgeen zich met name uit in een groter aantal
vruchtbaarheidsproblemen. Tenslotte leidt
inteelt tot het vaker voorkomen van erfelijke
ziekten in de populatie. Gezien de nadelige
gevolgen van inteelt is het dus van belang om
inteelt zoveel mogelijk te beperken. Het is
belangrijk om te beseffen dat inteelt nooit
helemaal voorkomen kan worden, omdat elke
populatie een eindige omvang heeft.
Uiteindelijk zullen er altijd verwanten gepaard
moeten worden, zodat er altijd sprake is van
inteelttoename.
Dit proefschrift
In dit proefschrift is gekeken naar de gevolgen
van verschillende selectiestrategieen op de
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inteelttoename
in
populaties
van
landbouwhuisdieren. Er zijn methoden
ontwikkeld omde verwachte inteelttoename van
een populatie vooraf te voorspellen, zodat een
fokprogramma gekozen kan worden dat een
acceptabele inteelttoename oplevert.
Het centrale concept in dit proefschrift is de
"genetische bijdrage". De genetische bijdrage
van een individu is het aandeel van de genen in
de populatie dat van dit individu afkomstig is.
Bijvoorbeeld, in een populatie die uit 50
vaderdieren en 50 moederdieren bestaat, is de
gemiddelde genetische bijdrage van een
vaderdier Vixl/50 = 0,01. Dat wil zeggen,
vaders en moeders dragen elk de helft van de
genen bij en binnen de vaders draagt ieder dier
gemiddeld 1/50 bij. De werkelijke genetische
bijdrage van een dier zal afwijken van 0,01
omdat het ene vaderdier meer nakomelingen
krijgt dan het andere. De gemiddelde bijdrage
zal dus 0,01 bedragen, maar de werkelijke
bijdrage zal varieren tussen de dieren.
In de hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 zijn
methoden ontwikkeld om de genetische
bijdragen van individuen te voorspellen. Bij het
voorspellen van genetische bijdragen in
populaties van landbouwhuisdieren moet
rekening worden gehouden met het
fokprogramma. In het algemeen zullen dieren
die een hogere fokwaarde hebben ook een
hogere
genetische
bijdrage
krijgen.
Bijvoorbeeld, als er in een fokprogramma
geselecteerd wordt voor een zo hoog mogelijke
melkproductie, zullen we van een koe met een
hoge melkproductie meer nakomelingen
selecteren dan van een gemiddelde koe.
Daardoor levert een dergelijke koe een
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bovengemiddelde genetische bijdrage aan de
populatie. Genetische bijdragen verschillen dus
systematisch tussen dieren met een hoge en
dieren meteen lage fokwaarde.
Er zijn twee mechanismen waardoor de
genetische bijdrage van een dier bei'nvloed
wordt. Ten eerste worden van een dier met een
hogere
fokwaarde
gemiddeld
meer
nakomelingen geselecteerd. Ten tweede hebben
nakomelingen van ouders met een hoge
fokwaarde zelf ook weer een bovengemiddelde
fokwaarde. In de hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4
zijn methoden ontwikkeld om genetische
bijdragen te voorspellen door middel van het
modelleren van deze beide mechanismen.
Tevens laat hoofstuk 2 zien dat de genetische
vooruitgang per generatie gelijk is aan de
afwijking van de fokwaarde van een dier van
het
gemiddelde
van
zijn
ouders,
vermenigvuldigd met de genetische bijdrage
van dit dier en vervolgens gesommeerd over
alledieren inde betreffende generatie.
De hoofdstukken 5 tot en met 8 behandelen
de relatie tussen de genetische bijdrage en de
inteelttoename. Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat de
inteelttoename per generatie gelijk is aan de
helft van de som van de gekwadrateerde
voorspelde genetische bijdragen per generatie.
Bijvoorbeeld, als in de bovengenoemde
populatie met 50 vaderdieren en 50
moederdieren elk dier een voorspelde
genetische bijdrage heeft van 0,01, dan
bedraagt de inteelttoename Vixl00x0,01 2 =
0,005. Dit betekent dat er elke generatie 0,5%
van de genetische diversiteit verloren gaat. In
een geselecteerde populatie zullen dieren met
een hogere fokwaarde een hogere voorspelde

genetische bijdrage hebben. Bijvoorbeeld, als
de 10 beste vaderdieren en de 10 beste
moederdieren elk een voorspelde genetische
bijdrage hebben van 0,02 en de rest van de
dieren heeft een voorspelde bijdrage van
0,0075, dan bedraagt de inteelttoename
V2X(20xO,022 + 80x0,00752) = 0,00625, zodat
er iedere generatie 0,625% van de genetische
diversiteit verloren gaat. Dit eenvoudige
voorbeeld laat zien op welke manier selectie
leidttoteen verhoging van de inteelttoename.
In de hoofdstukken 6 tot en met 8 zijn
vervolgens formules afgeleid voor het
voorspellen van de inteelttoename in
verschillende fokprogramma's. De belangrijkste
conclusie van deze hoofdstukken is dat, in een
populatie waarbij dieren geselecteerd worden
voor een bepaald kenmerk, de inteelttoename
veel hoger is dan in een populatie waarbij
willekeurige dieren geselecteerd worden als
ouders voor de volgende generatie. Vooral het
gebruik van geavanceerde methoden voor
fokwaardeschatting, zoals de bovengenoemde
BLUP-procedure, en het selecteren van dieren
op basis van deze geschatte fokwaarden, leidt
tot een forse verhoging van de inteelttoename.
Voor de veefokkerij betekent dit dat er, bij
toepassing van deze geavanceerde methoden,
maatregelen genomen moeten worden om de
inteelttoename te beperken.
De hoofdstukken 9 en 10 behandelen een
speciale toepassing van de methode om inteelt
te voorspellen bij populaties waarin gebruik
wordt gemaakt van kruising. In fokprogramma's
voor varkens en kippen wordt geselecteerd in
zogenaamde zuivere lijnen. Dit zijn lijnen die
uit een ras bestaan. De uiteindelijke
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productiedieren, bijvoorbeeld slachtvarkens,
ontstaan uit het kruisen van een aantal van deze
zuivere lijnen. Hoofdstuk 9 laat zien dat het
meten van kenmerken aan deze gekruiste
productiedieren een bijdrage kan leveren aan de
genetische vooruitgang van het fokprogramma
in de zuivere lijn. Vervolgens laat hoofdstuk 10
zien dat het benutten van de informatie van
gekruiste productiedieren niet alleen leidt tot
een toename van de genetische vooruitgang,
maar tevens kan leiden tot een forse verhoging
van de inteelttoename. Door het verhogen van
het aantal geselecteerde vaderdieren kan de
inteelt echter tot aanvaardbare proporties
worden teruggebracht en is de genetische
vooruitgang nog steeds hoger dan ineen situatie
waarin geen gebruik wordt gemaakt van
informatie afkomstig van gekruiste dieren.
In de algemene discussie wordt ingegaan op
het belang van het huidige proefschrift voor de
kwantitatief-genetische theorie en voor de
praktische veefokkerij. De belangrijkste
bijdrage aan de kwantitatief-genetische theorie
is de ontwikkeling van methoden voor het
voorspellen van genetische bijdragen en inteelt
in geselecteerde populaties. In de praktische
veefokkerij kunnen deze methoden gebruikt
worden om een balans te vinden tussen
genetische vooruitgang en inteelttoename. Tot
voor kort was dat alleen mogelijk met behulp
vantijdrovende computersimulaties.
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